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FORFWORD

There has been a considerable enhancement of the delegated financial powers at

varirous levels over the yearc, particularly those to be exercised in consulbtion with the

IntegraEd Financial Advisors. A need has, therefore, been felt for an IFA Manual that

would serve as a reference guide for the IFAs and their offices, thereby facilitating

promS processing of the financial proposals in accordance with the prescribed rules and

procedures and ensuring optimum utilistion of the allocated resources for meeting the

defuie requirements.

Accordingln the IFA Manual has been prepared in separate volumes covering Army,

Navy and Air Force. Each volume contains an overuiew of the IFA s-ystem and the issues

and areas to be examined while processing different type of financial proposals

including some advanced issues. The general provisions in each of the three volumes

would be useful to all the IFAs inespective of their functional area.

The Manual has been compiled on the basis of the provisions of the Defence

Procurement Manual - 20A6, the Defence Procurement Procedure - 2W6, the General

Financial Rules, 2005, DGS&D orders, circulars/guidelines issued by the CVC and other

rules and instructions which regulate public o<pendifure. Thee shall conUnue to be the

basic rcftrence documenE and shall ovenide in case of any inconsistency with this

Manual.
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(SmL H.K hnnu)

Controller Genelal of Defene Aaounts
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Full Fonn
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FMS Financial Management System
FOB Free on Board
FOH Free Over haul Task
FOR Free on Rail/Road
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FPQ Fixed Price Quotation
FT Functional Test
FTA Follow the Air Craft
FTE Follow the Engine'i GE Ground Equipment

' GED General Engineering Division
GES General Engineering Section

e, GIG Global Index Gallery
GOST State Committee for the introduction of Advanced

Technique
GSE Ground Servicing Equipment
GSQR General StaIf Qualitative Requirement
HAL Hindustan Aeronautical Limited
HIS Horizontal Situation Indicator
HQMC Head Quarters Maintenance Command
HU Helicopter Unit
IAP Indian Air Publication
ICC International Chamber of Commerce
IDS Integrated Defence Stalf
IGA Inter GovernmentalAgreement

* IM Indigenously Manufactured

INDG SQN Indigenisation and Substitution Squadron/Flight
,l'" IOH Intermediate Overhaul task
r 'rb IOR Immediate Operational Requirement

IP Intellectual Property
IPL Itemized Price List

, ISC Indigenisation and Substitution Cell
ISPL lllustrated Spare Part List
JRI Joint Receipt Inspection
JSG Joint Services Guide
JSQR Joint Service Qualitative Requirement
Ll Lowest Bidder
LC Local Certification
LCH Locally Controlled Heads
LCSO Electronic Component logistic Instructions
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LNARS Listed Non- ARS Spares

. LOI Letter of Indent
S LRMSO Local Repair & Maintenance Supply Order
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LSC Local Service Contract

F LSW Logistic Support Wing
IrTB Last time Buy
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LTPP Long Term Perspective Plan
LTR Last time Review
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MET tvtainiainability Evaluation Trial
MHL Main Hangar Line
MOG Missile on Ground
MOQ Minimum Order Quantity
MPE Maximum Potential Establishment
MPL Master Part List (ltems within Production range of HAL)
MPTO Maintenance Planning & Technolory Transfer
MRLS Manufacturer Recommended List of Spares
MTBF Mean Time Between Failure
MTBO Minimum Time Before Overhaul
MTBUR Mean Time Between Unit Replacement
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
MWR Maintenance War Reserve
NFMS New Financial Management Strategies
NHQ Naval Headquarters
NIF Not Indigenised Feasible (Under Indigenisation)
NOC Norm of Consumption
NIFP Not Indigenised Feasible Pending (not loaded for

Indigenisation)
NINF Not Indigenised Not Feasible
NIV Not in Vocabulary
NPV Net Present Value
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
OTE Open Tender Enquiry
PA Production Agency
PAC Proprietary Article Certificate
PAT Pfoduction Acceptance Test
PBG Performance Bank Guarantee
PCB Printed Circuit Board
PDI Pre Dispatch Inspection
PHU Production Hold Up
PIB Public Investment Board
POL Petrol, Oil and Lubricant
PPP Priority Procurement Plan .

PR Provisioning Review
Proc Procurement
PROM Programmable Read Only Memory
Prov Provisioning
PSO Principal Staff Officer
PSR Preliminary Staff Requirement
PSU Public Sector Undertaking
Q-401 Requisition for internal Repair & Manufacture
QA Quality Assurance
QAS audity Assurance Service
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RAF Review Action Figure
RCMA Regional Centre for Military Airworthiness
RFI Request for Information
RFP Request for Proposal
RM Raksha Mantri
RMI Radio Magnetic Indicator
RMSO Repair and Maintenance Supply Order
SAE Society for Automotive Engineers
SCAP Services Capital Acquisition Plan
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Service Headquarters
Semi Knocked Down
Storage Module Device
$pecial Maintenance Tool
Safety of Flight Test
Standard Operating Procedure
Schedule of requirement
Services Qualitative Requirement
Short Refit
Special Review
Sideways Random Access Memory
Self Reliance Committee
Stock Record Section
Shop Replaceable Unit
Special Secretary
Short Stock Figure
Single Stock Record Card
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GI,OSSARY OF TERMS

AGGRDGATT - It is a component of a sub-assembly. This sub assembly is a part

of the major assembly.

AIRBORNE SAORESI - Airborne stores include all items of equipment, material

etc., used in the development / production / maintenance of aircraft, aero-

engines, systems, equipment, flying clothing etc. All airborne items are to be

certified and approved for airworthiness before use on military aircraft. Airborne

stores, procured only from approved sources are to be used on aircraft.

AIR FORCE LIAISON ESTABLISHMENT |AFLE, - It is normally co-located with
various Divisions of HAL. It is responsible for the following:

o Liaise with HAL for overhaul and repair jobs

. Receipt of rotables/aircraft/engines

r Store and induct Cat D rotables for repair/overhaul

o Raise LRMSO on HAL

r Monitor production progress

o Monitor defect investigation and submit Defect Investigation Reports

. Rec.eipt after repair/servicing

o Issue and despatch

AUTOMATIC REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM IARSI ITEMS - The IAF follows an

Automatic Replenishment System (ARS) for l"t line and 2"d line consumables.

Under this system, the stock of l"t line and 2"a fine items available with different

units is topped up once a month by the ASPs/EDs upto pre-determined stock

level to replenish the concerned quantities as per scale. l{on-ARS items are the

items which are obtained on demand by the units from ASPs/ EDs.

AIR STORAGE PARIqASPI - It is an intermediate storage point for aircraft items.

It performs the following functions

o Forward storage for ARS items, POL, MT and clothing items closer to the ..1

operating units in its geographical area.

r Issue of material to user groups(e.g. units)

. Transcription of unfulfilled demand to ED.
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ASSEIS - Stores available or likely to become available as a result of provisioning

action already taken, i.e. stocks physically held of serviceable and repairable
items plus dues-in expected against outstanding orders, including Repair'orders.

BASE REPAIR DEPIOT - They are the IAF agencies that carry out major repairs

and overhaui. Since the BRD is responsible for repair, it does its material
planning and storage of spares required for repairs. A BRD carries out the

following activities to support its primary task of repair :

r PR of 3'a and 4s line spares

o Receipt and storage(3ru and 4t\ line) and dso l"t arrd 2"d line in a few cases

. Issue of material to user groups

o Transcription of unfulfilled demands to HQ MC/Air HQ.

r Rotable movement to and from BRD/operational units

Bt LK PROVISIONING - The assessment of requirement and centralised

procurement of equipment in the senrice.

COMMON USER ITEM - An item of'equipment in use by two or more frghting

services.

CONSUMER ITNIT - A self-accounting unit, other than a stock'holding depot;

authorised to demand and hold the equipment necessar5r for the effrcient working
oftheunitanditsdependentnon-self-accountingunit.

CONSUMPTION DATA - Record of consumption of an item of'equipment fOr a
given period.

CONSUMPTION RATE - The recurring consumption over a given period after any

known anomalies have been adjusted.

CONTRACT - An a.green:Ient speciffing equipment which may not be issued

without the permission of the provisioning authority.

CONTROLLED ITEM - An item of equipment which may not be issued without
the permission of the provjsioning quthority.

IFA Manual (Air Force)



CIIRRE$T AI{NUAL RATE (C.A.R} - This is the past recurring consumption of an

item during the twelve months preceding a provisioning review, which is taken as

the base annual rate of consumption for provisioning of future requirements.

DIRBCT P11RCHASE - Procurement of stores, which are required for stock

purposes, direct from trade instead of through the central procurement agency'

Direct purchase sanctions are issued to the stock holding depots/units who

obtain tfre stores by following the procedure prescribed for local purchase of

equipment.

DISpOSAL - The process of dealing with stores, which are surplus to the

requirements of the service, to the best advantage of the State in accordance with

prescribed procedure.

DI;F,S-IN - Quantities of equipment due for delivery against indents, supply

orders, RMS orders or direct purchase sanctions'

DI'ES-.oUT - Quantities of equipment recorded on Provisioning Record Cards or !

Dues-out cards as being the unfulfilled requirements for which stock is awaited'

teUIpMENT DEPOT{ED} - They are bulk storage points for spares required for l't
artd. 2nd line sewicing. These depots also store non-technical items like clothing.

An ED is involved in :

. Bulk receipt and storage(lst and 2"a line)

r Preservation

o Issue of material to user units(e.g. Wings) and forward storage points(e.g.

ASPs)

. Transcription of unfulfilled demands to Air HQ/HQ MC

FIRST AND SECOND LINE SPARES - These are the spares used at wings for ;

regular flight servicing and minor repairs. The provisioning formula lot 1st/2na line

spares is based on the principle that the annual rate of consumption is '
proportional to the number of operating hours per year'

FORECAST FACTOR - The ratio between the forecast future strength and I of

effort and the actual strength and I or effort.

IFA Manual (Air Force)



INABILITY - A requirement which cannot be met immediatel:t by stockholding

units.

INDENT - A formal order, prepared.on prescribed forms, for supply of equipment,

placed on procurement/supply agency. This term also includes RMS orders,

supply orders, purchase orders placed on public sector undertakings and also

? direct purchase orders.

S INITHL ISSttE - A term denoting:

(a) An issue of equipment, generally to a pre-determined scale, to enable a

new unit to function, or an existing unit to change function or fulfil

specifrc commitments, OR

(b) The first issue of an item made against authorised scale, e.g initial issue

to recruits.

MITIAL PROVTSIOI|II{G - Provisioning for the first time of spares and equipment,

required for an aircraft or major equipment newly introduced in the service, on

; the basis of recommendations of Initial Provisioning Committee, Maintenance

Planning Team or Board of Officers, if constituted, or on the recommendations of

the manufacturers.
$T

IN LIEU ISSUE - The issue of an alternative item in place of the one originally

required.

IIITERCIIAIIGEABLE ITEM - An item which can be uged in place of another

without involving structural modification of the main equipment.

INVENTORY - A list containing the description and quantities of all equipment

(other than consumable stores) issued to a flight or section commander in

t connection with his stated duties and for which he is personally responsible. In a

wider sense, this term is also used to denote the entire assets of plant, machinery,

S tools and spares held by an organisation.

LIFED ITEM - An item susceptible to deterioration with a definite shelf life, on

expiry of which it cannot be used unless its serviceability is confirmed by.

inspection and test.

IFA Manual (Air Force)



LOCAL PIJRCIIASE - Purchase from trade sources of authorised items of

equipment which are urgently required and are not available or cannot be

obtained expeditiously from normal source of supply. Commonly available stores,

which are not centrally provisioned, are also procured by local purchase by

consumer units.

MA^IOR ASSEMBLY - Major piece of equipment comprising more than one 4

item/sub-assembly each of which has a distinct reference or part number.

MANDATORY SPARTS - These are spares that have to be replaced compulsorily

every time an assembly is opened for servicing. Thus all items having

consumption norrn >= 0.9 are categorised as mandatory items.

MAXIMIIM POTEI{TIAL TSTABLISHMEI{t lM.P.tl -It is the level upto which

various types of stores/equipment are authorised to be provisioned at any given

time. This is expressed in terms of so many months requirements and denotes

the period ahead for which rbquirements of equipment must be provisioned in

bulk. Ttris is also known as the forward ordering, period. e l

MOVEMENT COIITROL IINIT IUCUI - MCUs also known as the.'Gateways to [AF' r
are the nodal points for receiving and despatching material to the consigree.

These are 31 MCU (Palam),32 MCU(Mumbai) and 33 MCU (Guwahati). They

discharge the following activities:

o Handling export and import of cargo on behalf of the lAF(except 33 MCU)

o Acting as nodal agency in transportation(domestic cargo)

o For-warding cargo to various IAF units

o Handling domestic couriers as well as couriers going abroad.

MODIFICATION - A design change to an item of equipment, which is introduced

to :-

(a) Correct a fault.

(b) Facilitate production.

(c) Reduce servicing requirements.

(d) Improve operational efficiency or reliability.

*
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MODIFICATION SE:T - A modification set consists of parts required for t1.e

incorporation of a modification.

NON-MANDATORY SPARTS - These are spares which are replaced based on their
condition at the time of servicing. Their replacement will therefore be based on the
appreciation of the technical sta{f servicing the assembly. These spares will have

consumption nonn less than 0.9.Consumption of some spares may increase over

a period of time and these could become mandatory spares if consumption norrr,r

touches 0.9.

NOII-RDCITRRING IS{UIE - An issue to meet a requirement which is not expected.

to recur.

OBSOLEIE EQUIPMENT - An equipment or stores will be declared obsolete when
approval has been given to its withdrawal from the service on zury of the following
grounds:

1. Technical inelliciency to carr5r out its required and intended role and non-
justifrcation for its retention in the service.

2. Its required role has disappeared and it is no use for any other role.

3. It has been completely superseded by an improved equipment or store.

OBSOLESCENT EQIIIPMENT An equipment or stores will be declared

obsolescent when it has been decided that no further provision of that item will be

made, because,

1. The prototype of a successor equipment has been formally accepted, or
2. An equipment or store which alttrough obsolete within the defrnition above,

is required to be retained to meet tactical/technical training or other
special requirements within the service.

a) An equipment or store in this category will not quali& for automatic
provision of spares but existing stocks will continue to be used until
exhausted.

b) In certain cases it may be necessar5r to make provision for spares of
obsolescent equipment until its replacement is available in suffrcient

quantities.

I
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PER OFF - Io case of mandatory sp€rres, some spares are required to be replaced

compulsorily. Ttre number of such spares requiring replaccment in the aggregate

is known as Per Off.
:

FOSIII|G SHEEI - A statement of transactions of equipment submitted to the

provisioning authority by Equipment Depots and Air Stores Parks in respect of all
stock items and by Overhaul Spares Depots (EDs)/BRD Support wing in respect 

4

of rotables falling within the repair responsibility of the respective Base Repair

Depot.
I

PROVISIOilII{G - The process of calculating and obtaining the probables or
actual requirements.

PROVISIOIUNG OFFICER - A commissioned officer or civilian gazetted ollicer

who is entrusted with duties pertaining to any of the various processes involved in
provisioning, e.g. stock recording, review of requirements, indenting etc.,

PROVISIONING SECTIOM - Sections within the various Directorates of AOM's 
r

Branch of Air Headquarters, reslx)nsible for the provisioning of specified ranges of

equipment.
i

RATE COI{TRAGT - An agreement concluded by DGS&D under which a
contractor agrees to supply stores at stipulated rati against supply orders placed

on him by Direct Demanding Ollicers designated in the contract during the period

of its operation

RATE OF EFFORT - The flyrng task per aircraft per month, as authorised by the

Government.

RECURRII{G - An issue to meet a requirement which is expected to recur

REPNRABLE - A term used to denote equiprnent categorized on inspection as

repairable either within the maintenance organisation or by civil repair agencies. ->

t2 IFA Manual (Air Force)



RETENTIO!5 PERIOD - The period, laid down by Government, for which stores

can be retained in stock. Quantities held in excess of requirements for this period

are to be considered as surplus.

REVIEW - The process of comparing assets with liabilities for the authorised MPE

period of an item with a view to determining deficiencies for provisioning or

i 
surpluses and for fixing or emending various safety levels of stock.

REVIEtrI ACTION FIGITRE lR.A.l.l - A pre-determined stock level, expressed in
iJ terms of so many months requirements. When the depot stock of an item reaches

this frgure, a special review is under taken and supplementary indent placed

where necessarJr.

R.M.S. ORDER (REPAIR, MAlnmaCtUnp AilD SITPPLY ORDERI - An order

placed on a civil repair agency for the repair, overhaul, rnodification etc. of Air

Force Equiprnent or for the manufacture and supply of Air Force technical

equipment in respect of ad-hoc requiremeints.

: ROTABLES - These are items which are capable of being repaired and re-used.

This term is used in the Air Force to denote those items which

.. (a) Have had or are expected to show turn over at the flying units as a

result of normal usage.

(b) Are considered economical to repair for re-use. And

(c) Which can be replaced by a flying unit and, when beyond the capacity

or authorif of the flying unit to repair, must be returned to the

appropriate repair agency for repair/ overhaul.

RUNUING CONTRACT - An agreement concluded by DGS&D under which the

contractor agrees to supply stores at stipulated rate and upto specified quantities

against supply orders placed by the Direct Demanding Officers designated in the

; contract during the period of its operation.

F SALVAGE - Equipment which has been conditioned as beyond repair and not fit

for further use in the IAF.
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SERVICEABLE - The condition of equipment when it has no known defect and is
fit for immediate use.

SHORT STOCK FIGITRE lS.S.Fl - A pre-deterrnined stock level on reaching which
dues-in are hastened and further issues frorn stock holding depot are controlled
by the provisioning authorit5r, except against AOG/IOR demands and all priority
demands for indigenous items. Issue below SSF is also authorised against
demands of ASPs but restricted to 5Oo/o of available depot stock.

SPBCIFIC TO TYPE EQITIPMENT - Equipment required either solely for one t5r1r

or mark, or in var5ring quantities for different t5pes or marks of airframe, ae(>
engine or other major assembly.

STANDARD PARTS - Wide r€rnge of spares used by OEMs to reduce inventories
.and to repeated design requirement. Most of the details viz drawing, materials,
acceptance criteria and testing procedures are grven in the governing standard. In
all cases, the respective standard invariably forms part of the part number.

STATIOI{ LOGISTICS SDC,TION(SI,S, - It is the storage location at the Wings. It a
receives items from ED,BRD/ASP or the local market. It discharges the following
functions: r

o Issue of material to users at Wing

o Storage of material required at Wing

r Raising of demands to EDs for replenishment
. . Despatch of repairable to repair agency

SUPPLY ORDER - Orders placed by the provisioning sections and Direct
Demanding Officers and DGS&D Rate or Running contract-holding firms for
supply of centrally provisioned items:

TASK - A consolidated issue instruction originated by the provisioning authorit5r. ;
Tasks are issued to Equipment Deports for special issues of equipment to units
on formation or re-equipping and also for issue of overhaul spares to repair ,
agencies, except where such requirements are catered for by overhaul, spares

depots.
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THIRL AND FOIIRTH LII{E SPARES - These spares are used at BRDs for major
overhauls/repairs.

TITTM' COIITROL - Control exercised by the provisioning authority on specified

items of equipment. This control also extends automatically to normal issues of
any item for which depot stocks have reached the Short Stock Figure.

TRANSACTION - Receipt or issue of an item of equipment.

TYPE RDCORD - Tlpe Record is a document giving a description of the store, its
functional and performance characteristics, summary of strength / other

calculations along with reserve factors, environmental envelope of operation,

where applicable, and storage of the store, results of all tests including
environmental, functional and perforrnance tests, weight data, list of applicable

drawings and includes the Certificate of Design.

ITNIT EQIIIPMENT {U.El - A term used to denote:-

(a) The total number of aircraft with which a unit or formation is
established. And / or

(b) Equipment which is required for the functioning of a unit, and which
accompanies that unit on change of station.

WASTAGE - Equipment rendered beyond economical repair in the course of
normal use or during the process of repair

YIELD OFF REPAIR - The actual quantity rendered or likely to be rendered

serviceable through repair out of grven number of repairables. Percentage of yield

of repair for an item represents the quantity likely to be renderid serviceable if
one hundred repairables of that item are taken up for repair.

t

F
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Chapter I

ORGANISATIOITAL STRUCTURE: IAI'

1.1 The LAF organisation structure can be broadly divided into four main
branches. Air HQ, Operational Commands, Maintenance Command and Training

Command. At the top of the organizational hierarchy is the Chief of Air Stalf r
(CAS). Commanders-in-Chief (C-in-C) of Operational Commands, Training

Command and Maintenance Command directly report to him. In addition to these

Commanders, he is advised by six of Principal StaJt Oflicers {PSOs) based at 'Air 
t

HQ. The broad organisation structure of the IAF is given in Chart 1 enclosed and

that of AOM Branch in Cbart 2 enclosed.

l:2 A brief description of the organisation structure is given below :-

(a) Operatlonal Conmands : The operations of the weapon system under the

Indian Air Force are controlled by the Operational Commands. Each Command

has a number of Wings, which in turn comprise a number of units. There are five

Operational Commands in the count4l namely Central Air Command (CACI, €

Western Air Command (WAC), South-Western Air Command (SWAC), Eastern Air
Command {EAC} and Southern Air Command (SAC}. Each Operational Command i

has the primary responsibility of ensuring air defence preparedness and high fleet

serviceability for which it carries out various operations and activities.

(b) The operations at Commands are supported by the technical dnd logistics

wing at the Command and units. The technical wing is responsible for carrying

out l"t and 2"a fine servicing (field level senricing) of various weapon systems,

equipment and sub assemblies while the logistics wing ensures timely availability
of spares and consumables. The technical wing at the Command is headed by

Senior Maintenance Staff Oflicer (SMSO) and the Logistics Wing is headed by the

Command Lngistics Management Officer (CLMO) under SMSO. Similarly at the ;

Wings, the Air Officer Commanding (AOC) is assisted by the Chief Engineering

Officer (C Eng O) and the Senior Logistics Offrcer (SLO) independently reporting to '
him. Please see Chart 5 for the organizational structure of Operational Command

and the role of various units under them.
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(c) Malntenance Command : The Maintenance Command (MC) is'located at

Nagpur. This Command is responsible for maintenance of IAF equipment. The

main role of MC is planning for repair agencies including inventory management

of spares. It also looks after administration problems at supply agencies and

provides support to AFLE, MCUs etc. MC also gives approvals on modernization of

storage methods. Chart 4 shows the organisation of Maintenance Command as

well as the role of various BRDs/EDs under it.

(d) Trainlag Command : In addition to the live Operational Commands and

Maintenance Command, there is a Training Comrnand also. As the name

indicates this Command is responsible for training. Its HQ is at Bangalore. The

organisation of HQ Training Command is at Chart 3.

I

U
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+
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' Chart-S

ORGANISATION CIIART

OPERATIONAL COMMANDS

The Indtan Alr Force has llve Operational Commands namely.

- coMMAltD HEADQUARTERS LOCATION
t

Delhi

Gandhinagar

Allahabad

Thiruvanantapurarn

Shillong

TIPICAL ORGAI|ISATIOil OF OPERATIOITAL COUMAITD

A(rc-h-c
J

l-

Western Air Command

-L' 
South Western Command

Central Air Command

Southern 6fu Q6rnrnand

Eastern Air Command

L
SAASO

Senior Air Stalf Officer

ai'

+
suso

Senior Maintenance
Staff Officer

+
soa

Senior Offrcer
Adrninistration

i

t'*ir
i

Itpt'
t
r
I

I

IntolorN
lotz
lelct
lo
Irr
aol
lo)

I
I
ti
i

Role: All operations communications Role: All technical and logistics Role: All works,
under his command activities under his command ".%?ffi::i;".

activities
Under his
command
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MA.'OR I'NITS UIIDER OPERATIOIIIAL COUUAIII}S

TYPE OF UNITS ROLE OF THE UNIT

w,ngs lfff#il,ffihT:yl:':.3"ffi:*
Logistics, accounts, administrative,
Operational etc., support to operation F

Units (referred to as its lodger units
Like Sqns, HUs, SUs etc.,

SquadrOns These are operational units which cover t.

Fighter aircraft squadrons: A Squadron
of fighter aircraft has 16 to 18 aircraft
with normally 2 trainers as a part of its
strength.

Transport aircraft Squadrons: A normal
transport squadron consists of 1O-12

rcrafts.

Helicopter squadrons: These units are referred
to as HU {Helicopter Units) and each HU/Sqn
normallY has 1O ac on its strength-
Missiles: Surface to Air Missile units with its e
flights are also referred to as Sqns'

su (signal units) T?rese units cover Ground Radars and 1
communication units firooPs)

MOF (Mobite These units are developed to track
Obseruition Post| enemy aircraft visually.

FBSU (Forward Base Support These are smaller version of win8 but are

Unitf normallY used bY Sqns during
oPerations and exercises etc.,

AFRU (Air Force Range Unit| These units manage frring range

P&S unit {Provost and These are meant to provide security
Security Unitf support beyond the Air Force stations as

well as for liaison with civil police. i

R & SU lRepairs and Each major operational command has
Salvage Unitl one such unit. They are meant for carrying out

structural repairs of aircraft at operational units I
and for retrieval of aircraft to repair agencies by
road as well as from crashed sites.

\J
\
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Chapter 2

ORIGII{ AND EVOLUTION OF IT'A STSTEM

2.1 IFA SYSTEM: IIISTORICAL PERSPBCTM

The origin of the integrated financial adviser system can be traced back to

the year 1968 in which the Ministry of Finance vide their MO No. F.10(3)/E(co-

ordll67 dated tS/lO/1968 had introduced the scheme of internal financial

adviser, according to which the IFA appointed by the administrative minisfil was

made in charge of the budget and accourits section and was required to be

consulted in all matters of exercise of delegated financial powers. The basis of

arrangement envisaged in the scheme of enhanced delegation of powers is that,

t11e Finance Ministry will exercise the control mainly by the scrutiny of the

schemes etc. before inclusion in the budget and through adequate system of

reporting and test checks.

2.1.1 An important feature of this scheme was the availability of Competent

Financial advice internally within the administrative ministries. The scheme

provided that the internal financial adviser should be consulted in all cases before

exercise of delegated powers although it was open to the administrative secretq{r

to overmle his advice by an order in writing. The full responsibility for a decision

taken, in exercise of the delegated powers rested on the administrative miiristry,

irrespective of whether it was in accordance with the internal frnancial adviser's

advice or not. The associate financial adviser based in Department of Expenditure,

Ministry of Finance was to be consulted in matters outside the delegated field.

2.1.2 In pursuance of the policy to delegate enhanced financial powers, to the

administrative ministries, to match their responsibilities and to improve their

competence in the field of financial management by developing appropriate

internal attitudes and skills, the question whether the functions of the associate

financial adviser and the Internal Financial Adviser could, with advantage be

integrated in a single oflicial forming part of the administrative ministry had been

under consideration. It was felt that, the frnancial advisef should be associated

with administrative ministry in a larger measure to enable him to play a more

effective and constructive role in its developmental activities. A scherne of
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integrated financial adviser was accordingly drawn in consultation with

Department of Personnel and Administrative Reforms.

2.1.3 In the new scheme which was introduced vide Department of Expenditure

OM No. F.10(29)/B{co-ordl/73, dated 6*' October, L975, the financial adviser was

responsible both to the administrative ministry and to the MOF. He was also

entrusted with the job of assisting in budget formulation, scrutiny of projects and

programmes for approval by MOF and post budget vigilance to ensure that there

was neither considerable shortfall in expenditure nor unforeseen excesses for

which budget provision had not been made. It was considered that the close

association of IFA with the formulation and implementation of all proposals

involving expenditure woq{d facilitate more effective discharge of the financial

adviser's re sponsibility.

2.t.4 The IFA system was introduced in the Departments of Defence Production,

Defence Supplies and Research and Development of the Defence Ministry in the

year L976 and in the Department of Defence with effect from I/8/1983. The

main aim of the scheme is to expedite decision-making and to ensure that all

expenditure proposals are subject to due financial scrutiny before the expenditure

is sanctioned/ committed.

2.I.5 A major step for-ward in the direction of delegation of enhanced financial

powers was taken by the Committee on Defence Expenditure constituted in 1990

which recommended substantial delegation of financial powers to the Services

except for creation of posts and import of stores and introduction of new scales.

The Committee had recommended that while certain dnhanced powers were

immediately being delegated to the Services further delegation would have to be

linked to the establishment of appropriate systems of financial advlce and control.

2.1'6 In the light' of the recommendations of the Sub Committee of the

Committee on Defence expenditure and the assurance glven to the Estimates

Committee of Parliament, IFAs were positioned in the Service HQrs and also HQrs

DGBR vide the under mentioned Government letters.

a. MOD F No. 665/Addl.FA (c), dt.4l4l lg4 IFA Air HQrs

b. 840/Addl.FA(J)/94, dt.2213194 IFA Naval HQrs

c. AN-l/ ll79l1IVKPC-XXV, dated 17 l8l1994 IFA Army HQrs
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d. BRDB No. F 731I(18)BBDB/BWA /94, delegation dated 23/ /3195 IFA

DGBR

The frnancial powers have been delegated to the lower echelons from time to
time.

2.2 NEW MANAGEMENT STRATBEY

In order to enhance efficiency and expedite decision-making, New

Management,Strategr (NMS) has been implemented by the Government in the

three Services. NMS aims at greater decentralisation of responsibilities for target

setting, planning, budget formulation and financial control by involving lower level

functionaries, creation of Authorit5l-cum-Responsibility and Budget centres under

various Principal Staff Officers(PSOs),establishing clear relationship between

frnancial inputs and outputs(physical targets) and generally laying greater

emphasis on getting better value for money in all expenditure proposals. The NMS

also envisaged introduction of IFA system at Seryice Hqrs and select field

formations.

2.3 IFA SYSTEM IIT AF

As indicated above, IFA at Air HQ was positioned in 1994.With the

enhancement of delegated financial powers of the CFAs at Command level and

lower echelons, need was felt to position IFAs at lower levels as well. Initially SAG

level IFA was posted only at Air HQ and IFA cover to Commands was provided by

lower level IFAs. Consequent upon decentralization of procurement of stores, and

equipment under revenue heads and delegation of enhanced financial powers to

the Commands, Wings and EDs/BRDs particularly with the issue of GOI MOD

letter no 1O(3)/O2-D{Air-II) dated April L,2OO2, many new IFA positions were

created at lower level. At HQ MC where earlier IFA cover was being provided by

JCDA(AF),a SAG level dedicated IFA was posted. Besideb, at many EDs/BRDs,

dedicated IFAs were positioned. Apart from dedicated IFAs, there are IFAs

particularly at Operational Commands and Wings who are discharging other

functions also either on audit side as in the case of JCDA(AF) Subroto Park Delhi(

who is giving IFA coverage to WAC apdrt from discharging other functions such

as pension sanction, audit, etc) or are entrusted with the additional responsibility

of providing IFA cover to AF Command/units though they are posted in other

Controllers' offices e.g. JCDA(Pension) Allahabad (who is also providing IFA

coverage to CAC).
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2.3.1 Ttre latest enhancement of delegated powers in respect of Air Force has

been notified vide GOI MOD letter no. AIR HQ/95378 / I lRn P /2+31/US(RC)/AIR-
IUO6 dated l4.O7.2OO6.The powers have been delegated consequent upon the

recommendations of a Task Force constituted for the purpose under the

Chairmanship of FADS. The enhancement of financial powers in the Air Force is

primarily aimed at bringing about improved serviceability and maintainability of

Aircraft/Systems and cater appropriately for repair and overhaul of the aging fleet

of aircraft as also to cater for spares support for recent additions to tl:e transport

fleet. While for Revenue heads powers have been given to Commanders down the

line, under Capital head, limited powers have been grven to Dy Chief of *ie Air

Sta-ff.

2.4 ENIIANCED DELEGATED FINANCIAL POWERS: GI'IDELINESI

The following guidelines have been issued for exercise of enhanced

delegated financial powers by Air Force CFAs vide GOI MOD letter no. Air

HQ / 9s378/ 1 / Fin P / 2431 / US(RC) IAIR-II/ 06 dated 14.o7 .2oo6:

Capital

Air HQ has to render a Quarterly Report to MOD(Acquisition Wing) on the

progress of various Capital Schemes under delegated powers indicating the actual

cash outgo against the budgetary projections.

Revenue

1. A Revenue Prioritised Procurement Plan for centralised procurement will be

drawn up taking into account carr5r over liabilities and the fresh procurement

required ensuring desired fleet senriceability levels. Detailed instructions with

regard to fleet/weapon system wise monitoring of serviceability levels linked to

budgetary allotment is to be laid down by Air HQ.

The Defence Procurement Board(DPB) needs to be apprised of the Revenue

Prioritised Plan of Air HQ so that these are duly harmonised with the AAP for

Capital equipment and maintenance requirements are duly factored into the

budgeting process.

Air HQ is to submit a monthly return to MOD on the performance of the

Prioritised Procurement Plan and the progressive utilisation of revenue budget.

Air HQ is also to lay down a PERT chart for all major schemes under revenue

for close monitoring of the progress of such schemes.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

6.

Air HQ is also to put in place a system for data sharing and data networking,

both within the Air Force and Inter-Services in order to widen the procurement

sources and obviate differential being paid for the same item by the Air Force

Cort'rttands and dilferent Services.

Air HQ will make budget available to each budget holder/centre at the

beginning of the financial year and monitor the extent of user satisfaction that

has gone up as a result of delegation.

The monetary limit which has been set in each case extends to each separate

sanction. The criterion in.every case is the total cost of a measure and no

measure which requires the sanction of higher authority shall be sanctioned

by a lower authority in instalments.

CVC guidelines issued from time to time on purchase/procurement/other

financial dealings by Central Govt Departments will be strictly complied with

while processing cases in exercise of the delegated financial powers.

2.6 DDTCEIITRALIZATIOI{ OF PROVISIONII$G AilD PROCITREMEM: IAF

Governrrlent of India vide their letter No. Air HQ/0111279/33335/4/LR/

1215/DO-II/D(AIR-I), dated 26/9/95 decided to transfer the provisioning and

procurement activity to Maintenance Command and Equipment Depots and Base

Repair Depots in a phased manner. Some of the salient features of this letter are

as under:

U The Mother Depots will undertake provisioning review for periodical, special

or life of type as the case may be for first and second line spares.

2l The BRD/ attached overhaul spares Depot will carry out the provisioning

review of third and fourth line spares as hitherto fore.

3) 23 ED Avadi will carry out the provisioning review of all types of clothing i.e.

airmen, occupational and general flyrng clothing;

4l As regards clothing items, Maintenance Command will liaise with DGOF and

Ministry of Defence supplies and place orders on DGOF agencies.

Procurement through trade sources will be resorted to only when DGOF

agencies confirm in writing that they are not able to meet the AF

requirements;

5) The EDs / BRDs will forward the provisioning review sheets and draft indents
'to Maintenance Command for technical scrutiny and firming of indent;

6) Maintenance Command will ensure inter Depot / BRD stock transfer of

common items of frrst to fourth lines during technical vetting;

7.

L

F'
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7l Indigenous indents will be placed on EDs / BRDs, Command and Air HQrs
as the case may be depending upon their delegated financial powers;

8) A1l import indents irrespective of their value will be placed on Air HQrs;

9) The forecast factor which is one of the major factors in determining the net
requirement will be finalized by Air HQrs/DMA and provided to all concerned;

10) Inspection in respect of items procured from PSUs, including HAL will be

carried out by DTD&P(Air) and D Aero i..e. local SRI and CRE respectively., 
r

The inspection of items procured from trade will be carried out by Air Force

Quality Assurance;

11) The delegated powers are under revenue head only. Only limited powers have e

been given under Capital head.

12) The delegated financial powers will be exercised in consultation with the
integrated financial adviser.

2.5.1 In the first phase, following Weapon Systems and general stores were

transferred to MC and EDs/BRDs.

a)Kiran Air Craft and Variants

b)HPT-32

clDornier

d)Chetak / Cheetah Helicopter

e)MT spares

f) Clothing airmen, occupational, general llyrng

IInd Phase:

After evaluating the efficacSr of the System, GOI MOD vide their letter no.

Air HQ/6 I127g / 335 / 4 /LR/}21DO-II(D-Aa1r-1), dated 29 /7 /g8 has transferred
provisioning and procurement activity of following additional Weapon Systems i.e.

MIG-23

AN-32

MI-8

MI- 17

IIIrd P62se (01/ol /2}o4l
Sgstem ranges

IVth Phase (01los/ 2OO4l

MIG-29
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Vth Phase (01/01/2005)

MTG-27

VIft Phase (oLloa/2O0s)

MIG - 21

JAGUAR

AVRO

2.6 ROLE OI. IFA

The intention of introduction of IFA system is that it wil lead to not only

better financial coritrol but also reduce delays in decision making. The presence of

IFAs at Sen'ice Headquartdrs, Commands, EDs/BRDs and Wings will also lead to

continuous understanding of financial management methods, need for economy,

cost effectiveness and effective resource planning. The IFA will be associated in all

stages of procurement i.e. from acceptance of necessity to post contractual

matters.

The IFA is expected to play an important role in the following areas:

1) Advising executive authorities on all audit, accounting and financial

' matters, within delegated frnancial powers.

2l Financial scrutiny of all proposals relating to provisioning,

procurement, disposal of surplus, obsolete, scrap etc. under

delegated financial powers.

3) Rendering financial/accounting advice in effective preparation and

rnanagement of budget.

. 4l Monitoring expenditure under relevant heads of account vis-i.-vis

budgetary allotments. No proposal shall be cleared by the IFA

wherein allotment, expenditure and liabilities position is not given.

In case expenditure together with the liabilities to be discharged

during the year exceeds budget allocation, financial concurrence to

expenditure proposals shall be glven on receipt of additional

allotment of funds.

5) Critical performance appraisal of projects/schemes in financial and

physical terms.

6) Raising of piecemeal queries have to be avoided by IFAs (letter

AT/IX/IFA/ 133381/Army Vol IX dated 25-04-2005)
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7l While normally CFAs have the option of overnrling the advice of the

IFAs in such cases, a purchase proposal need not be held back

because of some doubt arising at the financial concurrence stage

regarding €rn existing/ established procedure/practice or

interpretation. On the analory of Para 68 of Audit Code, it would be

more appropriate that, unless the existing procedure/practice is in

gross violation of any Rule/Government Order, the same may not be

discontinued abruptly. Simultaneously, the case be taken up

separately with the PT.IFA who, in turn, would examine the matter

where necessary in consultation with the Services and MOD (Fin) for

further appropriate action. (PIFA I.O NO. 20 OF O7-12-O7l

8) MoD (Fin) have pointed out that direct communication by Individual

IFAs is not desirable and IFAs are required to process the proposals

referred to them in terms of existing Government Orders and if any

proposal cannot be processed by them in terms of these orders, they

should advise the Service HQrs/CFAs accordingly. Issues requiring

clarifications are referred to Pr.lFA Wing to ensure commonaltty of

procedure to be followed for cases under delegated powers of service

HQrs and other Defence organisations covered under tJle IFA

scheme. (PIFA I.O NO. 2l OF 07-L2-O7l

2.6.1 The IFA is required to take into account provisions of DSRs, FR Part I and

II,DPM-2OO6,DPP-2O06 (applicable in case of capital purchases),GFR-2005 as

amended from time to time apart from various orders and instructions issued by

the Ministry of Defence, CGDA, CVC, etc. Standard Operating Procedure(SOPs)

relating to the exercise of financial powers under various Schedules issued by

Service HQ after approval of the Ministry of Defence should be studied by the

IFAs. The checklists which have been prepared in respect of individual Schedules

for the guidance of IFAs should invariably be consulted while examining various

proposals for financial concurrence.

2.6.2 Financial advice'/consultation will be provided in writing/through

electronic media and will-be based on regular noting on file. In case of an extreme

emergency, decision could be taken in meetingy'discussions for which details of

deliberations/minutes will be recorded. All such cases should be followed up

immediately by regular noting on the file where the decision taken during the

meeting/discussions will be recorded and financial advice recorded in writing. In
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matter within the delegated powers, it is open to the CFA to overmle.the advice of

the IFA by an order recorded in writing containing the gist of objections of IFA and

reason for overmling advice. A copy of the order overmling the financial advice

will be endorsed to the next higher CFA informing the IFA also simultaneously. In

such cases, it \Mill be open to the IFA to report the matter to the next higher IFA or

drop it as deemed fit.

Various coordination function to Command IFAs (Air Force) haue been

entntsted uide HQrs letter No AN/1/1320/3/$6VI d.ated. 30-05-07 to prouide

guidance to the nominated IFAs of Air Force onfunctional matters & their interaction

with CFAs. In this connection see Annentre-fr

2.7 CAPITALPT'RCHASESI

Limited powers for capital purchase have been delegated to DCAS Air HQ.

Accordingly only IFA(Air HQ) will be dealing with the cases of capital purchases.

The provisions of DPP-20O6 shall be followed. The principles of categorization of

expenditure into capital/revenue are laid down in Para 2.3 and 2.4 of. DPM 2006

and Rules 79 and Rules 9Q-94 of GFR 2O05.As per MOD's instructions, an item

can be classified as capital if it satisfies the following twin conditions within the

overall stipulations of the definition of capital expenditure as given in the GFR:

i) The item to be purchased should have a life of 7 years or more

ii) The cost of the item should be Rs 1O lakhs or more

2.7.1 It has also been clarifred by MOD (Fin) that in case of replacement of an

item, expenditure will be booked to revenue head unless the replacement results

in enhancement of capabilities.

2.A BI'DGETING IN IFA

2.8.I MoD lFinancef vide UO No. Zlof.lDfulFinance budget/O7 dated

O9.O2.2OO? in regard to classification of expenditure under capital and revenue

has clarified as under:

a) An item has to be viewed as Capital or Revenue keeping in view

guidelines given in Rule 9O and 91 GFR-20O5.

b) Subject to an item being capital in nature as per these guidelines the

first buy of such an item has to be booked to capital budget if it costs

more than Rs. l0 lakh and has life of more than 7 years, in which case

the proposal has to be processed accordingly. If the cost is less than Rs.

aa
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10 lakh and t.l.e life is less than 7 years, it may be booked to Revenue

head.

c) Any replacement of such lten will be booked to Revenue head unless
the replacement results into enhancement of capabilities.

d) The fact that an item figures in the PPP is not sufficient ground for
treating it as a revenue item if it otherwise qualifies to be treated as
capital items.

e) Vehicles will not be bought under Tele Adm Grant, as this would be in
violaion of the economy instructions.

2.8.2 MoD {Fin. Divisionf vide letter No. Fc-11(1flBud.tl2oo7 dated
25.9.2OO7 has decided that expenditure on items listed in Annexure III will be

booked to Capital heads as shown in the Annexure appended below subject to the
cost-life criteria being met in individual cases. Procedure as laid down ln
Defence Prtcurement Manual 2OO6 witl be followed for procurement of the
items mentloned in the Annexure and the CFAs for sanctlorring such

Procurements will be determlned wlth reference to the orders lssued in 2006
concernlng delegatlon of linancial powers for revenue procurements.
However, offsets will not be applicable in respect of purchases under these orders.
It has also been clarified that expenditure on Motor Vehicles and Machinery &
Equipment are required to be classified as capital expenditure even if procured as
'replacement' of existing assets, subject to fulfillment of the cost-life criteria.

Annexure III
Air Force

Nomeclature of items in respect of which
expenditure is presently being booked under
Minor Head of Stores (110)

Minor Head of Capital

Outlay under which to be

booked

DRE for setting up of repair facility for Bison r03
Vehicles r02
Aircraft Specialist Vehicles LO2

Air field Support Vehicles l02
ETB upgrade at 4 BRD 103

Modification of Old M 53-P2 engines to bring
to stand of new engines

101

Procurement of SSFDR 103

Bison GPU 103
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GPU 12 KVA 103

AN 32 GPU 103

SAT 3OO 103

Universal HST 103

Proc. of Drive Generator and installation kit

for Bison

103

Procurement of MP-7 Flash Card 103

Proc of critical aggregates r03

DRE for overhaul facitties for Jaguar aircraft 103

Replacement of Herons (UAV) along payloads 103

Test Equipment, GSE/GHE/tools for AWACS

Aircraft

101

TTLE, OH and re-equipment of AN-32

Aircraft

101

Replacement of Aeroengine on expiry of TTL 101

DMDD System 103

Networked Station 103

Procurement of booster and Accessories of

VUHRFT set up- 322 for AD Radar units

103

Procurement of V/UHF RT set for OSA-AK

System

103

CTSW Microlight A/C 103

Upgradation/Replacement of existing

invidual system of weapon platform

103

Procurement of rotables 103

3D Co-ordinate measuring machine 103

2.8.3 The Budgeting Process

The budgeting for the ensuing financial year starts with the Forecast

Estimates (FE), which are submitted to the Ministry of Defence by each service

HQ in the month of November of the previous year. FE is indicative projections of

requirements of funds by the serrrices for the forthcoming financial year. The FE is

followed by projections for the Budget Estimates (BE) in December. There is

expected to be more frne-tuned requirement of funds for tlre ensuing financial

year. During the course of y€tr, expenditure and Budget allocation is
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done/modified on the basis of 4 Budgetary Reports received from Users. They are

Preliminary Estimates, Preliminar5r revised Estimates, Revised Estimates and

Modified Appropriation Reports.

2.8.4 Processing of Financial Concutrence Cases by IFA

The proposals will be received in the office of IFA from the executive

authorities on files. IFA may either make a noting on the file received including

observations, if €rny or may ex€rmine the proposals'on a separate frle in his ollice

and convey his obsenzations/conculrence through a UO Note. However, in both

the cases, it will be ensured by the IFA that photocopies of the substantive portion

of the proposal including Statement of Case, if any, as well as the Noting Sheets

are taken and kept in the shadow file to be maintained in his office. It will be

ensured that an independent shadow file is maintained for each proposal and

papers/notings related to all stages from AON to post contract are recorded in the

same shadow file. As and when concurrence is given, the particulars thereof are

required to be entered in the Registers prescribed for the purpose (Please see

Chapter on Registers).

2.8.5 After expenditure angle concurrence is given, a copy of sanction and supply

order shall be watched by the IFA to complete his records.

2.8.6 There is no provision under the delegated financial powers to obtain 'ex-

post facto' concurrence of the IFA. Such cases where prior IFA concurrence/CFA

sanction has not been/could not be obtained, would be treated as breaches of
rules and regulations and refered to next higher CFA (which may or may not be

Government) for regtlanzation as per the provisions of Rule 17S (b) F.R. Pt.I read

in conjunction with HQ office clarification No O/ L85/g/AT-S Vol dated 28-tl-73.
Such regularization will be subject to concurrence of IFA to the next higher CFA.

Any extension sanction issued with retrospective date in cases of AMC/TPT

contracts,where the validity of the contract has already expired, would also fall
under the category of 'ex-post facto'sanctions and treated as such and sanction of
next higher CFA should be obtained with concurrence of IFA to the next higher

CFA.

2.g Points to be iricluded in Statement of Case/Proposals

While in case of PR and SR where scaled items are proposed for
procurement, there is no need for submission of a formal Statement of Case, in all
other cases SOC may be submitted by the executive authorities to the IFA.
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Whether SOC is recorded separately in the file or is in the form of a Noting Sheet,

the following information should be looked for in the SOC:

1. Existing system/equipment and its deficiencies

2. Benefits likely to accrue on acceptance of proposal under consideration

3. Cost benefit analysis of the proposal vis a vis the present system

4. Whether item is scaled or un-scaled and present holding of the item. If
scaled, how much defrciency is there. If un-scaled justification of the

quantity proposed.

5. Whether quantities have been vetted by a Specialist ollicer

6. Disposal of the existing item

7. Proposed distribution of the new item(s)

8. Whether included in Priority Procurement Plan, if any approved by Air

HQ

g. Availability of funds giving details about expenditure already incurred,

liabilities to be discharged in the current year and allotment

1O. Code head

1I. Schedule under which item is proposed to be procured

12. CFA

13. Whether item available on DGS&D RC

14. Estimated cost with item-wise cost breakup and basis for cost

assessment i.e. LPP, market survey or cost assessed by a BOO

15. Mode of tendering proposed i.e. OTE/LTE/STE

16. Vendor list to be enclosed in case of LTE

17 . ln case of STE/PAC items, justification and PAC certifrcate signed by the

competent oflicer

z.LO Other Duties of IFA

The following are the other duties of the IFA:

a) The dedicated IFAs at HQ Command are required to provide guidance

and clarilication to the IFAs working at lower level within their

jurisdiction.

b) IFAs must train the staff working under them by organising in-house

training programmes or by nominating them to various Training

courses conducted by RTCs/CGDA's Training Division.

c) The dedicated Command IFAs will carry out periodical inspection of the

IFAs at lower level within their jurisdiction once a year.

,

iL

t

f-
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d) Case studies of important cases of provisioning and procurement will be

got prepared by the IFAs and submitted to pIFA.

e) Management Information system relating to important items of
acquisition vE description of items, quantity of stores, period of
purchase, price, name of the vendor, total value, etc will be compiled by
the IFAs.

0 Constant interaction with the CFAs and executive authorities will be i
ensured by the IFAs on various functional areas.

g) The dedicated Command IFAs will make leave dut5r arrangernents in t
respect of IFAs working under their jurisdiction under intimation to

iPIFA. 
]

h) ACRs for the staff/oflicers working within their jurisdiction will be i

initiated, reviewed or accepted as the case may be. 
i

i) The Reports and Returns prescribed by the CGDA office will be rendered I

j) lil.tJ;",ers required to be maintained will be kept updated.

t

2.11 Objectives and duties of Pr. IFA Wing S

2.1L.1 Role of Pr. IFA is given in Chapter V of CGDA Procedure Manual (Edition ll

2OA7l. e

2.1I.2 ObJectives:

a) Aiding and advising the Integrated Serwice Headquarters Ministry of
Defence i.e. Army, Navy and Air Force, Headquarter Integrated Defence

Staff and Secretary Defence Finance through CGDA for effective functioning
of the IFA System.

b) Overall control, supervision, direction, co-ordination and reporting in
relation to the functioning of dedicated IFAs below Service Hqrs level.

c) Financial Advice and Coordination in relation to the working of IFAs in the
Integrated Service Headquarters, Integrated Defence Staff, PCsDA/CsDA t
entrusted with IFA Functions, IFA(Border Roads), IFA(R&D) Hqrs, IFA(R&D)

Project-75 and IFA (Coast Guard) i
d) Discharging administrative responsibilities relating to the functioning of

IFA system as may be assigned to him by the CGDA from time to time.

e) Seeking directions and guidance from the CGDA in matters related to
functional responsibility to be discharged by all IFAs.
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Positioning of IFAs and nominating leave duty relief of IFAs in consultation
with CGDA. Processing of cases for the temporar5r dut5r move of concerned
IFAs to places other than own Command jurisdiction.
To Initiate, Review or Accept of Annual confrdential Reports (ACRs) in
respect of IDAS officers and Sr. Accounts OIlicers/ Accounts Oflicers
posted in the ded,icated IFA set up as per instructions issued by MoD (Fin)
vide its letter No. ro42/Addl.FA (v) dated 2L.og.2oo4 amended from time
to time.

To institute appropriate Management Information systems (MIS) for proper
monitoring and reporting by IFAs to the CGDA and secretar5r (Defence
Finance).

2'11'3 Duties Pr. IFA will act as the repository for all domain knowledge and in
this regard he will be responsible for the circulation of orders relevant to
functioning of IFAs and delegation of financial powers, clarification on issues
raised by IFAs, manpower planning for IFA coverage, periodical inspection of IFAs
as per instructions issued by the CGDA from time to time, watching formulation
of SOPs by the executives and monitoring of functioning of IFAs through various
reports etc.

2.L2 CGDA Instnrctions on IFA system
2'12'1 CGDA has issued several letters, Circulars and Instructions on IFA system,
starting from Instruction No 1 vide letter AT/IX/IFA/133gl/Anny Vol V dated
28'I7'2003. IFAs should keep note of all these Circulars, letters and Instructions
as they deal with IFA structure, method of working, jurisdiction, guidelines, etc.
Some of important issues emerging out of these orders have been highlighted
below, this being only an illustrative list -
a) When a case has to be processed with various CFAs for differelt stages of
procurement, the concerned IFAs will get involved in those stages according to the
involvement of their respective cFAs (Instructions 3 dated, 2g.1.2o}4,4 dated
4.2.2OO4,7 dated 9.3.2OO4 and tl dated 13.9.2005).
b) The officers of PCDA/CDA, when doubling up as IFA reps in additional
assignment, should report through the IFA channels in so far as their functioning
is concerned. Similarly, in the eventuality of officers posted in the IFA set-up, but
also doubling up with some internal audit/accounting/payment functions in
offices of PCDA/CDA, they will report for those functions to pCDA/CDA (Letter

s)

h)

i
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AT/IXIIFA/ 1338l-Navy dated 17 .8.2OO41.

c) IFAs to depots will perform the role eadier performed by LAOs in Fixation of

RGP, Downgradation of class Ti' vehicles, Condemnation/valuation Boards

(Instruction 8 dated I2.7.2OO4l..

d) PCDA/CDA should provide the necessary IFA cover in respect of

units/formations located within their audit jurisdiction, irrespective of the

location of the Hqs of such units/formations, till the time dedicated IFAs are

posted for such units/formations (Instruction 9 dated 25.8.20041.

e) No Supply orders under delegated powers are to be placed without having

been vetted by IFA. IFAs to ensure that all Supply Orders and amendments, if

any, thereto bear specific IFA numbers and date under which vetting of Supply

Orders has been done (Letter PlFA/Instructions/2004/Vo1-I dated 14'1.2005).

f) All queries / points of doubt relating to IFA matters should be addressed to

Principal IFA in CGDA's office for clarification (Letter AT/IX/IFA/ 13381/Navy Vol

II dated 20.1.2005).

g) For tender opening, LAOs/nominated AAO/AO can be deputed but IFA will

need to participate or brief adequately his rep to participate in the TPC

discussions, so that, as far as possible TPC decisions are honoured and entirely

different view is not required to be taken (Letter AT/IX/IFA/f$81/AF Vol-IV PC

dated 22.7.2OO5l'.

h) Any instructions in contravention of DPM by SOP may not be adhered to as

the latter do not have the authority to overmle the former (Letter

ATIIX/IFA/ 13381/IT Vol IX dated 3 1. lo.2Oos).

i) Raising of piecemeal queries have to be avoided by IFAs (Letter

AT/IX/IFA/ 13381/Army Vol IX dated 25.4.20051.

j) IFAs Command (Army) would be the IFAs for the respective Command MAP

as per Table II item 2 of Works Procedure for DGMAP. The IFAs Command (ArmV)

would also be members in the respective Command Committee (MAP) as laid

down at 3(e) of Appendix to Works procedure for DGMAP (Letter 18l8g/AT-X/Vol

IV dated 2O.LO.2OO4I.

k) IFA in an Ordnance Depot will report to Command IFA and not to IFA (O),

(CGDA's Letter AT/IX/IFA/ 13381/Navy Vol II dated 4.IO.2OO4l.

l) PCsDA in Command Hqs to act as Principal Advisors to GOCs-in-C and

Coordinating Controllers (l,etter AT-Coord/13393/Coord-Cont(Vol II) dated

29.3.2OO71.

m) There is no provision under the delegated financial powers to obtain 'ex-
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post facto' concuffence of the IFA. Such cases where prior IFA concurrence/CFA

sanction has not been/could not be obtained, would be treated as breaches of

rules and regulations and referred to next higher CFA (which may or may not be

Governmentf for regularisation as per the provisions of Rule 178 (b) FR Pt. I read

in conjunction with HQ oflice clarification No. OllS1lgtAT-SVol dated 28,:LI.73.

Such regularization will be subject to concurrence of IFA to the next higher CFA.

Any extension sanction issued with retrospective date in cases of AMC/Tpt

contracts, where the validity of the contract has already expired, would also fall

under the category of 'ex-post facto' sanctions and treated as such and sanction of

next higher CFA should be obtained with concurrence of IFA to the next higher

CFA.

{

i
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Chapter 3

PROVISIONIITG IN IAI.

3.I WIIA.T IS PROVISIONING

3.1.1 Provisioning is one of the main functions of Materials Management. It is
the key to procurement. It involves forecasting of future requirements on the
basis of past usage, present trends in consumption and future planned

utilisation. In view of the location of AF Wings/Units across the length and
breadth of the country and centralised system of provisioning and procurement by
the Air HQrs and the HQrs M.C. and stocking in the specified Depots it acquires
importance. The highly complex and sophisticated weapon systems and the
equipment used in the Air Force require a variet5r of technical items to maintain
them in operationally serviceable condition. Further the requirement of items
varies with each type of Weapon System and improvements in design. Since some

of the Air Crafts and equipments are obsolete in the countries of their origin,
procurement of spares is a long drawn process and involves protracted

correspondence. These factors coupled with unpredictability of requirement of the
consumer units makes the task of provisioning a challenging one.

3.I.2 The object of provisioning is to ensure availability of the right kind of
store/equipment in right quantity at the right place and right time. The essence

of sound provisioning is the realistic estimation of future requirements. While
the under estimation prejudices future planned effort of the force, over estimation
results in wastage of limited resources. It is therefore imperative that future
requirements are estimated with great eare and caution and timely provisioning

action is taken, so that uninterrupted supply of spares and equipments is
maintained consistent with economy.

3.1.3 Provisioning activity in Air Force is regulated as per the instructions given

in the Provisioning Manual ( IAP 1541), provisioning job guidelines (IAP 1542)

and provisioning directives issued by the Air HQrs from time to time.

Provisioning being an important function of Materials Management, IFA plays an
important role. He should ensure that the stores are procured in an economic

manner and in accordance with definite requirement.

{.
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3.2 CATE(X}RIDS OF PROVISIONING

Requirements, for which provision has to be made , fall into the following
broad categories :

a) Initialprovisioning;

b), Progra:rrme requirements;

c) Replacement provisioning;

3.2.1 Initial Provlslonlng

It refers to provisioning of first time sp€rres and equipments required for an
Air craft or a major equipment newly introduced in the service on the basis of
recommendations of initial provisioning committee or Maintenance Planning Team
.The committee works out the requirements of maintenance and overhaul spares
for the authorised provisioning period on the basis of recommendations of the
manufacturers.

3.2.2 Programme requlrements
Programme requirements consist of known future commitments of a non-

recurring nature. viz. initial equipment for new Units, Squadron re-arming,
increase of UE or increase of scales, etc.

3.2.3 Replacement provisioning

Provisioning of future requirements on the basis of condrmption trend of
past is known as Replacement Provisioning. The system of provisioning requires
that what is being consumed over a period is progressively replenished taking into
consideration the activities in pipe line and the force planned for the future. The
aim is to maintain the stocks at the approved levels all the time.

3.3 TYPES OF PROVISIONING RE1IITWS

Provisioning review is the process of comparing the assets of an item of
equipment with the anticipated requirements during the forward provisioning
period with a view to determining whether a deliciency or surplus exists. The
different t5rpes of provisioning reviews are:

a) Periodical review

b) Special Review

c) "Life of type" review

d) Disposal review.
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3.3.1 Pertodlcd Revlew

Reviews carried out at specified intervals are cdled periodical rerriews. Ttre

periodicity df review is decided based on the t5rye of store, source of supply and

nature of the items. Class A & B items are reviewed half yearly. Class C items

are reviewed annually and perishable and short life items and also corrmon user

items are reviewed quarterly. The approved periodicities of review for various

ranges of equipments are given in the Appendix to leallet No. 1 of IAP 1541.

3.g.2 Spectat Revlew

It is an intermediate review, which is carried out between two successive

periodical reviews under the following circumstances:

l) Whenever tl:e stock of an item at ED falls below review action frgure

(RAF)

ii) On receipt of AOG (Air craft on ground) requirement

iii) When there is a change in the policy alfecting the consumption of

spares,

iv) When an item is found to be fast moving.

3.3.3 "Life of t5rpe'Revlew {-

This is the frnal review undertaken for provision all ranges of spares of an

Aircraft or equipments before the manufacturers discontinue the production of t
those spares.

3.3.4 Disposal Review

Where periodical review reveals surplus assets for some items, a disposal

review is to be carried out in accordance with the instructions laid down in Leallet

No. 41 of IAP 1541.

3.4 IMPORTANT TERMS USED IN PROVISIONIT{G REIYIEW

a) CAR

b) Dues-in

c) Dues-out

d) Forecast factor

e) Maximum potential establishment

0 Review Action Figure

g) Short stock figure

h) Per Off
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3.4.1 Current Aalrual Rate ICARI

It is the past recurring consumption during the twelve months preceding a

provisioning review, which is taken as the base for provisioning of future

requirements. The formula for CAR is as follows:

CAR = (Total recurring consumption during the past twelve months) + {recurring

outstanding dues out) - (Recurring dues-out at the beginning of-the twelve

months period).

3.4.2 Depending on the maximum potential establishment of an item, average of

specifred number of years of CAR is taken as base for working out the future

requirement. However, HQ MC has since issued directions that annual

consumption should be worked out with reference to average of last 5 years'

consumption which grves more realistic average.

3.4.3 Sometimes necessity may arise for applying correction to CAR taking into

account various factors such as climatic conditions, age of equipment, heary

consumption due to some technical fault, level of operations, etc.

3.4.4 Dues-in

Quantities of equipment or store due for delivery against indents, supply

orders, RMSO's and direct purchase orders and yield from repairs a-re known as

Dues-in.

3.4.5 Dues-out

Quantities of equipments/stores recorded on Dues-Out Card as being the

unfulfilled requirements for which stock is awaited. In other words, had the stock

been available, the item would have been issued.

3.4.6 Forecast Factor

It is the ratio between the forecast future strength and /or effort and the

actual strength and,/or effort. The forecast factor is a multiplyrng factor, which is

applied to the past consumption data for spares and equipment in order to

estimate the rate of consumption during the ensuing period. Forecast factors for

different types of items are worked out by Directorate of Maintenance of

t

{r
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Administration Air HQrs and issued to the Provisioning Sections. T?re formula for
working out Forecast Factor depends on the type of the item.

Forecast factor for Ist and 2"d line spares which are required to be

maintained for future flying efforts of operation, is calculated on the basis of ratio
betwben th; nast flyrng effort and planned future utilization of weapon system.

FF= (Pl od)

FF for 3'd and 4u' line spares is calculated on the basis of ratio of task

achieved and task planned.(For further details, please see Leallet No 8 to IAP

1541.

3.4.7 Mardnum Potential Establishment IMPEI
It is the' level up to which various types of stores/equipments are

authorised to be provisioned at any given time. This is expressed in terms of so

many months of anticipated requirements and denotes the period ahead for which
requirements of equipment must be provisioned in bulk. This is also known as the

forward ordering period. The MPE or the provisioning levels are fixed with the

approval of the Government and form the basis for calculating future
requirements except where 'life of type' provisioning has to be resorted to.

3.4.8 The MPE consists of the stocks required to be maintained at the depots and

the quantity that will remain in the pipeline to keep the depot stocks replenished

upto the authorized level. The MPE for any range of equipment is thus fixed both

in relation to authorized level of holding in the depots and the procurement

leadtime.

3.4.9 MPE is laid down for various ranges of equipment separately with due

regard to their sources of supply and susceptibility to deterioration. The MPE for

various ranges of Air Force equipments is given in Appendix to leaflet-l of IAP

1541 is as under.

Non-perishable imported

Non-perishable indigenous

DGOEF items

t-

= 60 months(S7 months in
computerized environment)

= 36 months

= S4months
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Perishable items
(Except dry batteries)

Dry batteries

HAL items

24 months

9months

45 months

3.4.10 Review Action Ftgure |RAn aad Sbort Stock Figure ISSFf:
IAF is following a ryclic review method of provisioning under which

requirements are reviewed at fixed intervals i.e. quarterly, half yearly and
annually depending upon type of stores. Since the consumption of spares for
highly sophisticated aircraft does not follow a uniform pattern and fluctuates
widely from time to time, it is necessarJi that when cyclic review method is
adopted, the system of provisioning should have some built-in checks and
controls to regulate procurement in keeping with the trend of consumption and to
control issues to prevent stock-outs. For this purpose, pre-determined levels are

fixed and when the depots reach those levels, requirements are reviewed or issues

are controlled till fresh stock materializes. RAF and SSF are such pre-determined

stock levels-

3.4.1 I Review Action Figure(RAF) refers to a pre-determined stock level

expressed in terms of so many months' requirements. When the stocks held at
stockholding depot including ASPs of an item reach this level, a special review is
undertaken and supplementar5r Indent placed if required. This is the re-order
level. RAF for non-perishable indigenous items class A',ts &C'is 9 months. RAF

for various items is provided in Appendix to Leaflet no.S of IAp 1541.

3.4.12 Short Stock Figure(SSF) refers to a pre-determined stock level at the

stockholding depots including ASPs on reaching which dues-in are hastened by
expediting supply against outstanding indents and where applicable from yield off
repair and further issues from stock-holding depots are controlled by the

provisioning authority, except against AOG/IOR demands and all priority
demands for indigenous items. If there are no outstanding indents, a special

r,eview is to be undertaken. Issue below SSti is also authorised against demand of
ASP's but restricted to 5O% of available depot stock. SSF levels for various ranges

of equipment are indicated in Appendix to Leaflet no.S of IAP 1541.
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RAF and SSF figures are not to be worked out in respect of scaled rotables since

issue of these items is subject to control

3.4.12 Rotables

Items which are capable of being repaired and reused. This term is used in

the Air Force to denote those items which:-

a) have had or are expected to show turnover at the units, as a result of

normal usage. 
r

b) Are considered economical to repair for re-use, and

c) Which can be replaced by a unit and, beyond the capacity or authorit5r Y

of the unit to repair, must be returned to the appropriate repair agency

. for repair/overhaul(Please dso see Leallet No 11 to LAF 1541).

These items satisff the following conditions :

Replace ablllty: The sub assembly must be removable and replaceable (LRU) at

field unit level.

l\rn over llfe: The item must have a reasonable hrrnover. This may be in terms

of operating life that is Time Between Overhaul' or Mean Time Between

Failure'(MTBF).

Repalrabillty : Onty LRUs which are capable of being repaired repeatedly on 1

being sent to the repair agency for repair may be scaled as per the float.

Crittcaltty: LRUs not fullilling any of the above crit-eria may still be considered as r
a rotable based on the criticality of the item. This is important for electronic

equipment where the high rate of obsolescence means that certain critical items

may need to be scaled.

3.4.13 The system of provisioning of rotables is different from that of other items

for which forecast factor is applied to the annual consumption rate to determine

gross requirements. Aircraft rotables are scaled and requirements are calculated

with reference to units' entitlements and authorised reserues. Once initial
provisioning has been undertaken to cover the authorised mar<imum

establishment for flyirg units, overhaul agencies, aircraft storage depots, etc, €.

depot reserves and the quantity required to cover the repair cycle, further

provisioning of these items is restricted to anticipated wastage during the forward )
authorised period(which is 39 months) and any additional requirements arising

from increase in the scale or UE. It is assumed that all rotables removed from
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aircraft at flying units, overhaul agency, etc would pe repaired and become

available for re-issue excep( the quantity likely to be rejected as BER.

3.4.14 Line I and Line II
This type of repair to Air Craft is of elementary nature and is done at Wing

level. The spares for this type of repair are requisitioned from Equipment Depots.

; Wings do not directly coin the provisioning review. The requirement is calculated

by the formula CAR X FF. Here CAR is calculated based on consumption and

Forecast Factor is taken from the Air Hqrs letters issued from time to time.

3.4.15 Line III and Line IV

This type of repair is done at BRD level. The spares for this type of repair

are procured by raising PR/SR(Provisioning review and special review)

The requirement is calculated by the formula FLCR X F.F (Floor level consumption

rate X Forecast Factor) The details of floor level consumption rate are available at

BRD. Forecast Factor in this type is calculated by the formula Task Planned

divided by the Task achieved.

t

!l
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Chapter 4
PROVISIONING PROCESS

4.I RESPONSIBILITYFORPROVISIONING

Till recently the responsibility for provisioning of Ist and 2'a line spares was
vested with Air HQrs and for 3d and 4tr, fine sperres with respective BRDs. Due to
change in policy, the responsibility of Ist and 2'd line spares has been shifted to
EDs and for 3'd and 4th line spares remains with BRDs. For centralized ranges,

HQ MC carries out provisioning review and forwards to Air HQrs. For de-
centralised ranges, HQ MC carries out provisioning review and raises indents with
the approval of IFA/CFA. Procurement action of items'ex-abroad is taken by Air
HQrs for all r€rnges.

4.1.1 The system of provisioning should be designed in such a way as to ensure
that the spares in stock and quantity in pipeline do not fall below the MpE at any
stage. Therefore provisioning reviews are carried out periodically according to a
pre-determined review progrtrmme, whiih is so planned as to ensure that the
review/ process is evenly spread to cover all items. The system of provisioning
requires that what is consumed oyer a period is progressively replenished, taking
into consideration items in pipeline and force planned for the future. Dues-in,
Dues-out'position are maintained separately. This information provides valuable
inputs to provisioning oflicer

a. To determine the past consumption of an item for grven period which is
essential for provisioning purpose.

b. To allocate inabilities

c. To dispense and maintain stock at Equipment Depot in accordance with
the policy laid down by Air HQrs from time to time.

4.2 PROVISIONING PROCEDT'RT FOR lST AND 2ICD LINE SPARES

The provisioning for l"t and 2'd line spares is done at the EDs. The
provisioning is based sn consumption and flying hours. Recurring issues from
EDs are taken as consumption for the purpose of provisioning. The provisioning
procedure is as detailed below :

1) The consumption, forecast factor(FF),UE and flying hours are used to arrive

at the estimate for the MPE period. The Directorate of Plans(D Plans) after
obtaining Govt approval gives planned UE for each type of aircraft in
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service covering the next five financial years or more to the Directorate of
Maintenance Administration(DMA) at the end of each calendar year.

2l ACAS(Ops) lays down the rate of effort for each type of aircraft which is
approved by VCAS with the concurrence of IFA(Air Hqrs).

3) The forecast factor(FF) is arrived at by DMA and this is again approved by
AOM with the concurrence of IFA(Air HQ).

* 4) The approved FF, is then circulated amongst EDs/BRDs/HQ MC for raising
the PRs.

* 5) Consequent upon introduction of IMMOLS, AON qngle sanction is being
processed at HQMC.

6) The items showing net requirements are included in the Schedule of
Requirements (SOR).

7) The PR and SOR are vetted by the technical staff at Air HQ/HQ MC.

8) Once approved, the SOR is converted into indent.

4.3 PROVISIONING PROCEDI'RE FOR 3RD AND 4TH LINE SPARTS

The PRs for 3'a and 4tr' fine spares are carried out at BRDs. The primary
input is the task plan and consumption. The procedure is as detailed below:

1) The task is assigned by the concerned. Weapon Cell at Air HQ. This task is
based ori the expected number of repair arising. The rotable history giving

details of hours done and TBO is used to arrive at the task. The Weapon

Cell prepares a draft task for five years which comprises one year's firm
task and 4 years'tentative task.

2) The task is approved by AOM with the concurrence of IFA(Air HQ) and the
approved task is communicated to the BRD. Procedure for preparation and
processing of task is given in l,e allet No 3O of IAP 1541 and AOM Canon O4

of 2OO1.

3) The BRD raises the PR based on the future task and past consumption.
' The items showing net requirements are included in the Schedule of

Requirement(SOR).

4) The BRD also gives the sources of supply and price of the item. The BRD

sends the working sheet, PR and SOR to the concerned Weapon Cell at Air
HQ/HQ MC for technical vetting. Once the PR is approved, the'SOR is

converted into indents.

t.

*
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4.3.t Net Requlrement:

Every item is reviewed at prescribed intervals in accordance with the pre-

determined programmes for forecasting requirements for which Indents have to be

raised. Dedircting liabilities from assets arrives at the net requirement. The

formula is as follows:

Net requirement:

Assets = Stock + Dues in + Estimated Yield off repair of repairable assets

Liability = Dues out + Requirement for MPE period

Net Requirement = Assets - Liabilities

The formulae for calculating net requirement will vary depending upon the class

of the spares viz.

1) Mandatory spares = Task X Per Off

2l Non-mandatory sp€ues = CAR X FF

3) Scaled rotables = As per Leaflet 1 1 of IAP 1541

4l Clothing Items:

a) Scaled items = Strength of Airmen X entiflement X MPE
Life of item

b) Non-scaled items = Avg. consumption X MPE

4.3.2 Schedule of Requirement:

The provisioning review/ special review statement contains the details

regarding part/section No. Nomenclature, quantity required, increases or

decreases due to technical application duly vetted by the technical offrcer. The net

requirement so arrived will be extracted in Schedule of requirement. The SOR will
contain all details such as Sl.No. Part No. Nomenclature, quantity, Unit price and

total cost.

4.3.3 Definition of Indent:

Indent is defrned as a formal order prepared on prescribed forms, for

supply of equipments, placed on Procurement/Supply agency. This term.also

includes RMS orders placed on M/s HAL and also serwes as supply order to
agencies such as DGS&D, DGOF, M/s BEL etc. In case of imports, indent is
placed on Air HQ, being procurement agency.

4.3.4 Before placing Indent, net requirement is worked out on the basis

provisioning reviews undertaken at prescribed intervals. A draft Indent is to
prepared for the items required to be ordered, for approval of IFA and CFA.

of

be
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4.3.5 Indents should cover requirements of all items included in periodical

reviews.

(a) New Modification;

(b) Items newly introduced in the service;

(c) AOG, IOR and URR requirement and those arising out

of special reviews.

AOG Aircrafi on GroundNote: -

IOR Immediate Operational Requirement

URR Urgent RePair Requirement

4.3.6 A single Indent should be raised for all requirements arising from one

provision review and financial approval obtained on that basis, where, however,

due to restrictions on the number of items to be included in one Indent, it is

.necessary to raise more than one Indent or if supply agencies are more than one,

against a provisioning review, Iinancial approval should be obtained as a whole for

all Indents on the basis of one review.

4.g.T Apart from requirement arising from reviews undertaken by provisioning

sections at Air HQr and by depots, draft covering Indents arp also required to be

raised for the following:

a) Purchase of Aircraft, Aero engine and Helicopters;

b) Initial procurement of spares recommended by IPC, MPT or Board of

Oflicers.

c) Min. of Def. letters authorising procurement of equipment

4.3.8 Indents may be placed on various agencies based on value and supply

agency

i. HQ MC (Rrrchase Cell) - Estimated cost more than Rs.2crore

ii. ED/BRD - Estimated cost upto Rs'2 Crores

iii. M/s HAL - RMSOs/LRMSOs

iv. Air HQrs - Procurernent Ex-abroad'

v. DGOEF - For items supplied by DGOEF'

; 4.3.g Documents to be submitted along with draft Indent for vetting by IFA

a) Provisioning Review Sheet

b) Schedule of Requirements;

c) Dues in, Dues out details,

d) Working sheet;

e) Fixed quotation of HAL or estimated cost quotation of the PSU

,
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0 " PAC if procurement is on pAC basis
g) Budgetary quotations, if any;

h) Copies of last Supply Order f *y;
i) Import clearance certificate in case of Indent raised on Air He for

mport.

i) Non availability certificate from indigenous sources
k) Technical vetting of requirement by authorised olficer *
l) If it is first time"procurement, SOC furnished. with full justification.

4.3.10 Financial Scrutiny of Draft indents by IFA: Ir

A draft Indent should contain the following inforyation
I' Description of Stores:, Full particulars including the section number,

reference description and denomination or the quantity of each item.
il' Additional details: Details of the major assembly of which the items are

components or accessories and also the name of the manufacturer
should be indicated.

m. Sources of Supply: Details of latest contract under which the item was
procured should be indicated in the remarks column of the Indent:
Likely sources of supply are to be indicated including. pSUs if any. e
Wherever the indent value exceeds Rs 5 Crores and value addition by a
PSU is at least 2}o/o, purchase preference to central public sector I
enterprises will be incorporated in Indent. If an Indent of the item is
outstanding, details thereof should also be mentioned.

ry. Mode of rendering: Mode of tendering, such as,orE, LTE, srE and pAC
should invariably be indicated in the Indents.

V' Head of Account: The major head, minor head and code head to which
the expenditure is to be booked is to be clearly indicated in the Indent.

u. Budgetary provision: Availability of funds to meet the proposed
expenditure is to be certified and commitment thereof is to be noted.

VII' Authority for raising Indent: The specific authority or Government letter
under which powers have been delegated should be clearly mentioned F
in the Indents.

VIII' Pricing of Indent: The pricing of Indent is to be done carefully. This 
._;

estimated cost is the basis for determining the CFA initially and
reasonability of rates later on. The estimated cost is prepared:
a. By obtaining budgetary quotation along with manufacturers,

priced catalogues.
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When price lists are not available, purchase price as shown in

latest contract ald Local Purchase order under which the items

were procured are to be indicated which should not be more than

three year old.

When price list or contract/LPO prices are not available, prices

are to be assessed by specialist offrcers and it should be indicated

in the Indent accordingly.

VIII. Delivery Date: The date by which delivery is required should be clearly

stated in Indents. Terms like "as soon as possible or urgently required

are not to be used. In case of perishable items with limited shelf life,

delivery should be suitably phased with due regard to the shelf life arrd

the anticipated rate of consumption. In such cases, it should be clearly

stated in Indents that deliveries earlier tllan dates specified will not be

accepted. While tendering this delivery date will be taken into account.

IX. Carton Unit Quantity : The carton unit qualtity should be specified for

each item on indent based on the recommendations of the stockholding

ED. This should be invariably quantity one for rotables and high value

items.

X. Urgency Cerlificate: Priority Indent should be used sparingly and that

too only for operational requirements like AOG,. IOR and urgent

. requirement like URR, USR.

XI. Proprietary Certificate: Where the items to be procured are proprietary of

any firm or a particular make of any equipment is required, a

proprietary certiflcate as per the prescribed proforma is required to be

issued by CFA vrith the concurrence of associated frnalce/IFA, duly

recording adequate reasons.

XII. Clearance from the point of indigenous availability is to be ensured

before concurring proposals for import: Further address of the

consignee, packing and dispatch instruction, and inspection ciause

should be clearly indicated in the indent.

XIIL IT is to be verifred that the indent has been vetted by the Specialist

officer.

XIV. Net Requirement:

a. Arithmetical correctness is to be checked

b. Quantities of PR and SOR statement should be similar. In case there

is reduction of quantities in SOR, reasons therefor are recorded.

b.

i-

{!!
'iz
roio)o

'J
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c. PR/SR are technically vetted. Net requirement is worked out using

the correct formula, since different formulas are used to arrive at net

requirement.

XV. Last Paid Rates: Wtrile preparing estimated cost, last paid rates should

not be increased by percentage to account for inflation. While preparing

estimated cost, last paid rates should not be older than three years.

XVI. The pricing of SOR is to be checked to see whether it has been priced on t

budgetary quotations, LPP or as per price list of firm or estimated rate.

No escalation in LPP rate is to be a1lowed. For realistic pricing of Indents t

budgetary quotations are to be obtained.

XVII. Inspection clause is to be inserted on all indents/orders.

XVIII. Noting of FC No.& Date: The financial concurrenc€ number and date of

IFA should be clearly indicated in Indent.

(For detailed procedure, please refer to the relevant LeaIlets to tAP-1541.)

4.3. I I Reductloa/Caacellation of Indents with concurrence of IFA

If provisioning review reveals that assets, i.e. stoik plus dues-in are in

excess of the quantity authorized to be held for the approved MPE period, action

is taken to cancel/reduce the outstanding Indents to the extent of known surplus. {

Cancellation/reduction of Indents may also be effected on the specilic

advice of the procurement agency, ei.tller because the stores are not availabie or if !
available not to t]le extent Indented in consultation with iFA. In such cases it will

be necessar5l to place fresh Indents for the quantity cancelled/ reduced in

consultation with IFA.

4.4 CHECK LIST: PROVISIONING

1) It is to be ensured that net requirement has been worked out

properly with regard to liabilities and assets. Dues-in, dues-out,

stock position,- CAR and F.F have been properly worked out.

2) It is to be ensured that M.P.E. has been worked properly. In no case

should the provisioning exceed the months fixed for M.P.E. Simiiarly i'

it is to be ensured that S.S.F. and R.A.F. figures have been worked

out correctly.

3) It is to be ensured that M.P.E. has been correctly worked out for

perishables, short shelf and common user items.

4) It is also to be ensured that Current Annual Rate (C.A.R.) and

forecast factor (F.F) have been correctly accounted for.
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s)

6)

It is also to be ensured that assets have been properly accounted for
witl. regard to serviceable stocks, dues-in and estimated yield from
repairable assets.

It is to be verified that the estimated cost indicated in the indent has

been worked out properly with regard to (l) Last purchase price (2)

Budgetary quotations (3) Cost assessed by specialist oflicer in case

of iirst time procurement. In. no case should L.P.P. be escalated.

It is also to be ensured that sources from which items are proposed

to be procured viz DGOF, FIAL etc are to be vetted.

In case of PAC it is to be examined that the items are of proprietary
nature and firm/source proposed is arr OEM .PAC should not be

accorded for bought out items.

9) The mode of tendering, namely OTE, LTE and STE are to
examined. In case of P&M, two-bid system to be followed is to
indicated in indent.

r l)

It is to be further ensured that head of account has been correctlv

indicated and budgetary provision has been made.

In case of RMSO orders for HAL, it is to be ensured that quoted rates

are as per their printed price catalogue..

In case of bought out items under RMSOs. details of the source,

nature of the item, imported or indigenous, departmental charges if
any, handling charges etc are to be called for from M/s HAL. No

mark-up is to be allowed to M/s HAL on Bought out items.

Where price lists are not available, the cost break-up of the items
quoted with regard to material, labour overheads, profit, insurance,
freight, handling charges, taxes ald duties are to be called for
asscssing the reasonability of the rates.

In case of indents for imported items, it is to be confirmed that the

itcms are not available from indigenous source.

Thc authority under which the indent is raised is to be verified with
refercnce to specihc Government order or authority, which is to be

inv:iriably quoted in the indent.

Whcnever financial concurrence is accorded to any indents, it is to
bc cnsured that FC number and date are invariablv indicated in the

ir-r<1c n t.

All ermcndments, cancellation of indents

7)

8)

be

be

10)

12)

13)

14)

1s)

t6)

are to be concurred bv ther7)
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IFA..

18) After opening of tenders, the estimated cost of indent should not be

increased..

19) While issuing indents, it is to be ensured that ink signed copies of

the indent are endorsed to the respective IFA's arrd to audit

authority.

Y
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Chapter 5

PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE AND POST COI{TRACT MANAGEMEITIT

5.1 STAGPS OF PROCI'RTMENT

Procurement comprises the foilowing stages:

l. Selection of sources

2. Mode of tendering

3. Vetting of DraJt Tender Enquiry

4. Participation in tender opening

5. Scrutiny of CST

6. Participation in TPC/PNC

7. Financialconcurrence

8. Vetting of Draft supply order

9. Placement of supply order

10. Post contract management.

s.2 TYPES OF TENDER ENQUIRY

5.2.1 Open Tender Enquiry

This system is generally followed where es{mated cost of demaad is Rs.25

lakhs and above. Advertisement in such cases should be given in the Indian Trade

Journal and atleast in one national daily having wide circulation. Organisation

hzrving its own website should publish all its advertised tender enquiries and

provide a link with NIC website.

5.2.2 Limited Tender Euquiry

This system is generally adopted when the estimated cost is upto Rs.25

lakhs. LTE should be issued to all registered suppliers.

Purchase through LTE may be adopted even if estimated value of procurement is

more than 25 lakhs, in the following circumstances.

a. When it is not in public interest to call for tenders by advertisements. In

such cases, reasons must be recorded.

b. Where the demand is urgeni, the nature of urgency must be recorded

by CFA.

c. When the sources of supply are definitely knoum and possibiiity of fresh

source is remote.

d. As per Para 4.3(l) of DPM 20O6, number of suppliers in Limited Tender
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-Enqurry is more than three and also as per Rule 151 (i) GFR 2005

5.2.3 Stagle Tender tnqulry: Or PAC basls

This is adopted in case of procurement of Proprietary articles or where it is
definitely lcrown that there is only one source of Supply. Proprietary ArLicle

Certificates are to be issued by CFA vrith the concurrence of respective IFA, duly

recording the reasons.

Reasons for issue of PAC are as follows:

i. Fitness: t.Jle requirement of fitting equipment in a certain space and

interfacing with other equipment is there.

ii. Availability: No other known manufacturer is available.

iii. Standardization: Where there is a need to minimize spares support

problem.

5.2.3.1 Where many of the OEMs are not permitted to respond to RFP as per

Government Rules/laws and it is to be ensured that RFP is issued only to the

desigrrated agency.

5.2.4 Single Tender Enquiry: Non-PAC basis

Procurement from a single source may be resorted to in the following

circumstances:

i)

ii)

iii)

it is in the knowledge of the user department that only a particular

firm is the manufacturer of the required goods.

In case of emergency by recording reasons and approval of CFA

For standardisation of machinery or spare parts to be compalible to

the existing set of equipment or on the advice of technical expert

approved by CFA.

See that the selected vendor is a reputed lirm

Special dispensation to NCCF/Kendriya Bandar for procuring goods

on single tender basis is no longer in force vide para 2.1i of DPM

20O6. However Government Instructions exist for reserving certain

items to KVIC, Acash, CCIC and SSIs in terms of Ruie 144 of GFR

2OO5. These instructions should be looked in to before clearing the

case on single tender.

iv)

v)
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-5.3 ISSI'E OF STE, PAC AND LTE

Single Tender Enqurry PAC and Non-PAC and Lirrrited Tender Enquiry are

to be issued with the concurrence of IFA ald approval of CFA. There is no

gainsaying the fact that competition is lirnited to a few established and registered

firms, which determines the nature and cost of procurement. Association of

Finance in approval of sources arrd right sourcing in Limited and Single Tender

Enquiry is Indispensable in IFA system.

5.3.1 l{ature of Teader Enquiry

There are two systems of Tender Enquiry.

1. Single Bid System: In case of store items, COTS (commercially off

the shelf) items and other items, which do not involve technical

evaluation, Single Bid System is followed.

2. Two Bid System: This system is followed particularly for purchase of

Plart & Machinery and specialized stores like IT and

communication systems ald in projects, where qualtitative
requirements and technical specifications carl not be framed up

abinitio. In ttris System the tenders are invited simultaneously in
two parts.

a. Technica-l Bid: Containing the Techno-Commercia,l offer and

b. Price Bid: containing price.

Price bids of only technically and commercially acceptable offers wili be

opened aJter techno-commercial evaluation by TEC.

5.3.2 Technical Bids should be opened flrst on prescribed tender opening dates

and time Price Bids of technically acceptable offers should only be opened later on

a specified date.

5.4 RTGISTER OF APPROVED CONTRACTORS

In cases of LTE capacity of the firms is to be verified and firm is to be

registered before issue of Tender. A firm which though not yet admitted to the

"Register of approved Contractors" has submitted an application for admission

thereto, may be issued tender only on understanding that such tenders will not be

considered unless the firm has actually been admitted to the register before

opening of Tenders. (Rule 235 of FR Part I Vol I) In other words, no tenders should

be rejected after opening of tenders on the grounds of lack of capacity to suppiy.
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-5.5 REASOICABLT TEI5DERIITG TIUE
Time to be allowed for subrnission of tenders in case of OTE is not less than

6 weeks and in case of LTE is not less than 4 weeks. A period of 1O days is to be

added to above time schedule of 4 weeks where the firrns have to obtain
specifications/drawings from outside parties. (Para 8.5.6 of DGS & D Manual) In
case of OTE a margin of 15 days to be allowed for publication in the Indian Trade

Joumal,
t

5.6 GENERAL FOINTS TO BE SEEI{ FOR VBTTING OF pROVISIOIilIfc / s
PROCUREMENT PROPOSALS;

At various stages of provisioning/procurement, the following general points

may be seen in respect of all the proposals in lists for various Schedules :

5.6. I Acceptance of Necessity

While scrutinizing proposals at this stage, it may be seen whether

the following conditions are met :

1. Whether SOC justiffing requirement has been submitted.

2. Whether the code head to which expenditure is to be compiled

has been indicated.

3. Whether budget availability is certifred and allotment as well as

up-to-date expenditure alongwith liabilities for the current year i

indicated.

4. Whether the proposed purchase is a purchase under Revenue head or
items proposed are of capital nature {Expenditure on any item which

costs Rs 1O lakh or more and also has a life of 7 years or more is
classified as Capital expenditure).

5. Whether quantities have been vetted by a specialist officer.

6. Whether recommendation of penultimate CFA is there.

7. Whether estimated cost of procurement has been given w.r.t LPP,

budgetary quotes or assessed price for determination of the CFA.

8: Whether item is available on DGS&D RC.

9. Whether mode of tenderirrg i.e. LTE/STE/OTE has been given.

1O. Whether in case of single tender, PAC is signed by an authorized :

officer-
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5.6.2 Vetttng of draft tender eaqu\r aad selectlon of sources

A tender becomes a contract on acceptance hence it should be ensured

that Tender Enqurry is complete in all respects and all relevant clauses have been

incorporated in TE. While vetting the draft tender enquiry, it may be seen whether

the following requirements have been met :

l. Standard forms have been used for tender enquiry and all amendments

authorized to these forms from time to time have been carried out
before issue.

2. Time and date for receipt and opening of tenders has been clearly

indicated as per the guidelines.

3. Prescribed time has been allowed to the tenderers to submit their
quotations, depending on the t54pe of enquiry being issued.

4. Validity period has been indicated realistically keeping in view the

nature of stores and the processing time required particularly in cases

where consultation with the Indentor on the suitability of offers received

would be necessary. (The period of validity of a single bid RFP should be

normalli 9O days and of a two-bid RFP 12O days from the date of
submission of offer. In case of imported stores, validity may be up to
18O days.)

5. Amount to be furnished by unregistered firms as EMD(also calted bid

security) has been calculated and indicated correctly. It may be ensured

that percentage of EMD amount is not indicated rather EMD amount
may be fixed in absolute terms between 2%o and 57o of the estimated

value of the contract. The EMD should normally remain valid for a

period of 45 days beyond the frnal bid validity period.

6. Description of stores including specihcations / drawings is correctly

indicated in the schedule. Quantity required worked out correctly is to
be ensured.

7. Required number of copies of drawings/ specifications is proposed to be

made available to the tenderers in case the store is required to non,
standard specifications/ drawing,

8. Authority to whom tender sample is required to be furnished for testing

and the time within which the sample should be submitted for
inspection have been indicated in the enquiry. (The time required for

sarnple inspection must invariably be factored in while f-r-ring the

delivery period).
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-9. Inspecting authority is correctly indicated.

lo.Where purchase of large quantities of stores is involved or where shelf

life of stores is limited, delivery may be specified in installments,

depending on staggered requirements of indentor.

ll.Clauses regarding Risk ald Expense purchase as also termination of

contract on failure to adhere to the terms & conditions of the contract

have been included

12. Standard payment terms have been suitably indicated along witll the

paying authority.

13.In case of purchase of imported stores, the appropriate shipping clauses

are incorporated. Other special conditions viz. payment terms for

FOB/FAS contracts etc. should also be indicated in the enquiry.

Purchase to be odne through OEM/PAC only. In case of non OEM

sources, the firm should be registered with MOD/iHQ.

14. Requirement of Security deposit and various forms in which SD is to be

submitted has been indicated clearly. (The firms registered with

DGS&D, NSiC under single point registration and SSI are exempted

from furnishing Security Deposit. This is to be clearly indicated in TE.)

15. Requirement of furnishing performance guarantee to cover warranty

period has been indicated in respect of Plant and Machinery and other

specihed stores. (Performance Bank Guarantee of at least 5% of the

contract value has to be provided by the firm. PBG should remain valid

for a period of 60 days beyond the date of completion of contract

including warranty )

16.Sole arbitration clause has been indicated in TE.

17.Option clause incorporated in TE to increase or decrease the contracted

quantity up to 5O7o at the same rates and on the same terms and

conditions at any time during the currency of the contract. (Option

quantity during extended DP should be limited to 5O% of balance

quantity after criginal delivery period.)

lB.Stanclard repeirt order clause for placing a repeat order to a maximum

of 5O% of the ,rriginally ordered quantity within 6 months from the date

of supply against the original order has been included in TE.

19- Whcre comme rcially off the shelf (COTS) items are proposed for

purch:rse, and QRs and technical specifications are clear, single

r:ommcrcial bid systcm is proposed to be followed. It also needs to be
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ensured that reference to the brand narnes and catalogue numbers is
avoided.

20. Criteria for evaluation ald acceptalce of bids have been prescribed rn
the TE.

21.A clause seeking confirmation from the bidders for acceptalce of part
quantity has been included.

22 clause regarding the purchaser's right of rejection of any or at tenders
without assigning any reason has been included in the TE. This clause
cal be invoked in cases where it is discovered after opening of tenders
that the requirement has ceased to edst or there is a major change in
technical specifications.

23. Clause regarding successful insta_llation arrd commissioning has been
included. A part of payment needs to be held back until installation a.d
comrnissioning is completed successfully.

24. Clause about imposition of Liquidated damages of 0.5% per week or a
part thereof subject to a maximum of 5% of the order value of
undelivered goods has been included.

25.Provision regarding price preference of 15% to the SSI units as
compared to the large-scale industries as per the Govt policy has been
included. (optional clause).

26. Purchase Preference clause in respect of Central pSUs has been
included. In purchases amounting to Rs 5 crores and above where
Centra_l PSUs have quoted a rate within 10% of the lowest rate, they are
entitled to purchase preference at the rate offered by the lowest tenderer
provided they have made a value addition of 2Ook.

2T clause about hardware / software upgradation has been incruded in TD
particularly in respect of IT items, other high technolory items and
EPABX systems. (This binds the bidder to provide a1l the upgrades free
of cost if the same have been launched free of cost by the OEM as a
matter of policy otherwise the purchaser has the option to get the
upgrades by making necessary payments.)

28.An uptime clause has been included in case of electronics items, IT
items, exchanges, etc. An uptime clause indicating a minimum uptime
of 95o/o during warralty IAMC may be included in the TE. In case of
non-adherence to this clause, the bidder will be subject to the payment
of penalty, which may be specifred in the TE.
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-29.AMC clause has been included in the TE where required asking the

bidder to give confirmation of AMC for the life of the equipment

speci!'ing the minimum years for which AMC should be provided and

tie rate in terms of percentage of cost of equipment for the same.

3o.Book Dxamination clause is included particularly in the case of high
value single vendor cases in which case option of examination of books

of account will be ttrere with the purchaser to assure himself of
reasonabiliry of price.

3l.List of vendors has been furnished. It will be verified to see whether all v

past suppliers and respondents are included for floating T.E. If not,

reasons for the same are recorded.

32.Delivery period and schedule clearly specified.

33.Letter of reglet is asked from the vendors who do not wish to respond

34. Warranty is clearly specified in the T.E

The following are t}re standard terms and conditions, which need to be considered

for inclusion in a Tender Enquiry.

o Description of stores and specifications

o Quantity
o Inspection Authority

o Inspection Officer

o Inspection Procedure

o Testing Facilities

o Sampling Procedure

o Right of acceptance/rejection

o Performance criteria, if any

o Place of Inspeclion

o Identifrcation And Packing Instruction

o Mode of Despatch

o Despatch Instruction

o Terms of Delivery

o Delivery Sch:dule

o Earnest Morrey Deposit

o Consignee

o Risk of Loss or Damage to Government Property

o Risk and Expense Clause

o SecuritSr Deposit
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o Performance Bank Guarantee

o Failure And Termination

o Liquidated Damages

o OPtion Clause

o Repeat order

o Price Preference to SSI

o Purchase Preference to CPSUs

o Software/hardware Up gradation Clause

o UPtime

o AMC Clause

o Assurance of sPares

o Training

o Users List

o Paying AuthoritY

o Paying Offrcer

o Head ofAccount

o Terms of PaYment

o Transit Insurance

o Installation & commissioning

o Rectification of Defects

o Warranty / Guarantee

o Withholding and Lien In Respect of Sum Claimed

o Lien In Respect of Claims In other Contracts

o Arbitration

o Laws Governing the Contract'

o Jurisdiction of Courts

o Secrecy of Information

o Book Examination Clause

o Fall Clause (Applicable in case of Rate Contract Only)

o ValiditY of offer

o Date and time of receipt of tenders

o Date ald time of opening of tenders etc'

5.6.3 Participation in Tender opening

While participating in tender opening, IFA/IFA reps may ensure the

following :
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1. Whether tender box is locked and sealed and the seals are not tampered

with.

2. Whether tender box is opened on the date and time specified in TE by

the Board of officers in the presence of authorised representatives of
firms.

3. Whether it has been verihed before opening of tenders that all tenders

received by post also have been dropped into the box apart from the

tenders received by hand.

4. Whether no delayed or late tenders are considered for opening. (Tenders 5

received after closing time and before opening time are termed as

delayed tenders. Late tenders are those, which are received after

opening of tenders.)

5. Whether Tenders received by FAX and telegram have not been

considered. Ho'wever, in cases of Single Tender Enquiry or pAC

purchases, Tenders sent by FAX can be accepted, provided the same are

complete in a1l respects, such as specifications, rates etc alrd are

followed by a regular tender within 3 days from the date of opening of
tenders. .

6. Whether rates quoted and ta-xes, duties, etc are read out to tenderers.

EMD, if aly submitted is also to be read out.

7. Whether each tender has been serially numbered and signed by all
members on each page of quotations as well as covers.

8. Whether the rate, taxes and duties, payment terms, delivery period etc.,

have been encircled by tender opening officers and initialed using red

ink pen.

9. Whether aly alterations made in tenders by the frrm have also been

initialed legibly to make it clear that such alterations were present on

the tender at the time of tender opening.

10.1n case of two bid system where only technical bids are opened first,
tender opening officer f committee should sign on the sealed envelopes t
containing commercial bids and obtain initials of trade representatives

if present. Thereafter, these sealed envelopes are to be placed in a bigger i

envelope and sea-led duly signed by the tender opening officer /
committee and trade representatives.

11.A comparative statement of tenders is prepared ald signed by the

authorised officer of the concerned Purchase Cell ald submitted to
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IFA/CDA for scmtiny.

5.6.4 Scrutiny of CST

At the time of scrutiny of CST, the following points should be observed /
examined:

1. CST has been prepared in conformitlr with the rules of FR Part-I.

2. Rates & taxes, duties, packing & forwarding, freight charges and

other terms and conditions are properly accounted for in CST and

should be verified with original quotations.

3. Ranking of offers has been done properly.

4. Estimated cost or last purchase price is indicated in CST for

enabling fair competition.

5. Deviations from Tender Enquiry have been brought out in CST.

6. Rates received are not abnormally high or low compared with last
paid rates. The offer of the lowest tenderer has been recommended

for placing order. If not, specific reasons have been recorded for

rejection of the lowest tenderer.

7. There is adequate competition.

8. No. of firms on whom TE was floated and number of firms who have

responded has been recorded in CST

9. No late/delayed/ unsolicited tenders have been included in CST.

10. Firms have quoted standard payment terms and no advance

payment request should be accepted except in case of fabrication

contracts, turnkey contracts and AMCs to the extent prescribed in

the Rule I 59( 1) of GFR

1 1. Modes of delivery, delivery period, LD, security deposit, warrarlty as

per TE clauses are acceptable to the firm.

12. C)ffers are technically acceptable and there is no deviation from

specifica t ions.

13. Whether the firm is holding DGS&D rate contract or not should be

indicated in the CST.

14. The CST has been signed by all members of the committee.

15. If any standard clause is not acceptable to the firm the same is

highlightecl in CST.

16. Validity ofthe quotations has not expired.

17. Rcmarks regarding furnishing of EMD by the vendors where EMD
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has been asked for in the T.E

5.6.5 Fartictpatlon ln TPC/PI{C

The following points are to be examined before participation in TPC/PNC :

1. Whether the constitution of TPC is in order, depending upon financial
powers delegated.

2. Whether Indent/Provisioning has been vetted by IFA and sanctioned

by appropriate CFA depending on value.

3. Opening of tenders has been done properly as per Rules. All i
amendments/corrections of Tenders have been initialed by opening

officers with date.

4. C.S.T. has been prepared properly taking into account amongst other

things, taxes/duties, transportation, and packing and forwarding

charges. Ranking statement has been prepared properly.

5. Validity of quotations on the date of holding TPC is verified. Validity

period means valid for tlre period notifred in enquiry excluding the

date of tender opening. (Para 8.5.7 DGS&D Manual)

6. It is to be ensured that only Ll has been called for negotiations, if
required. In cases, where firm other than Ll has been called, 

I

adequate reasons are to be recorded by CFA and prior concurrence of

IFA is to be obtained.

7. Scrutiny of Tenders is to be undertaken with regard to pa;,'rnent

terms, delivery period, inspection clause, taxes and duties, LD clause,

SD Clause, Arbitiation etc.

8. Basis of selection of sources - Whether established & registered firms

have been issued TE with the concurrence of IFA and approval of

CFA in cases of PAC and LTE.

9. Capacity of the lowest tenderer, its financial and commercial status,

past performance ald load factors are to be examined.

1O. In case of proprietary items; it is to be ensured that prior concurrence

of IFA has been obtained.

1 l. Whether there is adequate competition.

72. IFA should ensure that two-bid system is followed for Plant and i

machinery. in such cases, price bids of only technically acceptable

offers are opened. Lowest technically acceptable frrm is called for

negotiations, where the rates are on the higher side, in consultation
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13.

v.ith IFA.

Reasonability of rates is to be examined with regard to

o Vetted estimated cost/ L.P.R

o Where last paid rates are not available, assessed cost by

specialist O{Iicers

o Cost break-up of the frrm.

No conditional discounts may be taken cognizance of.

It needs to be seen whether while issuing clarifications to a

prospective bidder on tender documents, copies of clarifrcations were

endorsed to all bidders who were issued tender.

In case of Plant and Machinery, all these factors viz. Maintenance

spares for a specilied period, AMC, Guarantee/warranty clause,

Inspection clause, after-sales service, Performance Guarantee for

warranty period, are to be negotiated.

77. It is also to be ensured that frnancial advice, if any offered by IFA, is

correctly recorded in minutes of TPC. If not, the minutes of TPC can

be modified to record the same.

If re-tendering is recommended by the TPC, it may be recommended

in the circumstances some of which are listed below recording

reasons:

o Where offers do not conform to essential specifications.

. If there are major changes in specifications and/or quantity,

which may have considerable impact on the price.

. Where prices quoted are unreasonably high with reference to

assessed price or there is evidence of a sudden slump in prices

after opening of tenders.

. Where lack of competition is there due to restrictive specifications.

If L1 does not have a capacitlr to supply within the delivery period as

per RFP, after loading the Ll fuily as per its capacity ald past

delivery, recommendation to place order on L2, L3 and, so on for the

balance quantity at Ll's rate could be made by TPC/PNC.

It may be seen whether bids have been evaluated in terms of the

conditions already incorporated in the bidding documents and no

new condition which was not incorporated in the bidding documents

has been brought in for evaluation of the bids.

As per CVC guidelines, one agent cannot represent two suppliers or

74.

15.

76.

18.

19.

20.

71

21.
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22.

quote on their behalf in the same tender enquiry. Such quote has to

be rejected.

In case of imported stores, either the Indian Agent on beha-lf of the

foreign principa-l or the foreign principal directly may bid in a tender

but not both. In cases where arr agent participated in a tender on

behalf of one manufacturer, it may be seen that he is not allowed to

quote on behalf of another manufacturer along with the first

manufacturer in a subsequent / parallel tender for the same item.

5.6.6 hpendtture Angle Saaction

The following points may be seen while giving concurrence from

expenditure angle:

1. Whether the evaluation and comparison of responsive bids has been

7.

done based on the prices of the goods offered inclusive of levies and

taxes i.e. ST, ED, Packing and forwarding, freight and insurance but

exclusive of octroi/entry tax which -will be paid extra as per actuals,

wherever applicable.

Whether tender notice was sent by post to the past successful

suppliers and likely suppliers registered with the department even in

case of open tendering and postal receipts have been recorded in the

file.

Whether in case of PAC purchase, validity of Proprietary Article

Certificate which is one year from the date ofissue has not expired.

Whether in OTE cases the commercia,l bid of an unregistered frrm

meeting the laid down technical parameters detailed in RFP has been

opened only on approval of the sample and capacity verification by

the AHSP / designated inspection agency..

In case some queries are found to have been raised by a bidder, it
may be seen whether copies of the query as weil as clarifications

issued have been sent to all prospective bidders who have received

the bidding documents.

Whether no late bids have been accepted which are to be returned

unopened to the bidder.

Whether no bids, which are, deviating from the critical conditions

such as EMD (Bid security), warranty and guarantee, applicable law,

ta,xes and duties have been accepted.

2.

4.

5.

6.
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Whether price negotiation has invariably been conducted in single

tender situations including PAC cases.

Whether in cases involving placement of repeat orders, powers of t1le

CFA have been reckoned keeping in view original quantity plus repeat

quantity. The conditions given in Para 5.11 of DPM 2OO6 need to be

fulfilled for repeat orders.

An offer higher than tJ:e sanctioned price (based on LPP or asserted

price) can be concurred provided that the increased amount is with in

CFA's delegated powers duly recording reasons. In case the increased

amount exceeds the financial powers of the CFA, approval of ext CFA

under deiegated powers may be sought.

Whether TEC report has been approved by the CFA.

Wherever revised commercial bids are obtained due to clarifications

on technical specifications after opening of technical bids, original

price bids have not been opened ald approval of CFA for RCB has

been taken.

Whether if at TEC stage o'nly one vendor is found complying with all

the QRs, the commercial bid of the technically compliarlt vendor has

not been opened and the RFP retracted with the approval of CFA and

a fresh RFP issued by suitably reformulating the QRs.

In cases where Ll tenderer has withdrawn his offer, retenderirlg is to

be resorted to. Only in exceptional cases with the reasons to be

recorded in writing cal negotiation be carried out with L2 in such

cases. CVC Cilcular no 4l3lo7 dt 03-03-2007 is relevant in this

regard.

15. Fund position to be indicated clearly and no concurrence may be

given, if funds are not available

5.6.7 Vetting ofdraft supply orders

IFAs have been entrusted with the work of vetting draft Supply Orders.

Draft Supply Order is vetted with regard to original quotations/ tenders, standard

terms and conditions of contracts and other GOI rules. The conditions given in TE

are to be included in the supply order. The following points need to be seen while

vetting the SOs :

1. Payment Terms: Whether Paying authority and payment terms arc

incorporated in the contract as per guidelines of MOD. Payment terms

10.

8.

9.

i 1.

12.

13.

14.
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vary depending on nature of items as follows :

a. TOOo/o payment against receipt of stores by consignee in acceptable

condition.

b. 9oo/o or 95o/o payment on proof of dispatch and balance after receipt

of stores. In no case, should it be 100% payment against proof of
dispatch.

c. 8Oo/o payment agajnst receipt of Plant and Machinery in acceptable

condition by consignee,l0% payment after successful erection and

fineJ loo/o payment a.fter successful commissioning against 1O% n

performance bank guarantee from any Nationalized bank to be kept

valid till 6O days after the expiry of warranty period.

2. Whether the prices have been correctly indicated and variation, if arry,

has also been stipulated on the basis of a well-defined and clear-cut
price variation formula after approval from the competent authority.

3. Whether tie firms have asked for sales tax/service tax separately. If so,

whether it has been shown properly in the contract.

4. Whether t}re status of excise duty is cleatly specified in the suppiy

order.

5. Whether the delivery period with or without L.D stipulated in the

contract is in accordance with the delivery agreed to by the tenderer. r

Whether the terms of delivery have been correctly specified.

6. Whether the terms and conditions including special condilions

stipulated in the contract are in conformity with the offer of the firm and

variation, if any, has been mutually settled.

7. Whether force majeure clause is incorporated in the supply order only if
specific request is made by the firm.

8. Whether despatch and inspection instructions have been correctly

incorporated. Whether Inspection agency and inspecting officer have

been clearly indicated in the Supply Order.

9. Whether the copies of the Supply Order have been endorsed to all .,

concerned including inspectorate and Accounts Office.

10. The stores should on no account be dispatched / delivered without .

getting the same inspected and passed by the Inspection Officer

stipulated in the order (unless the inspection at destination is

required.)

11. Whether Heads of Accounts are indicated correctlv.
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12. Whether the paying authority and paying officer are indicated
correctly.

i3. Whether the tendenng firm has accepted the standard ,,sole

arbitrarion clause".

14. Whether specifications given in the contract are in accordance with
T.E. and accepted by the hrm ald are complete in all respects.

15. Whether all relevant communications from the contractor leading to

his agreement to the contract terms and conditions have been

referred to in the contract.

16. If the frrm is unregistered / untried whether it has agreed to lodge

security deposit against the contract.

17 . Whether the contract provides for submission of advance sample. If
so, whether a definite, reasonable and correct time Limit has been laid
down.

18. Whether the transit risk clause has been correctly stipulated.

19. Whether the firm has asked for any assistance for clearing the raw

materials ald if so, whether a suitable provision has been

incorporated making it clear whether it is a contractual obligation or

otherwise.

20. Whether the firm has agreed to placement of additional 5O% quantity

under option clause. If so, whether the purchaser's right to do so has

been reserved up to speci{ied date.

21. Whether in case of Plant & Machinery, suitable provisions have been

made regarding erection and commissioning, after sales service,

warranty period, training of purchaser's personnel, etc.

22. Whether the following documents have been specified in the supply

order for submission along with contractor bills for payment viz.

a. Original copy of Supply Order

b. CRV in case of 1OO% payment

c. Inspection note

d. Guarantee/ Warranty certihcate

e. Excise Invoice

f. Freight receipts

g. Any other document required

23. Whether in case of prorata payments, there is a provision ior
submission of Xerox copy of the Supply Order with each bill and
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-original copy of supply order with the final biil.

24. Whether necessary instructions regarding Military Credit Notes have

been incorporated.

25. Whether suitable packing ald transit insurance instructions against

loss or damage in tralsit have been incorporated.

26. If materials are to be issued to contractor by the Govt, whether

suitable provision has been made as regards issue price, collateral

security deposit and custody, accounting etc.

27 . Whether standard Liquidated Damage (L.D) clause has been suitably i
incorporated in the contract.

2A. Whether F.C number and date has been correctly and clearly indicated in

the supply order.

A.7 MONITORING POST. CONTRACTUAL MATTERS

IFA is associated with contract management also as under :

. Delivery period extension, re-fixation of DP (including force majeure)

' LevY / waiver of LD

n Changes in rates / taxes, duties

. Change of consignee

. Accepting of material with slight deviation

' Option clause

' Risk purchase
. Forfeiture of security deposit

. Short closure

. Cancellation.

5.7.1 Delivery period extension with concurrence of IFA

As the delivery period extension constitutes an important amendment to

contract having definite financial and contractual ramifications, hence at the time

of considering the proposal for extension of delivery period, the status of supply

position and suppiy order is to be reviewed keeping in view factors mentioned

below

1. Whether the user has suffered any actual or potential loss due to delay.

2. Whether the requirement of the user is being reviewed.

3. Whether there is no downward trend in the prices.

(A certihcate signecl by an authorised officer clarifying the position at sl

no. (l) to (3) above may be insisted upon)
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-4. Whether the state is liable to pay additional taxes/duties/ levies during

the proposed extension period.

5. Whether delay in supply has been willful on the part of the supplier.

6. Whether option of short closure of Supply Order has been considered.

7. Whether the contract is in the nature ofa developmental order.

8. Whether delay has been caused by factors where the purchaser has any

obligation such as providing import licence, materials or facilities etc for

production.

9. If the firm's request for DP extension is due to force majeure clause, it

needs to be verified that this clause is included in the supply order.

10. Whether a specific request from the firm has been received in advance.

(The sanction for DP extension should be issued at least one week

before the expiry of the DP).

11. Whether the diffrculties expressed by the frrm are genuine.

12. The extension of delivery period can be granted with or without Li-t. If

the contractor/ supplier is held responsible for the cause cf de1ay, LD

as per Supply Order @ 0.5% per week or part thereof of the value of

items not supplied by the frrm subject to a maximum of 5%o value of

undelivered goods can be imposed. But in cases where delay in delivery

is due to reasons not within the control of the supplier or the supplier

cannot be held responsible for the delay in delivery, wai'rer of LD can

be considered recording adequate justifications thereof.

5.7.2 Invoking of Option clause

Where there is an oplion clause in contract for ordering additional quantity

not exceeding 50% of the original quantity at the same rates within the validity of

the original contract or 50% of the balance quantity during extended delivery

period, it needs to be ensured before according concurrence that the following

conditions are met:

a. There is no downward trend in the prices of stores, as assessed

obtaining budgetary quotations/sun'eying the market conditions.

b. There is urgency ofthe stores from the user.

c. Original supply order had been placed on a competitive bidding and

rates accepted therein are competitive and reasonable.

(A certificate incorporating sl no(a) to (c) be taken from the user')

d. Option clause is to be exercised as per origtnal terms and conditions
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-of the contract, during the currency of the contract.

e. It is also to be ensured that the value of original supply order
together with value of supply order proposed for additional 50% of
the original quantity falls within the financial powers of the original
CFA. In case the total value exceeds the laid down fmancial powers

of CFA, the sanction of expenditure is required to be obtained from
next higher authority

5.7.3 Risk purchase

It is to be ensured that the following conditions are met :

1. Risk purchase order is issued only aJter cancellation of the order on
the defaulting firm. Invitation to tender may be issued in advalce
but the tender in response thereto should be received and opened
only after cancellation of the contract.

2. The risk purchase contract should be on the basis of same terms
and conditions, especially specifications, but need not conform to
the same delivery period. No special assistance is provided to tJle

new supplier which may have a repercussion on price. The general
principle is that terms and conditions of the new contract should not
be more liberal than those governing the old contract.

3. As far as practicable risk purchase should be made on Open Tender
basis. However, limited tender may be resorted to under special
circumstances, which should be clearly enumerated, but in that
event all the known suppliers should be included within the scope of
the enquiry. It may also be seen that the defaulting frrm is included
for floating TE in both the cases. The tender notice in case of ,Open

Tender' and tender papers in case of limited tender enquiry should
be sent to the defaulting unit under Registered cover,
Acknowledgment Due.

4. The executive authorities may be advised that extra expenditure
involved in risk purchase should be computed and notice for
recovery in standard form served on the firm aJter risk purchase is
completed. They may also be advised to withhold payment to the
firm to the extent of the Government demand and in case recovery of
the amodnt in the normal course is impossible, they be advised to
examine the case in consultation with Min of Law as regards the
advisability of referring it for Arbitration.
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5.7.4 Amendments, short closure and cancellation
Ali amendments, short closure and calcellation of the contracts need to be

undertaken with the prior concurrence of IFA. As such, while concurring the
proposal for an amendrrent/ short closure and cancellation, the following checks

are to be carried out by the IFA:-

1. Whether either side has requested for such a change ald the same is
acceptable to either side. A11 amendments, short closure and

cancellation of the contracts are to be processed by examining each

proposa-l on merit.
2. Whether in cases where contract rates aie already salctioned, the same

a-re not proposed for increase by the same CFA but by the authority
next higher to the one which sanctioned the contract.

3. Whether cases of enhancement of contract rates during pendency of
contract due to increase of custom duty, excise duty, statutory duties
and taxes, freight, insurance are examined with reference to
Government notification/documentary evidence and dates of their
coming into effect. Enhancement in such cases can be granted by the

same authority.
4. Whether in case of re-fixation of D P, increase on these grounds is

proposed to be approved by the same authority which salctioned t1.e

original contract. It may also be ensured that during extended period of
DP, such increases are not to be allowed.

5. Where provision exists in the contract for enhancement of contract rates

under specifred circumstances, it may be seen whether enhalcement of
contract rates is proposed for approval by the authority who has

sanctioned the original contract.(In such cases enhancement of contract
rates can be allowed by the same CFA who salctioned the original
contract.)

6. Whether modifications in the conditions of an existing contract which
do not involve an enhancement of the contract rates are proposed to be

sanctioned by the CFA of the existing contract provided no extra
expense to the State is involved and both parties to the contract agree in
writing. Both parties to the contract must sign all amendments. (In
such cases modifications can be allowed by the CFA of the existing
contract.)

7. Whether proposal for acceptance of short supply is for a quantitv
exceeding S%.(Short supply up to a limit of 5% quantity on order
without reference to the indenter (CFA) may be accepted which should

not be held to be a modification of contract.)
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Chapter 5

MAJOR TYPES OF PROPOSALS AITD THEIR SCRUTIITY

6.1 DTRECT PURCTTASE ORDER (DPOI

Powers for DPO have been vested with VCAS / DCAS /AOM /AOC-in-C /
upto Rs.15 lakhs as per MOD letter no. Nr HQ/95378/I /Fu:.P /2431/
US(RC)/Air-II/O6 dated 14 July 2O06 These powers c.rn be exercised only with the ;
concurrence of IFA-

6. 1. I Direct purchase is resorted to for stocking up of items to SSF level. Special

review is carried out in cases wherein stock fa-lls below SSF level, by the Unit /
Depot. Special review statement along with source of supply estimated cost etc. is

recommended by Command HQrs and forwarded to IFA for concurrence.

6.1.2 Alter concurrence of IFA and CFA further procurement action is carried out

by the Depot concerned duly associating the depot IFA in Tender Enquiry,

selection of source, TPC etc.{Please also see checklist to Schedule XII R).

;
6.2 REPAIR & MANIIFACTIIR^E SUPPLY ORDERS (RMSosf:

IAFisauthorizedtoplacedirect1yonHAL,orderforsupply,repair
overhaul, modification etc of Aircrafts, Aero Engines, their components and

accessories and other Air Force Technical equipments which HAL has agreed to

manufacture/ overhaul or obtain from abroad and supply to IAF.

Scope of service to be availed from HAL. As per GOI letter No. Air

Hq/6),27al65lLRlD (Air - I) IIlUSD (Air - I) dt. 04.01.20OO the following services

are to be availed from HAL.

i. Repair and overhaul ofAF equipment.

ii. Manufacture and supply of AF equipment

iii. Disassembiy r.rcrk of Major AF Equipment prior to repair or overhaul.

iv. Inspection, Bench check, rectification ald defect investigation of

Aircraft systern ald equipment if no such facilities exist wit}l IAF.

Authorities competent to place RMSOs are mentioned in Schedule XII (A).
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6.2.1 Flnancial Scrutlny of RilSOs by IFAs

IFA should ensure reasonability of rates and of observance of commercial

terms and conditions . in respect of supplies/ services from HAL to ensure

m€Ddmum value for'money. MOD letter no. MOD(FIN)- lO7 /EPIHALIAF/ 92-95

Dt: 24/a/95 has clearly laid down various guidelines on pricing policy in respect

of supplies and services provided by HAL to IFA and basis of determining

reasonability of rates and other commercial terms and conditions.

6.2,2 RMSO is scrutinized by IFA to see that

1) It is prepared and placed as per leallet 21 of IAP 1541.

2) PR/SR and SOR is attached with RMSO for proposals other tharl repair,

overhaul, calibration defect investigation rectification, Bench check

inspection, disassembly work for which quantum of work and financia-l

value are not knouryr till the job is completed.

3) IFA should ensure the reasonabilitSr of rates by calling for cost break-

up, material, labour, overheads, percentage of profit etc. HAL will

justiff the materia-l required with reference to

I. High value items involved in the product based on bills of

materials.

II. Rejection based on past trend.

III. Base price based on latest procurement price updated to base

year.

OtJrer charges such as custom duty, sales tax wherever

applicable, freight, insurance, storage, handling redundancy

warranty etc.

Escalation, if any

Exchange rate variation, if aly

4) In case of bought out item, both indigenous & imported, reasonability

of rates is to be determined by IFA with regard to source of supply,

handling charges and departmental charges etc. original invoice of the

OEM is to be called for while submitting the bill.

5) Wherever, rates are not considered reasonable, price negotiation may

be conducted by a committee comprising, amongst others, IFA to

assess the reasonability of rates ald to ensure maximum value for

money.

6) Commercial terms and ccnditions as per as standard contract for

IV.

VI.
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-regulating supplies from FIAL, including appropriate provision for

warranty, liquidated darnages, and long term product support is to be

ensured by IFA . Further, distinct contractual terms and conditions

should be ensured for manufacturing, overhaul, and RMSO, outstation
jobs and developmental orders placed on HAL.

7) PR/SOR are technically vetted by technical ol[cer

8) Any addition, alteration scoring has been attested by the authorized

officer.

9) Prior concurrence of IFA is required to be obtained for any deviation to

be effected ior quantity, unit price, change of part number, total cost,

extension of delivery schedule in respect of cases, already concurred by

IFA.

6.2.3 Hctng of RMSO:

1. For small arrd medium value items, valued at Rs. 10 lakhs and below ,

and annual price catalogue approved by the MOD is to be supplied

by HAL.

2. For items which are priced as per fixed price quotations, the RMSO

will be priced as per last approved FPQ duly escalated as per price

variation formula applicable.

3. For cost plus jobs, pricing will be on cost plus basis.

4. For bought out items, pricing would be as per budgetary quotes

given by M/s HAL. However, pa5.ment would be based on foreign

invoice, freight charges, insuralce, etc. No profit is admissible on

such items.

6.2.3. 1 Paying Authority
DCDA / AO DAD HAL makes payment for RMSO placed on HAL. The funds

for RMSO are centrally controlled by Directorate of Financial Planning Air HQrs.

6.2.4 Pay:ment terms of RMSO

Where delivery sciredule is within 12 months 650/o ol payment on approved

Fixed Price Quotation (FPQ) made at first stage 3O7o on acceptance by Chief

Resident Inspector 57o on receipt by the Consignee.
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6.2.4.7 Where delivery schedule is beyond 12 months 4O% payment made on first

stage. 3O% pal.ment paid as per approved FPQ within 6 months before delivery

schedule. Ba.lance 3O% on supply of item.

6.2.4.2 Nl other points expouaded earller for Indetrts w l apply mutrrtls
rnutandls to RIVISOs.

6.3 Local Report & Manufacture Supply Orders (LRMSOf

LRMSOs are local RMSOs placed by depot concerned, with concurrence of

Dy.IFA concerned. Incase of urgent requirement for clearing AOG and other

urgent requirement, depots are authorised to take written requisition to be

followed by with covering RMSO order within a period of one month ( Government

of India letter dt: 4 / 1 /OOl

(Please also refer to the Checklist to Schedule XII)

6.4 LM {Local Manufacturef

HQ MC undertakes maaufacture an{ ,supply of Air Force technical

equipment for which production capacity at BRDs exists or can be conveniently

set up.

6.4.1 In order to ascertain whether a BRD has the capacity to undertake the

manufacture in quantity and priority as required, a proforma for lnvestigation for

Manufacture' is raised by the concerned Directorate/ Cell. An Investigation

proforma is to be raised for aly item which in the opinion of the Specialist ofhcer

can be manufactured at BRDs.

6.4.2 For indicating the quantity required,the Sponsoring Cells are to forecast

and give consolidated future requirements of the item for the authorised MPE

period as it is not economical to manufacture items of equipment in piecemea).

The proforma may, however, be raised for meeting urgent and inescapable

commitments arising out of formation of new units or other operational

requirements but this should be followed by an lnvestigation proforma for bulk

requiremenl s determined by provisioning review.

(Please consult Leaflet no 31 to IAP-1541 for further details).
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6.5 IPCAI, PI'RCHASE CASES:

6.5.1 Scope

A11 purchases under various schedules except Sch-XII & Sch- XVIII; at'e

covered under Local Purchase.

a) Contingent Expenditure

b) Purchase of items authorised under ATG / MTG vide

letterAirHQ/ 1 8 5 17 I / Trg / 93 I / US- I / D(Air-IV) dt 2A.O3.o2

c) Local purchase of stores to meet urgent requirement due to non-

availability in EDs / BRDs

d) I. T items

e) Local service contract such as purchase of condiments, painting

service.

f) Procurement of stores against sanction by MOD/ Air HQrs

d Development order,

h) Local repair orders / works.

6.5.2 $crutiay
The following points are to be seen while concurring local purchase cases:

i) The items are authorised Air Force Equipment.

ii) Items are urgenfly required.

iii) Items a-re not available in unit.

irr) Items cannot be obtained expeditiousiy from normal source of
supply

v) Local purchase under Schedule VIII is resorted to in exceptional

cases ald not as a matter of routine.

vi) Purchase is resorted to with in the financial powers.

vii) Quotations as required are called for.

viii) If the items are required for stock purpose, then they are not to

exceed three months requirements

ix) Scale laid down is not exceeded.

x) Loca-l purchase order has not been split up to avoid necessitlz of

obtaining sanction from higher authority.

xi) Where higher rates are accepted, reasons in detail to be given.

xii) Salction from higher authority is obtained where such sanction is

required to be obtained whenever it exceeds the local commanders

powers.
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Plant & Machinery irrespective of the value should not be procured

under LP-

6.6 DEVELOPMENT ORDERS: TEI{DERING & CONTRACTING PROCEDIIRF,S

MOD has delegated financia-l powers to BRDs and HQMC for indigenisation

ald development of sources. The exercise of these delegated powers presumably

entails observance of certain laid down tendering/ procurement procedures.

The following guidelines may be kept in view while dealing with
development orders.

1) All tender-openings should be conducted by a Board of Officers,

including al Accounts/ finance representative i.e rep of Dy.IFA at

unit level. Necessarlr and specific information both technical and

commercial bids, as to attending tender-opening by firms should be

clearly given in T.E.

2) Dy. IFA should invariably vet C.S.T. before according sanction by

CFA to ensure objective preparation of ranking statement. Al1 price

bids opened should be ranked.

3) After opening oftenders, CST should be prepared within 7 days from

the date of opening of tenders. It is observed in case of some BRDs

that there has been in ordinate delay in preparation of CST after

opening of tenders.

4) All development orders exceeding Rs.l.Lakh should be deliberated in
a TPC including Dy.lFA. If the rate for future requirement is decided

at the time of Development order , Dy.IFA is to be associated in a,ll

cases irrespective of financial value.

In cases, where the estimated cost of developments expenditure

proposal exceeds local financial powers of AOC, A.I.P. of appropriate

CFA i.e. HQMC / Air HQrs and respective IFAs should be obtained

before rnitiating tendering action by sending a comprehensive S.O.C.

(statement of case) well in advance to HQMC / Air HQrs, as the case

may be.

In cases of development proposals exceeding financial powers of
AOC, Dy.lFA, being the local representative of IFA, is to be involved/

associatecl in tendering, i.e. issue of tenders, opening of tenders,

vetting of C.S.T. etc. though the concurrence will be accorded by

conccrncd IFA.

xiii)

s)

6)
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In all development orders, two-bid system, calling separate technical

and commercial bids should be adopted. Price bids of only

technically acceptable offers should be opened as per CVC

guidelines.

In two-bid system where followed, technical evaluation should be

done by Committee i.e T.E.C, and minutes of such meetings should

be maintained, where applicable, duly recording the views of
vendors. Individual technical olficers should not evaluate it.
Members of such T.E.C. should be notified by HQMC to ensure

objective technical evaluation.

The basis of determining Ll, whether it is only on the present order

va.lue or including future requirement should be clearly spelt out in
Tender Enquiry to ensure transparency in tendering and decision-

making.

Further, likely future requirement should a-Iso be specified in tender

enquiry

If the future unit cost is not decided at the time of development

orders, when bulk orders are issued after development and approval

ald certification of the prototype reasonability of rates shall be seen

by obtaining cost break-up, such as machining time, material cost,

proflt, etc.

6.7 SCRUTII{Y OF CTVIL WORIT CASF,S

6.7.1 Introductioa:

a) IFA system in works cases was introduced by issuing amendment to

Defence Works Procedure, 1986 vide Govemment of India MOD letter no

3(7J /93 /D(works) dt 26.O8. 1998. IFA(Air Hqrs) will accord financial concurrence

in respect of cases falling within the frnancial powers of Air Head Quarter and
similarly IFAs posted in the Commands will accord fina:rcial concurrence in
respect of cases falling within the frnalcial powers of Command CFAs.

b) Each Command prepares a list of projects/works alongwith Rough

indication cost of each work and forward it to Air Head quarters for scrutiny and

inclusion in the Capital Works Programme (CWP) or MWP (Major works

Programme) The same is then submitted to Ministry of Defence for approval with
the concurrence of Ministry of Defence (Finance). The approved CWP/MWP will be

7l

8)

9)
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F.

oz
aooo

I

communicated to Air Headquarters and Command including their IFAs. The Air
Head quarters with the approval MOD&MOD(Fin) will also communicate the
maximum frnancial ceiling upto which works within the approved CWp could be

sanctioned by the various CFAs with the concurrence of their iFAs. The CFAs and

their IFAs will ensure that only those works, which are included in approved

CWP/MWP, are processed for issuing Administrative Approval.

6.7.2 flow Corcurrence is accorded: Generally tlere will be four main stages in
a project for Original work i.e Acceptance of Necessity, Administrative Approval,

release of funds and technica-1 sanction.

a) In Air Force Acceptance of Necessity and Administrative approvai is done in
two distinct stages since vetting of approximate estimates is to be done by the

concerned Regional Controller. First the cases will be processed from necessit5r

angle. If reasons given in the SOC for the proposed work is justified, the case is

concurred in from necessity angle, (if not the same is returned with queries) and

returned to executive authorities for obtaining AON sanction from the CFA and

onward transmission to concerned Regional Controller for vetting of approximate

estimates. After the approximate estimates are vetted, the case is again submitted

to IFA for according financial concurrence for issuing administrative approval.

b) There could be occasions where in the proposal submitted for AON

concurrence, the amounts indicated in the approved CWP and RIC (Rough

Indication Cost) amount may vary. In such circumstances the case can be

processed for concurrence and there is no need for insisting for revised approval

from MOD. Similarly there could be occasion where scope of work indicated in
the CWP /MWP is reduced. Even tJ:en there is no need for insisting for revised

approval from MOD. However reasons/justifications can be ascertained from

execuLive authorities if considered necessary.

(Refer CGDA Clarification issued vide their letter no 18184/AT-X/II dt 16.03.99)

In a case where the project includes both the authorised and special items

of work the criteria for determination of CFA sha-1l not be the hnar-rcial powers for

the normal item of works alone. In such a case therefore, if the estimated cost of

the total of the special items of works exceeds the finar-rcial powers of the CFA for
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those items the administrative approval shali be issued by the CFA under whose

power the special items fa1l. (Auth Note 3 under rule 15 of DWP)

6.7.3 The following Polnts may be kept ln view whlle ptocesslng the clwil

works cases:

1. Check whether Board Proceedings in terms of necessity/ requirement

of the proposed works i.e. building work (OTM/married) and external

work are placed on fi1e.

2. Statement of case justifying tlle proposed work is submitted'

3. The proposed work is included in the CWP approved by MOD.

4. Necessary Justificalion for the proposed work is given.

5. Justifrcation for special items is given.

6. Justihcation for external services ljke roads and paths, externa-l

electrification, sewage disposal, compound wall etc. is given.

7 . Accommodation statement Part I & II with Board proceedings is

submitted.

8. Particulars of buiiding if any to be demolished is given.

g. Whether lald is available for the purpose or is to be acquired needs to '
be indicated.

10. The scales adopted a.re correct and supported by authority. t

11. The necessitlr for the work is accepted in principle by CFA.

12. In case the proposal contains both authorised and special work, both

the total cost and cost of special work are within the financial powers

of the Competent Financial Authorities

13. Retrieva-l of material, if any, from demolition of building is properly

accounted for.

14. The furniture provided is as per the latest scales,

15. The break-up of furniture for different categories of building is given.
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Chapter 7

INDIGENISATION

7.L INTRODUCTION

Indial Air Force maintains a huge inventory of weapon systems procured
from various countries across the world. Maintenance of this inventory involves
replacement and repair of components, modules, sub-assemblies ald major
assemblies. The ever-increasing costs of imports and unreliability of foreign

vendors in providing maintenance support has underlined the need for
indigenisation. Apart from self-relialce and reduced inventories through shorter
supply chain, the process helps in absorption of the current technologr by the
indigenous industry and has long-term spin-offs for the nation.

7.2 WHAT IS INDIGENISATION?

Manua-l of Indigenisation-2OO5 issued by HQ Maintenalce Command

defines indigenisation as "Ingenious application of available technologr in
deveioping lmport substitutes through a reliable source of supply." The term
'indigenisation' would cover indigenous development, indigenous repair /
reclamation of unserviceable and rejected items, indigenous / thtrd country
substitutions (without involving payment in foreign exchange), efforts towards re-

engineering/re-designing of circuits, all activities related with specifications
generation, tesling, malufacturing of special tooling for development / testing of
spares for the first time development, alternate source development ald
reva-lidation. Apart from the import substitution, indigenization also aims at ab-
initio design, production of systems and technolory improvements.

7.3 SOI'RCF,S OF INDIGENISATION

The development of airborne equipment, raw materials, processes and AGS
parts can be undertaken by BRDs in-house or through any other agency i.e.

Public Sector, Private Sector and Government Agencies etc. As per Office

Memorandum No.7 (67J 173 /D(S-II) dated 13 Mar 90 issued by Department of
Defence Production & Supplies, "Indigenisation of a defence store is not complete

until at least two sources are fully developed which would ensure not only price

competition but also avert Government's dependence of any single source.,, The

following points are to be noted about alternate source development:-
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Any BRD/FiAL/Defence PSU that has indigenized the item in-house,

but is not able to supply the required quantity when required, is not to
be considered as source. However, usefuhess of developing alternate

source for very complex items developed from HAl/Defence PSU may

be deliberated in light of development lead time, infrastructure/
expertise required for testing/type certification ald also the

expenditure involved. Similarly, where requirements aie very small,

development of alternate source will not have any meaning since one

source will eventually dry up. Decision needs to be taken on case to

case basis on the subject by CFA in consultation with local IFA and

the same be brought out while forwarding the case to higher CFAs.

The bulk supply rates for complex/high value items, indigenized by

BRDs through vendors with very lirnited information available in tJle

beginning, tend to be high. Therefore, after the prototype development,

once the design ald test schedule are frozen and the bill of materia-l

including the extent of COTS & MiL grade components used is known,

(since they have a huge price difference), cost of components given in-

the break down cost be duly verified with the prototypes supplied and

if felt necessary, reduction in price insisted.

7.4 INDIGENISATIONORGANISATION

The responsibility of formulating and implementation of indigenisation plan

of the Air Force in consonance with the broad policies of Air HQs rests witJl HQ

MC. A three level structure, as given below, has been organised in the IAF to
pursue the task of indigenous development of spares.

7.4.1 Directorate of Indigenisation at Air HQ

Directorate of Indigenisation ( Dir (lndg)) working under ACAS (MP) looks

after thc broad policies and pursues indigenisation cases / higher level

coorclination with PSUs, CEMILAC and other agencies on behalf of the IAF.

Firrancial sanctions for cases beyond powers of HQ MC for indigenisation effort

:rrc progressecl by the Directorate.

7.1.2 Comrnand Indigenisation Cell at HQ MC

Comrnztnd Indigenisation Cell at HQ MC Nagpur exercises functional

control ancl coordinates / directs the indigenisation effort at each BRD. The Cell

(a)

(b)
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provides all support to BRDs for smooth implementation of their indigenisation

plan. The Cell processes all cases within frnancial powers of HQMC, takes up with
Air HQs for obtaining all financial sanctions for those beyond HQ MC powers and

interacts with other agencies for help and guidance required by Indg Sqns / Flts

for accomplishing their indigenisation tasks. lt also provides a platform for and

initiates dialogue with industry for exploring more and more capable vendors

specially for items considered technically non feasible by BRDs. Approved vendor

lists are required to be prepared by this Cell and updated regularly. It also

maintains a centralized data bank on all indigenized items.

7.4.3 Indigenisation Squadrons / Flights at BRDs

All BRDs have an Indigenisation Sqn/ F1t (earlier Indigenous Substitution

Cells) for executing t1-e assigned indigenisation task. Indg Sqns/Flts are tlie single

window for a1l indigenisation activities and ensure availability of samples,

technical specifications, drawings and relevant desigrr data in respect of items

taken up for indigenous development. They also initiate the requests for

proposals (RFPs), process all hnancial and technical approvals, arrange for

functional testing of prototypes and promulgate type approval. They are the

single point of contact for al1 vendors.

7.5 NRWORTHINESSAPPROVAL

Airworthiness is the continued capability of the aircraft/ equipment to
perform satisfactorily and fulfrll mission requirements, throughout the specifred

life in the prevailing environments with acceptable levels of safety ard reliability.

These levels are to be mutually agreed to between users and the designers.

7.5.1 All airborne items need to be certified and approved for airworthiness

before use on military aircraft. The authority for approval, however, differs for

different items. In general, where al item of raw material, AGS parts, airborne

equipment or component is manufactured to defined drawings, materiai

specihcation and processes, and approval by certifzing Authorities elsewhere ane

available, a fresh Tlpe Approval may not be necessary. If the item cannot be

produced exactly to the specification, the approval for airworthiness has to be

obtained. In cases where the item developed would not affect safety, reliability,

maintenance, interchangeability and operationai effectiveness, the BRDs may,

permit the use of such items on aircraft after approval by locally constituted Self
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Reliance Committees. Similar will be the treatment to standard parts indigenized

without any deviations from standards. This approval by SRCs will be referred to

as 'Local Certification'. A11 other items will need to be approved by CEMILAC/

RCMAS.

7.5.2 For flight/mission critical items(parts whose failure can result in structural

collapse, loss of control, failure of motive power, inability to operate system

essential for safety or operational function of aircraft, incapacitating injury to any

occupant or unacceptable un-serviceability or maintainability),a cerLihcate known

as Type Approval is issued by the RD, RCMA /CD, CEMILAC to the effect that

the store under reference meets all design specifications and test requirements

laid down by CEMILAC. The type approval is issued after the BRD/ vendor

submits a full type record witJ: all relevant documents, to the salisfaction of

CEMILAC.

7.5.3 A provisional clearance could be issued by the approving authority (SRC /
one of the RCMAs) for a limited period, pending issue of final approval by it. A

provisional clearance is issued to the effect that the store under development

meets all the laid down specifications and test requirements with the exceptions

stated there in. The provisiona-l clearance is issued because documentation is

pending, or because some of the iong life cycle tests (such as fatigue tests) are

pending or because of the necessity to obtain some flight tests results, which

cannot be obtained from ground tests. There is no difference between a

provisional clearance and a type approval as far as the safety of the aircraft or

airborne store is concerned. Until specihcally prohibited or given for certain

specified flying hours, buik procurement could be resorted to on issue of the

provisional clearance.

7.6 CRITERTA FOR ASSF,SSING FEASIBILITY

7.6. 1 The indigenisation requirements of the Depot are to be examined by the

Indg Sqns / Flts for feasibility as per the following criteria:-

(a) Technical F easibility.
(1) Complexity of the item from manufacturing angle and

availability of technolory required for manufacture.

(ii) Criticality of the item from Flight / Mission Safety aspects arld

extent / feasibiiity of testing.
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(iii) Availability / possibility of material substitution with approved

equivalent grade requied for manufacture.

(iv) Availability of test facilities for airworthiness and certification.

(b) EconomlcFeasibllity.
(i) Economic viability in terms of quantities required vis-A-vis the

developmental expenditure involved.

(ii) Cost of imports.

(iii) Requirements being recurring / non-recurring.
(iv) Availability of stocks.

(v) Supply scenario from OEM

(vi) Dou'n tirne cost I effect of non-availability of spares on fleet

availabilit5r / reliability.

7.6.2 hceptloas to the Economic Feasibility Criterion
There may be occasions when items may appear to be economica-lly non-

viable due to:-

(a) MPE requirements being too small in number.
(b) Development costs, being too high, may not present an encouraging

picture.

Such cases would need to be examined in the light of :-
(a) Items being available from foreign vendors or not.
(b) Economic viability of procuring all time (LOT) requirements in one

go.

The Indigenisation process is normally initiated when at least one source

has indicated feasibility. However, many a times, the process may be initiated for
generation of specifications/deveiopment of drawing so that feasibility can be

assessed.

In specific cases where no quotations are received from foreign vendors
against import inquiries raised by Air HQs, it may become imperative to include
these items in the indigenisation task irrespective of the high cost or small order
quantities.
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-7.6.3 Rewlew of Techno/Economic Feasibility

The technologies available with t1:e Depots / trade are constantly getting

upgraded/ improved. Items appearing in non-feasible lists at one point in time

due to technological reasons could become feasible with passage of time.

Therefore, the non-feasible lists of requirements pertaining to previous years are

to be reviewed annually, before start of PR cycle, to identify items tl:at may now be

feasible to indigenise. Also, items considered economically non-viable at one point

of time may har.e to be indigenised due to their non-availability / enhanced prices

from foreign vendors.

In accordance witi current policy laid down vide HQ MC letter

MC/15153/Lgs P& C dated 13 Dec 99, Depots are to render a certificate at tJle

end of SOR for having checked the indigenised database before recommending

spares for import. All BRDs and EDs are, for this purpose, to maintain the

Master Indigenisation Data' of items already indigenised by a1l BRDs / agencies

7.7 ITEMS/RANGES COVERED BY INDIGENISATION

The items covered under indigenisation are as follows:-

Indigenisation of all spares required by the BRD.

lndigenisalion of all spares for which the BRD is lhe provisioning

agency.

(c) Indigenisation of all spares which may be tasked to the Depot by

HQMC / Air HQ specifically viz task of indigenisation of ARS / other

1st and 2nd line requirements of different fleet to various BRDs.

(d) Spares requested to be indigenised by other Depots by virtue of

availability of expertise / infrastructure for specifications generation

/development / testing / approval.

(") All requirements of spares of ASVs, specialist MT, TTGE, GSE and

consumables which is otherwise required to be imported either

directly r-rr indirectly (viz. PSUs importing spares and supplying to

IAF).

(l Only maintenalce requirements are covered and the import of

capital goods are not covered.

(a)

(b)
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7.4 PRIORITISATIONOFREQIIIREMENTS

In order to avoid sinking of scarce resources in developing/producing items

not required in immediate future, it would be necessary to prioritise t1le

indigenisation requirements for effective use of our resources. The indigenisation

requirements for the Depot should be prioritised in the order given below :-

(a) Items on AOGs / PHUs with special thrust for repeated cases.

(b) ARS spares.

(c) Mandatory replacement spares.

(d) Testers arld other TTGE / spares resulting in Concessions alfecting

Flight Safety

(e) Spares shortfall for next year's production task (MCM).

(0 Non mandatory spares with consumption of 0.5 & above.

(g) Other TTGE, Test Rigs & GSE.

7.8.1 For the items within category (b)

higher for items where stocks held are

stocks held are near/as per MPE.

graded priority is to be accorded;

very low and lower priority where

to (g),

n1l /

7.9 REVALIDATION

Airworthincss :rpproval once issued is valid for a period of three years after

which it will bc required tr.r be revalidated. However, all standard items developed

without any devizrtion lrom standards and items developed by BRDs/PSUs not

rcquiring:rny spccial tooling (press forms, dies, punches and other forming tools)

may be approved for hve years. In the process of revalidation, requirement of

developing fresh prototypes and extent of testing is to be decided on case to case

basis.

7.9.I The process of revalidation, in many cases will require extensive efforts

(dcvelopment of fresh proto types and subjecting them to extensive testing) and

thus, incurring huge expenditure. Besides, some of the BRDs have been

incligenising since long and some of the spares developed may not be required any

Iongcr since the weapon system may have become obsolete. At the same time,

many of the standard parts from these may sti1l be required for current weapon

systems.
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7 .9.2 ltems will be revalidated for another period of three / hve years (as per
the original duration of validity). QA Sqns / User section have to ensure tJrat only
those items get revalidated which have not had aly failures in the field. For
items with confrrmed defect during defect investigation, revalidation is to be
granted only after satisfactory results have been obtained during the re-testing of
fresh proto types.

7.1O E:(ERCISING OF FINANCIAL POWERS

The financial powers have been laid down in Schedule I(E) to FR Appendix
II Part III-Air Force under Rule 58(c) which car be used for the following
occasions:-

(a) For payment of development cost for indigenous development of spares

required by / tasked to the BRDs.

(b) Cost for development of technolory / processes for indigenous repairs /
reclamations (Repair cost of prototypes in case indigenous repairs are

being developed from trade).

(c) Cost of procurements of standards (Mil standards, BIS staldards and
Russian standards including cost of drawings available at HAL / pSUs).

(d) Cost of carrying out special treatments / protective coatings / part
processes viz. CNC wire cutting, swaging, spot welding, cold temp
treatment, stress relieving treatment or any other process for the
prototypes being developed.

(e) Cost for all the above activities for alternate source development also.

(0 Cost of procuring proto-types during revalidation.

7.11 BUDCE"TARY PROVISIONS

The expenditure wil1 be incurred from Revenue Major Head 2078, Minor
Head 1 10. The detaiis of the code heads are as follows:-

(a)

(b)

For all the activities from HAL, code head 751/01(Ind) will be used.

For all the activities from other PSUs, DRDO, OFs and Govt

agencies, code head 7521Ol,(Ind) will be used.

(c) For all thc activities from agencies other than HAL, other pSUs and
Govt agencies, code head 753/01(lnd) will be used.

Based upon projections by BRDs, consolidated budget projection wilt be

made by HQ MC to D Fin P. Budgetary estimates are to be forwarded by the units
for ihe ensuing financial year along with other LCHs. The projection is to be based
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-on actual requirement of expenditure and future forecasts requirements.

Irrespective of the contract concluding authority, it is the units that are to forward

the budgetary estimates to the controlling command HQ. A broad prioritization

plan will be submitted along with PR/PRE/RE/MA (formats placed at Appendix

'H' to Manua-l of Indigenisation-200s) and forecast estimates seeking allotment of

funds.

7.11.1 The detailed checklist for dealing with t}re cases of indigenisation is

available under Schedule I(E).For detailed reading, Manual of Indigenisation-2o05

published by HQ MC may be consulted.
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Chapter 8

INTEGRATED MATERIAL MANAGEMENT ON LINE SYSTEM (IMMOLSi}

8.1 OBJECTTVES

8. 1. I Project IMMOLS (lntegrated Material Management On Line System) was

conceptualised to develop an on-line materials management system with a view to
reducing non-availability of items/spares leading to non-availability of weapon

systems and reducing inventory costs by minimizing non-moving inventory.

Complexity of logislics management in the IAF emanates from the geographica_l

diversity of weapon system sites and technological diversity of weapon systems

and spares. High costs and high lead times of military aviation standard
items/ spares further enhance the complexity of logistics maltagement.

8.1.2 IMMOLS is an on-line system which would make all items/spares available

in units i.e. weapon system sites, ASPs, EDs and BRDs visible to

maintenanc.e/logistics hierarchy. The objective is to ensure tlat no weapon

system is awaiting operationalisation while relevant item or spare is available

within the iAF at some unknown location.

8.1.3 IMMOLS aims at providing a solution for logistics management and has
all the four requisite functions i.e. demar-rd, supply, subsidiary or equipment
accounting a-rld auditing embedded within it. It would aid in rea_lising the IAF

vision of lean and dynamic logistics organisation by embedding the three core

concepts viz. total assets visibility, transit asset visibility and auto information
triggers.

8. 1.4 The two essential prime movers for efficient material managernent in IAF

are the procurement and supply chain management cycle and the repair
management cycle. IMMOLS would ensure faster churning of these two cycles.

4.2 PROCESSESII{VOLVED

IMMOLS is like an Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system and like any

other ERP implementation has to address all issues connected with process

integration, information integration and people integration.
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8.2. i IMMOLS as an on-line system spanning right up to the user's end would

ensure accurate capture of all necessary data as against the concept of centra-l

data entry system, wherein, the data is first captured on forms and then entered

centrally. The demands raised by users whether saLished or not by supply

agencies would remain available within the database and may thus form the

rea-iistic basis for provisioning. This is considered the paradigm shift from supply

based provisioning to demand based provisioning. These two critical factors i.e.

visibility of al1 items/spa.res across the formations and demand as the basis for

provisioning would become the scientific method for successively eLiminating the

two major drawbacks of manual system i.e. poor forecasting of requirements and

poor exploitation of non-moving inventory.

a.2.2 All items of IAF inventory have been allotted a unique GIG(Global Index

Gallery)No by Air HQ for the purpose of standardisation of inventory as well as

ease of provisioning and procurement. Working Sheet, PR and SOR will be

prepared GIG No wise only.

8.2.3 Collection, collation and compilation of data to commence provisioning

reviews through IMMOLS poses a significant challenge. This challenge has been

addressed by creating ERP like environment through IMMOLS wherein e-vouchers

and e-documents reposit necessary data in data tables. Also, potency of the

system is used for collection, collation and compiiation of data. This stratery

relieves PR process from the manual randomness of capture and transcription

errors in data.

8.2.4 Initially data is to be captured through data entry mode. The dues-in and

dues-out data at present available in the system have a-lso been captured through

data entry mode being the first time activity. Due to non-completion of full e-cycle,

a facility called Vetted dues-in'has been provided for in the system. The figures of

'dues-in' once captured in the system, cannot be overwritten/cancelled, therefore

the actual 'dues-in'figures obtained from the units are transcribed in the column

letted dues-in'. As the system matures, there will be no need to ca.11 for

information about 'dues-in'from the units and system-generated 'dues-in'can be

fully relied upon. The authenticity of 'dues-in' ald 'dues-out' data wili be

established only when the system goes fuily online with supply orders being

generated by the system and indents placed online.
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8.2.5 The system generates trlet Requirement' based on various formulas which
are integrated into the software. However, there is a provision for recording Vetted
Net Requirement' in the system giving reasons for the same in the .Remarks'

column. Vetted Net requirement' is worked out keeping in mind the actual
requirement with a view to arresting the chances of over-provisioning. There are

instances where the system-generated requirement is moderated while taking the
'Buy' decision to ensure as realistic an assessment as possible.

8.2.6 The software provides for the entire contracting process including
placement of the Supply Orders and post contract management to be online. Once

the system goes full stream, even payment to the vendors is also envisaged

through the system.

Please see Annexure I enclosed for the flowchart of 'Online Approval process,.'

Provisioning and Procurement Desigrr'in IMMOLS is given in Annexure II.

8.3 MAJOR FEATURTS

The following are t1e major features of IMMOLS :

1. It would provide real-time information on outstanding AOG demand vs

iAF inventory status through its query interfaces and through
numerous customised AOG reports desigrred for the perusal of the top

management.

IMMOLS provides online bin location ald stock status of each ald
every item. This facility can be utilised for undertaking surprise

checks of high value stores and bring in better accountability in the

system.

IMMOLS application software dynamically consolidates and updates

the budget details of all relevant code heads by accessing data from the

e-procurement documents generated in the system. This would help

top management in efficient budget management.

Consequent upon switchover to IMMOLS, AON angle sanctions even

where the cases fall within the powers of the lower CFAs will be

processed at HQ MC. However, expenditure angle sanctions will be

issued by the lower CFAs within their powers. The rationale behind

this system is t1lat asset availability with the various units is visible tc-r

HQ MC only and not to the units in the field i.e. EDs/BRDs. Thc

proposals beyond the powers of HQ MC will be replicated to Air HQrs

on line for processing at Air HQrs and approval by MOD.

2.

A
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6.

An important change in provisioning methodolory under IMMOLS is

that instead of carrying out the PR (provisioning review) fleet-wise, PRs

will now be carried out Provisioning Group-wise. For example, earlier

different PRs were coined for different weapon systems but now a single

PR will be coined for items common across different weapon systems.

This switchover is aimed at checking over-provisioning by linking the

assets and dues-in position across various fleets for similar items.

There is also a concept of in lieu items in IMMOLS. There may be

instances where Item 1 can be procured/issued in lieu of Item 2 but

Item 2 cannot be procured/issued in lieu of ltem I i.e. items are not

mutually substitutable. While carrying out the provisioning review, ali

in lieu items will a-lso be taken into account before SOR is ftnalized. It
will help in checking over-provisioning.

4,4 ROLE OF IFA IN IMMOLSI

8.4.1 Para 5.4.2 of DPM-2006 states that in case of AON items where inventories

are maintained through automated systems and IFAs have been provided termina.l

on the same, vetting by IFA will be restricted to quantity vetting only and the

same will be done on the automated systems based on data available in such

automated 
"y"iems 

within five working days for the normal cases and two

working days for urgent/ operational cases; otherwise the case can be processed

lor CFA approval. Para 5- 15 of DPM-2006 further states that in case an IT based

management system is operational in the Department, the IFA is to undertake

such vetting on the system itself.

n.4.2 Al most of the locations IMMOLS terminals have either been already

provided to the IFAs or are likely to be provided shortly. Online financial

concurrcnce may be commenced by the IFAs on receipt of instructions from the

C(IDA to that effect. Under IMMOLS, IFAs have the option to return the cases

with observations in the 'Query' mode or concur them.

8.5 IMMOLS: THE IMPACT

8.5.1 IMMOLS provides visibility of entire IAF assets at Air HQ and HQMC and

:rsset visibility of units to each operational command. This online stock visibility

would help instant inter and intra command assets transfers. On-line asset

visibility as well :rs transit asset visibility at all echelons of hierarchy will help top

managcmcnt in decision support and would enhance the exploitation of available

5.
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material resources and bring about quantum reduction in down time of weapon

systems by enhancing the exploitation of available material resources.

8.5.2 Quality of provisioning data would get a definite boost since it would be

based on realistic demand figrres and trends. Progressively, IMMOLS would be in

a position to provide historical cost of any item/spares without malual
intervention/interpretation. This may then become an objective tool for price :
negotiations at each level of logistics hierarchy.

For detailed guidelines, please consult AOL's Task Directive No 1/2O06 issued by r
Air HQrs vide their no Atu HQ/61550/44IIMMOLS dated 14-O3-2006.
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9.1

Chapter 9

INSPECTION OT FIELD IFAS OFFICES

II{TRODUC-TION

Inspection of dedicated IFA offrces within the jurisdiclion of Command HQ

will be carried out by the command iFAs. InspecLion of IFAs posted in Main

OIIices of the PCsDA/ CsDA will be carried out by Inspection Teams from

Headquarters Ofhces from Audit Wing. inspection of nominated IFA below PcsDA

and CsDA will be carried out by the officers of concerned Pr.CsDA and CsDA

offices.

9.2 INSPECTIONPROGRAMME

Inspection programme wili be drawn up annually bv in the month of

March for the inspections to be carried out during the next financial year. A copy

of the Inspection Schedule will be sent to PIFA by the IFAs.

9.3 PERIODICITY OF INSPECTION

Command IFAs will inspect dedicated

in two years.However; it will be preferable to

till the IFA system stabilizes.

offices rvithin their jlrriscliction once

inspect the officcs initi:rlly cvcr) vear

9.4 SCOPE OF WORr(

(") The Inspecting Officers should not c:lrry out a detailed and mcticulous

audit of all the u'ork done in IFAs offices. Thc inspcction u'il1 rathcr

aim at ascertaining through judicious and careful sampling of various

items of work in the offices of IFAs to ensure whether (i) prcscribed

process of financial concurrence cases has been lollowed correctly and

efficiently(ii) no recurring and typrcal mistakes have occurrecl over e
- rvide area of work (iii) there is no eviclence of faulty supen,ision or

lack of effective supervision at anv level: and (iv) if any major

weakness in systems or procedure exists in ar particular office.

(b) The Inspecting Officer and the Team membcrs will gcnerally be guicled

by the Inspection malual (details given in Annexure I &, II 10 tbi.s

Chapter). The particular items of worl< or doclrments to bc exarrined

and the exact extent and manner of checks to be exerciserl rvill.

nevertheless be decided at the discrction of the Inspec:ting Oflir-cr
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However, while inspecting offcers may subject any portion of the work

selected for sampling to extensive and detailed scrutiny, they should

avoid getting involved in trivial details or cases of isolated lapses,

which have no signilicance from the point of the overall working of the

oflice.

9.5 ORGANIZIilGIITSPECTIOI|

Inspection will be carried out personally by the IFA. He will constitute a
team of one IDAS officer/AO and one or two AAOs for the purpose. The

constitution of the tearn could be changed depending upon the requirement.

9.5. 1 Allocation of Work

The inspection team will work under

Officer who may be leading the team. Before

the Inspecting Officer will allocate duties /
inspection team.

the direct guidarce of the Inspecting

commencement of work in any office,

areas of work to the members of the

In addition to Inspection proper as laid down in the Inspection Manual,

Inspecting Officer will examine procedures arrd systems in selected areas at his

discretion or as instructed by PIFA.

9.5.2 Preparation and disposal of Inspection Report

(a) The points arising out of the inspection should be discussed by the

head of the team with the IFA concemed and the results communicated

to the inspecting Officer. Inspecting Officer will discuss such of those

items, which cainot be satisfactorily settled with the IFA. Suggestions

likely to be helpful in the improvement of methods ald procedures

should also similarly be discussed and the outcome embodied in t1le

report, if necessary.

The inspection report will be prepared by the inspection team. The

inspection report should be clear and concise. The report as far as

possible should refer to the relevant rule or order transgressed and

mention precisely the nature and extent of transgression.

The draft inspection report will be shown to and discussed with the IFA

before closing the inspection and the result of such discussion

indicated suitably in the final report.

(b)

(c)
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-(d)

(e)

Important points of procedural deficiencies requiring action by the

executive authorities should be discussed with the AOC/CO of the unit
whom dedicated IFA is pro_ viding the cover. In case IFA feels that some

points merit attention of the Commald HQ, a summary of such points

will be forwarded by the IFA to Command HQ.

A summary of important points may be prepared and rendered to PIFA

alongwith the Monthly Activity Report.. Areas requiring

changes/modilication of procedures, if any, will also be highlighted in
the summary.
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Chapter - 10

DELEGATIOil OF AI}MIMSTRATIVE P1OWERS ?O SERVICE

HEADQUARTER AI{D IFAS ROLE

1O.1 A committee was forrned under the Chairmanship of t]1e Additional

secretafy in pursuance of PMO directives to make recommendations for delegation

of additional administrative powers to the respective Service Hqrs' After

consideration of the recommendations of the Cornrnittee the Govt has delegated r

further administrative powers to the service Hqrs as per MOD No'

MoD / IC / lO27 / 32 / AS(JI / 6864 / 2006 dated I / 9 / 20O6 vide three Appendices'A',

1B', arrd 'C'.

Some of the points to be seen seen by IFA office during scrutiny of such proposals

are listed below:

1O.2 &raminatlon of proposals by IFAs - delegated admilistratlve Powent'

Appx 'A' of MOD letter dated ld September 2OO6

It may be seen from Appx A that administrative powers mentioned at serial No I

to 4 ,7 and 15 are to be exercised in consultation with IFA. The 'checks'with
refereace to items llsted in Appx 'A' to MOD letter dated L 19 120A6 ate

mentloned below:

Serial No of
Appx'A'

Polnts to be seen

The remarks of audit authority must be seen by IFA,

whether court of enquiry was convened, measures

adopted to avoid reoccurrence, any past cases

coming to light.

2 Whether certificate from DAVP that such projects /
documents, publicity films cannot be made by them

has been obtained, whether proposal is through

competitive bidding or not, whether funds are

available

3 Since the judgment given by court /CAT are to be

honoured, IFAs must ensure that proposal is
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submitted for t]le amount which has been audited

by the PCDA /audit authorities, amount is to be

noted as charged expenditure.

4lal IFAs must ensure that approval of RM for initial

deployment of personnel was obtained, total

turnover does not exceed the prescribed limit, no

undue advantage is given to any individua-l or unit

for deployment. The number of individuals are as

per approval of RM.

4(b) Similar to above

7 Whether the Funds are available, whether approval

of competent authority has been obtained for

investiture. Procedure is to be followed .

15 Whether approval of competent authority from

necessity angle has been obtained, whether

technical specifications in regard to size, qty, quality

etc have been determined before floating OTE,

availability of funds etc

1O.3 Checks with reference to items listed in Appx 'B of the Government

letter dated L l9 l2o06z
Administrative Powers under Srl 2 ald 6 are to be exercised in consultation with

IFA

Serial No. of
Appx.'B'

Points to be seen

2 The expenditure being incurred is to be booked as

Charged expenditure, and aspects of appeal etc

have been examined.

6 Whether the amount being sanctioned is as per

prescribed Govt policy /orders issued by MOD

and does not exceed the prescribed limits.
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AdministrativePowersunderSrlsandgaTetobeexercisedinconsuitationwith
IFA

Serial No of

Appx'C'
8 The expenditure berng lncurred ls to De oooKeu as

Charged expenditure , arrd MOD (Fin) has to note

the same .

I Whether delay in regard to payment -nas exceeqcu

three months. Whether interest has been correctly

worked out.

1O.4 Checks with reference to items listed in Appx 'c of the Government

letter dated L 19 12006z

The above checks are not exhaustive'

supplement the needed checks'

IFAs may exercise Prudence and

Vide PIFA No. PIFA/RDFP-20O6-Air Force dated 2l"t Sept 2OoT

(Instruction No. 16 of 2O07), some staff officers' permitted to sign communications

onbehalfoftheCFAarea]soaccordingsalctionsonfileforexpenditurecovered

und.er various schedules of FR Pt' I Vol' II This is contrary to the spirit of Rule 63

and 65(b) of FR Pt. I.

To avoid ambiguity, it may please be ensured by the IFAs at the time of

according frnalcial concurrence to the purchase proposals that the fi1es are

markedtothecorrectCFAandexpenditureissanctionedbytheCFA.
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-Chapter 1 1

MAINTENANCE OF R.EGIS?ERS AND RENDITION OF PERIODICAL REPORTS

I 1 . 1 IFAs are required - to maintain registers for administrative and functional

purposes. The detailed list of administrative registers alongwith Fly Leaf

Instructions are available in OM Part II Vo1. I and Vol. II which may be referred to

for detailed instructions.

11.2 The functional registers are meant for capturing all vital information from

the proposals received /concurred by the IFAs which will provide MIS to the IFA

and will form the basis for rendition of reports and returns to
Headquarters/ CFAs.

11,3 The registers will be put up to the officer in charge /IFA at periodical

interva.ls as prescribed and also produced for inspection .

1 1.4 List of Registers

(a) Register for Inward/outward IFA concurrence cases

(b) Register for allotment of UO No. / Financial Concurrence

(c) Commitment Register

(d) Budget allotment/ Expenditure Register

(e) Register of Civil Works Concurrence cases

(f) Register for CNC/ PNC

(g) FE Noting Register

1 1.5 The following reports will be rendered by

Wing)

(a) Monthly Activity Report: IFAs of SAG

the IFAs to Hqrs Office (Pr. IFA

and JAG level (Command IFAs

only) shal1 send a monthly activity report in narrative form to the Pr.lFA demr

officially by 10 . of the following month as per the guidelines contained in HQrs.

letter No. PIFA/MAR/ 15023 dated 23.11.06. ln this connection, HQrs. office

circular No. PIFA/MAR ll5O23 dated 16.10.2007 refers. The points to be included

rn the Report are indicated in Annexure I to this Chapter. A separate quarterly

report may be sent to CGDA on important administrative / functional areas
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-considered essential to merit the personal attention of CGDA as mentioned as

mentioned in para 5 of the instructions dated 25.9.2OO7 .

(bl Monthly Activtty Report: IFAs to COD, ED/BRDs, FA to ASD and MS

shall send a monthly activity report in narrative form to Command IFA with a
copy to Pr. IFA by 1otr, of the following month. The points to be included in the

Report are indicated in Annexure III to this Chapter.

(c) Monthly Progress Report: All IFAs(dedicated and nominated will furnish a
Monthly Progress Report containing information relating to the cases concurred,

time taken along with budgetary implications by lott' of the following month to
Audit Co-ordination Section with a copy to PIFA wing. Detailed instructions are

incorporated in Annexure III.

(d) Quarterly hperdlture Report: This report is to be rendered by lFAs of

Integrated Service HQ and Command IFAs by lotn of the following month of tJ:e

quarter to PIFA. Minor head wise expenditure indicating code head wise budgetary

allocation and expenditure is to be included in the report to ensure regular flow of

expenditure and utilization of budgetary allocation as per annual expenditure

plan of CFAs. This will also enable IFAs to ensure that budgetary ceilings are not

exceeded.

(el Quarterly Flnaaclal Concurrence Cases Report: Details of the cases

received, concurred in and returned sha-ll be included in the Quarterly Finalcial
Concurrence Report to be rendered to PIFA by 15tt' of ttre following quarter. For

further details, please see Annexure-III.
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Annexure I

DATA/INFORMATION IN NARRA,TIVE FORIW TO BE FI]RNISHED BY IFA (FOR

THE LAST FINANCIAL YEAR AND I'PTO THE LAST QE- BIFORE INSPBCTIONI

1. State the number of proposals with amount received for AON and vetting of

RFPs.

2. State the time taken in concurrence of proposal received for AON and

vetling of RFPS.

3. State the number of procurement proposals with amount received for

financial concurrence and vetting of supply orders and the time taken for

clearance.

4. State the nature of irregularities observed while concurring AON proposals,

vetting of RFPs and processing of procurement proposals.

5 State the monitoring mechanism of procurement proposals for which

AON/RFP are vetted but proposals for financial concurrence for i
procurement are awaited for over a month.

6. State the nature of hnalcial advice given in the PNC Meetings.

7. State the number of Price NegoLiation Committee meetings attended by t].e

IFA and his representatives.

8. State the number of procurement proposals with amount in which

retendering has been advised and in how many procurement proposals the

advice of hnance was not accepted.

9. State the number of procurement proposals with amount where Ll has not

been considered.

10. State the number of procurement proposals with amount where copies of

the supply orders issued have not been received.
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1 1. state the number of procurement proposals with amount, if any, where a.y
deviation from the vetted draJt supply order have been observed and
action taken.

72. Reasons for delays in clearance of procurement proposals if exceeds more
than seven days.

t 13. State the details of savings achieved.

, 14. State the number ofcases in which splitting of powers observed, ifany.

15. State the number of cases of dissent notes, if any. Is there any case(s)

where CFA has overmled the advice of the IFA and further action taken by
IFA.

i6. State the percentage of items procured as Scaled and as Non scaled/NSp.

17. State the system followed in selection of Vendors.

i8. State the percentage of cases where procurement is made from OEMs, from
their authorized dealers, from firms Registered with DGS&D, DGeA and
other Defence Organisation ald other firms.

19. State the percentage of cases where procurement is made on Open Tender,
Limited Tender, single Tender or PAC basis.

20. State the system followed for inspection of the items.

21. State t}te arrangements for coordination between IFA and executive
authorities.

22. State the procedure being followed for budget monitoring.

23. State the procedure followed for committed liabilities,

24. State whether a.y proposal was frna.cially concurred alongwith reasons
which was not included in Annual Works Plan and other ppps.

25. Comment on the availability of Infrastructure, manpower, availability of
fund for contingency/ Imprest etc.

26. State the list of registers maintained.
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27. State that separate register for dead stock items received from

DAD/Execulive authorities. A separate register for Compriter peripherals is

also being maintained.

28. State that physical verification of Dead Stock Articles/ Computer Hardware

and Software is being carried out annually.

29. State that separate Cash Book for Public Fund Account (If operated) ald
Imprest Advance is being maintained.

30. State whether PPPs are being received and verified before vetting

procurement proposals for AON.

31. State to what extent iFA is associated in preparation of PPP and are AON

Proposals processed on the basis of PPP.

Give details of SOPs/Check lists available/not available with the IFA. Action taken

to obtain the SOP/Check lists which are not available.
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Annexure II

Polnts to be seen by the Inspection Team

(1) Registers maintained are as per provision contained in OM part II Vol I and

. tI and prescribed by HQrs ofhce vide letter No AT lIXl I338I /pC- Registers

dated,27.12.2OO5.

' (21 Stock taking ofdead stock article held on charge has been carried out.

(3) Separate registers are being maintained for dead stcok articles received from

DAD Funds and Executive authorities.

(4) Separate register for EDP and peripherals is being marntained w.r.t. the

instructions issued by EDP Ce1l of Hqrs Office.

(5) Proper sanction Is being obtained before incurring expenditure.

(6) Items purchased are being accounted for properly in the register of dead

stock/ expendable register.

' (Zl Cash Book is being maintained on the prescribed format for the amount
received and spent.

t
(8) Entries in the Cash Book are being authenticated and there rs no

overwriting/erasing without proper authentication.

(9) trntries in the Cash Book are being made immediately after receipt of
amount/ incurring of expenditure.

( 10) System of MIS foltowed for proper monitoring and reporting of expenditure
to Pr. IFA/ CGDA/F.A.(D.S.)/ Service Hqrs and other concerned authorities.

(11) Comment about the coordination with PCDA/CDA and Executives.

(12) Sample some of the cases from the register of CNC/PNC to ascertain th.
level of participation in CNC/PNC anq financial effect in case of price

negotiations.

( l3) Sample the draft supply orders to verify that thc s:lmc :tre prcprrrecl as per

ter ms & conditions of DPM and terms agreed in CNC / PNC.

(14) That copies of all the sanctions issued with the concurrence of IFA arc

being received and rccortlccl in the concernccl files
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(15) Check and review tlle system of monitoring of committed liability for the

supply orders placed in the previous financial year.

(16) Comment on Case studies carried out if any, by the IFA.

(17) Sample some of the case files w.r.t. the following :

a) The proposal is included in the PPP.

b) Statement of case has been prepared giving full details of existing

holdings, deficiency, replacement, urgency factor, financial implications
and distribution of proposed quantity alongwith list of approved vendors

of the particular trade.

c) Proper market survey has been carried out to avoid cost escalation at the

time of actua-l procurement.

d) Certificate of availability offunds has been given.

e) Extension of delivery period is not gianted as a matter of routine.

f) Procurement of items is authorised under the head in which
procurement has been concurred.

g) Vendor is not a general supplier for technical items.

h) Vendor is from the approved list of Vendors or is OEM.

i) In case of change in terms & conditions of the supply orders having
financial implications after placement. IFA's concurrence has been

obtained.

Comment on Quality of Noting and examination of hnancial proposals.

ll-A Manual (Air l,-orce)ll8
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Annexure III
(al Reglster of laward/Outward IFA Concurrence cases

Object: To record all proposals /frles received for fiaancial concurrence

(r) A11 proposals /files received will be entered in the Register on day to

day basis. The register entry number and date , particulars given on

file, subject unit/formation and its disposal (returned or concurred)

indicating UO No. and date will be marked in the register.

(ir) The register will be submitted daily to the group ofhcer/Dy.lFA with
the progress of cases.

(Authority - CGDA letter No. AT lIXllFAl 13381/PC-Registers dated 27.12.2OO5.)

Date sl.
No

Proposal/

File No

Subject Unit/
Formation/
Directorate

Distribution Concurrence/

Return/

Concurrence

No. and Date

Remarks

I c 4 5 6 7 8

ll9 IFA $l anrr rr I (Ail f orct')



r-

of allotment of UO No. /l'lllancial Concurrence

SI

No

File

No

CF Subject

brief

AOI! Stage Drpcrdttut€ / supply oldct

DP

]y

DP

(with

/.itlt

LD)

Supply

Ord€.

suP

plv

orde

UO

No.

of

of

supp

ly

Sav

ing

sitll UO

Saving

\6.2-

6.1)

2 3 5 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 8 9

Fly leaf Instructions
Object: To have brlef detalls of each case for ready reference

(i) Separate pages will be allotted for each case/proposal

(ir) Description of case/proposed alongwith cost will be entered in the

register whenever the proposal is received. Receipt and disposal of

proposal will be recorded with UO No and date every time when the

proposal is received in IFA'S office

(iit Cases concurred where supply order/contract is not received, will be

taken up with the executive every month to ensure receipt.

(iv) In case of DP extension, it will be recorded whether extension is

being given for the lo time, 2"d time arrd so on. AIso the duration for

which extension is being given will be recorded indicating tie date

from/to.

(v) The register will be submitted to Dy.IFA/SAO on monthly basis and

to IFA on quarterly basis

(Authortty - CGDA letter No. AT/lXi IFA/ 13381/Pc-Registers dated 27 .1'2 2OO5.)
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, lcl Commltqent Register

Code llead....,...,.....

Allocati

on

under

code

head

Committ

ed

liability
carried

forward

Balance

available

for fresh

commitme

nts (1-2)

Amount
concurT

ed

during

the

month

Liabilities
discharge

d./

expenditu

re

incurred

Comrnitte

d

Liabilities

outstandi
ng at the

end of the

month

Q+4-51

Balance

available

for fresh

commitme

nts

I 2 3 4 5 6 1-6

ObJect: To watch commltted liabllitles under each code head.

(i) Committed liabililies means arnount for which supply order/contract has been

concluded but payment has not yet been made.

(Authority - CGDA letter No. PIFA/Budget/ 15015 dated 30.5.2007)

l2l I l-.\ )lanual (,\ir Force)



-
(dl Budget allotment/@etrditure Register (unit/formation/Dte. wisef

uait/ formatlon/Dte............
Code Head.

Object: To watch progress of expenditure viz-a-vis allotment of Funds
(i) Separate page will be allotted to each unit/formation/Dte. for each

detailed code head of expenditure.

(ir) Budget allotment/expenditure will be recorded for each head of

account for which a separate allotment has been made to the

unit/formation/ Dte.

(i1i) Register will be submitted to Dy.IFA/SAO/AO by 5rt of the montl.r

and to IFA on quarterly basis.

(Authority - CGDA letter No. PIFA/Budget/ 15015 dated 30.5.2007)

S1,

No

Mo

nth
Budge

t
A1lotm

ent

Expdr incurred

upto previous

month as per

compilation

Exdr.

Incurred

during
the

month as

per

compilati

on

Progres

sive

total
(4+s)

Ba-lan

ce

Amou

nt
availa

ble

=3-6

o/oaSe of
expenditure

booked (6 as

%age of 3)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

t22 IFA Manual (Air Force)



s1.

No

Date of
submission

Date

of
return

Nature

of
work

MwP/AWP

Sl- No

RIC

Amount
MWP/AwP

Arnount

FC No

and

date
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

le, |(€glsE€r or l;rylr ryorEs l.;oacuttence uiases

Object: The register will be maintained to record the details of civil work cases

concurred from Acceptance of Necessity angle /administrative approval a:-rgle.

Fly L€af Instruction
(i) In case of Air Force and Naval projects AON and Administrative Approval

r.vill be done in two distinct stages. However, in case of Army Projects, the AON

stage and AA stages may be cornbined together as the vetting of necessity and

velting of AE and concurrence by IFA (Army) or CsDA(Army) as the case may be,

can be done simultaneously. Only those works which are included in Major Works

l)rogramme/Annual Works Programme are processed for issuing administrative

rrpproval. Proposals for special works shall be scrutinized by the lFAs irrespective
of whether the particular special works is included in MWP/AWP or not.
(ii) Rough Cost will be included in Column 6.

(iiil For Works with CFA ar Service Hqrs : Acceptance of Necessity(AON) and

l.-inancial concurrence will be given by the IFAs of Service Hqrs. However, vetting

ol AEs for all three Service Hqrs cases will be IFA( Army,Q) New Delhi.

(iv) For Works with CFA at Command level and below: Regronal

I']CsDA/CsDA/Command IFAs will cover all the three stages for Army cases.

I lowevcr, in respect of Nar,y and Air Force cases, while AON and Fir-rancial

Concurrcncc will be given by Command lFAs of Nar,1y and Air Force respectively,

thc vclting of AEs will be done for all three Service by Regronal PCDA/CDA.

(v) Vctting of AEs m:ry be done within a time-limit of two weeks. Piecemezrl raising

of obscr-vations should be strongly discouraged by the concerned IFAs and

Rcgions PCsDA/CsDA.

{vi) lFAs :rncl Regional PCsDA/CsDA functioning as IFA will also monitor

A.O.N.

Amount
Shadow

file No

Date of
submission

for A.A.

Concurrence

Vetted

anount by

PCDA/CDA

A.A. FC No

& date

Amount Remarks

9 lo 1t 1) 74 15

123 IFA Nlanual (Air !-orce)



-expenditure against allotment for which a register will be maintained keeping

records of works approved and funds released for the same during the hrst

Iinancial year. It will be ensured that neither the overall MWP/AWP ceiling fixed

for each command/ sewice HQrs exceeds nor the funds for those new works

released during the first financial year are beyond the allocation made for new

works.

Authorlty:
MoD SOP for.Works dated 28. 1O. 1998

CGDA letter No. 18184/AT-X/Vl dated 26.6.2OO1

and 18184/AT-X/PC-l dated 8.8.20O5

F

t74 IFA Manual (Air Force)



sl.

No.

Brief

Particulars

of the

proposal

Amount

of

proposal

Date and

Time of

opening

of

tenders

Chaired by

Name and

Desjgnatjon

Name and

Designation

of the IFA

rep

Outcome

of t}le PNC

including

the

amount

Saving

(in

lakhs)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

rI

lf) Register of CNC/PNC

Fly leaf Instructions:-

ObJect: To record the details ofCNC participated by the IFA or his rep'

1. Purchases exceeding Rs. 51akh are necessariiy on the advice of TPC to be

constituted by the CFA.

2. TPC/CNC will include IFA or his rep as a member.

3. Price Negotiation rvith Ll firm can be considered when the offers received

are at wide variation with the estimated cost or when the price quoted are

unreasonable. In such cases price negotiation is conducted by the CNC.

4. This register may be put up to IFA on monthly basis.

(Authortty : CGDA's letter No. AT /IX/IFA/ 13381/PC-Registers dated 27 .I2.OS)

El FE Noting Reglster - IFAs at Sewice HQrs. are required to maintain FE

Noting Register and render peridoical reports to MoD (Fin/Budget).

(Autborlty - MoD (Fin.) UO No. 312lS /AF lBud/02 dated 14.2.2OO7J

125 IFA l\l a nual (Air Force)
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-
Annexure-fV

QUARTERLY rINAr{CrAL COilCURRENCE REPORT

sl.
No

Na.me of the
Report

Contents of t}le Report Rendered
to

Authoritv Due Date

I Quarterly
Finaicial
Concurreoce
Report
(Prolorma
enclosed as
Annexure-III-A)

a) The total time taken has to be
computed from the date oi
rec€ipt of file in IFA'S ofnce for
AON to fmal vetting of S.O.
The amount concurred is the
one cleared at vetting of SO/AE
stage.
Only financially concurred
cases need to be reflected in
the report but cases accepted
from AON angle / returned
with observations {'ould be
shown consolidated as a note
to the rcport.
The balance numbe! of cases
in the pipe-line will be tie total
number of cases received in
IFA'S ofEce that are in various
stages but not cleared from
expenditure angle.
lf a case is returned with
observations and resubmitted
during the quarter, it will be
talen as a distinct case for t}le
Duroose of total receiDt-

b)

c)

d)

e)

The PIFA,
(Pr.IFA
wing) o/o
The
CGDA,
West
Block-V,
R.K.
Puram,
New Delhi-
66.

PIFA/QE
Report/2004-
Vol.I dated
t5/02/2OO5.

156 of the
iolowing
month

132 IFA Manual (Air Forc€)



-
Aanexure-IV-A

Rendition of Quarterly Report orr Flnanclal Concurence Cases

Details of cases concurred during Quartcr Ending.....

sl.

No

initial

datc of

Cas

Fil€

No

&

Datc of Tim. takcn No of time!

with

Modc of

quotatio

/TE

propolcd

d

Total Savingg

AON/

TE

E

PNC/

SO

Vetting

IFA

iou

9rcc

utiv

Duri

rg

PNC

Otl

of IFA

2 3 4 5 6 .I 8 9 t0 12

I 33 IFA Manual (Air Force)



-
A[nexure-V

Format to reoder Quarterly Erpendlture RePort
(Amoult ilr Rs lakh)

sl.
No

Minor
Head

Sub-Head Allotment
for the yeat
2007-oa

Expdr
booked

Vo of
Expdr
trxrked

Remarks

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CHT 105
Total

2 IT 110

Totel
3 Sch. VII 10

4 Sch Xl 10
Total

5 works nl
6 Misc 800
7 TAC l0

Tota.l

134 IFA Manual (Air Force)



-
Aanexure VI

Office of the Conkoller General of Defence Accounb
West Slock V, R K hr:altl, New Dethi - 11S66

D.d 3F Mrt 20@No.Ald/rB2ry?lffivl
To

An ?C5DAy'CTDA
Al! ComE nd IfA6 Air fotr
All lPAi Atu For.€

Srlbic<t Coordin lion - Atr Rrtre lfA3
A need ha! bet'l felt for a functional hienrchy at Com[land tFA level to plctride guidance

b th. .omlrubd IFA! o{ An Forc! o. fu:rtion l El.tbrs lnd coordliab th€ar bhrrction nrith
CFA!.

?" Accordin8ly, it hal been decided b ent'u.st the foUowing coordination furEtior8 ro
Cornmlnd IFA6 (Alr Folce) wjth imgredire ef&ct

(i) Co-ord&ratior b*we€n CFAs lnd IIA. o{ t}E units (.s shown in An|!€nrtr!.; again5t e.ci
co-ordinating Conrrtnnd IFA). resolving the locd problems of trA cov€rage, logisdc
arrlngelnsrl9, i9gues relalpd b attp.dlng TPC/PNC. ,rther flrudonal ianrer

(ii) A Monrfily A.tielty Reporl a! per pmfolma attarh€d be s€nt bJ' the rtodrirrlhd IFA{ to rt€
co-o.din:ttr8 Cornhard Il As tor r*olving irnctio.al/logislic prot{erut

(iii) No:iinated II/Le (Air f$rce) would refei &)eir points ol daut't on firur<ial m.tte.r to &€
Cornmand IlAs wirh a .oFl to Pr.IFd

3. trA mverage cf EDIBRD//AI Srn./lvings/Sus etc. as per Anrpxure-Il. having been
entrurEd to dl€ elffaers of ,AG/SAG level, have bec'n kept out of the puryi€w oa Eris 6t angement
aJld tll€ ComJnlnd contol dt dt€s€ urib/for8atiorrs will lontinrie to b€ exexiied by tire
J.{G/SAG ogi€e6 €ntruitei s ith IfA (olenge of rh€re rrnils/(ormations.

Copy td

I Pr. lrA (bcal)

2. AVM ViFyaKum.r, ACAs
Air HQrs-, varo Bhpan,
New llelhi

(sanfee'; Xomag
,l,CGD.{ (Adlilin}

For nJoruation ith referenc€ tt th€ir UO nore No.
P$AlPolicy/AF/2007 dated 29! l\rat 2007.

CoFies o( Ann.:rure3 I & Il showing nalrle ol *l€ unjt
rvith lo<ation and the Command It.A to whom the
Commard and Controt has be:n €ntrusted, are enclosed
for your inJormalion. Ir b requr5led that the Air forre
Com&and HQrs. and the lmitr shorl/n in $e Annsrute

'nay plea3e be suit bly informed about the new
aFantement and adri6ed to appra&h ihe cgncrmed
Commard lFAr for resohring the *sues lertaininS to
IIA .orerag€ and Jnly th€ unrasalved irsues l*
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-Appendlx A
Market Research

1. Categorlei.r of MR

a|. Macroeconomic Research - This refers to the general economic environment

ald focuses on factors that can influence the future economy. Examples could be

Business cycle and Economic growth, Industrial production, Average utilization

rate in industry, \ /age rates, emploSrment, average price level, inflation, Interest

rate, Supply and Demand, etc.

b). Mesoeconomic Research - This focuses on specific sectors of industry, of

which the items being bought are related to. For a particular industry,

information on the supply-demand trend, Utiiization rate, level of competition,

technological advancements, trade discounts, etc can be extremely handy to IFAs

for processing procurement proposals.

c). Microeconomic research - This focuses on individual suppliers and

products, as in financial survey of a supplier, feasibility of entering into a long-

term contract, etc. iFAs may use this research in PAC / Single tendering cases in
particular. Examples could be Financia-l situation, Organizalional structure,

Quality of delivered goods, Delivery performance, Delivery lead time, Service

quality, Ownership pattern, Cost-price structure, Price level, etc.

2. Methods of MR - In the case of purchasing market research, it is common

to drfferentiate between desk research ald freld research. Desk research is the

gathering, analysis and interpretation of data that serve the purchase function,

but which have already been gathered by others. The best place to do it is on Web

sites, though browsing through technical/ professional journals, iinancial

newspapers, etc can also be extremely informative. Field Research is the

gathering, analysis and interpretation of information that cannot be obtained by

means of desk research. It tries to track down new information. Some of the

melhods could be as under -

2,L Finincial/Technical journals and Specialized Publications -
a) Specialized Journals and Publications are extremely valuable tool for

developing a solid database. The information contained in thern is much more
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-elaborate than News papers and also covers additional topics. They help in
generation of important database for Finance Member in following areas -

' 1. Price List - Several ads are published by vendors regarding their product
and price. Virhrally all important items (except the customized ones) will
be found covered in Journals / Magazimes as far as pricing is concerned.

Vendor List - Specialized ads frequently appear in Magazines for a

particular industry in which severa.l vendors publish their products. A
comprehensive list of vendors for different categories of items is published

regularly in several magazines. In the regular ads also, all the major
OEMs publish the narnes of their accredited resellers, agents, retailers,

distributors etc., which can be very useful for Finarrce Member when he

examines the question of sufficient competition against the issue related

to mode of tendering.

Industry Specific Information - Specialized articles in various magazines

give detailed sectora.l analysis of a particular industry. It provides insight
into the funclioning of that industry, present players operating in the

market, latest technological changes occurring in that industry, macro

factors like recession, inflation effecting that industry, future trends etc,.

This input can be extremely useful for Finance Members during their
negotiations with the vendors.

Macro Economic Issues - Regarding the Condition of Economy in general,

useful news items ald editoria-ls appearing in various Finance Magazines

cal be very haldy. Faciors like inflation Rate, Recession, Balk Rate,

Budget Policy, Export Import Policy, Sales Tax Policy, Industrial policy,

International Economic Trends etc., are useful inputs for Finance

Member.

Taxation Matters - Finance -Iournals especially ICFAI publications give a

good perspective on Taxation Matters. Issues related to excise duty,
Central sales tax, Customs duty, State Sales Tax etc., occur in a dynamic

situation where Court decisions and Government announcements are

done in regular basis. Finalce Member has to keep himself up dated on

all thesc issues for effective participation in TPCs.

Legal Decisions - Several Court Judgments on Government Tendering
process are announced from time to time. Journals related to Legal

decisions give a summa:y of al1 such Court decisions.

Defence Matters- Important developments in Defence Policies are

ll-

tll.

l\'.

v.

vl.

vl1.
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published in specializrd journals published by IDSA, CDM etc,. Keeping

abreast with these developments will help Finance Members in having a

better perspective in Purchase process.

wlll. Technica-l Inputs - Several Technical journals specialize in giving

information about technica-l information like latest trends in Technologr,

Basic concepts of Technologica.l process, detailed description of technical

' products etc,. Some expertise in these areas is desirable for Finance

Member to develop.

' bl An illustrative list of a,ll such Journals f rnagazines, useful for purchase, is

given below -
a. RBI Monthly Bulletin

b. CMIE'S monthly report

c. Chartered Financial Analyst - The flagship Publication of ICFAI with

analy'tical articles, Case studies, debates and Book reviews.

d. The Accounting world - a digest devoted to the domain of cutting

edge accounting knowledge

e. ICFAI Reader - A digest with articles of enduring significance on vide

I ralging topics in Finance.

f. Treasury Management - A niche Publication with focus on frontier

i areas in Treasury and Forex Management.

g. Effective Executive - A monthly digest which brings the latest

thinking in various branches of Management for exe cutives.

h. Chartered Secretary - Published by The Institute of Company

Secretaries of India, it publishes the latest legal decisions on

hnancial matters apart from the conceptual articles on finance.

i. The Management Accountant - Pu blished by the Institute of Cost
'and Works Accountants of India, it contains articles on Industry,

Taxation and Cost Management.

j. Business Today - Contains lot of conceptual articles on Financial

r Management and also the Business News and Macro Economic

Trends.

- k. Business India - Same as above

1. Business World - Same as abovc

m. Productivity - Principle Journal of National Productivity Council of

India aims at disseminating information on cr)n('epts ancl clata on

productivity and its growth in India and else whcre. lt also aims at
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disseminating knowledge on techniques and methods of productivit5r

improvement through effective management of all types of resources.

n. Digit - Extensive information on latest Hardware and Software

products, vendors, Tips for buyers of PCs and accessories, Technical

knowledge in simplified form etc

o. PC World - Same as above

p. PC Quest- Same as above

q. IT - Same as above

r. IT Shopper - The best input given on the Price List among all the pC

Magazines. Gives detailed information on all product releases of the

concerned month - direct from the vendor.

s. Voice & Data - covers all latest products, prices and vendors related

to communication industry.

t. Network Computing - covers all latest products, prices and vendors

related to Networking industry.

u. Electronics for you - The best magazine to give information on latest
products, prices and vendors related Electronics industry. Their

monthly focus on a particular topic can be extremely useful for going

in detail about a particular issue.

v. Fluid Power Journal - Quarterly rr.agazine, which focuses on ;
Hydraulics and Pneumatic Industry.

w. The ET Polymers - Bi-monthly rnagaztne, which focuses on plastic

lndustry

x. The Machinist - Bi monthly magazine, which focuses on Machine

Tools and Manufacturing Technologr

y. Instrumentation and Control Journal - Bi-monthly magazine, which
focuses on Instrumentation and Process control

z. Search - The best rnagazine on information about technological

products, latest developments in technologr, vendor list ald price

list.

aa. Legai Magazines - They are extremely important for Finance Reps as

often they contain important Court decisions on Government :

tendering procedures. The sections pertaining to Article 14, 19,29a,

299, 3OO of Constitution of India, Contract Act, Sales of Goods Act

etc., should be browse through in these magazines for judgments

relevant to Government purchase. Examples are Supreme Court
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Monthly Digest, All India Reporter, Legal Spectrum, etc.

2.2 Specialized Publications - Various Organizations publish special papers /
documents, which could be very usefui to Finance Member for Reference /
Database.

al Manufacturer And Dealer Catalogs - Catalogs are familiar sources of data

that can be found in both department stores and mail order houses. The

manufacturer ald dealer catalogs used in Defence purchasing resemble these

catalogs in the type of information they provide. Typical data IFAs can {ind in
manufacturer and dealer catalogs include:

l.

ii.

iii.

iv.

vi.

Product descriptions

Pictures

Prices ald quantity discounts

Minimum order requirements

Delivery data

Points of contact for quotes and orders

2,3 Product Brochures And Promotioaal Material - Brochures and promotional

material provide rnuch greater detail about specific products than would normally

be inciuded in a catalog with several thousand other products. While details on

pricing and delivery are often included, this information may be excluded in order

to provide greater latitude in negotiating the terms of sale. The following are

typical data IFAs can find in product brochures and promotional material:

i. Detailedspecifications

ii. Pictures

iii, Avarlable service guarantees and products

iv. Points of contact for quotes and orders

v, Pricing information

vi. Delivery data

2.4 Trade Journals - Trade journals provide a varietlr of information from

different sources, including advertisements, product evaluations, and

independent articles. Following are some of these sources of information for IFAs -

a. Advertisements typically consist of product descriptions, often with

pictures ald comparisons with competitor's products. Sources to

consult for additional information may also be identified.
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2.5

3. Financial newspapers for prices and products

Business Standard, Economic Times, Business Express, etc

b. Product evaluations provide independent information to buyers who

rnay be considering tJle purchase of that product or a similar one.

Evaluations usua,lly deal with technical capabilities, but often include

information on source locations, pricing, and warranties.

c. Artlcles about the trade may indirectly provide an independent

analysis of product capabilities. Successes or failures in using

particular products or services serve as evaluations of their quality

An illustrative list ofsuch sources, as mentioned above, is given below -
a. RS Catalogue -This publication containing price list of over 1,0O,000

items.

b. Intemational Data Corporation specializes in area of Market

Research and Consulting in Information Technologz. They sell lot of

specific reports on Status of Industry, Market, Trends in Technoiogr.

c. R.K.Swamy (BBDO) Guides to Market Planning

d. Electronics for You publishes their annual guide which gives

exhaustive coverage of entire electronics Industry in India.

e. The Search Magaztne publishes their Industrial Source book each

yea-r in January. It gives detail coverage of each industry, Product

update and Vendor List.

f. Voice & Data Magazine publishes their Gold Book annually. It is
resource guide on buying communications and Networking Products

& Services-

Electronic for You publishes their IT Directory once in a year. It
gives details of all major IT Organizations with full contact details,

Segment wise listing, Overall statistics of IT industry, Product wise

Listings, List of MNCs in India, Importers and Exporters marked

separately.

Survey of Indian Industry

Yellow Pages - Its importance in providing sufficient number of
vendors for a particular item can not be under estimated. Now a

days, tJley are available in CD-ROM format also which makes it fairly

easy to retrieve any desired information.

h.

i.

- Nervs papers like

can provide up dated
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material in regard to Procurement matters on day to day basis. They cal help rn
generation of important database for Finance Member rn following areas-

a. Price List - Several ads are published by vendors regarding their
product and price. This is especially for the items like COTS, PCs,

Office equipments, etc where the price fluctuation is volatile.

Financial Nervs papers also provide information about commodities

like metals, Non-meta1s, Other Raw Materials, Manufactured

Products etc., which proves very handy for Costing a-nd Pricing

purposes.

b. Vendor List - Specialized ads frequently appear in Newspapers for a

particular industry in which several vendors publish their products.

In the regular ads also, ali the major OEMs publish the names of

their accredited resellers, agents, retailers, distributors etc., which

can be very useful for Finance Member when he examines tlle

question of sufficient competition against the issue related to mode

of tendering.

c. Industry Specifrc Information - Orice in a week, News papers like

Economic Times ald Business Standard publish detailed sectora-l

analysis of a particular industry. It provides insight into the

functioning of that industry, present players operating in the

market, latest technological changes occurring in that industry,

macro factors like recession, rnflation effecting that industry, future

trends etc,. This input can be extremeiy useful for Finance Members

during their negotiations with the vendors.

d. Macro Economic Issues - Regarding the Condition of Economy in

general, useful news items and editorials appearing in News papers

can be very haldy. Factors like inflation Rate, Recession, Bank

Rate, Budget Policy, Export Import Policy, Sales Tax Policy,

Industrial Policy, International Economic Trends etc., are useful

inputs for Finalce Member.

e. Ta-ration Matters -lssues related to excise duty, Central sales tax,

Customs duty, State Sales Tax etc., occur in a dynamic situation

where Court decisions and Government announcements are done on

regular basis. Finance Member has to keep himself up dated on all

these issues for effective participation in TPCs.

f. Legal Decisions Several Court Judgments on Government
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Tendering process announced from time to time. News papers often

publish summaries of these judgments.

Government Decisions on Tendering - Several nen's items are

published virtually every day regarding decisions taken by various

Government departments on their tenders. Some times Government

also pronounces importa-nt policies on tendering procedures. All

these carr be of valuable guide to linance members for making their

point during TPC.

Defence Matters - Important developments in Defence Policies and

regularly appear in newspapers. Keeping abreast with these

deveiopments will help Finance Members in having a better

perspective in Purchase process.

4, Vlslts to exhibitions / conferences / OEM'S premises to update with
latest technological and financial issues - Several Industry-specific and

defence-specific Exhibitions / Seminars are regularly held in rnajor cities.

Listening to presentations in these places and collection of handouts/pamphlets

can give useful updated inputs to IFAs while processing procurement cases. In

assessing tlle reasonableness, general analysis of Financial/Cost ratios from

published accounts and eval.uation of Commercial/Technical information of the

Vendor/Bidder cari be supplemented with field visits / OEM's premises. It will be

helpful for IFAs to understand vendor's approach to controlling cost, adherence to

delivery schedule, Cost Accounting System and other factors affecting contractor's

ability to meet cost/schedule targets

5. Browslng through Web sites - With the growth of Internet, Web sites have

become the most popular way for the vendors to reach out to the possible buyers.

Not only inputs are available about the sources of products but more importantly,

exact pricing of such products is instartaneously available. The information is so

updated that one can ascertain worldwide price of a particular product on the TPC

date itself. .

al The best way to ascertain information on any item is to use the search

engine in sites like www. google.com, www.yahoo.com, www.alibaba.com,

etc. The search button and key word given by the user provides several

links to that particular item. A patient pemsal of each of these links will

provide sufficient information about the desired input. Following areas are

h.
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relevant for purchase--

Industry-specifrc

Vendor-specific

Product-specific

Price

Technologr

Specific price comparisons, known as price index numbers, are parlicularly

useful in making price comparisons over time. IFAs c€rn use price index

numbers to adjust the price for any purchase or sale of a particular

product at any time, to estimate the contract price for current requirement.

IFAs can even make comparisons using information from several

Procurements involving several different vendors. In regard to price indices

of indigenous items, website of Ministry of Industry

uuu,edlndustry.nic.ln should be accessed for the latest indices/trends

and for metals and other minerals, access wutut.mmr.onllne.com for

updates. The other useful sites are http: / /www. ciicrnline.org/,

totuu.tradintelllgence.com ar.d u)utD.cnle.cot L Tl:e monthly report of

CMIE (Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy), COSMOS Package of CMIE

giving updates on performance of listed Indial companies, RBI monthly

bul1etin, Economic survey and its Appendix containing statistical tables are

excellent reference material for market trends. The World Economic

Outlook - a monthly report from IMF, gives inputs on price trends of

different countries. LME {London Metal Exchange} gives price trends of

nonferrous details, which often show volatile trends. Indices of electronic

items often show lower trends. Instructions issued by Ministry of Finalce
on its web site uutw.flnmin,nlc.in should be assessed as also RBI's site

http://uutt.rbi.org.in. Sites like Error! Hyperlink reference not
valid..com/ give price list and vendor list for military-specific items, which

can be used as a tool in PNC and also for frrming up estimated cost at AON

stage.

aware of Latest trends in Materials and Logistic Management

IFAs need to appreciate that the principal objective of Inventory controllers

are to reduce investment in inventories and simultaneously to minimize

idle time by avoiding stockouts and shortages and that these two objectives

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

bl

6Be
a)
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are often in mutual conflictl Defence logistic managers are increasingly

accepting the validity of techniques of inventory control for improving the

operational performance of their depots/workshops/ oflices. The objectives

of applying these techniques and degree of their application may differ, but
tleere is no doubt that awareness of utility of these techniques is spreading

in Defence services, IFA needs to be aware of latest trends in this area. The

science of inventory management has developed highly sophisticated levels

and many possible ramifications of demand situations e.g. uncertainty,

seasonality, etc have been intensively explored. Applications of techniques

of Operations Research have added to tle sophistication.

b! While across the industry, Procurement function has almost merged with
Inventory Management to become a part of Supply Management, the same

has not happened with reference to IFA's role vis-a-vis Users in Defence

services. While IFA is required to play a major role in Procurement, he/she

does not get involved witJr Inventory Management per se. However, iFAs

can still enter into the domain of Inventory Management at AON stage. The

conflicting objectives of inventory control, as mentioned above, are reflected

in the seemingly conflicting demands which are made on an Inventory

mtrnager in which IFA can get involved. For example, stocks are to be kept

at a 1ow level but not too low; turnover is to increased but only at a
satisfactory rate; bulk purchases are to be attempted to obtain better prices

but overbuying is to be controlled; spegial attention is to be given to the

disposal of obsolete or near obsolete items but not before the point of

obsolescence is identifred; and so on. IFA in close association of User, will

have to do balancing of specific objectives which will require understanding

and analysis of many interrelated variables: prices, operating costs, stock

qualtities. Distances, supply and services, etc.

c) Among the large number of available tools and techniques of inventory

control, a few relevant to IFA are mentioned below-

i. ABC, FSN ard VED analysis

ii. Codifrcation ald standardization

iii. Determination of re-order quantities

iv. Selection of Replenishment systems

v. Economic Order Quantity
vi. Application of Probability and Demand Forecasting
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7 Know Costhg technlques - Without the need for developing tJre expertise

expected of a Cost Accountant, IFAs can be effective negotiators if they develop

some basic knowledge of Costing techniques relevant for Procurement functions.
Concepts like Cost stru.cture (variable, sini-variable and fixed costs) and their
importance for profrt planning for vendor, Break-even point, Profit/Volume ratio,
Marginal and Absorption Costing, Overhead costs apportionment, Operating

costs, Life Cycle Cost, Net present Value, DCF, etc. IFAs should have the basic

knowledge of the techniques and procedures to perform cost analysis in simple

form as mentioned below :

al To veri& cost or pricing data or information {other t}ran cost or pricing

data).

To Evaluate cost elements, including:

l. The necessity for ald reasonableness of proposed costs,

including allowalces for contingencies;

ll. Projections of the vendor's cost trends, on the basis of current
and historical cost or pricing data or information other than cost

or pricing data;

lli. A technical appraisal of the estimated labor, material, tooling,

and facilities requirements, and scrap and spoilage factors; ald
iv. The application of audited or negotiated indirect cost rates, labor

rates, cost of money factors, and other factors.

To evaluate the effect of the vendor's current practices on future costs.

i. To see that the effects of inefficient or uneconomical past

practices aJe not projected into the future.

ii. In pricing production of recently developed complex equipment,

ability to perform a trend alalysis of basic iabor and materia.ls

even in periods of relative price stabiiity.

To compare costs proposed by the vendor for individual cost elements

with:

i. Actual costs previously incurred by the vendor;

ii. Previous cost estimates from the vendor or from other vendors for
the same or similar items;

iii, Other cost estimates received in response to the other Users''s

requestl

iv. Independent cost estimates by technical personnel; ald

b)

c)

d)
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v. Forecasts or planned expendihrres.

To veri& that t1re vendor's cost submissions are in accordance with
the contract cost principles and Cost Accounting Standards.

To determine whether arry cost or pricing data necessar5z to make the

contractor's proposal accurate, complete, and current have not been

either submitted or identifred in writing by t.l:e contractor. If there

are such data:

l. To obtain the data and negotiate using the data obtained, or
il. To make satisfactory allowance for the incomplete data.

To analyze the results of any male-or-buy program reviews, in
evaluating subcontract costs.

8 Have an ldea of Operational Research Models -
(a) The Committee on delegation of Powers in their report of June 2O06 indirectly

touched the area of Operations Research in para 11.1 (m) while emphasizing

the need for reviewing ellicacy of Transportation Model for direct dispatch of
stores. Operations Research (also known as Quantitative Methods,

Malagement science, Decision science) can be viewed as a scientifrc method
of providing us the quantitative basis for decisions regarding ttre operations

under our control. By using different OP techniques, we generally attempt to
arrive at an optimal solution of the problem based on some criteria or
criterion for optimality. A brief comment on certain standard techniques or
prototype models of operations research which can be useful to IFAs in
solving a particular class of problem is given below. However, it must be

remembered that each one of these models of OP involves detailed studies.

i. Allocation models - These deal with the allocation of scarce resources so

that the objective function can be optimized, subject to certain

constraints. These techniques are coliectively called mathematical
programming techniques. Transportation and Assignment Models are

important models in this category, which can be relevant to IFA's work.

Transportation model is a special case of linear programming which
matches sources of supply to destinations on cost or distance

considerations. For example, movement of raw materials from different

sources to manufacturing plants at different locations based on

availability of raw materia-ls at various sources, the requirements at

different plants and the cost cf transportation involved. Assignment

el

0

el
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model is a special case of Transportation model where the aim is to
assign a number of origins to the same number of destinations at a
minimum total cast. For example, assigning of men/machines to same

number ofjobs / tasks.

ll. Queuing theory - It studies random arrivals at servicing or processing

facility of limited capacity. These models attempt to predict the behavior

of waiting lines, i.e. the time spent waiting for a service. The technique

is descriptive and describes behavior that can be expected given certain

palameters- It is not prescriptive in nature and does not offer arr

optimal solution. The models deal with the trade offs between cost of

providing sewice and value of time spent waiting for a service.

iii. Simulation models - The procedure studies a problem by creating a

model of the processes involved in the problem and then, through a

series of trial-and-error solutions attempts to determine a better

solution to that problem. It is one of the most widely used quantitative

techniques today.

iv. Sequencing models - These models are concerned with the selection of

an appropriate sequence of performing a series of jobs on service

facilities (machines) so that some efficiency measure of performance is

optimized (generally the total time taken or the time spent in waiting).

Decision theory - Decision situations ban be classified into deterministic

or certainty, probabilistic or risk and uncertainty. Decision making

under certainty can be dealt with by various optimization techniques.

Decision ttreory deals largely with decision making under risk where the

probabilities of certain conditions occurring (such as demand for an

item) are predicted and variou s options assessed based on these

probabilistic values. In situations of uncertainty there can be no specific

approach. A set of decision rules can be applied and insight gained ir-rto

the decision maker's style of functioning. This is particularly applicablc

to studying a competitor's style of decision making and predicting how

he would react in a certain condition so as to gain advantage for oneself.

Game theory - This deals with decision making under conditions of

competition. Its assumptions currently restrict its usage.

Markov models - Markov analysis helps to predict changes over time

when information about the behavior of a system is known. The moclcls

are particularly useful in predicting brand loyaltics, manpower planning

v.

vl.

vtl.
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and management of receivables,

al Some of the Procurement problems, vrhich can be analyzed by Op
approach are mentioned below -

l. Rules for buying supplies under var5ring prices
ti. Determination of quaatities and timing of purchases
iti. Bidding potcies

lv. Strategies for exploration and exploitation of new material
sources

v. Rationalization of manpower requirements (hiring of services)
vl. Transportation and Warehousing issues

vli. Maintenance policies and preventive Maintenance (AMC,
Warranty issues)

will. Determination of time-cost trade-offs and control of development
projects (DRDO)
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Appendlx B

Acceptance of Necessity IAONI stage - General

1 This stage can be further divided into six distinct areas in which IFA is
required to pay attention. They have been mentioned below.

2.1 AON stage - SIhy and How much?

a. Critically examine the justifrcation given for the item in SOC and main
noting.

b. Find out whether item pertains to scale or un-scaled category or whether it
has been mentioned in the categories mentioned in various Govt rules or
Army orders. Remember that an item is scaled when it is approved by CCS

/ its authorization has been laid down in Govt orders. Unscaled/new items

necessity to be examined with reference to actual need etc.

c, If PPP exists for the category of items being proposed, then compare the

nomenclature, quantity and cost of item given in PPP and present proposal.

Ask queries in case of any differences in the two.

d. Ascertain details like authorization of item as per MoD/AHe letters,
existing holdings, and quantities already ordered but delivery awaited and

deficiency to arrive at a scientifically calculated Net figure.

e. Find out the proposed distribution of item to ensure no extravagance and

over-provisioning is being done. Ensure that items are being procured for
authorized personnel arrd offices.

f. Ascertain whether the purpose of present proposal can be achieved by

modification or up-gradation of existing items/ facilities. Find out disposal

of existing item in case of old vintage to get the best value to state.

g. If existing facilities are being strengthened with additional quantities,

confirm that issues like standardization and compatibility have been taken
into account.

h. In case of AON for scaled items, conduct vetting of quantities, assessment

of physical requirement of various resources with respect to targets fixed

and budget availability. if inventories are maintained through automated

systems and you have been provided terminal on the same, restrict your

action to quantity vetting only and do the same based on data available in
such automated systems within frve working days for the normal cases and
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2.2

two working days for urgent/operational cases. Where inventories are not
maintained through automated system, conduct vetting of quantity for

scaled items within seven working days.

AON stage - Competeace of CFA

Match the ceiling of powers given in schedules with the total 1ikely

expenditure given in the proposal. Carefully see if proposal has arry add-

ons and whether they have been taken into account for calculating the

grand total.

Look at the nature of item. If it is of recurring nature throughout the yea-r,

then ascertain the period for which tJ:e present case has been sent,

Critically examine this issue to ensure that no splitting of expenditure is

done.

For processing cases of similar items but with different sizes, the relevant

Govt/CGDA decision may be kept in mind as it differs from item to item.

For example, in case of drugs/consumables of same nomenclature but

having different sizes/ strengths, MoD vide their letter dated 8.5.2006 have

clarified that they will be treated as different items and will not be

considered as splitting of powers, provided a certificate is given by Addl

DGAFMS (E&S).

Ensure that CFA's powers are being exercised by CFA himself as delegated

powers cannot be re-delegated to lower authorities by CFA.

Check whether or not the type of item proposed is covered under the

purposes for which powers are delegated in a schedule and relevant item

number of schedule, conditions given in the schedule/ govt orders / SOPs,

etc.

AON stage - Funds' availability
Ensure that the Minor and Detailed heads is menlioned correctly as per

MoD orders and CGDA guidelines. Consult Classification Hand Book, if
necessary. Also make sure that items chargeable to Capital heads are not

procured under Revenue heads/powers and vice versa.

Look for the confirmation given by user regarding funds' availability as per

certifr.cates given in para (c) below.

Look for tlle progressive expenditure total given in the fi1e and add the

committed liabilities and estimated value of current case to ensure that

a)

b)

c)

d)

2.3

e)

b)

c)

a)
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-this total does not exceed t]le allotment under this head. Ensure that

instructions on Budget monitoring arrd Committed Liability, issued vide

CGDA letter PIFA/Budget/ 15015 dated 3O.5.2OO7 are complied with by

seeking following details -
i. Code Head under which the expenditure is proposed.

ii. Total allocation under each Head.

iii. Committed Liability carried forwarded from previous year.

iv. Ba-1alce available for fresh commitments in current financial year(ii-iii).

v. Commitments already made during the current frnancial year.

vi. Cash outgo expected in current frnancial year against (v0 above based

on schedule of delivery and payment terms in supply orders / contracts.

vii. Net balalrce available for further concurrence (iv-vi).

Note: Committed liability/commitments are defined as va1ue of supply

orders / contracts issued/concluded but pa]'ment not yet made.

d) In view of tlie fact that hnancia-l commitment is not created at the AON

stage, proposals for AON may be considered for concurrence in anticipation

of funds becoming available subsequently, where such proposals are

included in the Priority Procurement Plan (PPP), Planned Provisioning

Review, Planned Repair Programme or pertain to contract for recurring

requirement such as conservancy services, AMC, etc. In other cases also,

concurrence for AON may be accorded, on case to case basis, keeping in

view ttre lead time involved for the procurement, However, in all cases,

financial concurrence for expenditure salction/issue of supply

order/ conclusion of contract should be accorded subject to allocation being

available under the concerned budget head.

Cases of AON concurred in anticipation of allocation of funds should be

closely monitored by the IFA with regard to the progress of procurement. In

all cases it should be ensured that the time frame suggested in para 5.20 of

DPM 2006 is adhered to so as to ensure that the bids are linalised within

the validity period. Normally, after the AON has been concurred/approved

and the bids have been called for, there should not be occasion for

extensi.on of bid validity, for re-tendering or for dropping of the proposal on

the ground that funds have not/did not become available. In case such

situation(s) occur, the position should be reviewed by the IFA with suitable

advice to the CFA.[Pr.lFA Instruction No. 12 of 2007].
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Ask for status report in respect of all carqr-over cases whenever a new case

is put up by users. Ensure that the carl/-over cases zrre finalized before

new projects are taken up.

Correct classilication of item needs to be looked at tllis stage. primary

among these is classification between Capital and Revenue head. MoD (Fin)

ID dated 9.2.2OO7 and CGDA letter PIFA/RDFp /2OO6lVol II dated

9.3.2OO7 may be seen for guidance in the matter Following may be

complied with -
i. Any item has to be viewed a capital or revenue keeping in view of the

guidelines given in Rules 9O & 91 cFR.

ii. Subject to an item being Capital in nature as per these guidelines, the

first buy of such an item has to be booked to Capital budget if it costs

more than Rs 1O lakhs and has a life of more than 7 years, in which
case the proposal has to be processed accordingly. If the cost is less

than Rs lO lakhs and the life is less than 7 years, it may be booked to
Revenue head.

iii. Any replacement of such items will be booked io Revenue head unless
the replacement results in enhancement of capabilities.

iv. The fact that an item figures in PPP is not sufficient ground for treating
it as a revenue item if it otherwise qualifres to be treated as Capital
item.

v. Vehicles will not be bought under TAG as this would be in violation of
Economy instructions.

2.4 AOI{ stage - Basls of Estimated cost

a) Ascertain the basis on which estimated cost of proposal has been

worked out. Is it based on LPP, Budgetary quotes or Market survey?

Ensure that estimates are realistic and that they have not been under-
valued either to get over ar\y allotment related issues or get clearance of
lower CFAs at AON stage.

b) Ask following questions -
i. How was the estimate made?

ii. What assumptions were made?

iii. What information arrd tools were used?

iv. Where was the information obtained?

v. How did previous estimates comp€rre with prices paid?

e)
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vi. Can any part of the product be eliminated?

vii. Can a standard part replace a special part?

viii. Can a lower cost material or method be used?

ix. Can the product be packaged more economicalbr?

2.5 AON stage - Mode of teadering

2.5.1 Opea tender -
i. Subject to exceptions mentioned in sub para (b) (ii), open tender enquiry

should be used for procurement of estirnated value of Rs. 25 lakh and

above as per Rule 150 GFR-2005. For all common use items, which are

normally available in open market with a wide range of sources, open

tender enquiry should be the preferred mode.

ii. Ensure that notifications are being sent to DGCIS, Calcutta for publication

in their weekly issue of Indian Trade Joumal and to DAVP, New Delhi for

publication in leading newspapers.

111.

lV.

Selection of newspapers may be seen to ensure that the sarne is done

keeping in View the nature of item ald likely sources of regions in the

country.

See that the letter is also being sent to MoD, AHQ and NIC for publishing

in their web-sites in addition to ali registered suppliers for the particular

range of items.

v. Scc that User has got User Administration Account from NIC to host Open

tender from the User end itself, in terms of MoD \D 4(2| /2OO4 /D(Coord)
datt d 12.1.2006.

2.5.2 Limited tender -
i. This method may be adopted when estimated value of the goods to be

procured is up to Rupees Twenty-five Lakhs. Copies of the bidding

document should be sent directly by speed post/registered

post/ courier/ e-mail to frrms which are borne on the list of registered

supplicrs for the goods in question as referred under Rule 142, GFR-

2005. See that the number of supplier firms in Limited Tender

Enquiry is more than three as per Rule l5l(l), GFR-20O5. Further,

see that web based publicity should be given for limited tenders.

Conhrm whcther efforts had been made to identify higher number of

approved suppliers to obtain more responsive bids on competitive
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basis. Ensure that the User had done the Registration of firms as per
para3.2 to 3.5 of DPM-2OO6.

ll. If purchase tLrrough Limited Tender Enquiry is being adopted even

where the estimated value of the procurement is more than Rupees

twenty five Lakhs, look for the following -

a) That the competent authority has cerlified that the demand is

urgent and any additional expenditure involved by not :

procuring through advertised tender enquiry is justified in
viewofurgency.SeethattheCompetentAuthorityhasa1so
put on record the nature of ttre urgency and reasons why the
procurement could not be anticipated.

b) That there are sufficient reasons, to be recorded in writing by

the competent authority, indicating that it will not be in
public interest to procure the goods through advertised tender

enquiry.

c) That tle sources of supply are defrnitely known and
possibility of fresh source(s) beyond those being tapped is

remote.

iii. If it is proposed on the grounds of urgency, tien seek answers as to
why the demand could not be anticipated earlier. ;

iv. If it is proposed on the grounds of limited/known sources, then look
for the background papebs related to the work done in the past. Does

it have the endorsement of agencies like DGQA, DRDO, etc?

v. If it is proposed on the grounds of public interest, then look for the
justifrcation given to do so and ask whether other sister orgalizations
have a]so done the same for that item.

vi. If it is proposed on the grounds of items having stringent MIL specs,

then a detailed justifrcation from indenting officer should be looked

into.

vii. If it is proposed on the grounds of Govt policies, tJlen copies of
relevant Govt orders may be obtained on lile and analyzed.

viii. In case of IT equipments, registered vendors of DGS&D carr be

selected for Limited tenders and competitive tendering followed, in
terms of para 4.72 of DPM-2OO6.

ix. List of proposed vendors and reasons for including some and

excluding some may be gone through to ensure that sufficient
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competition is generated. The list of registered vendors are to be

updated every six months by DGQA and AHSPs arrd all Central

Procurement Agencies are to be intimated of the same. It is essential

that the credentials of tle firms applying for registration with the

defence Departments, including their frnancial status, the

manufacturing and quality control facilities, the business ethics and

their market standing are thoroughly scrutinized before registering

them as an approved source of supply. In case of items of special

nature, type approval by the DGQA is also required for which

prototype or samples may be called for and registration of the frrms for

supply of these specific items should be approved only on

demonstration of satisfactory performance. A vendor registered with

one department of MoD can be considered for procurement by other

depar-tments of Ministry. However, specilic needs of the various

wings/departments a-re to be kept in mind and complied with.

Whenever inspection by the defence inspection agency is involved type

approval by the respective defence inspection authority will be

essential. Whenever firm is removed from the list of vendors, their

registration stands cancelled. Such remova.l must be promulgated to

all concemed agencies so that any department of the MoD conducts

no further business relation with such hrms. Para 3.2,3.4 DPM-2006.

2.5.3 PAC tendering -
(1) Carefully see that the factors like iitness, avajlability, standardization and

value for money have been considered by the users in PAC cases.

Remernber that many OEMs do not manufacture assemblies, sub--

assemblies and components but out source these items. Hence, such items

may be available at cheaper prices with the actual manufacturers. Confirm

that users have kept themselves abreast with the proper source knowledge

and are procuring items from the right source to protect the interest of the

state. Remember that the spares have to be sourced from OEM or OEM

approved/recommended manufacturers only in order to make the OEM

responsible for the malfunctioning of the main equipment in which the

spares have been fitted.

(ii) Look for the confirmation that the said item is only available with the PAC

vendor or its dealers, stockist or distributors and the detailed specifications

are not available with others to manufacture the item.
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(iit In the case of spares, ensure that the PAC is issued only to the OEM or

OEM-approved manufacturers.

(i") Remember ttrat when Defence PSUs/OFB have specilically developed an
item for the Dept of Defence or have tal<en TOT, such sources could be

treated at par with the PAC frrms, as per Para 4.2, DPM-2OO6. Ensure that
ttris is not being made applicable to procurements based on provisioning /
scales. ;

(v) See ttrat PAC certificate has been issued only to OEM though the purchase

can be done through the OEM's authorized distributors or dealers provided ;

the purchase is accompanied by a proper malufacfurer certification.
(vi) Ensure that the PAC certifrcate date has not expired as it remains valid

only for one yeErr after the date of its issue unless cancelled earlier by tJ e

CFA.

(vii) See that the PAC certificate contains concurrence of IFA and approval of
CFA in terms of para 4.1.I.2 of DPM-2OO6.

(viii) Ensure that PAC certihcate has been given at a level not below the pSO /
APSO/ DG / ADG at AHQ and by GOC-in-C / Corps Commander and
Heads of establishments / Formations or units not below the rank of Major ;
General in Command and beiow, as per Para 15, MoD letter dated

26.7.2006. \
2.5.4 Single tendering -

i. Ensure that the case for single tender i.e. for Non-PAC items is done

only on the grounds of urgency or operalional or technical

requirements.

ii. Detailed reasons from User may be insisted upon for justiSring the

reasons to go in for Single tender.

iii. See that the selected vendor is a reputed frrm.

iv. Find out whether reasonable estimate of rates for the item has been

prepared in advance by the user.

v. Special dispensation to NCCF/Kendriya Bhandar for procuring goods

on single tender basis is no longer in force vide para 2.11 of DpM-
2006. However, Golt instructions e)rist for reserving certajn items to ,.

KVIC, ACASH, CCIC and SSIs in terms of Ruie 144 of GFR-2OOS. Look

carefully to these instructions before clearing the case on single

tenders.

i
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vi. Where many of tJ:e OEMs are not permitted to respond to RFP as per

governmental rules / laws, ensure that RFP is issued only to the

designated agency (Ex - M/s ROE in case of certain Russian items).

2.5.5 Rate cortract -
i. Ascertain whether the items being bought are on the DGS&D Rate

contract list or not. If yes, procurement can be done by placing order

against Form-131 on DGS&D Contracts.

ii. Ascertain whether the items being bought are on the RC concluded by

Central procurement agencies of MoD or Service Hqs or not. Para 8.5

of DPM-2OO6 may be kept in mind.

ttt. Remember that as per Amendment - i of DPM-2O06, Rate conhact
should be concluded for a perlod of up to three years with firm and
fixed prlces subject to application of Fall clause.

2.5.6 Repeat Order -
i. See that the items ordered have been delivered successfuily.

ii. See that the Original order did not cover u.gent/emergent demand.

iii. Analyze carefully the past and present order to frnd out whether R.O.

is not being proposed to split requirement to avoid sanction of the

next CFA.

iv. Confirm that there is no downward trend in price through market

intelligence.

v. Confirm that the firm is prepared to hold the same prices terms and

condition including delivery schedule as per service requirement.

vi. Ensure that the requirement is for stores of identical
nature/ specification, nomenclature etc. Minor improvements in
spec(s) or phasing out of products due to obsolescence may not be

precluded from purview of repeat order.

vii. Look at the date of delivery of last S.O. and ensure that proposal will
be placed within 6 months from the date of supply against previous

order and only once.

viii. Ensure that the Repeat order quantity is restricted to a maximum of
50 7o of last order quantitlz, both in case of indigenous procurement

and import orders.

ix. Look at the PNC minutes of last S.O. to ensure that the original

order was on the basis of lowest (negotiated) price and not on

delivery preference.
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xl.

Prefer exercisilg this provision only in case of PAC/ Single Vendor

OEM case. However, where multlple vendors are available 
'

trecessary care should be taken ln exercising the option clause'

Find out whether where cption clause in last S.O' has been availed

of, at may not be desirable to place further repeat orders'

2.6 AON stage - Vetting of Tender enquiry

2"6.1 Standard format -The standard format of tender enquiry for indigenous

procurement of stores, spares and replacement equipments has been placed at

AppendixBofDPM.20o6.EnsurethatthedraftTE/RFPmatchestlrisformatrn
letterandspirit.TE/RFPcouldalsofollowgeneralprinciplespromulgatedinDPP.
2OO6 except the provisions relating to Field trials, GS evaluation, Technical

Oversight Committee. Any conflicting provisions of existing SOPs may not be

adhered to since soPs do not have the authority to overrule the DPM-2006.

2.6.2 Standard Conditions of Cotrtract - Pa:a 21, Appendix B' DPM-20O6

specifically mentions that SCOC of MoD will be applicable for a-11 commercial

clauses. Ensure that TE does not contain a different interpretation of any

Commercial clause as compared to SCOC placed at Appendix F, DPM-2006'

2.6.3 Schedule of Requirement with Technical details - As prescribed in

Appendi'x B, DPM-2006, see this portion of TE carefully. Ensure t}rat it contarns

lull and clear specifications, scope of requirement and the evaluation criteria'

both for technical ald commercial bids.

a. User requirements - See that the TE has laid down user

requirements in a comprehensive, structured and concrete manner

and is broad-based. TE should express the user requirements in

terms of functional characteristics.

b. Criteria and Parameters - See that the Criteria for determining

responsiveness of bids, criteria as well as factors to be taken into

account for evaluating the bids on a common platform and the

criteria for awarding the contract to the responsive lowest bidder is

clearly indicated in the TE. See that minimum performance level /
performance criteria are Specihed in Tender enquiry' In two-bid

system, ensure that the performalce parameters are verihable and

classilied as -
(l) Essential parameters providing for minimum essential

military requirements.
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(ii) Fulfrllment of essential parameters would be the basis for

further consideration by TEC.

c. Technical specifications - See that the specifications of the

required goods are clearly stated without any ambiguity so that the

prospective bidders can send meaningful bids. In order to attract

suffrcient number of bidders, the specification should be broad

based to the extent feasible. Ascertain whether efforts were made to

use standard speciflcations rvhich are widely known to the industry.

See that TE's formulations will not prejudice the technical choices by

being narrow ald tailor-made. In terms of MoD (Fin) ID no

3(3)/MO/2005 dated 9.1.2006, ensure that no brand name is
specifred and further that military specifications are not put, where

civil specifrcations can serve the purpose.

2.6.4 Special Conditlons of contract - Special conditions of contract are

supplementaqz conditions applicable to the specific tender and contract. Such

conditions become essential particularly in cases of contract for supply of services

or even equipment. There may be a need to stipulate conditions like stage

inspection, acceptance trials, installation, setting to work, and commissioning or
pre-defined stages of payment for services. Ensure that such conditions are

mentioned in the TE on the merits of case.

2.6.5 Nature of TE/RFP -
a) Single bid TE - Ensure that the single bid is ca.lled for commercially

off the shelf {COTS) items, where qualitative requirements and

technica1 specifications are clear.

b) Two-bid TE - Two-bid system may be rnsisted upon in cases of plalt
arrd machinery equipments, complex items like IT and

communication systems and in turn key projects where

QRs/technical specs cannot be clearly firmed up ab initio. In such

cases, ensure that the TE lays down user requirements in a

comprehensive, structured and concrete manner and should be

broad-based and express the user requirements in terms of

functional characteristics. Confirm that this formulation is not

prejudicing the technical choices by being narrow and tailor-made.

c) RFP should contarn four parts, viz. Ist part elaborating general

requirement of equipment, numbers required, time frame for

deliveries, ESP, Training waJranty and guarantee conditions etc.,
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Second part to deiineate essential and desirable parameters, the

third part to outline the commercial aspects like payment terms,

performance guarantee, warranty guarantee and standard contract

terms and fourth part to define the criteria for evaluation and

acceptance in terms of technica-l and commercial contents.

2.6.6 Pre -bid conference - In case of turn-key contract(s) or contract(s) of

special nature for procurement of sophisticated and costly equipment, see t1.at a

suitable provision is kept in the TE for a pre-bid conference for clariffing issues

and clearing doubts, if any, about tJle specifrcations and other allied techlical

details of the plant, equipment and machinery projected in the bidding document.

Dnsure that the date, time and place of pre-bid conference are indicated in TE and

that this date is sufficiently ahead of bid opening date.

2.6.7 lmportant clauses at TE vetting stage - While format of TE has been

prescribed in Appendix B, DPM-2O06, yet there could be issues arising out of few

important clauses, where IFA's advice will be sought. They are covered below for

guidance -

i. EMD clause - Ensure that Earnest money deposit has been mentioned

in the case of Open or limited tender enquiry. See that EMD is being

asked from the bidders except those who are registered with the Central

Purchase Orgalization, National Small Industries Corporation (NSiC),

MoD or concerned Army department. See that amount of EMD is

ranging only between two percent to frve percent of the estimated value

of the goods to be procured. The bid security may be accepted in the

form of Account Payee Demand Draft, Fixed Deposit Receipt, Banker's

Cheque or Bank Guarantee from any of the commercial banks in an

acceptable form, safeguarding the purchaser's interest in all respects.

See that EMD is remaining valid for a period of forty-five days beyond

the hnal bid validity period.

ii. Price preference aad Purchase preference clause - Ensure tJ-at for

cases coming under the ambit of Pata 2-72 and 2.13 of DPM-2O06,

Tender enquiry mentions the standing govt instructions related to Price

preference to SSIs, Purchase preference to CPSEs, etc.

iii. Payment terms - Ensure that the standard clause of 95ok / 5o/o t'as

been kept in TE. You may agree for 10O% payment after delivery /
accounting terms also. Depending on merits of the case, consider the

part-supply payment terms a.lso wit]l milestones clearly notified in RFP'
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Do not agree for including Advance terms in TE in the flrst place. It cari

be included only in exceptional circumstarrces arrd that too only upto
15% against BGB, as per Para 7.11, DPM-20O6.

iv. Option clause - Agree to consider for additiona_l quantity only up to a
maximum of 50% of the originally contracted quantity at the same rate
and terms of the contract during the originat period of contract provided

this clause has been incorporated in the original contract with the

supplier. Ensure that the percentage being incluCed in Option clause

will not result in exceeding tJle powers of CFA. See the Mode of
tendering being done in the case. In case of single vendor OEM, agree

for option clause up to 50% subject to there being no downward trend.
However, in multi vendor contracts, scrutinize carefully before agreeing

for option clause up to 50%.

v. Risk and Drpense Purchase - Risk and expense purchase is

undertaken by the purchaser in the event of the supplier failing to
honour the contracted obligations within the stipulated period and

where extension of delivery period is not approved. Risk purchase at the

cost and expense of the supplier may not be always a practical
proposition as it may not be feasible to enforce recovery without legal

action. This clause is rarely invoked in case of import contract for this
reason. In such cases where the item is of proprietar5r nature or there is
only one qualihed lirm to supply the items and there is remote

possibility of procuring the same item from an alternative source,

ensure that instead of having nsk and cost clause in such contract, the

TE has performance guarantee clause to cover any such default. (see

para 7 .L4 & 7.74.I of DPM-2006)

vi. Force Majeure - Present orders of the Government stipulate that force

majeure clause should not be included in the TE or the contract. When

a supplier insists on including force majeure clause, this should be

included only in the Government approved format placed at Appendix

'H' of DPM-2006 in terms of para 7.15 of DPM-2006.

vii. DCF clause - If DCF techniques are to be used for evaluating long-term

contracts, then, a clause may be incorporated in the TE as follows: -

"The buyer reserves the right to evaluate the of{brs received by using

Discounted Cash Flow method at a discounting rate of o/;,
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viii. I'tlce varlation clause - Normally conbact should be entered into on

firm price basis. Nevertheless in the fluctuating market conditions,

supplier often quotes variable prices, particularly when contract period

exceed 18 months as per Para 73.12, DPM-2O06. DGS&D Manual has

provided Standardised Price Variation Clauses. Ensure that one of

these clauses is indicated in the RFP. A sample clause is indicated

below for guidance:-

Pt = P0 (a+bL| lL0 + c M1/Mo) - P0

Where Pl = Adjustment arnount payable to the contractor

P0 = Contract Price (Base Price)

a = Fixed element representing Profit & Overloads in contract price

b = Estimated 7o of labour component

c = Estimated % of Material component

LO & Ll = Labour indicates applicable to appropriate Industry on the

base date & date of adjustment respectively.

M0 & M1 = Material indicates for raw materia-l on base date & date

of adjustment.

The sum ofthe three coefficients a, b & c sha1l be (1)

ix. ERV clause - In case delivery penod is exceeding one year from the

date of contract ilvolving import (foreign exchalge), ensure that

Exchalge Rate Variation clause has been inciuded. Ensure that

the offer is indicating import content also'

x. Book examination clause - Ensure that TE contains a Book

Examination Clause' for high value single vendor cases.

2.6.8 Clarllication of TE - If a clarification on the TE had to be issued based on

a query raised by a particular vendor, then ascertain that such request, in

writing, was received at least 14 days prior to the date of opening of tenders. Also'

see that copies of query and clarifications given

bidders who had received the bidding documents.

2.6.9 Blld validity - Ensure that the bid validity is

system and 120 days in case of two-bid system,

were sent to all prospecttve

90 days in case of single bid

from the date of opening of

tender.

2.6"]rc.. Amendment to TE - In case TE was vetted and later an amendment to

TE was required to be issued by the purchaser either due to change in required

quantity or specification or as a result of clarification to the query of the supplier'
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then ensure that it is notified in writing to all bidders and reasonable extension to
last date of submission of bids is given.

2.6.1 1 Ertension of Tender Opening perlod - See that time allowed for
submission of tender is 3 weeks (minimum) for LTE, 4 weeks (minimum) for OTE,

6 weeks for GTE with a maximum period of 3 months. Any extension of Tender

opening period beyond this would require approval of next level CFA. Ensure that
such extension and amendment of tender documents is being published in Indian
Trade general/ National Dailies/Departmental Web sites.

While vetting the draft tender enquiry, it will be seen that the following

requirements have been met:-

i. Time and date of receipt and opening of tenders has been clearly indicated

as per the guidelines.

ii. The required number of copies of drawings/specifications is proposed to be

made available to the tenderers in case the store is required to non,
standard specifi cations/ drawings.

iii. The authority to whom tender sample is required to be furnished for testing
ald tlle lime within which the sample should be submitted for inspection

have been indicated in the enquiry. (the tirne required for sample

inspection must invariably be factored in while fixing the delivery period)

iv. The inspecting authority is correctly indicated.

v.- Where purchase of large qualtities of stores is involved or where the shelf
life of the store is limited, delivery may be specified in installments,
depending on staggered requirements of indentor.

vi. In case of purchase of imported stores tlle appropriate shipping causes ane

incorporated. Other special condition viz. payment terms for FOB/FAS

contracts etc. should also be indicated in the enquiry.

vii. The requirement of furnishing performance guarartee to cover warranty
period has been indicated in respect of plant and machinery ald other
specified stores. (Performalce barlk guarantee of at least 5% of the contract
value has to be provided by the firm. PBG should remain valid for a period

of 60 days beyond the date of completion of contract including warranty).
r,iii. The sole arbitration clause has been indicated in TE.

i-x. A clause seeking confirmation from the bidders for acceptance of part
qu antit-.r/ has been included.

x. Clause regarding the purchaser's right of rejection of any or all tenders

\4ithout assigning any reason has been included in the TE. This clause can
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be invoked in cases where it is discovered after opening of tenders that the

requirement is ceased to exist or there is a major change in technical

specifrcations.

xi. The clause about imposition of liquidated damages of 0.5% per week or a

part thereof subject to a maximum of 5% of the order value of undelivered

goods has been included.

xii. Clause about hardware / software upgradation has been included in TE

particularly in respect of IT items, other high technoloS' items ald EPABX

systems. (this binds the bidder to provide all the upgrades free of cost if the

same have been launched free of cost by tlle OEM as a matter of policy

otherwise the purchaser has the option to get the upgrades by making

necessary payments)

xiii. An uptime clause has been included in case of electronics items, IT items,

exchanges etc. An uptime clause indicating a minimum uptime of 957o

during warranty/AMc may be included in the TE. In case of non-adherence

to this clause, the bidder will be subject to the payment of penalty, which

may be specifred in the TE.

xiv. The AMC clause has been included in the TE where required asking tJ:e

bidder to give confirmation of AMC for the life of the equipment specifoing

the minimum years for which AMC should be provided ald the rate in

terms of percentage of cost of equipment for t.Ile same'

xv. The list of vendors has been furnished. It will be verified to see whether all

past suppliers and respondents are included for floating TE. If not, reasons

for the same are recorded.
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3. Advanced issues at AON stage

3.1. The advanced issues mentioned in this chapter are akin to desirable QRs,

These are meant for higher level IFAs and that too on as required basis. The topics

have been only given brief introduction, as each one of them requires extensive

readings for effective use in procurement. This is only an attempt to familiarize

IFAs with advanced themes, which can be pursued on their own depending upon

level, aptitude and requirements of individual IFA.

3.2. Necesslty angle & Quantity vetting - There are several means to probe

tiese aspects from superior techniques, some of which are mentioned briefly -
a. Econonic Stock Levels

l. An eflicient materials-procurement system also includes the means

to ensure that stocks are obtained and maintained at economic

levels and in quantities that prevent intermption in the flow of

needed resources. The aim is to avoid the disruptive frnancially and

operationally. The cost of procurement investments must be

balalced against the consequences of stock-outs.

ii, Excessive stocks are wasteful in that they generate unproductive use

of capital and build up surpluses that may become obsolete.

Unnecessaqr administrative and operational overhead such as

charges for additional storage space, handling, security and stock

preservation also result from overstocking. Some tangible ald
intangible costs as well as other disadvantages also result from

insuffrcient stocks. This overhead is often overlooked because it is
hidden as a not readily measurable variable. Short inventories also

result in delays, production interruptions and labour problems.

iii. To determine the most economic quantitiy to order, the following

factors should be taken into consideration :

- order price

- order-processingcost

- cost of stock holding

- lead time

- rate of usage

- usage/va1ue factor
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-lv. The usage/value factor is a key guide in determining the size ald
frequency of the various orders that must be placed. This is based

on the concept that additional controls must be placed on higher-

value stocks and on inventory items with the largest volume

movement.

v. Inventories for different types of users may vary considerably with
the categories of stock items carried. However, experience

demonstrates that about 2O percent of all individual stock items in
any inventory represent 80 percent of the total inventory value. This

means that the larger number of inventory items representing lower

total value require a smaller investment to enlarge safety stock

levels. Since larger inventories can be maintained, the time periods

between reordering can be lenghthened. Conversely, the higher-

value stock items require a high investment cost, safet5z stock levels

should be as low as practicable, minimum economica.l purchases

should be made; ald physical verification oJ the book inventory

should be carried out as frequently as possible. Although cioser and

more frequent controls on higher value stock are required,that does

not mean that fewer controls should be exercised on the lower-value

items.

vi. The usage/va1ue analysis procedure is known as the A-B-C system;

it begins with the establishment of the classiflcation of stocks in a
descending order of value to provide different leveis of control as

illustrated in Table 3.

vii. Table: Usage/value analysis A-B-C system

Classlfication Percentage of stock
Percentage of value

A

Nature and level of Control

Hlgh usage; low safety stock levels; frequent
physical veriflcation; ininimum economic

quantity ordered; close schedule control and
rewiew ( daily if possible |.

815
Control not as tight as for "A" items, but

55

15
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-tighter than for gC' iterns.

c
Low usages; high inventory levels; purchases
in large quantities at less frequent intervals

minimize clerical efforts to control; larger

safety stocks; low stock-out risks.

b. Lead time and safe stock level

i. Lead time is the time that elapses between ordering goods, receiving

them and placing them into use at the point of need. This delay

factor includes the time it takes to assess the needs, prepare and

place the order, process the order and to ship the goods, unload tJ:e

goods at the port of destination, discharge from the port and deliver

to the user. Stock-control systems are also influenced by fluctuation

in usage rates; the more severe the fluctuation, the more difficult it
is to stabilize the control. Therefore, buffer or safelz stock levels can

be est-ablished to cushion the effect of anticipated fluctuations.

ii. The safe level of stock is dependent upon the rate of usage and the

probability of shortage. Data on demand and usage trends provide

the necessarlr guide in assessing the level of adequate stocks. Safe

stock level may be increased in proportion to the lead time, the

assumption being that the longer the lead time, the greater the risk

of a stock-out. This proportion can be established by setting "low" or

I'l-righ" safe stock margins as illustrated in the following table;

iii. Table - Lead time and safe stock level

Lead time; Safe stock level

20ao

Up to 1 month

Up to 2 months

Up to 4 months

Up to 6 months

1 week's usage

2 week's usage

lmont s usage

2month's usage

the stock level for a

it is no longer safe,

'Tligh"

2 week's usage

I month's usage

2 month's usage

3 month's usage

particular item from sinking

action to replenish must be

"I-ow"

lV. In

1o

order to prevent

the point where
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-initiated at some point above the safe stock level. That point is
usually referred to as the record point and is expressed as a quantity
of the item in question. A simple formula for determining the
recorder point is as follow;

ROp= (DUxLD) +S

ROP = recorder point or minimum quantity in stock to maintain safe

stock level;

S = safe stock level;

LD = lead time in days;

DU = daily usage.

c. Economic purch,ase order quantity (DOQ|

i. the mathematical formula for Economic-Order euantity (EOe) can
be used by IFA as a tool in examining proposal at AON stage. It is
based on tJ:e fact that the EOQ is that quantity at which the
carrying cost equals tJle acquisition cost , and this represents the
lowest total cost per unit of material. This is the basic principle for
economic quantity buying and is true regardless of the factors used

ii. Several formulas have been developed for the rapid calculation of the
economic purchase order quantity. The following simplified formula
is often used:

EOQ = 2AC
IP

EOQ = economic purchase order quantitlr in units;
= annual usage in units (metres,gallons,kilos);

= cost of placing and receiving an order

(clerical and handling processes) ;

= inventory carrying cost

(exprt:ssed as percentage ofthe average value of inventory);
= purchrse price per unit, including freight & discounts

In Defence services, the ordering costs and car5ring costs a-re

difficult to determine and are seldom exactly known, unless exact

cost data has been maintained. Often, a Defence Orga:rization may
not be applying formal inventory methods and may wish to do so but
may not be willing to wait for a long period in which costing data can

A

c

P

iii.
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be collected. The EOQ concept can still be used by IFAs with
considerable savings. lret us consider the EOQ model when the order

quantity is expressed in rupees.

ec = ',1 zesc
ii

In the formula AC represents the annual usage value, that is the number

of units of an item used annually multipted by the cost per unit. This

data is normally available or can be computed from store accounting

ledgers. Even though the ordering cost S and the carrying cost f is not

known, we can write the relationship as:

QC = k.lAC

where k represents {25
{i

Number of orders N = AC
QC

Substituting for QC, we get

= .'lec
k

Average stock for €rny one item = QC = t{aC
22

Because k is a constant for any single item, we may consider k as

constant for the entire inventory of items. We may say

- 
l-^

Ll\= ) 1/AL

k

Total numbers of orders = Sum of square root of annual usage values

divided by k

Total average stock = AC
2

d. Marginal return principles - The allocation of resources to vadous

programmes may require application of marginal return principles. The

concept is that beyond a point the allocation of more resources to a
prograrnme brings less and iess returns. As the resources are scarce and

the needs are many, the principle of equi-marginal returns can be

followed for affecting savings. This will require the IFA to indulge in
meticulous costing and valuation of benefits at the margin. The concepts

of Marginal cost arrd Marginal Product will have to be applied with due

care by IFA in close consultation with the user. An understanding of

these concepts is importalt because they are the key factors to the

t'l ec
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e.

sensible resolution of many requirements issues. IFAs must not view the

problem of military requirements determination as one of calculation of

the forces required to achieve arr arbitrarily selected objective or level of

effectiveness. It is more sensible to reduce the problem to one of judging

at what point the extra effectiveness resulting from more forces - the

Marginal Product - is no longer worth the extra eIlort - the Marginal Cost.

This is necessary because there are always competing needs and the

resources that can be made available are limited. The amount saved

could be used for some other resources whose capabilities can be

exploited more beneficially by investing in additional quantities.

Probing Assumptlons - Even apparenfly simple calculations involved in

projecting the requirement of equipment in defence are sometimes based

on assumptions, which can bear deeper scrutiny. An analysis by IFAs

here is importalt because it is possible that the assumptions are based

on liberal assessment of basic requirement but on pessimistic calculation

of other operational parameters, which, make it necessar5r to build many

safety parameters. Both may lead to an increase in projected

requirements of the equipment, much beyond what is essential. IFAs

must make efforts in such cases - particularly when there are elements of

judgment involved behind particular assumptions - to get the

assumptions more explicit and seek an alternative set of assumptions

based on different parameters. The CFAs will then be able to take a view

based on their own judgment as to which assumptions to adopt for

ftnaJlzrng the requirements.

Analyzing Induction and de:-induction profiles - Very often when a

proposal is made for induction of new equipment, adequate attention is

not paid to question of what happens to the existing equipment. If useful

life is sti1l left in the existing equipment, and these can be utilized with

benefrt, then phasing of induction of new equipment should be

considered carefully by IFAs at the time of concurring the case regarding

the induction of new equipment. IFAs should carefully analyze the

proposed de-induction profile of existing equipment before deciding

whether or not to spend substaltial amounts on their upgrading. IFAs

need to take assurance that adequate exploitable life is available from the
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equipment that is being upgraded, so hat the amount spent per

equipment is worthwhile from the cost-benefit angle. Often this point is

not given due attention by the users in their enthusiasm for buying latest
equipments. Hence the need for IFAs to be careful in seeing tiis issue.

The de-induction profrle of equipment is a,lso important to decide upon

the replacement needs. IFAs have to look into it carefully as there may be

assumptions involved in a particular de-induction profile which can be

questioned. The tendency to exaggerate the replacement needs on t}le
basis of depietion of existing assets is expected from tlle users and

therefore, IFAs need to give particular attention before deciding upon the

quantitative requirements of new equipment.

g. Decision Analysis - Decision Analysis activities provide the basis for

evaluating and selecting alternatives when decisions need to be made.

Decision Analysis involves selecting the criteria for the decision and the

methods to be used in conducting the ala-lysis. For example, during

system design, alalysis must be conducted to help chdse amongst

alternatives to achieve a balanced, supportable, robust, and cost effective

system design. These analyses include, but are not limited to, trade

studies, models arrd simulation, supportability analysis,. level of repair
ana-lysis, post flelding support analysis, repair versus discard, and cost

analysis. These studies should be augmented with virtual and/or
physical prototypes, where applicable, prior to making decisions on best

a-lternative. Decision criteria will be influenced by such things as

interoperability constraints; size; transportability requirements;

maintenance concept; affordability; reliability, availability, and

maintainability goals; and schedule.

3.3. Estimating Value of Proposal

(a) Lifecycle Costs - For a defense acquisition program, Lifecycle cost

consists of research and development costs, investment costs, operating and

support costs, and disposai costs over the entire Lifecycle. These costs include not

only the direct costs of the acquisition program, but also include indirect costs

that would be logically attributed to the program.
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1. When programs are less mature (in pre-systems acquisition or

system development and demonstration), program cost estimates

that are supporting the acquisition system normally are focused on

Life-cycle cost or elements of Life-cycle cost. Examples of such cases

where cost estimates support the acquisition system at a macro level

include allordability assessments, analyses of altematives, cost-

performance trades, and establishment of program cost goa1s. In

addition, more refined ald discrete Life-cycle cost estimates may be

used within the program office to support internal decision-making

such as eva-lualions of design changes and assessment of

produceability, reliability, maintainability, and supportability

considerations. However, as programs mature (transition from

production and deployment to sustainment), cost estimates that

support the acquisition system or prograrn management in many

cases may need to be expanded in scope to embrace total ownership

cost concepts.

In Defence procurements, Lifecycle cost can be defined as the sum of

four major cost categories, where each category is associated with

sequential but overlapping phases of the program Lifecycle. Lifecycle

cost consists of (1) research and development costs, associated with

the Concept Refinement phase, Technologz Development phase, and

the System Development and Demonstration phase, (2) investment

costs, associated with the Production and Deployment phase, (3)

operating and support costs, associated with the sustainment phase,

and (4) disposal costs, occurring after initiation of system phase-out

or retirement, possibly including demilitarization, detoxification, or

long-term wastc storage.

Research and Development consists of development costs incurred

from the beginning of the conceptual phase through the end of the

Systcm Development and Demonstration phase, and potentially into

Low Rate Initial Production. Typically includes costs of concept

refinement trade studies and advanced technolory development;

system design and integration; development, fabrication, assembly,

and test of hardware and software for prototypes and/or engineering

development models; system test and evaluation; system engineering

It.

111.
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lV.

and program mzrnagement; peculiar support (peculiar and common

support equipment, peculiar training equipment/initial training, and

technical publications/ data) and initial spares and repair parts

associated with prototypes and/or engineering development models.

Investment consists of production and deployment costs incurred

from the beginning of low rate initial production through completion

of deployment. 'Ilpically includes costs associated with producing

and deploying the primary hardware; system engineering and

program management; peculiar support (peculiar and common

support equipment, peculiar training equipment/initial training, and

technical publications/data) and initial spares and repair parts

associated with production assets; and military construction and

operations and maintenance associated with system site activation.

Operating and Support consists of sustainment costs incurred from

the initial system deployment through the end of system operations.

Includes all costs of operating, maintaining, and supporting a frelded

system. Specifically, this consists of the costs (organic and

contractor) of personnel, equipment, supplies, software, and services

associated with operating, modi$ing, maintaining, supplying,

training, and supporting a system in the Defence inventory. This

includes costs directly and indirectly attributable to tJlle system (i.e.,

costs that would not occur if the system did not exist), regardless of
funding source or management control. Direct costs refer to t.I.e

resources immediately associated with the system or its operating

unit. Indirect costs refer to the resources that provide indirect

support to the system's manpower or facilities. For example, the pay

and allowances reflected in composite standard rates for a unit-level

maintenance technician would be treated as a direct cost, but the

(possibly allocated) cost of medical support for the same technician

would be an indirect cost.

Disposal consists of costs associated with demilitarization and

disposal of a military system at the end of its useful 1ife. These costs

in some cases represent only a small fraction of a system's Lifecycle

cost and may not be considered when preparing Lifecycle cost

estimates. However, it is important to consider demilitarization and

v-
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disposal early in the Lifecycle of a system because these costs can be

signi-ficant, depending on the characteristics of the system. Costs

associated with dernilitarization and disposal may include

disassembly, materials processing, decontamination, hardware,

collection/ storage/ disposal of hazardous materia-ls and/or waste,

safety precautions, and transportation of the system to and from tlle

disposal site, Systems may be given credit in the cost estimate for

resource recovery and recycling considerations.

(b) Total Ownershlp Costs - The concept of total ownership cost is related to

LCC, but broader in scope. Total ownership cost consists of tl:e elements of

Lifecycle cost, as well as other infrastructure or business process costs not

necessari.ly attributable to the program.

Total ownership cost consists of the elements of a progtam's Lifecycle

cost, as weil as other infrastructure or business processes costs not

necessarily attributable to the program. Infrastructure is used here in

the broadest possible sense, and consists of all military department

and defense agency actir,ities that sustain the military forces assigned

to the combatant and component commanders. Major categories of

infrastructure are support to equipment (acquisition and central

logistics activities), support to military personnei (non-unit central

training, personnel administration and benefits, and medical care),

and support to rnilitary bases (installations and

communications/ information infrastructure).

ii. In general, traditional Lifecycle cost estimates are in most cases

adequate in scope to support decisions involving system design

characteristics (such as system weight, material mix, or reliability and

maintainability). However, in special cases, depending on the issue at

hand, the broader perspective of total ownership cost may be more

appropriate than the Lifecycle cost perspective, which may be too

narrow to deal with the particular context. For.a defense acquisition

prograrn, Lifecycle costs inciude not only the direct costs of the

program, but also include indirect costs that would be logically

attributed to the program. In a typical Lifecycle cost estimate, the

estimated indirect costs would include only the costs of infrastructure
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support specific to the program's military manpower (primarily

medical support and system-specific training) and the program's

associated installations or facilities (primarily base operating support

and facilities sustainment, restoration and modernization). Many

other important infrastructure activities (such as recruiting and

accession training of new personnel, individual training other thal
system-speci-fic training, environmental and safety compliance and

most management headquarters functions) are normally not

considered in the scope of a traditional acquisition program Lifecycle

cost estimate. In addition, important central (i.e., wholesale) logistics

infrastructure activities such as supply chain management are

imptcitly incorporated in a traditional Lifecycle cost estimate, but

their costs are somewhat hidden (because these costs are reflected in

the surcharges associated with working capital fund arrangements

and are not explicitly identified). However, there could easily be cases

where consideration of such infrastructure activities would be

important and would need to be exptcitly recogrrized in a cost

estimate or analysis. Exa:rrples of such cases are cost analyses tied to

studies of alternative system support concepts and strategies;

reengineering of business praclices or operations; environment, safety,

and occupational health considerations; or competitive sourcing of

major infrastructure activities. In these cases, the traditional Lifecycle

cost structure may not be adequate to analyze the issue at hand, and

the broader totai ownership cost perspective would be more

appropriate. For such ilstances, the typical Lifecycle cost tools and

data sources would need to be augmented with otlter tools arrd data

sources more suitable to the parlicular issue being addressed.

(cl Risk Management - Risk management is an important tool in acquisition

program success. The purpose of addressing risk on programs is to help ensure

program cost, schedule, and performance objectives are achieved at every stage in

the life cycle and to communicate to all stal<eholders the process for uncovering,

determining the scope of, and managing program uncertainties. Since risk can be

associated vrith all aspects of a program, it is important to recognize that risk

identification is part of the job of everyone and not just the systems engineer or

program manager.
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Risk is a measure of future uncertainties in achieving program
perl'ormance goals and objectives urithin defined cost, schedule and
performance constraints. Risk can be associated with all aspects of a
progr€rm (e.g., threat, technolory maturity, supplier capability, design

maturation, performance against plan,). Risk addresses the potential
variation in the plamed approach and its expected outcome. Risks
have three components: a. A future root cause (yet to happen), which,
if eliminated or corrected, would prevent a potential consequence from
occurring; b. a probability (or likelihood) assessed at the present tirne
of that future root cause occurring; and t}le consequence (or effect) of
that future occurrence. A future root cause is tlle most basic reason

for the presence of a risk. Accordingly, risks should be tied to future
root causes and tieir effects.

Rlsk Maaagement - Risk Management is the overarching process that
encompasses identification, analysis, mitigation planning, mitigation
plan implementation, and tracking. Risk management begins at the
earliest stages of program planning and continues throughout the
total life-cycle of tJre program. Additionally, risk management is most
effective if it is fully integrated w'ith the prograrn's systems engineering

and program management processes-as a driver and a dependency

on those processes for root cause ald consequence management. A
common misconception, and program offrce practice, concerning risk
management is to identifu and track issues (vice risks), and then
manage the consequences (vice the root causes). Risks should not be

confused with issues. Ifa root cause is described in the past tense, the
root cause has already occuired, ald hence, it is an issue that needs

to be resolved, but it is not a risk.

Risk Management Process - The risk management process is
continuousiy accomplished throughout the life cycle of a system. It is
an organized methodoiogr ior continuously identifying and measuring
the unknowns; developing mitigation options; selecting, planning, and
implementing appropriate risk mitigations; and tracking the
implementation to ensure successful risk reduction. Effective risk
management depends on risk management planning; early

identification and analyses of risk; early implementation of corrective

1ll.
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-actions; continuous monitoring and reassessment;

communication, documentation, and coordination.

arrd

3.4. Mode of Teaderlng -
lal Verlficatlon of Flnaaclel Stan.lhg - There could be occasions when it will
be necessary to veri$ financial standing of vendors as a part of pre-qualifrcation

exercise. If IFAs are to assist in this job, then they can do it as under -

This can be done by calling Banker's Report and valid & latest

Income Tax Clearance Certilicate, if not already furnished with
the tender documents.

Banker's Report: A report can be obtained from the Bank(s)

concerned in the format given below regarding financia-l

standing of the frrm. The Bank's Report could be dispensed in
respect of firms, which are covered by statutory auditing
process. In all other cases, tJre report cal be ca_lled

confidentially in respect of firms, which are not covered by

statutory auditing requirements. However, if a Report from

Bank does not come, the finaacial aspects on the basis of
balance sheets can be considered by IFAs.

lo

The Manager,

SUB: Reports on t}le financial stalding of contractors.

Dear Sir,

The under-mentioned firm is being considered for issue ofTender Enquiry by
this organization and have indicated you as their Banker. I shall be glad if
you will furnish me with a report of their financial standing and say whether

their dealing with your bank have been of a suffrciently high order to enable

them to carrJ/ out satisfactory contracts involving sums amounting:

tl.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Upto Rs.

Upto Rs.

Upto Rs.

Upto Rs.

2,50,OOO /-
s,oo,ooo/-

ro,oo,o0o/-

1s,oo,ooo/-
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-
Upto Rs. 25,0O,000/-

Above Rs. 25,00,0 00/ -(Unlimited)

2. Arry information you may furnish in this connection wiil be treated

strictly confidentia-l. Your reply should be unambiguous and should clearly

state the category for which ycu consider them linancially sound.

3. Please quote this office reference date in your reply.

Yours faithfully

(

(b) Risk Analysis - If a supplier does not fulfrll his obligation in the realizalion

of complex and extensive projects, this can lead to considerable damages or loss

for a military organization. To limit the risk of problems as much as possible, the

Ministries of Defence of several European countries sometimes carry out an

analysis of the risk related to doing business with suppliers for strategic project.

In general we can distinguish three categories of risks -

i. Technical risk regarding the- guitability/ professiona-lism of the

management, the means of production, the skills, tools and testing

equipment of the company in question, for the manufacture of the

required goods and services, which must meet the agreed requirements

and must be delivered within the agreed term.

ii. Quality risk with regard to the quality management of the company in

gencral and the quality control system of the project in question in

particular.

iii. Financial risk related to the degree in which the company is considered

to function soundly and effectively for the duration of the project. Of

importance in this respect are: financial condition, investment elasticity

and a reasonable finalcial forecast.

iv. In large and technoiogically complex projects the risks can be so great

that additional measures are required. These measures should consist of

at least periodical preventive audits aimed at assessing the technical

capacity and quality control (. the so-called 'pre-award survey'), to be

conducted by the military; and the financial status of the company in

question, to be conducted by the accounting department. This latter

analysis concerns the actual and the anticipated results of the company

activities (such as turnover and company results) and ratio analysis of

scveral frnancial parameters (such as liquidity and solvency).

(e)

(l

and
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(cl Mandatory Purchase from certain sourcea - Product Resenratlon pollcy

of Ciowt

l. Khadt Goods/Ilandloom Textiles: The Centrai Govemment has reserved

all items of hand-spun and hand-woven textiles (Khadi goods) for
exclusive purchase from Khadi & Village Industries Commission (KVIC).

Government has also reserved all items of handloom textiles including
Barrack BlanketS for exclusive purchase from KVIC or notifred handloom

units through the Association of Corporations and Apex Societies of
Handlooms (ACASH) and Women's Development Organization (WDO). The

handloom textile items are to be purchased from KVIC to tJre extent they
can supply and the balance from the handloom units of ACASH, to ttre
extent these units can make supplies. Left over quantity, if any, may be

purchased from other sources. In tJ:e case of KVIC, the rates are fixed by
certihcation committee, and the rates so fixed are reviewed by the Cost

Accounts Branch of the Ministry of Finalce. In the case of ACASH, the

final price will be calculated by ACASH and fixed by the Ministry of
Textiles by associating a representative of the Chief Accounts Office of
Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance. The Central Purchase

Organization (e.g. DGS&D) also enters into long term contracts \Mith KVIC

and ACASH for items of recurrent demands and lays down terms and

conditions therein. For other items, tJre purchase from both KVIC and

ACASH should be made on single tender basis. Normal inspection and

ottrer procedures shall apply for procurement through I{I/IC/ ACASH.

Testing arrangements will be provided by KVIC/ ACASH or by their
notified units and where the same are not available; testing charges for

testing outside at approved laboratory should be bome by KVIC/ ACASH/

their units. All relevant details in this regard are available with DGS&D.

ll. Reserved Products of SSI: The Government has also reserved some

items for exclusive purchase from Small Scale Sector. The

Ministries/Departments ale to purchase such products from these

notified agencies/suppliers only. The Government reviews the lists of
such reserved items and the applicable procedures for purchasing the

same from time to time. The tender enquiry document should clearly

indicate that the purchase will be made from the suppliers falling in the

category of KVIC, ACASH, and Small Sca-le Units registered with National

Small Industries Corporation (NSIC). In the process of procurement, other
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-things being equal, the purbhase preference would be in favour of
KVIC/ACASH/SSI in that order. (Note: KVIC and ACASH are treated on

par with SSI units registered qdth NSIC and DGS&D.) Special

dispensation available to Kendriya Bhandar (KB) and National Consumer

Cooperative Federation (NCCF) for procurement of stationery and

consumables before the introduction of GFRs 2O05, which has since been

terminated, is under review. While making purchase of goods falling in
these categories, IFA should check the latest directives in this regard for

necessarSl action.

ldl Preferentlal hrrchase fron certaln sources Hce Prefereace

l. As per the extant rules, when acceptable offers are received against an

ad-hoc requirement of unresewed goods (i.e. goods not covered under
para above) from various categories of suppliers, including Large Scale

Sector, Public Sector Undertakings and Small Scale Sector, the ofer from

the Small Scale Sector, which is registered with National Small Industries

Corporation (NSIC) or with Directorate General of Supply and t5isposal

(DGS&D) is entitled for price preference upto 15% over the offer of Large

Scale Sector and 5% over the offer of Public Sector Undertaking, provided

the offers under consideration are otherwise clear for acceptance in all

respects. (Example: The evaluated cost of the lowest acceptable offer,

which is from a Large Scale Sector is Rs.100/-. The evaluated cost of an

acceptable offer from a Small Scale Unit, which is registered with NSIC /
DGS&D is Rs.l 15/-. This SSI is entitled to get tlre order at its quoted

price).

ll. However, the price preference admissible to the SSI unit is not

mandatory. It is to be decided separately for each tender on merits of

each case, in consultation with Finance, and a mention to that effect

should be made in. tJle Notice Inviting Tenders (NlT)/Request for Proposal

(RFP). The price preference is accorded to the deserving SSI units as an

incentive to grow; but it should not promote inflation, prohteering or

misuse of SSI units as conduits. In case the SSI unit in view has

established itself as a supplier of the required goods on competitive terms

and enjoys advantage(s) over Large Scale Sector, no price preference need

be considered. Where the NSIC / State Development Corporations

themselves quote on behalf of some SSI units, such offers will be
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considered as offers from SSI units registered with the DGS&D/NSIC. An

SSI Unit will not get any price preference over another SSI Unit.

lll. Price preference facility to SSI Units will, however, not apply to the

procurement of the under mentioned goods: -

Paint items for the Railways

Drug items

Medical and Electro-medical equipment

Requirements of Defence, where inspection is to be carried out by the

Defence Inspection Organization.

Items where technical competence, capacity and manufacturing facilities

are required to be verified before placement of order,

lv. Before considering any price preference to Small Scale Sector, the

purchase organization should check the latest directives in this regard for

necessar5r action.

lel Preferentlal hrchase from certaln lourcel - hrrchare kefereace to

Central Publlc Sector Undertaltlngs

As per the extant government policy, the Central Public Sector Undertaking

(CPSU) gets purchase preference upto 1O% over the Large Scale Private Units (vide

Department of Public Enterprises O.M. No. DPE.ls(l2l /2O03-Fin.Vol.II dated

18.7.2OO5). Example: Against an ad-hoc requirement, the evaluated cost of the

lowest acceptable offer, which is from a Large Scale Sector is Rs.100/-. The

evaluated cost of an acceptable offer from a CPSU, is Rs.l lO/-. As per tJre extant

policy, the CPSU will be offered the price of Rs.lOO/- and if it accepts the same,

order will be placed on it (CPSU) at that price (Rs.1OO/-).

(0 Preferential purchase pollcy for certaln medlclaer: Govemment has

approved (vide Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals OM No'

5OOl3 /1|2OO6-SO(PI-IV) dated 7th August, 2006) grant purchase preference

exclusively to Pharma CPSEs and their subsidiaries in respect of 102 specified

medicines manufactured by them. The salient features of this Purchase Preference

Policy (PPP) are as under:

l. PPP in respect of a maximum of 102 medicines would be applicable to

purchases made by Ministries / Departments, PSUs, Autonomous

Bodies, etc. of t-he Central Govemment It would be valid for a period of

frve years.
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fl. This would also be applicable to purchase of lO2 drugs made by State
Governments under health programmes which a_re funded by
Govemment of India. (e.g. purchases under National Rural Health
Mission etc)

PPP will extend only to Pharma CPSEs and ttreir subsidiaries (i.e. where
Pharma CPSEs own 5l % or above shareholding).

It would be applicable to a maximum of lO2 medicines, The list of lO2
medicines would be reviewed and revised by Department of Chemica_ls &
Petrochemicals as arrd when required taking care not to include aly
item reserved for SSI units.

The Purchasing Departments / PSUs / autonomous bodies etc. of the
Central Govemment may invite limited tenders from pharma CpSEs and
their subsidiaries or purchase directly from them at NppA certifred /
notified price with a discount upto 35%.

The purchasing departments would purchase from pharma CpSEs and
their subsidiaries subject . to their meeting Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) norms as per Schedule M, of the Drugs & Cosmetic
Rules. If no Pharma CPSE is forthcoming to supply these 102
medicines, the purchasing departments would be at liberty to purchase
from other manufacturers.

If the Pharma CPSEs or their subsidiaries which have the benefrt of
PPP, fail to perform as per the purchase order, they would be subject to
payment of liquidated damages or any other penalty included in the
contract

The medicines covered under Drug & Price Control Order (DpCO) would
be supplied at the rates frxed by National pharmaceuticals pricing

Authority (NPPA) rates minus discount up to 35 per cent.

In case of medicines not covered under DpCO, prices ryould be got
certifred from NPPA, only for the limited purpose of supply to Central
Government Departments and their Public Sector Undertakings,
autonomous, bodies etc. On the certilied price, pharma CpSEs and their
subsidiaries would provide discount up to 35%.

The Purchase Preference Policy (PP?) as contained in Department of
Public Enterprises O.M. No. DPE.13(l2l l2}O3-Fin.Vol.ll dated
lA.7.2OOS would not be applicable to Pharma CpSEs.

ltt.

iv.

v.

vt.

vtt.

vltt.

lx.
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xi. Before considering any such purchase preference, the purchase

organization should check the latest directives in this regard for

necessary action. Purchase Preference provision shall invariably be part

of the Notice Inviting Tender (NIT).

3.5. Vetting of RFP

a) hchange Rate Variation Clause - In indigenous contracts, where tlere is

an import content, ERV clause can be provided. ERV clause cal be framed

according to the specific unique requirements of the contract. While calling for

information at the RFP stage / formulation of ERV clause in the contracts,

following factors can be tal<en into consideration depending upon the

requirements of the individual contracts:-

a) Year wise and major currency wise import content break up cal be taken.

i) Based on information given above, the cut off date/dates within the

Delivery schedule for the imported material can be fixed for

admissibility of ERV.

iii) Detailed time schedule for procurement of impqrted material and their

value at the FE rates adopted for the contract can be asked from the

vendors as per the format given below :-

ERV clause should not be applicable in case delivery periods for

imported content are subgequently to be refixed /extended.

For purposes of ensuring uniformity, the Base Exchange rate of

the Parliament Street Branch of State Bank of India, New Delhi at

the time of opening of commercial quotes can be adopted for each

ol the major foreign currencies.

ir)

v)

YEAR TOTAL
COST OI
I]VIPORTED
hL,I.TERIAI

FE CONTENT _ OUT FLOW (EQUT\,'ALENT IN RI,'PEES bI
CRORES)

DOLL,AR
D:A-O\fN.{TED

EURO
DE}iO\'JN,dTED

POti:'IDS
DE}IO\.fE;ATED

OTHER
CURRS}ISIES
DEIiIOML\ATED
t {s aDulicable)
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-ERV clause in the contract should clearly indicate that ERV is
payable/refundable depending upon movement of exchange rate
with reference to exchange rate adopted for the valuation of the
contract.

Other issues which are peculiar to the contract.

b) Buy BacL offer claure - when it is decided to replace some existing old
goods with their newer and better versions/substitutes, the department may trade
the existing old goods while purchasing t]:e new ones. For this purpose, suitable
clauses are to be incorporated in t}le tender enqulry d.ocument so that the
interested tenderers formulate and submit their tenders accordingly. provision

should also be kept in the tender documents to permit the interested tenderers to
inspect tre old goods to be traded through this transaction. Appropriate provision
should also be kept in the tender document allowing the purchase organization to
reserve its right to trade or not to trade the old goods while purchasing the new
ones and the tenderers are to be asked to frame their quotations accordingly
covering both the options. Depending on the value and condition of the old goods
to be traded, the time frame for as well as the mode of handing ttrem over to the
successful tenderer should be decided and relevant details in this regard suitably
incorporated in the tender document.

Malntenance Contract clause -
Some goods, especially sophisticated equipment and machinery need proper
maintenance for trouble free serrrice. For this purpose, the Users may like to
enter into maintenance contract. It must however be kept in mind that
maintenance contract is to sta-rt after the expiry of the warranty period,
during which period the goods are to be maintained free of cost by the
supplier. Maintenance contract may be entered into either with the
manufacturer/supplier of the goods or with a competent and eligible firm,
not necessarily the manufacturer/ supplier of the goods in question. IFA
should decide this;ispect on case to case basis on merit.
If the maintenance contract is to be entered into with the supplier of the
goods, then suitable clauses for this purpose are to be incorporated in the
tender enquiry document itself and while evaluating the offers, the cost
component towards maintenance of the goods are also to be added in the
evaluated tender value on overall basis to decide the inter se ranking of the

vi)

vii)

bl

i.

1l-
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111.

responsive tenderers. An equipment with a lower quoted price may car4/ a

higher maintenance liability. Therefore, total cost on purchase and

maintenance of the equipment over its projected liferycle should be assessed

to consider its suitability for purchase. However, if the maintenance contract

is to be entered into with a competent and eligible supplier separately, then a

separate tender enquiry is to be floated for this purpose and tenders

evaluated and ranked accordingly for placement of maintenance contract.

Here, the supplier of the goods may also quote and its quotation, if received,

is to be considered along with other quotations received.

While evaluating the tenderers for maintenance of goods covering a longer

period (say, more than one year), the quoted prices pertaining to

maintenance in future years are to be discounted to the net present value

(NPV) as appropriate for comparing the tenders on equitable basis and

deciding the lowest evaluated responsive tender.

The details of the services required for maintenance of the goods, the

required period of maintenance and other relevant terms & conditions

including payment terms are to be incorporated in the tender enquiry

document. The terms of payment for the maintenance service will depend

on the nature of the goods to be maintained as well as the nature of the

services desired. Generally, payment for maintenarce is made on half-

yearly or quarterly basis.

A suitable provision should be incorporated in the tender enquiry

document and in the resultant maintenance contract indicating that the

prices charged by the maintenance contractor should not exceed the

prevailing rates charged by it from others for similar services. While

claiming payment, the contractor is also to give a certificate to this effect in
its bill.

If the goods to be maintained are sophisticated and costly, the tender

cnquiry document should also have a provision for obtaining performalce

sccurity. The amount of performance security will depend on the nature of

the goods, period of maintcnance etc. Industry price generally varies from
'2.5 "1, lo 5'X, of the value of the equipment to be maintained.

Somctimes, the maintenance contractor may have to take the goods or

some components of the goods to its factory for repair etc. On such

occ:rsions, before handing over the goods or components, suitable bank

guarantee is to be obtaincd from the firm to safeguard purchaser's interest.

1V-

vll.
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-
vlll. Sometimes, during t.lle tenure of a maintenance contract, especially with a

longer tenure, it may become necessary for the purchase organization to
withdraw the maintenance contract due to some unforeseen reasons. To

take care of the same, there should be a suitable provision in t1:e tender

document and in the resultant contract. A model clause to this effect is

provided below:

"The purchaser reserves its right to terminate the maintenance contract at

any time without assigning any reason. The contractor will not be entitled

to claim any compensation against such termination. However, while

terminating the contract, if any payment is due to the contractor for

maintenance services already performed in terms of the contract, the same

would be paid to it as per the contract terms".

Depending on the cost arrd nature of tl.e goods to be maintained, suitable

notice period for such cancellation to come into effect is to be provided in
the documents.

T\rrnkey Contract - A turnkey contract is a mix of goods contract arrd

works contract. Generally, in the tender enquiry documents for a turnkey

contract, the purchase organization specifies the performance and output
required from the piant proposed to be set up and broadly outlines the

various parameters it visualizes for the desired plant. The inputs ald other

facilities, which the purchase organization wili provide to the contractor are

also indicated in the tender enquiry document. The contractor is to design

the plant and quote accordingly. The responsibility of the contractor will
include supplying the required goods, machinery, equipment etc. needed

for the plant; assembling, installing and erecting the same at site as

needed; commissioning the plant to meet the required output etc., as

specihed in the tender enquiry documents.

Terms related to Technological projects - While processing cases of
projects and complicated capital rterns, IFAs are required to go through the

Project Report or detailed SOC at AON stage. Often these Reports/SOC

contain detailed description of Technical Reviews (ex ITR, ASR, etc),

ur-rdertaken during Concept Refinement stage. In addition, RFP of large

projects and Capital procurements often contain stage-wise

milestones/payment terms, wherein technological terms like SRR, IBR,

SDR, CDR, etc are used. IFAs need to be aware of significalce of these

terminologies in order to allocate appropriate percentage of payments as

lx.

c)

d)
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per project requirements. A brief exposition of these terms is given below

for guidance.

3.5.1 Terms related to Techalcal Revlews durlng Concept Refinemcnt stage

a. Initial Technical Review (ITRf - The ITR is a multi-disciplined technical

review to support a program's initial objectives. This review ensures that

a progrdm's technical baseline is suffrciently rigorous to support a valid

cost estimate (with acceptable cost risk), and enable an independent

assessment of that estimate by cost, technical, and program management

subject matter experts. The ITR assesses the capability needs ald
conceptual approach of a proposed program and verifies that the

requisite research, development, test, engineering, logistics, and

programmatic bases for the program reflect the complete spectrum of

technical challenges and risks. Additionally, the ITR ensures that

historical and prospective drivers of system cost have been quantified to

tJle maximum extent and that the range of uncertainty in these

parameters has been captured and reflected in the program cost

estimates. Completion of the ITR provides : (1) A complete document

detailing system overview, risk, and system operational concept; (2) An

assessment of the technical and cost risks of the proposed program; and

(3) An independent assessment of the prograrn'|s cost estimate.

b. Alternative System Review (ASR) - The ASR is u -uiti-disciplined
technical review to ensure t1at ttre resulting set of requirements agrees

with the customers' needs and expectations and that the system under

review can proceed into the Technolory Development phase. Generally

this. review assesses the alternative systems that have been evaluated

during tJle Concept Refinement phase, and ensures that the preferred

system alternative is cost effective, affordable, operationally effective ald
suitable, ald can be developed to provide a timely solution to a need at

al acceptable level of risk. Of critical importance to this review is the

understanding of available system concepts to meet the capabilities

described in the early documents and the affordability, operational

effectiveness, and technologz risks inherent in each alternative concept.

Depending on the overall acquisition strateg/, one or more preferred

solutions is carried forward into the Technologz Development phase. By

reviewing alternative system concepts, the ASR helps ensure that

sufficient effort has been given to conducting trade studies that consider
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and incorporate alternative system designs that may more elfectively and
elliciently meet the defrned capabilities. A successful review is predicated
on the IPT's determination that the operational capabilities, preferred
solution(s), available technologies, and program resources (funding,
schedule, staIfing, and processes) form a satisfactory basis for proceeding

into the Technologz Development phase. Completion of the ASR provides:
(l) An agreement on the preferred system concept(s) to take forward into
Technolory Development. (2) Hardware and software architectural
constraints/ drivers to address Defense Information Infrastructure /
Common Operating Environment and system extensibility requirements.
(3) An assessment of the full system software concept to include
conceptual definition of the complete deliverable/non-deliverable

software, scope, and risk (e.g., operational software elements, software
engineering environment, test software, maintenance software,

simulation/stimulation software, training software, in-serr-ice support
software, etc.). (4) A comprehensive rationale for the preferred solution,
including the Analysis of Alternatives that evaluated relative cost,
schedule, performance {hardware, humal, software), and technolory
risks. (5) A comprehensive assessment of the relative risks associated
with including commerciai-off-the-shelf items in the program, with
cmphasis on host platform environmental design, diagnostic information
intcgration, :rnd maintenance concept compatibility. (6) A comprehensive
risk :rssessmcnt for the Technologr Development phase. (7) Trade
stu<lies/ tech n ical demonstrations for concept risk reduction. (g) Joint
requiremcnts for the purposes of compatibility, interoperability, and
integration. (9) Refined thresholds and objectives initiaily stated as broad
mcasures of cffectiveness. (lO) Completed, comprehensive planning for
thc Technolog' Development phase (hardware and software), that
a<ldrcsscs critical c<tmponents to be developed and demonstrated, their
cost, and critical path drivers. (11) Initial planning for the System
I)evclopmcnt and Demonstration phase. (12) A draft system requirements
document if one clocs not already exist. (This is a high-level engineering
document that represents the customer/user capability needs as system

requirements.) This systems requirement document should include a
system level description of all software elements required by the preferred
system concept. The ASR is important because it is a comprehensive
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attempt to ensure that the system requirements are aligned with the

customer's needs.

3.5.2 Terms related to Technical Reviews during Technology Developmeat
phase

System Requirements Review (SRRI - The SRR is conducted to

ascertain progress in dehning system technical requirements. This review

determines the direction and progress of the systems engineering effort and

the degree of convergence upon a ba.lanced ald complete conflguration. It
is normally held during Technolory Development, but may be repeated after

the start of System Development ald Demonstration to clari$ the

contractor's understanding ofredehned or new user requirements. The SRR

is a multi-disciplined technical review to ensure that the system under

review can proceed into the System Development arrd Demonstration

phase, and that all system requirements and performance requirements

derived from the initia-l documents are defined and are consistent with cost

(program budget), schedule (progra-rn schedule), risk, ald other system

constraints. Generally this review assesses the system requirements as

captured in the system specification, and ensures that the system

requirements are consistent with the preferred system solution as well as

available technologies resulting from the Technologz Development phase.

Of critical importalce to this review is al understarding oi the program

rechnical risk inherent in the system specifrcation and in the System

Development and Demonstration Phase Systems Engineering Plan.

Determining an acceptable level of risk is key to a successful review.

Completion of the SRR provides: { 1) An approved preliminary system

performance specification; (2) A prelimrnary allocation of system

requirements .to hardware, human, and software subsystems; (3)

Identificatron of all software components (tactical, support, deliverable,

non deliverable, etc.); (4) A comprehensive risk assessment for System

Development arrd Demonstration; (5) An approved System Development

and Demonstration Phase Systems Engineenng Plal that addresses cost

ard critical path drivers; and (6) An approved Product Support Plarr with

updates applicable to this phase. During the SRR, the systems

requirements are er.'aluated to determine whether they are fully defined and

consistent u'rth the mature technologr solution, and whether traceability of

s]'stems requirements to the initial documents is maintained. A successful
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review is predicated on the IPT's determination that the system

requirements, preferred system solution, available technolory, and program

resources (funding, schedule, staffing, and processes) form a satisfactory

basis for proceeding into the SDD phase.

b. Integrated Baseline Review IIBRI - tBR is used throughout the

program when Earned Value Management is required. This review has a

business focus, but includes the important technical considerations

discussed below. The process is composed of four steps: (1) The Project

team's assessment of their understanding of the risks; (2) Preparation for

an iBR; (3) Execution of the IBR; and (4) The management process {the

source of on-going mutual understanding). The key step in the process is

execution of the IBR. The IBR establishes a mutual understalding of the

project performance measurement baseline. This understanding provides

for an agreement on a plan of action to evaluate the risks inherent in the

program measurement baseline and the management processes that

operate during project execution. Completion of the review should result in

the assessment of risk within the program measurement baseline arld the

degree to which the following have been established: (1) Technical scope of

work is fully included and is consistent with authorizing documents; (2)

Key project scheduie milestones are identified and supporting schedules

reflect a logical flow to accomplish the work; (3) Resources (budgets,

facllities, personnel, skil1s, etc.) are available and are adequate for the

assigned tasks; (4) Tasks are planned and can be measured objectiveiy

relative to the technical progress; (5) Ratronales underlyrng the Program

Measurement Baseline are reasonable; and (6) Malagement processes

support successful execution of the project.

3.5.3 Terms related to Technical Reviews during System Integration

phase

a. System Requirements Review (SRR) The SRR is a multi-

functional technical review to ensure that all system and performance

requirements derived from the early documents are defined and consistent

with cost (program budget), schedule (program schedule), risk, and other

system constraints. Generally this review assesses the system

requirements captured in the system specifrcation The revie*' ensures
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consistency between the system requirements and the preferred system

solution and available technologies.

b. System Functional Review (SFRI - The SFR is a multi-disciplined

technical review to ensure that the system under review can proceed into

preliminary design, and that all system requirements and functional

performance requirements derived from the eady documents are defined

and are consistent witJl cost (program budget), schedule ' (program

schedule), risk, and other system constraints. Generally this review

assesses the system functional requirements as captured in system

specifrcations (functional baseline), and ensures that all required system

performalce is fu1ly decomposed and defined in the functional baseline.

System performance may be decomposed and traced to lower-level

subsystem functionality that may define hardware and software

requirements. The SFR determines whether the systems functional

defrnition is fully decomposed to a low level, ald whether the IPT is

prepared to sta.rt preliminary design. Completion of the SFR provides: (1)

An established system functiona-l baseline; (2) An updated risk assessment

for the System Development and Demonstration phase; (3) An updated

Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD) (or CARD-like document)

based on the system functional baseline; (4) An updated program

development schedule including system and software critical path drivers;

and (5) An approved Product Support Plan with updates applicable to this

phase. The SFR determines whether the system's lower-level performance

requirements are fu11y defined ajrld consistent with the mature system

concept, and whether lower-1evel systems requirements trace to top-level

system performance and the early documents. The SFR is the last review

that ensures the system is credible ald feasible before more technical

design work commences.

c. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) - The PDR is a multi-disciplined

technical review to ensure that the system under review can proceed into

detailed design, and can meet the stated performance requirements within

cost (program budget), schedule (program schedule), risk, and other system

constraints. Generally, this review assesses the system preliminary design

as captured in performance specihcations for each conhguration item in

the system (allocated baseline), and ensures that each function in the

functional baseline has been allocated to one or more system configuration
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items. Configuration items may consist of har-dware and softu,are elements
and include such items as airframes, avionics, weapons, crew systems,
engines, trainers/ training, etc. Completion of the pDR provides: ( 1) An
established system allocated baseline; (2) An updated risk assessment for
System Development arrd Demonstration; (3) An updated cost Analysis
document; based on the system allocated basehne; (4) An updated prograrn

schedule including system and software critical path drivers; ald (5) An
approved Product Support Plan with updates applicable to thrs phase. The

PDR evaluates the set of subsystem requirements to determine whether
they correctly and cornpletely implement all system requirements allocated

to the subsystern. The PDR also determines whether subsystem

requirements trace with the system design.

d. Critical Design Review (CDR) - The CDR is a multi-disciplined
technical review to ensure that the sysiem under review can proceed into
system fabrication, demonstration, ald test; altd cart meet t}le stated
performance requirements within cost (program budget), schedule (program

schedule), risk, and other system constraints. Generally this review

assesses the system frnal design as captured in product specifications for
each configuration item in the system (product baseline), arrd ensures that
each product in the product baseline has been captured in the detailed

design documentation. Product specifrcations for hardware enable the
fabrication of configuration items, and may include production drawings.

Product specifications for software (e.g., Software Design Documents)

enable coding of a Computer Software Configuration Item. Configuration
items may consist of hardware and software elements, and include items
such as airframe, avionics, wcaponsJ crew systems, engines,

trainers/ training, etc. Completion of the CDR provides: (l) An established

system product baseline; (2) An updated risk assessment for System

Development and Demonstration; (3) An updated Cost Analysis document
based on the system product baseline; ( ) An updated program

development schedule including fabrication, test, and software coding

critical path drivers; and (5) An approved Product Support plan wrth

updates applicable to this phase. The CDR determines whether the

hardware, human, and software final detail designs are complete, and

whether the vendor is prepared to start system fabrication, demonstration,
and test. The subsystem detailed designs are evaluated to determine
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whether they correctly and completely irnplement all systerri requirements
allocated to the subsystem, arrd whether the traceability of final subsystem
requirements to frnal system detail design is maintained.

e. Deslgn Readiness Review - The.outputs of the systems engineering
processes in System Integration become the inputs to the Desigrr Readiness

Review. These inputs include tl:e following measures of design maturit5r:

The number of subsystem and system technical reviews successfully
completed; The percentage of drawings completed; planned corrective

actions to hardware / software deficiencies; Adequate development testing;

An assessment of environment, safety a.rrd occupational health risks; A
completed failure modes and efl'ects alalysis; The identifrcation of key
system characteristics and critical manufacturing processes; and An
eslimate of system reliability based on demonstrated reliability rates; etc.

3.5.4. Techaical specllications - Ministry of Finance has given guideiines in the
area of making Technical specifications in their Malual of procurement,

complianee of which cal be seen by IFAs. They are as under -
a. The specifications of t.le goods sha,li meet only the actual and essential

needs of the user because "over-specification" wiil unnecessarily

increase the cost and may stifle competition. Specifications should aim
at procuring tJle latest technologi arrd avoid procurement of obsolete

goods. Speciflcations should have emphasis on factors like efficiency,

optimum fuel/power consumption, use of environmental-friendly
materials, reduced noise and emission levels, low maintenance cost etc.

Further, the specifications should not be too restrictive as tJle aim
should be to attract reasonable number of competitive tenderers. The

specifications should also take care of the mandatory and statutory
regulations, if any, applicable for the goods to be purchased.

b. Wherever Indian Standards exists for the required goods, the same

should be adopted. Preference should be given to procure the goods,

which carry BiS (Bureau of Indial Standards) mark. For arly deviations
from Indian Standards or for any additional pararneters for better
performance, specifrc reasons for deviations / modifications should be

duly recorded with the approval of the competent authority.

c. Some Departments publish their own standards, which, apart from

specifying the technical parameters also specify special requirements of
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d.

packing, marking, inspection etc. The technical parameters in such

cases may be marginally different from the Indian Standards. In such

cases, t.lle general principle shall be to adopt Indian Standards and the

depdrtmental specilications could cover only such additional details as

packing, marking, inspection etc. as are specially required to be

complied for a particular end use.

In casps where Indian Standards do not exist or, alternatively, decision

has been taken to source the foreign markets also, International

Standards (like ISO etc.) may be adopted. Where no widely known

standards eist, the specifications shall be drawn in a generalized ald
broad-based manner to obtain competitive bids from di{ferent sources.

Except in case of proprietary purchase from a selected single source,

the specifications must not contain any brand name, make or catalogue

number of a particular manufacturer and if the same is unavoidable

due to some compelling reasons, it should be followed by the words "or
equivalent".

All dimensions incorporated in the speci{ications shall be indicated in

metric units. If due to some unavoidable reasons, dimensions in FPS

units are to be mentioned, the corresponding equivalents in the metric

system must also be indicated.

The specifrcations and the technical details should be expressed witJr

proper clarity without any ambiguity or double meaning. Wherever

necessary, the written specifications should be supplemented with

drawings for additional clarity etc.

Deciding tender on the basis of tendered sample is too subjective.

Therefore, unless specifically decided due to some reasons duly

recorded with the approval of competent authority, tender sample

clause shall not be incorporated in the specifications. If necessaqr,

suitable stipulations for submission of advance sample (before starting

bulk production) by the successful bidder may be incorporated in the

specifications.

Technical particulars to be specified in the tender document shall

include the following to the extent applicable for a particular purchase:

i. Scope of supply including quantity required and, also, end use of the

required goods.

g-

h.
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ii. Specifications, technical parameters and product requirements,

expressing the requirement in terms of functional characteristics.

ili. Drawings.

iv. Requirement of BIS mark, where applicable.

v. Requirement of advance sample, if any, at post contract stage before

bulk production.

vi. Special requirements of packing and marking, if any.

vii. Inspection procedure for goods ordered and criteria of conformity.

viil, Requirements of special tests, if any.

ix. Requirement of type test certificate, if any.

x. Requirement of type approval for compliance of statutory

requirements w.r.t. pollution, emission, noise, etc.

xi, Training, technical support, after sales service & AMC.

xii. Qualification criteria ofthe tenderers.

xiii. Any other aspects peculiar to the goods in question like shelf life of

the equipment etc
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-TENDERING & EXPEI{DITURE STAGE SANCTION

Appendlx C

1.1 This stage can be divided into three areas which are mentioned below.

L.2 Teadedng stage - Opealng of tenders - General

a. Traasparency and falrness - Ensure that transparent and fair

methods were adopted in regard to bidders, in terms of para 6.8 (ii), (vi) i

and (viii) of DPM-20O6.

b. TErC report - In two-bid tendering, ascertain that the TEC completed .

the action as per Para 4.12.5 and 4.12.6 af DPM-20O6 and that their

report has been approved by CFA. Remember that if at TEC stage only

one vendor is found complying to all the SQR parameters, then the RFP

is retracted with the approval of CFA and a fresh RFP issued by suitably

reformulating SQRs.

c. Revlsion of commerclal btds - In case tiere was a need for revision of

commercia-l bids (para 4.12.:7 & 4.12.8 of DPM-20O6), then ensure that
equal opportunity was given to a-11 technically acceptable vendors to give

their revised commercial bids in a sea-led cover. .
d, Bids' Opening formalitles - Confirm that the para 4.13 of DPM-2O06

was complied with during opening of tenders and that vendors were f

given opportunity to be present during opening of commercial bids. See

that the Tender opening board has serially numbered each bid and

initialed with date on each page of the tender. Also, whether they have

circled the prices and important terms and conditions and initialed with
red ink. Any alterations in tenders made by the vendors should be

initialed legibly to make it perfectly clear that such alterations were

present on the tender at the time of tender opening.

e. Late and Delayed tenders - Ensure that Late and delayed tenders have

not been accepted for opening.

f. Modlfication of bids - Ensure that the modification to bid by any

vendor was done only after a written notice was received by the

purchaser prior to deadline prescribed for submission of bids. i

Remember that no bid can be modified after the deadline for submission

of bids.
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g. Withdrawal of bids - Ensure that the withdrawal of bid is not allowed

in the interval between the deadline for submission of bids and

expiration of bid validity period.

1.3 Tenderlng stage - Vcttlng ofCST

el Agents of supplier - Ensure that one agent does not represent two

suppliers or quote on their beha-lf in a parLicular tender enquiry.

Reject such quote by quoting CVC guidelines no 12-O2-6-CTE/Sp-

I(1)-2 dated 7.1.2OO3 and Circular d.ated 21.4.2OO4.

b) D<aminatlon of CST - Examine that the CST is exhaustive and

c)

includes all details given in the quotations.

Errors by vendors - See whether any computational errors have

been made by the bidders or not. If there is a discrepancy between

unit price and total price, the unit price shall prevail. If there is

discrepancy between words and figures, the amount in words sha.ll

prevail. If the supplier does not accept the correction of the errors,

its bid w'ill be rejected and its bid security may-be forfeited.

Enclosures to bids - See whether required sureties have been

furnished and whether the documents have been properly signed.

Dewiations - See that the deviations from tender enquiry have been

brought out in CST.

Responsiveness ofbids - Determine the substantial responsiveness

of each bid to the bid documents. A substantially responsive bid is

one, which conforms to a-11 terms and conditions of the bid

documents without material deviations. Deviations from or

objections or reservations to critical provision like Bid Security,

Warranty and Guarantee, Applicable Law, Taxes and Duties will be

deemed to be a material deviation. Ensure that Bids received are

evaluated in terms of the conditions already incorporated in the

bidding documents; no new condition which was not incorporated in

the bidding documents should be brought in for evaluation of the

bids. Remember that determination of a bid's responsiveness should

be based on the contents of the bid itself without recourse to

extrinsic evidence.

Clarification on bids - If a clarifrcation is required from any bidder,

then ensure that it is done in writing and no change in prices or

dl

el

c)
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substance of the bid is sought, offered or permitted. Do not allow

arty post bid clarifrcation at the initiative of the bidder.

h) Comparison of blds - Remember that all elements of cost, including
the terms ald conditions with financial implications are to be taken

into account while ranking quotes. Ensure that comparison of
responsive bids is done on the prices of the goods offered inclusive of
levies & taxes i.e., ST and ED, CDE, Packing & Forwarding, Freight

and Insurance etc., as indicated in the price schedule of Bid

documents but exclusive of Octroi/Entry Tax which will be paid

extra as per actual, wherever applicable. The ultimate cost to the

state on delivery to the consigrree's premise should be the deciding

factor for ranking of bids. Some factors which need to be taken into

account are given below for guidance -
i. Duties and Taxes - A11 taxes and duties to be paid in connection

witJl the procurement of arr item need to be considered including

those for which exemption certificates ale issued.

ii. Delivery Perlod - Delivery Period and delivery compliance are

important variables for evaluation of bids.

iii. All Inclusive Cost on Dellvery - The ultimate cost to the state

on delivery to the consignee's premise should be the deciding

factor for ranking of bids.

iv. In case of foreign suppliers, the basic cost (CIF) quoted by him
should be the basis for the purpose of comparison of various

tenders. In case of indigenous suppliers, ED on fully formed

equipment may be offloaded. See that ST and other local levies

are ignored in case of indigenous suppliers and Defence PSUs /
OFs. Ensure that the payment conditions / terms are similar for

domestic private suppliers, Defence PSUs / OFs and the foreign

suppliers.

i| LPP in CSil' - Ensure that LPP is mentioned, wherever available, in
CST for enabling fair comparison.

j) Signtng tlie CST - Vet the CST with regard to original quotations,

indents and other supporting documents for checking the calculations

as well as the premises on which CST has been prepared. As an IFA

rep, sign the CST along with purchase officer, after due examination as

above in terms of para 13.5, DPM-2OO6.
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kl At the tirne of scrutiny of CST the following points should be

observed/examined:-

i. Rates received are not abnormally high or low compared with

last paid rates. The offer of the lowest tenderer has been

recommended for placing order. If not, specifrc reasons have

been recorded for rejection of the lowest tenderer.

ii. No. of lirms on whom TE was floated and No. of firms who have

responded has been recorded in CST.

iii. Whether t1le firm is holding DGS&D Rate contract or not

should be indicated in the CST.

iv. If aly clause .is not acceptable to the firm the same is

highlighted in CST.

1.4 Teudering stage - Negotiations

a. Determination of L-1 - As per para 13.5 of DPM-2OO6, determination of L-

t has to be done by the CNC.

b. Reasonableness of price - As IFA's rep in PNC, your first objective in the

CNC should be to establish reasonableness of price being paid by the

Government This is a complex task and many factors need to be

considered, which are mentioned below for guidance -
i. Estimated value as given in the indent

ii. Response ofthe trade to tender enquiry
'iii. Last purchase price (LPP)

iv. Database of past contracts for similar items

v. Movement of price indices of raw materials, electricity, whole sale

price index and statutory changes in wage rates

vi. Market rntelligence regarding cost of the item or similar items

vii. Material composition and component-wise costing

viii. Technological intricacies involved

ix. Whether of current production or otlterwise

x. Maintenance requirements, spares and warrantee etc.

c. Spare items' cases - For procurement of spare parts, consumables and

small value contracts which are supplied in the past, the price

reasonableness may be determined after comparing with last purchase

price after factoring in changes in price indices published by the

Government sources.
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-d.

e.

Cost analysls - The reasonability of price may a-lso be examined, by
resorting to cost Analysis in situations where there is a wide variance over
the LPP not explained by corresponding changes in indices. Obtain and
anaJyze to check cost break up details as per format placed at Appendlx .p'

of DPM-2OO6, to the extent possible.

LPP - LPP is one of the relevant factors in deciding the price
reasonableness. However, following needs to be considered while comparing
the quoted rates with the LPP:-

i. LPP of more tlaan tlrree years vintage is not taken as a real sca_le for
comparison. However, such LPP could be used as an input for
assessing the rates.

ii. LPP should pertain to a past successfully executed order of similar
magnitude and scope of supply.

iii. Factors like basket price and bulk discount offered need to be taken
in to account while using LPP as a scales for comparing prices.

iv. Price variation clause, if any, and the frna_l cost paid by the

Government in respect of last purchase to which Lpp pertains to be

considered.

v. Factors like items supplied against LPP being of current production

or ex-stock supply need to be tal<en into account.

vi. Matket conditions and extraleous factors like re-starting production
lines due to obsolescence may also have to be considered.

Analysls of Slngle tender cases - In the case of single tender, analysis of
the costs and price structure may be done to ensure that the price quoted
is reasonable with reasonable profrt margin. To assess the reasonable price

the following steps could be considered for the projects supplied in the past
indigenously or by an Indian vendor.

i, In case of products, which have been supplied in the past, the actual
cost of production of tJre completed contract or supplies may be

obtained ir., addition to t}le price quotation. The current Cost of
Production may be assessed keeping in view tJ:e actual cost of
production duly updated to current rates.

ii. The break up of the material cost into the imported and indigenous

material. In case of imported material, obtain breal< down of Foreign

Exchange content, foreign currencies involved, exchange rate

adopted and other costs. In respect of Direct Material, ensure t_hat
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various types of material used, their spec(s), unit rates and usage

factor and credit for scrap arising has been assessed by a Technical

Team and vet tlle rates.

iii. Assess tl e man hour rate (MHR) rate and Total Standard Man Hours

(sMH).

iv. Obtain the Cost Break up as per format placed at Appendix 'P' of
DPM-2006.

v. Analyse Balance sheets and profit and loss accounts during the last

three years, wherever made available.

vi. ln case where advance or progressive payments are required to be

paid, consider the advantage of advance in terms of lower cost of

production. There should be ciear linkage between price negotiated

and quantum of advance.

vii. Where tfre order is for larger quantity, take into account the benefit

of economy of sca.le due to higher capacity utilization ald reduction

of overheads particularly fixed overheads.

Inputs from vendors - In assessing the reasonableness, general analysis of

Financial/Cost ratios from published accounts and evaluation of

Commercial/Technical information of the Vendor/Bidder may be

undertaken. The allocation of overheads should be as per established

principles of costing. Assessment should be made on the vendor's approach

to controlling cost, adherence to delivery schedule, Cost Accounting System

and other factors affecting contractor's ability to meet cost/schedule

targets.

DCF techniques - The Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) techniques may be

used for evaluating long-term project cases. DCF procedure is to reduce

both cash inflow and out-flows into net present values (NPV) through the

DCF methods. which would be more scientific and reliable. The use of Net

Present Value (NPV) analysis in Cost and Price Analysis is based on the

concept of time value of money. The money has a time value because of the

opportunity to earn interest or the cost of paying interest on borrowed

capital. This means that a sum to be paid today is worth more thal a sum

to be paid in a future time. The cash out flow/inflows and the average cost

of capital i.e., cost of borrowing becomes an important constituent in

evaluation process. The NPV of a stream of cash flows is described as

follou's: -

h.
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i. NPV = Cl C2 C3+.............-......... Or

------- + + -----------

l+r (1+r)2 (1+r)3

NPV= I Cn I

(1+r)t

Intheformu1aCistheexpectedpayoffataperiodmentionedbythe<
subscript n.

r is the rate of interest.

t is the period after which the payment is done.

a is payment schedule as per the payment terms and conditions.

ii. The alternative with the smallest pqrment of net present value in the

procurement is the obvious choice. The DCF may be made use of to
facilitate determination of Ll in following procurement situations: -
i. To compare different payment terms of the vendors to a common

denomination for determining L1 status.

ii. To deal with the cases where entering into AMC over a period of
10 to 1 1 years is part of the contract for evaluating for Ll status.

iii. Ministry of Finance has also clarified that determination of Ll by

merely adding arithmetic values spread over 72 to 13 years (2 years i
warranty and l0 to 11 year AMC) would be an incorrect procedure

for determining Ll and the correct procedure would be reduced cash

out flows into present values through the DCF technique for which
the discount rate to be adopted should form part of the RFP.

iv. The cost of borrowing to the Government is tJ:e relevant discounting
rate for the purpose of evaluation. The Ministry of Finance
prescribes the lending rates of the loans to be charged by the Central

Government from State Govemments, Pubiic Sector Undertakings

and Financial Institutions etc.

v. In case cash flow involves more than one currency, the same has to
be brought to a common denominadon, say Rupees by adopting

exchange rate as on the date of the opening of price bids. MS "Excel"

or any standard spreadsheet has the features for carrying out this

exercise.

vi. Min of Finance letter dated 11.11.2002, at Appendix Q of DPM-20O6

may be read for further guidance.
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l.

PNC eomposltlon - Price negotiation is normally required to ensure that

the interest of the state is fully protected ald the price paid is reasonable.

Ensure that such negotiations are conducted by a duly appointed Contract

Negotiation Committee (CNC) including a IFA's rep unless the negotiation is

carried out by the committee CFA itself. CNC is to be invariably conducted

in case of single tender situations including PAC cases, or when price is

considered high with reference to assessed reasonable price.

Brlef of Pl{C - Ensure that brief of PNC is sent in advance by tJre user.

Examine the brief and supplement it with data-base being maintained in

IFA's office.

l{eed for Negotlatloas -
i. As per para 13.5. 1 of DPM-2O06, in multi -vendor cases, on opening of

commercial offers, once Ll vendor is identified, the contract should be

concluded with him and there would be no need for any further price

negotiations. However, negotiations can be held in exceptional

circumstances where valid logical reasons exist and such negotiations

should be held only with Ll. One of the major reasons could be the

quoted price being higher than the estimated reasonable rate, In case of

procurement of new equipment, on single vendor / resultant single

vendor basis, ensure that CNC establishes a benchmark and

reasonableness of price in an internal meeting before opening the

commercial offer. Once the commercial offers are opened and the price of

the vendor is found to be within t.lle benchmark fixed, in the internal

meeting, there should be no need to carry out any further price

negotiations. Negotiations are to be conducted only with L-l as per para

6.8 {xii), DPM-2006. However, in Rate contract tendering, where a
number of firms are brought on rate contract for same item, negotiations

as well as counter-offering of rates are permitted with the bidders in view

as per para 6.8 (xiii), DPM-20O6.

ii. As per CVC Circular no 4/3/07 dated 3.3.2007, post tender negotiations

could often be a source of corruption, there should be no post-tender

negotiations with L-1, except in certain exceptional situations. Such

exceptional situations would include procurement of proprietarli items,

items with limited sources of supply and items where there is suspicion of

a cartel formation. The justifrcation and details of such negotiations

should be duly recorded and documented without any loss of time. This

k.
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means that cases of Limited/pAC/Single tendering resulting in
insufficient competition, unreasonable rate of L-1, etc could be a reason

- for negotiations. IFAs should keep this in view.

l. Recordlng of efforts - Assessing of reasonabilitJz may be an arduous task,
especially where price data is not available or in case of overseas
purchases. In such cases it is important to place on record efforts made for
arriving at a price and taking procurement decision. .

m. Complete work - As per MoD (Fin), FA (Acq) ID No 375 dated 1S.3.2OOS,

entire terms and individual clauses of the contract has to be clearly i
negotiated during the CNC itself in order to avoid any ambiguity and the
consequential delays in the procurement process that result.

n. Detailed recording of Minutes - Ensure that detailed record of
discussions regarding compliance with tendered eRs, price and contract
clauses held during the CNC is prepared, signed and placed on record in
the form of minutes of the meeting.

o. Stgning of Minutes - Ensure that PNC minutes are signed within a week of
its final meeting by all its members, as per Appendix A & A-1 of DpM-2O06.

p. Participation in TPC/PNC - The following points are to be examined before
participation in TPC/PNC:

i. Whether indent/provisioning has been vetted by the IFA and the
sanctioned by appropriate CFA depending on value.

ii. Validity of quotations on the date of holding TpC is verified. Va_lidity

period means valid for the period notified in enquiry excluding the date
of tender opening (para 8.5.7 DGS&D Manual).

iii. It is to be ensured that only Ll has been called for negotiations, if
required. In cases, where frrm other than L1 has been called adequate
reasons are to be recorded and prior concurrence of IFA arrd approval of
CFA is to be obtained.

iv. No conditional discounts may be taken cognizance of.

v. In case of plants/machinery, all these factors viz. maintenance spares :
for a specilied period, AMC, guarantee/warranty clause, inspection
clause, after sales service, performance guarantee for warranty period,
are to be negotiated.

vi. It is also to be ensured that financial advice, if any, offered by IFA, is
correctly recorded in minutes of TPC. If not, the minutes of TpC can be

modified to record the same.
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2. Drpeadlture sanctloa stage

2.1. This is the stage when the case file is received from the concerned Branch

a-long with the PNC minutes, duly recommended by the penultimate CFA.

Following issues can come up at tllis stage, which will need to be addressed by

the IFA. For advance issues at expenditure angle sanction stage please refer to

Appendix 'C' to this Manual.

2.2, Re-tendering - Remember that re-tendering will be done only after approval of

I"FA and CFA in all cases in terms of para 4.18 & 4.19, DPM-2O06. Ensure that

Re-tendering is considered with utmost caution, and only under the following

circumstances: -

(a) When t.le Offers do not confirm to essential specification.

(b) Wherever there are mqior changes in specification and quantity,

which may have considerable impact on the pnce.

(c) Prices quoted are unreasonably high with reference to assessed cost

or there is evidence of a sudden slump in prices.

(d) In case L-l tenderer withdraws his offer.

(e) There may be cases when tJle lack of competition is due to restrictive

specification, which do not permit many vendors to participate. CFA

must consider if there are reasons foi review of specification of the

item to facilitate wider competition. As per para 13.9 of DPM-2O06,

lack of competition cal be said to exist in following conditions -
The number of acceptable offers is less than three.

Ring prices have been quoted by all tenderers (Cartel formation).

The product of only one manufacturer has been offered by all the

tenderers irrespective of the number of quotations.

Store under purchase is chronically in short supply against which

a number of acceptable offers never exceed two.

CVC, vide Circular no 4/31O7 dated 3.3.2007, have clarihed that in

cases, where a decision is taken to go for re-tendering due to the

unreasonableness of the quoted rates, but the requirements are

urgent and a re-tender for the entire requirement would delay the

availabiiity of the item, thus jeopardizing the essential operations,

maintenance and safety, negotiations would be permitted with L- 1

bidder(s) for the supply of a bare minimum quantity. The ba-lance

t.

ii.

iii.

iv.
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quantity should, however, be procured expeditiously through a re-

tender, following the normal tendering process.

2.3. Acceptance of Cost over Estimates - When it is proposed to accept an offer

higher than the sanctioned indent price which may be based on last purchase

price or assessed price, concurrence can be given provided that ttre increased

anount is within CFA's delegated powers and after recording reasons. Whenever

the increased amount exceeds the linancial powers of the CFA, approval of next

higher CFA, within his delegated powers, may be sought for.

2.4. Deterrnination of L-l on Entire Package - In Revenue procurement of Import

cases where RFPs are issued item-wise, if it is decided to club these item wise

requirements and float a combined RFP to avail of economy of scale etc, Ll should

be considered on the cash outllow for entie package. This is as per Para 9.28 of
DPM-2OO6. After Ll is deterrnined, ensure that PNC initiated discussions with Ll
bidder for items in which rates quoted by hirn are higher than those quoted by

other vendors. In such case, see tJrat negotiation lvith Ll vendor was done with
reference to the lowest bid for that item (items). In case tJe Ll vendor did not
match lowest bid for item(s) which happens to be high value item (items),

recommend possibility of concluding fresh contract for such item(s).

2.5. Apportionment of Quantity - As per Para 5.10, DPM-2OO6, if L1 does not have

the capacity to supply within the delivery period as per RFP, after loading Ll fully
as per its capacity and past delivery, ensure that order is given to on L2,

L3............ for the balance quantity only at Ll's rate.

2.6. Purchase Decision - IFA must consider all aspects of the case including
reasonability of offered prices, quoted terms and conditions, technical evaluation

report etc. It has to be ensured that proper procedure & policies have been

followed at various stages of procurement for arriving at the decision of L-1 firm.
The frnancial implication should be considered as the all-inclusive cost to the

state on delivery to the designated consignee.

2.7. Types of contracts to be considered - Government contracts cal be of many

types depending on the nature of the item being procured, u/ork to be executed,

services required to be rendered arld support to be provided. Though the

provisions contained in the manual may not be applicable to the contracts for
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works and project in totality, these will normally apply to all other types of

revenue contracts. The general categories of contract could be:-

i. Purchase order for items of stores, spares or equipment.

ii. Rate Contract.

iii. Price Agreement.

. iv. Service Contract.

v. Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC).

vi. Consultancy Contract.

vii. Works Contract/Project.

viii. Development Contract.

2.8. Vetting of Supply order / Contract -
a) SCOC in contracts - Ensure that the draft Contract/SO is

stipulating that the Standard Conditions Of Contract (SCOC), as given in

Appendix F of DPM-2006, are applicable in addition to any special

conditions specific to the Contract/SO, which might have been mutually

agrged between tl:e parties. The draft SCOC is exhaustive. See that the

relevalt clauses as applicable have been included in draft contract.

b) SCOC in Supply orders - Similarly while vetting Supply Order,

ensure that these general conditions, in spirit, has been made applicable.

Acceptance of Supply Order by the vendors is essential to make tlle same

as legally valid document.

c) Special Conditions Special conditions of contract are

supplementary conditions applicable to the specific tender and contract.

Such conditions become essentia.l particulariy in cases of contract for

supply of services or even equipment. There may be a need to stipulate

conditions like stage inspection, acceptance trials, installation, setting to

work, and commissioning or pre-defined stages of payment for services.

Ensure tJlat such conditions were mentioned in the Tender Enquiry

before incorporating them in the contract.

d) The following points need to be seen while vetting the supply orders:

(i) Payment Terms : Whether Paying authority and payment terms

are incorporated in the contract as per guidelines of MoD. Payment

terms vary depending on nature of items as foliows:

a) 10O7o payment against receipt of stores by consignee in

acceptable condition.
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-

b) 9Oo/o or 95%o payment on proof of dispatch and balance
after receipt of stores. In no case, should it be 100% palrment
against proof of dispatch.

c) 80% payment against receipt of plant and Machinery in
acceptable condition by consigrree, lOo/o payment after
successful erection and final 7O%o payment after successful
commissioning against 1O7o performance bank gua_rantee ;

from any Nationalized bank to be kept valid till 6O days after
the expiry of warranty period.

(ii) Whether the prices have been correctly indicated and variation, if
any, has also been stipulated on the basis of a well-defined and
clear-cut price variation formula after approval from the competent
authority.

(iii) Whether the firms have asked for sales tax/service tax
separately. If so, whether it has been shown properly in the contract.
(iv) Whether the status of excise duty is clearly specified in the
su pply orde r.

(v) Whether the delivery period stipulated in the contract is in
accordance with the delivery agreed to by the tenderer. Whether the
tcrms ofdelivery have been correctly specified. {

(vi) Whether the terms and conditions including specified conditions
stipulated in the contract are in conformity with offer of the frrm and
variation, if any, has been mutually settled.

(vii) Whether force majeure clause is incorporated in the supply
order only if specific request is made by the firm.
(r,iii) Whether dispatch and inspection instructions have been

correctly incorporated. Whether inspection agency and inspecting
officer have been clearly indicated in the Supply Order.
(Lx) Whether the copies of the Supply Order have been endorsed to
all concerned including inspectorate and Accounts Office. ;
(x) The stores should on no account be dispatched/ delivered without
getting the same inspected and passed by the Inspection Officer :
stipulatcd in the order (unless the inspection at destinalion is
rcquired.)

(xi) Whether Heads of Accounts are indicated correctly.
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-(xii) Whether the paying authority and paying officer are indicated

correctly.

(xiii) Whether the tendering firm has accepted the standard "sole

arbitration clause".

(xiv) Whether t}re contract provides for submission of advance

sample. If so, whether a definite, reasonable and correct time limit

has been laid down.

(xv) Whether the transit risk clause has been correctly stipulated.

(xvi) Whether the firm has asked for any assistance for clearing the

raw materials and if so, whether a suitable provision has been

incorporated making it clear whether it is a contractua-l obligation or

otherwise.

(xvii) Whether the firm has agreed to placement of additional 50%

quantity under option clause. If so, whether the purchaser's right to

do so has been reserved up to specifled date.

(xviii) Whether in case of Plant & Machinery, suitable provisions

have been made regardihg erection alrd commissioning, after sales

service, warranty period, training of purchaser's personnel, etc.

(xix) Whether the following documents have been specifred in t}re

supply order for submission along with contractor bills for payment

viz.

(a) Original copy of Supply Order

(b) CRV in case of 100% pa)'rnent

(c) Inspection note

(d) Guarantee/Warrantycertificate

(e) Excise Invoice

(0 Freight receipts

(g) Any other document required.

(xx) Whether in case of prorata payments, there is a provision for

submission of Xerox copy of the Supply Order with each bill and

original copy of supply order with the final bill.

(>cxi) Whether necessary instructions regarding Military Credit Notes

have been incorporated.

(xxii) Whether suitable packing and transit insurance instructions

against loss or damage in transit have been incorporated.
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-(n<iii) If materials are to be issued to contractor by the Government,

whether suitable provision has been made as regards issue price,

collateral security deposit and custody, accounting etc.

(xxiv) Whether standard Liquidated Damage (LD) clause has been

suitably incorporated in the contract.

(xxv) Whether Financial Concurrence number and date has been

correctly and clearly indicated in the supply order.

2.9. Letter of Intent - Sometimes, due to urgency and need to alert vendor in

advance for commencing production plan, it may become necessary to conclude

the contract by issue of a Letter of Intent (LOI), which acts as an advalce

acceptance letter. This can be done as per Para 9, Annexure II of MoD, DDP&S

Oflice Memorandum no 7(671/73lDlS.LI) dated 13.3.1990. In such cases, the LOI

concludes the contract and it is imperative that al1 important and relevant clauses

such as description of stores, quantity, prices, delivery period, etc are included

therein and there is no variation between the LOI and the supply order, which

should be issued as early as possible. The LOI should also specify that the

contract is concluded therewith and that formal supply order would follow.

2.10. Allotment of U.O. number - After CFA has approved the case,

communication of concurtence may be given through a formal U.O. number. Ask

the user to ma-ke mention of U.O. number in the salction letter and Supply

order/contract to enable CDA to admit case in audit.

2.11. Signing of contract - Al1 contracts concluded by the departments of the

central Govemment are in the name and behalf of the President of India. However,

the contract, after due approval of the CFA, may be signed by a staff officer, duly

authorized by the CFA in writing. Match the specimen signature of such staff

officer wittr the records. As for the contractor, the person signing the offer or

conveying the acceptance of the contract is deemed to have been authorized by

the supplier unless otherwise stated. The contract /supply order is to be signed in

each page by the firm's authorized representative and duly acknowledged as

accepted.

2,72. Acceptance of contract - Any contract, when not signed by both parties,

namely the purchaser and the supplier, is deemed to come in to force with the

acceptance of the tender as per mutually agreed terms and conditions contained
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in the TE and t1le firm's offer. However, ensure that the vendor conveys their
acceptance of the same within seven days of receipt of the supply order, If such an

acceptance or communication conveying their objection to certain parts of the
contract is not received within the stipulated period, the supply order is deemed

to have been fully accepted by the Iirm. In case of foreign contract, normally both
parties sign the document thus convefng tieir acceptance of the contract.

2.13. Contract effective date - Ensure that the contract effective date is invariably
indicated in each contract as per agreed terms and conditions. The effective date

will be the date on which the last of the conditions, as applicable, is complied

with, viz :-

Date of signing of contract.

Furnishing of performance Bond in the form of PBG by the seller

Obtaining the Export License for supply of stores by the seller ald
a confrrmation in writing sent to the buyer within specifred days of
signing of contract.

Receipt of Bank Guarantee for advance pay-ment

Date of Issue of End User Certificate. The supplies sha1l provide

the End User Certilicate within 30 days of signing of the contract.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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-3. Advaaced issues at Tendering & Drpenditure angle sanction stage

3.1 The advanced issues mentioned in this chapter are akin to desirable QRs.

These are meant for higher level IFAs and tlat too on as required basis. The topics

have been only given brief introduction as each one of them requires extensive

readings for effective use in procurement. This is only an attempt to familiarize

IFAs with advanced themes, which can be pursued on their own depending upon

level, aptitude ald requirements of individual IFA. The stages of tendering and

expenditure angle sanction are intrinsically combined as the latter practically

becomes an offshoot of former. Moreover, issues like financial evaluation, costing,

etc can be done at either of these two stages. Hence, a combined chapter on

Advanced issues for both stages.

3.2 Suppliers'Price Analysis - IFA needs to understand the dynamics of

prices quoted by suppliers, which can happen due to variety of reasons.

Identification of these factors can help IFA in preparing ior negotiations with L-l
vendor or giving expenditure angle concurrence. Few of these factors are

mentioned below for guidance of IFA -

a. Recession - During aly recession or depressed market conditions, many

firms would be happy just to maintain continuous operation arrd offer low

prices for that purpose. The short-term goal for these firms is survival,

with the long-term goal that improved economic conditions wiil enable

them to again operate at a profit.

b. Excess Inventory - There are situations where a supplier quotes a lower

price in order to unload excess inventory tJ at is costing carrying charges

and thus tying up capital arld reducing cash flow. This can be caused by

the cancellation of an order by another customer or can be caused by

alticipation of increased sales tlat did not materialize. This may be a

genuine good buy.

c. Fictitious rates - This is an abnormal low price quoted by a supplier who

is financially insecure and just wants order by any way. Such 1ow prices

lose their attractiveness when deliveries become uncertain and are often

late, quality is questionable and requires extensive inspectiob, ald
complaints are never promptly resolved. Such purchases are not in best

interests of the users.

d. New buyer - Then there is new supplier who quotes a low price and is

willing to tate less of a profit at this time in order to become established
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with the users. In this type of situation, the purchase may represent a

good buy.

Monopoly situation - The common perception that PAC/ Single tendering

cases will always be higher than reasonable rates may not be always true.

At times such vendors quote even less than reasonable rates as they fear

that higher price by them may force buyers to seek subsdtute goods or

modify specs to introduce competition. IFA needs to exploit this theme in

negotiating PAC/ Single tender cases.

Pure or perfect competition - This exists where there are a large number of

independent suppliers competing for identical commodities yet retaining

the privilege or entering or exiting from market at any time. Open

tendering or.en results in such situations and here usually the price is

determined by supply and demand forces of market.

Oligopoly form in Imperfect competitive market - This exists when each of

the limited number of suppliers is strong enough to influence the market,

but not strong enough to disregard the reaction from his competitors.

Each a-lone calnot influence the market for its own gain without the

counter reaction of his competitors, resulting in a healthy economic

market.

Normal imperfect competition - This exists when there are a great number

of sellers of similar products, but with each with its own distinguishing

feature. These distinguishing features are used by suppliers as persuasive

arguments during PNC in their attempts to influence their decision. IFA

should be alive to this possibility.

3.3. Suppliers' Discount Policy - During negotiations, asking for discounts ls

the most important activity by IFAs. However, IFAs need to be aware the variuos

types of discount policy adopted by different vendors and same vendor at different

times. Following discount prices can be employed by vendors -

a. Trade discounts - These are discounts from an OEM's catalog granted

for the purpose of protecting certain channels of distribution. This is

accomplished by making it more economical for certain classes of

customers to purchase from the distributor than directly from the

manufacturer. lf an OEM finds that a wholesaler is more efficient in

distributing his product, that OEM will setup a trade discount schedule

that will induce that distributor to handle his product. These channels

c.

h.
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are efflcient and perform a valuable function in the purchasing cycle.
IFA needs to appreciate the importance of Distributors. Accredited
Resellers, etc also apart from OEM in such cases.

Quantity discounts - These are those discounts ollered to customers to
increase the quantity of their purchases. Small orders often require the
same amount of work, in terms of production and administrative and
physical processing, as big orders. This means that small orders have
higher cost per product. To stimulate larger quantity orders, many
suppliers use quantity discounts in which advantage for tJ:e buyer is
that he can reafize a lower price per unit, The supplier gives these

discounts on the basis of savings on marketing, packing and shipping
costs as well as a reduction in paper work. However, this price
advantage must be considered against the extra costs as a result of
longer storage, wastage, risk of product being obsolete, etc.

Cash discounts - These are offered by seilers as an inducement for early
payments. It could be advance payment in the initia_l stage or stage
payment at various stages of contract execution stages. IFA needs to
carefully decide on case to case basis in such situations.
Seasonal discount - This discount is applied to improve capacity
utilization in periods when sales decline. If the buyer orders out of tl:e
season, he gets a lower price.

e. Promotional discount - This discount is provided to temporarily
. stimulate the sales of a product, or, if it concerns a new product, to

lower the entry barrier (special offer discount).

3.4. Suppliers'cost structure -
3.4. I To get a grip on the prices used by the supplier, a distinction should be
made by IFA' between the cost price Analysis and the pricing Method. The
following list can help IFAs gain some insight into the suppliers'cost structure -

a. Materials cost - to be itemized according to the major components.
b. Direct Labour Costs - Information about labour costs carl often be

obtained by consulting the collective labour agreements for that
particular industry.

c. Transportation costs.

d. Indirect costs - These can be divided into General Management Costs
and Sales Costs.

b.

d.
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3.4.2 As a general rule, the higher the share of the fixed costs in the cost price of

the end product, the greater the price elasticity; by enlarging the order volume,

the buyer achieves a decrease in the fixed costs per unit, and this should result in

lower prices. Products whose prices are mainly determined by variable costs are

allected by price. In this situation, a price increase at the supplier's purchasing

side must be closely monitored to prevent the supplier issuing unwarranted price

increases,

3.5. The Learalng Cunre - This is an important instrument in the development

of purchasing strategies. The learning Curve was originally developed in the US

Aircraft industry. It was discovered that the cost price per unit decreased at a

fixed percentage as experience, i.e. the cumulative production volume of a

particular type of aircraft, increased. This decrease of costs per unit had nothing

to do with Effects of sa1e,; the result could be attributed to tJle Learning effect.

The basic principle of the Learning curve is that each time the cumulative

production volume of a particular item doubles, the average time required to

produce that item is approximately XVo of the initially required number. This

knowledge could be of vital importance to IFAs as buyers. Anticipating the

supplier's learning experience, IFAs can negotiate price reductions in the future.

The Learning curve is preferably used in the following situations -

a. When it concerns customized components, manufactured by a supplier

at the customer's specifrcation (ex - DGQA specs related cases)

b. When large amounts of money are involved (so that the costs which

must be incurred to apply the technologr in question can be recovered)

c. When the buyer cannot request competitive quotations because, for

example, a considerable investment has to be made in moulds and

specifrc production tooling, which leads the buyer to single sourcing.

d. When direct labour costs make up an important part of the cost price of

the product to be produced.

3.5.1 This is the stage when the case file is received from the concerned Bralch

along with the PNC minutes, duly recommended by the penultimate CFA.

Following issues can come up at this stage, which wiII need to be addressed by

the IFA. For advance issues at expenditure angle sanction stage please refer

to Appendix'C' to this Manual.
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3.5'2 Re-teadering - Remember that re-tendering will be done only after
approval of IFA and cFA in all cases in terms of para 4. lg & 4.19, DpM-2o06.
Ensure that Re-tendering is considered with utmost caution, and only under
the following circumstances: -

(a) When the Offers do not confirm to essential specifcation.
(b) Wherever there are major changes in specification and quantity,

which may have considerable impact on the price.
(c) Prices quoted are unreasonably.high with reference to assessed cost

or there is evidence of a sudden slump in prices.
(d) In case L- I tenderer withdraws his offer.
(e) There may be cases when t.l.e lack of competition is due to restrictive

specification, which do not permit many vend.ors to participate. CFA
must consider if there aie reasons for review of specification of the
item to facilitate w.ider competition. As per para 13.9 of DpM_20O6,
lack of compelition can be said to exist in following conditions *

i. The number of acceptable o{Iers is less t}ran tiree.
ii. Ring prices have been quoted by all tenderers (Cartel formation).
iii. The. product of only one manufacturer has been offered by all the

tenderers irrespective of the number of quotations.
iv. Store under purchase is chronically in short supply against which

a number of acceptable offers never exceed two.
(0 CVC, vide Circular no 4/3/O7 dated 3.3.2007, have clarified that in

cases, where a decision is taken to go for re_tendering due to the
unreasonableness of the quoted rates, but the requirements are
urgent and a re-tender for the entire requirement would deray the
availability of t].e item, thus jeopardizing the essentia-l operations,
maintena.ce and safety, negotiations would be permitted with L_l
bidder(s) for the supply of a liare minimum quantity. The balance
quantity should, however, be procured expeditiously through a re_

tender, follcwing the normal tendering process.

3.5.3 Acceptance of Cfist over Estimates - When it is proposed to accept an
offer higher than the sanctioned indent price which may be based on rast
purchase price or assessed price, concurrence can be given provided that the
increased anount is within cFA's delegated powers and after recording reasons.
Whenever the increased amount exceeds the finalcial powers of the CFA,
approval ofnext higher CFA, within his delegated powers, may be sought for.
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3.5.4 Determination of L-l on Entlre Package - In Revenue procurement of

Import cases where RFPs are issued item-wise, if it is decided to club these item

wise requirements and float a combined RFP to avail of economy of scale etc, Ll
should be considered on the cash outJlow for entire package. This is as per Para

9.28 ol DPM-2006. After Ll is determined, ensure that PNC initiated discussions

with L 1 bidder for items in which rates quoted by him are higher than those

quoted by other vendors. In such case, see that negotiation with Ll vendor was

done with reference to the lowest bid for that item (items). In case the L1 vendor

did not match lowest bid for item(s) which happens to be high value item (items),

recommend possibility of concluding fresh contract for such item(s).

3.5.5 Apportionment of Quantity - As per Para 5.1O, DPM-2006, if L1 does not

have the capacity to supply within the deiivery period as per RFP, after loading Ll
fully as per its capacity and past delivery, ensure tJlat order is given to on L2,

L3.........-.. for the balance quantity only at L1's rate.

3.5.6 Purchase Decision - IFA must consider all aspects of the case inciuding

reasonability of offered prices, quoted terms and conditions, technical evaluation

report etc. It has to be ensured that proper procedure & policies have been

followed at various stages of procurement for arriving at the decision of L- I frrm.

The financial implication should be considered as the all-inclusive cost to the

state on clelivery to the designated consignee.

3.5.7 Types of contracts to be considered - Government contracts can be of

many typcs depending on the nature of the item being procured, work to be

cxccutcd, services required to be rendered and support to be provided. Though

thc provisions contained in the manual may not be applicable to the contracts for

works and project in tota-lity, these will normally apply to all other types of

rcvenue contracts. The general categories of contract could be:.

i. Purchase order for items of stores, spares or equipment.

ii. Rate Contract.

iii. Price Agreement.

iv. Scrvice Con I racl.

v. Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC).

vi. Consultancy Contract.

vii. Works Contract/ Project.

viii. Dcvelopment Contract.
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3.5.8 Vettlng of Supply order / Contract -
a) SCOC ln contracts - Ensure that the draft Contract/SO is stipulating
that the Standard Conditions Of Contract (SCOCI, as given in Appendlx F
of DPM-2OO6, are applicable in addition to any special conditions specific

to the Contract/SO, which might have been mutually agreed between the
pa-rties. The draft SCOC is exhaustive. See that the relevant clauses as

applicable have been included in draft contract.

b) SCOC ta Supply ordera - Similarly while vetting Supply Order, ensure
that these general conditions, in spirit, has been made applicable.

Acceptance of Supply Order by the vendors is essential to mal<e the same

as legally valid document.

c) Special Coaditloas - Special conditions of contract are supplementarlr
conditions applicable to the specific tender and contract. Such conditions
become essential particularly in cases of contract for supply of services or
even equipment. There may be a need to stipulate conditions like stage

inspection, acceptance trials, installation, setting to work, and
commissioning or pre-defined stages of payment for services. Ensure that
such conditions were mentioned in the Tender Enquiry before

incorporating them in the contract.

d) The following points need to be seen while vetting tJ.e supply orders:

i) Payment Terms: Whether Paying authority and payment terms are

incorporated in the contract as per guidelines of MoD. payment

terms vary depending on nature of items as follows:

ii) 1OO7o payment against receipt of stores by consignee in
acceptable condition.

111) 90% or 95o/o payment on proof of dispatch and balalce after
receipt of stores. In no case, should it be iOO% payment against
proof of dispatch.

iv) 80% payment against receipt of Plant and Machinery in
acceptable condition by consignee, 10%o payment after successful

erection and final 1O%o payment after successful commissioning

against 107o performance balk guarantee from any Nationalized

bank to be kept valid till 60 days after the expiry of warralty period.

v) Whether the prices have been correctly indicated and variation, if
aly, has also been stipulated on the basis of a well-defined and
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clear-cut price variation formula after approval from the competent

authority.

vi) Whether the firms have asked for sales tax/service tax separately.

If so, whetler it has been shown properly in the contract.

vii) Whether the status of excise duty is clearly specifred in the

supply order.

viii) Whether the delivery period stipulated in the contract is in
accordance with the delivery agreed to by the tenderer. Whether the

terms of delivery have been correctly specified.

ix) Whether the terms and conditions including specifred conditions

stipulated in the contract are in conformlty with offer of the firm and

variation, if any, has been mutually settled.

x) Whether force majeure clause is incorporated in the supply order

only if specifrc request is made by the firm.

xi) Whether dispatch and inspection instructions have been correctly

incorporated. Whether inspection agency and inspecting oflicer have

been clearly indicated in the Supply Order.

xii) Whether the copies of the Supply Order have been endorsed to

a.1l concerned including inspectorate and Accounts Office.

xiii) The stores should on no account be dispatched/delivered

without getting the same inspected and passed by the Inspection

Officer stipulated in the order (unless ttre inspection at destination is

required.)

xiv) Whether Heads of Accounts are indicated correctly.

xv) Whether the paying authority and paying oflicer are indicated

correctly.

xvi) Whether the tendering firm has accepted the standard "sole

arbitration clause".

xvii) Whether the contract provides for submission of advance

sample. If so, whether a definite, reasonable and correct time limit

has been laid down.

xviii) Whether tJle transit risk clause has been correctly stipulated.

xix) Whether the firm has asked for any assistance for clearing the

raw materials and if so, whetl:rer a suitable provision has been

incorporated making it clear whether it is a contractual obligation or

otherwise.
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-
xx) Whether the firm has agreed to placement of additional 50%
quantity under option clause. If so, wheth'er the purchaser,s right to
do so has been reserved up to specified date.

xxi) Whether in case of Plant & Machinery, suitable provisions have

been made regarding erection ald commissioning, after sales
service, warranty period, training of purchaser,s personnel, etc.

xxii) Whether the following documents have been specified in the
supply order for submission along with contractor bills ior payment
viz.

(a) Original copy of Supply Order

(b) CRV in case of 100% payment

(c) Inspection note

(d) Guarantee/Warrantycertificate

(e) Excise Invoice

(0 Freight receipts

(g) Any other document required.

xxiii) Whether in case of prorata payments, there is a provision for
submission of Xerox copy of the Supply Order with each bill and i
original copy of supply order with the final bill.
xxiv) Whether necessary instructions regarding Military Credit Notes \
have been incorporated.

xxv) Whether suitable packing and tralsit insurance instructions
against loss or damage in transit have been incorporated.

xxvi) If materials are to be issued to contractor by the Government,
whether suitable provision has been made as regards issue price,
collateral security deposit ald custody, accounting etc.

xxvii) Whether standard Liquidated Damage (LD) clause has been

suitably incorporated in the contract.

xxviii) Whether Financial Concurrence number and date has been

correctly and clearly indicated in the supply order. a

3.5.9 Letter of Intent - Sometimes, due to urgency and need. to alert vendor in
advance for commencing production plal, it may become necessary to conclude
the contract by issue of a Letter of Intent (LOI), which acts as an advance

acceptance letter. This cal be done as per Para 9, Annexure II of MoD, DDP&S

Office Memorandum no 7(67) /73lDlS.II) dated 13.3.1990. In such cases. the LOI
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concludes the contract and it is imperative that all important and relevant clauses

such as description of stores, quantity, prices, delivery period, etc are included

therein and there is no variation between the LOI and the supply order, which

should be issued as early as possibie. The LOI should also speciry that the

contract is concluded therewith and that formal supply order would follow.

3.5.10. Allotment of U.O. number - After CFA has approved the case,

communication of concurrence may be given through a formal U.O. number. Ask

the user to make menLion of U.O. number in the sanction letter and Supply

order/contract to enable CDA to admit case in audit.

3.5.1 1 Sigaiag' of contract - A11 contracts concluded by the departments of the

central Govemment are in the name and behalf of the President of India. However,

the contract, after due approval of the CFA, may be signed by a staff officer, duly

authorizrd by the CFA in writing. Match the specimen sig-nature of such staff

offrcer with the records. As for the contractor, the person signing the offer or

conveying the acceptalce of the contract is deemed to have been authorized by

the supplier unless otherwise stated. The contract /supply order is to be signed in

each page by the firm's authorized representative ald duly acknowledged as

accepted.

3.5.12 Acceptance of contract - Any contract, when not signed by both parties,

namely the purchaser and the supplier, is deemed to come in to force with the

acceptance of the tender as per mutually agreed terms arrd conditions contained

in the TE and the firm's offer. However, ensure that the vendor conveys their

acceptarce of the same within seven days of receipt of the supply order. If such an

acceptance or communication conveying their objection to certain parts of the

contract is not received within the stipulated period, the supply order is deemed

to have been fully accepted by the frrm. In case of foreign contract, normally both

parties sign the document thus conveying their acceptance of the contract.

3.5.13 Contract effective date - Ensure that the contract

invariably indicated in each contract as per agreed terms and

effective date will be the date on which the last of t]le conditions,

complied with, viz :-

a. Date of signing of contract.

b. Furnishing of performance Bond in the form of PBG by the

effective date is

conditions. The

as applicable, is

seller
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c. Obtaining the Export License for supply of stores by the peller and

confirrltation in writing sent to the buyer within specified days of signing

contract.

Receipt of Balk Guarantee for advance payment

Date of Issue of End User Certificate. The supplies shall provide the End

User Certificate within 30 days of signing of the contract.

3.6 Cost-elfective Analysis -
al Pricing and cost price information are of course insuflicient to get

the best Value for Money. It is also essential that the IFAs know how to use

the Cost-effective analysis techniques. The selection and acquisition of a
v/eapon or equipment from available systems is a major problem before

defence services. The selection depends upon the effectiveness and cost.

The effectiveness can be de{ined as t}re measure of the level up to which the

system meets its objective. The cost effectiveness analysis helps in
identifring the system, which accomplishes the desired level at lower cost.

There are three approaches in analyzing the options for a cost-

effectiveness alalysis.

i. Fixed effectiveness approach - In this approach, an effectiveness level

is chosen. Out of the severa.l options satisfying the effectiveness

criterion, the least cost system is selected. Generally, the decisions

relating to the acquisition of off-the-shelf items are analyzed by using

this approach.

ii. Fixed cost approach - It is used in investment-oriented decisions

where out of a fixed budget one opts for t1.e system that gives the best

performance. The acquisition of items involving R and D is based upon

this approach. The modernization programmes in the defence services

are also handled by this approach.

lii. Figure of merit approach - In this approach, neither t1.e cost nor the

effectiveness is kept constant. For all alternatives, both the cost and

the effectiveness are evaluated and a 'Figure of merit', generally

defined as effectiveness/ cost, i.e., effectiveness achieved per unit cost

is ca-lculated. The system with the highest figure of merit is chosen.

Alternatively one can a-lso use the figure of merit as cost/ effecLiveness,

i.e., cost per unit effectiveness. On this case the system with he least

figure of merit is selected.

a

of

d.

e.
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b. The cost is generally taken as a total of procurement cost + operating

cost + maintenance cost for items off-the-shelf. For systems which are to go

through the process of R and D or are in semi-developed stage, the cost is

considered as a total of R and D cost + investment cost for production +

operating and supporting cost.

c. For defrning ellectiveness quantitatively, an appropriate Measure of

Effectiveness (MOE) is defined which depends upon the system to be

acquired. For example, for arr artillery gun, tJre MOE can be defined as the

number of guns required to inflict a specilied level of damage on area

targets of given dimensions. For an air defence gun, the MOE may be

defrned in terms of the kill probability of the gun against enemy aircraft.

For an air-to-ground attack aircraft the MOE may be defined as the

number of sorties required for achieving the desired mission " ammunition

dropped per sortie * effectiveness of each ammunition, in specifred

operational scenarios. The following example illustrates the concept of cost-

effectiveness by using the fixed effectiveness approach.

d. A country is interested in procuring artillery guns for the army. Out

of severa.l alternatives, two artillery guns meet the specifications. The flrst

gun G1, which is an old gun costs rupees 16 lakhs. The second gun G2 is a

relativeiy new gun costing rupees 30 lakhs. The other details are given in

the table below.
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Table 1 .

Comparison of various costs of two

Cost of each gun

Cost of each shell

Cost of each towing vehicle

Cost per person per year

Persons authorized per gun

Round authorized per gun per year

In order to evaluate these guns, two operational scenarios against the following

targets can be considered.

1. T1: Infantry standing in a formation.

2. T2: Towered artillery deployed.

The area of tiese targets is 1O0m * 10Om. The proportion in which the

guns a.re used such targets over their lifetime can be taken as 7 5o/o and 25Vo

respectively. The lethal radii of the shell of the gun Gl against the targets T1 and

T2 are 15m ald 4m, respectively and that of gun G2 are 2O.ri. and 8m

respectively. The guns are required to inflict 507o damage to the targets within a

mission duralion of 3 minutes for the first target and 5 minutes for the second

target, from a given range. The rat of fire of the guns are Tand 4 rounds per

minute, respectively. The range and line errors for the gun GI are SOm and 25rn,

respectively. The corresponding values are 45 and 2O m, respectively for gun G2.

the aiming is done at the center of the target.

From the trials conducted for these scenarios, the number of shells

required to achieve 5O7o coverage of the targets have been evaluated and are given

in the Table 2. The number of shells that can be hred during the mission duration
are 21 and 35 by the fust gun ald 12 and 20 by the second gun. Therefore, the

number of guns required for damaging the targets are computed and given in the

Table 2.

Gun G1 (Rs.)

16,OO,000

2,OOO

1,56,O00

I,OO,O00

6

100

different guns.

Gun G2 (Rs.)

30,00,000

2,500

1,56,OO0

1,00,000

6

100
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Table 2

calculation of number of shells and guns required to destroy a particular
target by two different guns.

Target

T1

T2

Shells

l6
233

Gun (Gl)

16/21=O.76

233/35=6.6s

Shells Gun (G2)

9 0.75

58 2.90

For evaluating the total number of guns required we take the weighted sum based
on the proportion of t.I.e requirement on each type of target li.e., zso/o for Tl and
2so/o for T2l. Thus the number of guns requaed m (cr) and m(G2) to achieve the
missions are given by

m(Gl) = O.75 * 0.76 + 0.25 * 6.65 = 2.23
m(G2) = O.75 * O.75 + o.2s * 2.9O = t.29
Thus 2.23 guns of the first tJape are equal to 1.29 guns of the second t54re

in achievi4g this specilied mission. This indicates that gun G2 is more effective
thal gun Gl. we next determine the cost for these guns on the basis of data given
in table 1. The system costs for Gl a'd G2 for the planning period of ten years €rre

evaluated and are given in Table 3.

Table 3

GUN G1(for 2.23 guns) cUN G2 (For 1.29 guns)ITEM

Procurement cost

Cost of vehicles

Cost of spares @ 10% of cost

of gun and vehicle

Cost of ammunition for 10 years

Maintenance cost @7o/o of the gun

and vehicle for lO years

Cost of crew for 10 vears

TOTAL

35,68,O00

3,47,480

3,91,588

44,60,O00

3,91,588

1,33,80,OO0

2,25,39,056

38,70,OOO

2,O1,240

4,O7,124

32,25,OAC

4,O7,724

77,40,ooo

1,58,50,488

since we are following the fixed effectiveness approach, the gun system with the
lowest cost is cost effective. Hence the cost analysis in table 3 indicates that the
gun G2 is cost effective. It may be noted that if the decision maker goes by the
cost of the guns alone he will find Gl cheaper than G2. This analysis indicates
that gun G2 is not only effective but also more cost effective than gun G1.
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t. This analysis brings out t}le basic point regarding the cost-eflectiveness

analysis, i.e., one should not go by cost alone in deciding upon which gun

system one should go in for. If we bring in the effectiveness into our

calculation, then it may not be economical to go in for the cheaper gun.

But one point in this scenario should not be lost sight of. Gun Gl is stated

to be an old gun. It may mean that the gun is already in service, and still

has exploitable service left. Then the induction of t}te G2 gun would mean

a totally new investment. The question then arises whether the old gun

cal be upgraded at a relatively lower cost tJ:an that entailed in purchasing

new guns. Can the effectiveness be improved in such a way that it may

become a better option, even from the cost-effectiveness angle? The

background and scenario in which the quantitative analysis carr operate

should, therefore, always be clear. Otherwise, there may be a chance of

wrcng decisions. That is also the reason why the quantitative analysis

should not be done as an independent exercise trut should be an integral

part of decision-making, vrith constant interaction between Service

Headquarters and the specialists engaged in quantitative analysis.

3.7. Pitfalls in Reasonable Rate determinatlon - Identi$ing Factors That

AIfect Comparability

a. When comparing prices, IFA may attempt to account for any factors t1.at

affect comparability. The following factors deserve special consideration because

they affect maly price analysis comparisons:

i. Market conditions;

ii. Quantity or size;

iii. Geographic location;

iv. Purchasing power ofthe dollar;

v. Extent of competition;

vi. Technolory; and

vii. Defence unique requirements.

b. Market Conditions -

i. Market conditions change. The passage of time usually is

accompanied by changes in supply, demand, technologr, product

designs, pricing strategies, laws and regulations that affect suppher

costs, and other such factors. An effort to equate two prices, separated

by fir'e years, through a simple inflation adjustment may not be

/
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c.

successful. Too many characteristics of the market are likely to have

changed. Do not stretch data beyond their limits.

ll. Generally select the most recent prices available. The greater the time

dilference, tlle greater the likelihood and impact of differences in
market conditions. If you are comparing a current offer with a prior
price, the ideal comparison would be with a contract price agreed to
yesterday. That comparison would limit the effects of time on market

conditions.

lil. However, do not select a price for compa.rison merely because it is the

most recent. Look lnstead for prices that were establlsbed under
similar market cotrditlons. For instarrce, if you are buying potatoes

in October, offers from the previous October may be more comparable

to current oIlers tJlan prices paid last Februar5r, given the cyclical
pattern of supply and demand in tie market for potatoes.

iv, Consider the most current available data on trends and pattems in
market conditions. Remember that lags often occur between data

collection and contract award. Changes in market conditions over that
period can reduce the usefulness of the data assembled.

Quantity or Slze.

l. Variations in quantity can have a signifrcant impact on unit price. A

change in quantity can have an upward effect, a downward effect, or

no effect at all.

ii. In supply and equipment acquisitions, we usually assume that larger

supply acquisitions command lower unit prices. Where economies of
scale are involved, that should be the case. However, economies of
scale do not a-lways appiy. increases in order size beyond a certain

point may tax a supplier's capacity and result in higher prices. Market

forces may impose opportunity costs on a supplier which result in
higher unit costs for greater volumes. For example, if the price of oil is
expected to increase 20 percent over a l2-month period, a supplier
may choose to withhold a portion for a sale at a later date when the
price is higher. In such a market, the effect of purchase quantit5z on

price may not be as expected; at some point, increases in volume will
result in higher unit prices as the supply of the lower priced oil is
exhausted. Finally, if a price comparison is based on standard

commercial items that are produced at a regular rate, variations in
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d.

quantity may have no effect at a-11. A meaningful comparison of prices

requires that the effect of volume on price be accounted for. The best
way to do this is to select prices for comparison based on equal
volumes. If that is not possible, examine t}le specific suppliers and the
nature of the market at the time of the purchase.

iii. In service acquisitions, the problems are different. Variations in size

can sometimes be neutraiized by reducing the comparison to price per
square foot or price per productive labor hour. Because these

approaches are not always effective, try to factor out size or quantity
variations as much as possible. If you don't succeed, the price

comparison will have little value.

Geographic Location -
i, Geography can have a range of effects on comparability. prices for

maly nationally advertised products will not var5r much from place to
place. Nevertheless, because geographic location can allect
comparability, IFA should flrst try to compare offered prices with
prices obtained from the same area. In major metropolitan centers,

iFA should generally be able to identifu comparable bases for price

analysis in the region. In more remote, less urban areas, IFA must
often get pricing information from beyond the immediate area.

il. When IFA has to compare prices across geographic boundaries, take

the following actions to enhance comparability.

1 . Check for differences in the level competition that may aJlect

pnce compansons.

Identifu labor rate differences that must be neutralized for valid
price comparisons.

Check freight requirements and accompanying costs. These can

var5r considerably, especially for chemica-ls and other hazardous

materials.

Identiff geographic anomalies or trends. For example, an item
may be more expensive on the Western India than in the
Eastern India.

e. Purchasing Power of the Rupee - Inflation undermines comparability by

eroding the real value of money. Because prices over time are expressed in t1le

same currency, the denominations must have comparable purchasing power if

2.

3.

4.
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-comparison is to be meaningful. IFA can normally use price index numbers to

adjust for the cha-nging value of the Rupee over time'

f. Dftent of cornpetltlon - when comparing one price with alother, assess

the competitive environment shaping the prices. For example, IFA can compare

last year's competitive price with a current olfer for the same item. However, if last

year's procurement was made without competition, IFA may not have a good price

with which to compare the current offer. A poorly written specification and an

urgent need may have combined to make competition impossible last year, but

now the specilications have been rewritten alld the delivery is not urgent. Given

these circumstances, a current olfer could be the same as (or less than) last year's

best price and still not be reasonable.

C. Technology 'Prices from dying industries can rise because the

technologies don't keep pace wit]. rising costs. conversely, technological advances

in growth industries can drive prices do$m. The computer industry is an example.

Technological advances have been made so fast that a comparison of prices

separated by only a few weeks must account for these advances if the comparison

is to have any value. Engineering or design changes must also be taken into

account. This meals IFA must identiff the new or modifred features and estimate

their effect on Price.

h. Defence-Unlque Requlrements -
l. Often, the Defence's requirements vary to some degree from the

commercial requireinents for .similar products' The question is tl:e

impact these variations have on price' For example, the Navy may

require that the carpet in a Navy ship be frreproof to a far greater

extent than any commercial carpet' That may justiff a substaltial

differenceinpriceoverotherwisecomparablecommercialcarpets.

ii.Similarly,Defncecontractsmayincorporateclausesincontractst}ral
afenotrequiredincommercia.lmarkettra.rrsactions.Consequently,

comparisonofanofferwithcommercialpricesmaybedifficult.Unique

terms and conditions affect prices, but it is often extremely difficult to

assign a Rupee value to their effects'

iil. Just as Defence requirements may be different from commercial

requirements; Defence requirements at a specific time and place may
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-be different than requirements at another time and place. These
differences will also affect price comparisons.

3.8. DCF Technique -
a) Net Present Value (NpV) is a variant of DCF method which is to be used for
evaluation of tenders. The Net present Varue of a contract is equal to the sum of
the present values of a-11 the cash flows associated with it. The forowing formula is
to be used for calculating NPV of a tender bid -.

NPV = DAn
(1 + i)t

Where, NPV = Net present Value

A = Expected cash flow for the period mentioned by the subscript
i = Rate of interest or discounting factor
t = The period after which payment is done

n = Payment schedule as per the payment terms and conditions
when choosing among the various bids for the contract, the bid with
the lowest NPV should be selected.

bl rhe application of the Net present Va.lue Analysis in defence procurement
. would involve the following 5- steps:

i. Step 1. Selection of the discount rate.

ii. step 2. ldentifuing the cash outflows to be considered in the analysis.
iii. Step 3. Establishlng the timing of tlls) cash outflows.
iv. Step 4. Calculating the net present value ofeach alternative.
v. Step 5. Selecting the offer with the jeast net present va1ue.

cl Discounting rate to be used under the method is to be the Government of
India's lending rate on loans given to state Governments. These rates are notihed
by Budget Division of Ministry of Finance annually. The ratest one is Ministry of
Finance oM No F. 5 (3)-pD/2004 dated 22nd Jury 2oo4 {as per which the
borrowing rate is 9.5%).

d) The following cla'rse is to be incorporated in the RFp:_
"The Buyer reserves tire right to evaluate the offers received by adopting
Discounted cash Flow lNpv) method with a discounting rate of ---%o.,, The above
clause cal serve as a model and will need to be moderated according to the 

i.requirements of specifrc contracts and the areas where the evaluation by DCF is
1ikely to be undertaken (e.g. AMC, or different payments terms or lease purchase
options etc.). The criteria for evaluation under this method are to be clearly stated
to ensure trarrsparency.
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el Stmcturing Cash Flows for Tenders/ Bids Received in the Same Currenry -

l. The lirst step would be to exclude the unknown variables like

escalation factors etc while determining the cash flows.

ii. Therea-fter, the cash out{lows expected as per the contract schedule

from different tenders should be taken into consideration and where

the cash outflows are not available from the tender documents the

same should be obtained from the vendors by the CNCs.

iii. Once the outflows of different tenders become available, NPV of

different tenders is to be calculated using the formula given above and

select the one having lowest NPV.

Structuring Cash Flows for Tenders/ Bids Received in Different Currency-

l. Where bids are received in different currencies/combination of currencies,

the cash outJlow may be brought to a common denomination in rupees by

adopting a Base Exchalge rate as on the day of opening of price bids.

Thereafter, the procedure as described above in the case of tender bids

received in the same currency should be applied to arrive at NPV.

Conversion of foreign currency bids into rupee is to be done by taking into

account the BC selling rate of Pa-rliament Street Branch of State Bank of

India, New Delhi on the date of the opening of price bids.

ii. Any standard software like MS Excel', 'Lotus l-2-3' or any other

spreadsheet, could be used for NPV analysis.

3,9. NegotiationTechniques

a) Preparing for Negotiations -

i. Planning and preparing for negotiations starts long before the actual

negotiation takes place. It is important for IFAs to find out at an early stage

what ttre vendor's view of tl:e negotiations will be: what exactly are they

hoping to achieve? In exceptional cases a supplier does not want to sell at

all, but keeps the discussion going to collect basic information about

changing usage patterns and future stratery. What interests are probably

shared, and what are the expected potential subjects of opposing interests

(conflict)? To get some idea, a useful tactic can be to ask what subjects the

other party wants on the agenda (this in itself can prompt preliminary

negotiations).

ii. It is important to find out as much as possible about the other party.

If it is a new supplier, examination of annual reports and bank references

e)
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-is a prerequisite. If it is an existing supplier, it is wise to analyze the past
deliveries - have there been problems in the past with this supplier? (e.g.
low delivery reliability, quality defects, unexpected dema:nd for esca_larion,
etc). There is no harm in trying to quantifu the scope of these problems.
Furthermore, it is a-lso important to know the authority and level of
Vendor's rep (ex - Sales reps of vendor will have an eye for detail and
normally come well prepared). It is important, after having gathered the
necessary information, to have al idea of possible points of agreement
between buyer and seller.

b) Planaing Negotiations - When the homework has been done, planning of
the negotiations can begin. An eight-step approach is proposed for IFAs -

i. Establish the objectives of Negotiation for pNC - what exactly do you want
to accomplislr by means of the transaction with the supplier? Mal<e a
distinction between the short-term benefrts you want to achieve, arrd the
longOterm benefrts you see. Sometimes it is necessar5z that you tone down
your short-term expectation a little for the benefit for the long-term interests.
Ex - An OEM may be willing to let something off the sales price, only to
compensate for this reduction at a later stage through higher AMC rates,
spare parts' pricing. etc.

ii. Gather facts that ca. have big impact on negotiations - Importance of going
through past hles with purchases of sim ar items is strongly recommended.
Go through past Notings, Minutes, relevant enclosures, etc carefully to
gather ammunition for facing vendor in pNC. conduct Market Research for
gattrering inputs like market price, technical details, etc about the items
being negotiated. Learn about the Vendors like market standing, financial
position, past history with users, etc.

iil' Assess the power position of each of the parties - It is important to
determine the foundation of the other party's power position, and whether
this is a reason for concern. In price negotiations, Sales reps of vendors
sometimes hide behind the price list or the company,s guidelines. Do vou
accept this t5rpe of argument or don't you?

iv. Determine the points of common interest - In many pNCs, most of the time
is spent on issues one cannot agree upon. If these are tJre only issues that
receive attention, it will be very difficurt to reach an agreement. It is more
important to estabrish the points of agreement. Focusing attention here leads
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to a more positive atmosphere. If price is proving to be a tough issue to
handle, then flexibility in delivery, payment terms, technical clarifications,
etc may be shown first as they may be equally crucial to vendor,

v. Mate a list of questions - A systematic approach is important in
negotiations. Resist the temptation to respond immediately to details or new

information presented by tlle otler party. If this new information sheds a

completely different light on matters, then redo the questions.

vl. Define your tasks - Both parties will probably make concessions during the

process of negotiation. It is unrealistic to expect the other party to do it all.

You can plan your concessions in advance in Internal PNC. To be able to do

this, it is important that you establish:

l. What for you would be the best possible result (what do you think is the

feasible maximum result that the other party would agree to, given the

circumstances?)

2.'What for you would be the most likely result (what do you think is

realistically feasible, and would that result be acceptable to you?)

3. What for you would be the worst possible result (what is the minimum
you would settle for, if there is no other possibility?)

vli. Decide on the division of roles in your negotiating team - Always talk on

this issue in advance with the Chairman of PNC and get the role delineated

clearly. This helps in PNC acting as atearn in front of vendor rather than
speaking in several voices ald tones.

viii, Plan your concessions - What will be your opening bid? When will you

make it? Should concession be made without asking for something in return
to break sta-lemate? Discuss with PNC members which concessions you are

willing to make, and which concessions you absolutely will not make under

any circumstances. You can do t}re same for the vendor. What concessions

do you think they are willing to make and what is absolutely unrealistic to

expect?

c) Negotiation Tactics - While negotiating, you may follow one of tJle tactics

mentioned below -

i, Take-it-or-1eave-it - One party wants to impose its terms on the other

party, without making concessions. This tactic can be used by buyers

who are aware of their power position vis-a-vis the supplier and is
intended to lower the other party's aspiration level.
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d)

ll. Bogey - In this tactic, the buyer approaches the supplier in a very
friendly way and comments on his proposal positively. However, the
buyer lets the supplier know that, if there is to be any business, the
proposal will have to be slightly adjusted in view of the very specific
situation. With this tactic, the negotiating atmosphere remains open
ald the supplier can utilize all his talents to develop a better deal.

iii. Chinese crunch - In this situation, it is declared that an agreement
with the supplier is possible, as soon as he solves just one little
problem. Obviously, this little problem is interpreted differently by the
seller! This tactic is to effectively bulldoze t}re agreement, which was a
as good as settled in the seller's mind, just before it reaches home; for
exampie, there is arr agreement about their price, but the buyer ttren
informs the seller that transportation is the latter's responsibility.
Practice shows that vendor's sales people are ready to make
considerable concessions in ttris stage of the negotiating process.

iv. Auction - In this situation, the buyer makes the supplier explain why
they should do business together. If the buyer also applies this tactic
to the others, a lot will be learned about the competition. Information
is obtained without too much effort. It is, of course, desirable to check
the accuracy of the information.

v. Good guy -bad guy - Negotiations can start with an extremely tough
bargaining with harsh tones by one member of pNC. When vendor's

hopes are dimmed and his expectations are lowered down , then
another member takes over wittr solt approach and with a win-win
situation approach. It is proved that vendors are vulnerable at this
stage and will jump to reach an agreement, which can be made in
more favourable terms for the buyers.

Stages in Purchasing Negotiations - If the preparations have been

concluded and agreement is reached about the tactic to be used, the
negotiations can be started. In practice, negotiation processes follow a
certain pattern and, in general, four stages can be discerned in the course
of the negotiating process.

i. Exploration - During thrs first stage, both parties try to get

acquaintecl. Next they try to discover the mutual interests and
intentions. They also trv to assess the importance of the negotiations
lor the other party. Thrs is done by exchanging information: everybody
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listens, both parties explain or ask for clarification of particular

statements, and they continually check whether they undelstand each

other. It is important to listen closely to the other party, and not make

a first offer. Furthermore, one should not respond too specilically to

questions from the other party. The objective of tl.is stage is to
estlablish the context of the negotiations.

il. Reflection - This stage consists of digesting the information received

from the other party. Does this information necessiate a revision of

your objectives? Did you overlook certain things in your preparations?

Were your assumptions about the other party's willingness to reach

a-n agreement correct, or do they now turn out to be wrong? Receiving

new information can cause you to request a short break so you carl

consult with your partner.

iii. Negotiation - In this phase, true negotiation takes place. Concessions

are made on both sides. It is important to check how the other party

responds to concessions made by you (through both verbal and non-

verbal reactions). Don't jump o conclusions during this stage; avoid

insulting remarks and, most importantly, don't concede more tJlan

your planning allowed for.

iv. Closing - Repeat and summarize the agreements that have been made.

Is the othcr party satisfied with the results? Take your time to round

off the negotiations well, so there is no possibility of

misunderstandings about the results that have been achieved.

v. This list can be helpful to lFAs as buyers. It is important to be aware

of the stage the negotiations are at, all of the time. Practice shows Lime

ald time again that the hrst stage is the most time consuming. This

leaves less time for the actual negotiations and the closing part and

one common result is misunderstandings about who is supposed to

do what. Both parties will then dispute parts of the agreements

afterwards.

e) Negotiating is a difficuit job,_ because it can involve so many different

subjects. This work furthermore requires a certain disposition, namely a

willingness to cooperate to reach an agreement that will benefit both parties.
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Appendix D

Advanced issues at Post-Contract Management stege

1. The advanced issues mentioned in this chapter are akin to desirable QRs.
These are meant for higher level IFAs and tlat too on as required basis. The topics

have been only given brief introduction as each one of them requires extensive

readings for effective use in procurement. This is only an attempt to familiarize

IFAs with advanced themes, which can be pursued on tieir own depending upon

level, aptitude and requirements of individual IFA.

2. Contract Legal Provisions -
a. What is a Contract? The proposal or offer when accepted is a

promise, a promise and every set of promises forming the

consideration for each other is an agreement, and an agreement if
made with free consent of parties competent to contract, for a la*{ul
consideration and with a lawful object is a contract.

b. Froposal or Offer: When one person signifies to another his

willingness to do or to abstain from doing anything, with a view to

obtaining the assent of the other to such act or abstinence, he is
said to make a proposal or offer. In a sale or purchase by tender, ttre

tender signed by the tenderer is the proposal. The invitalion to

tender and instructions to tenderers do not constitute a proposal.

c. Acceptance of the Proposal: When the person to whom the

proposal is made signifies his assent thereto, the proposal is said to

be accepted. A proposal when accepted becomes a promise.

d. What agreements are corrtracts: An agreement is a contract

enforceable by law when the following are satisfied. A defect affecting

any of these renders a contract un-enforceable.

i. Competency of the parties

ii. Freedom of consent of both parties

iii. Lawfulness of consideration

iv. Lawfulness of object

e. Competency of Parties - Under larv any person who has attained

majority and is of sound mind or not debarred by law to which he is

subject,"'may enter into contracts. It, therefore, foliows that minors
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and persons of unsound mind cannot enter into contracts nor can

insolvent person do so. Categories of persons and bodies who are

parties to the contract may be broadly sub-divided under the

following heads: - Individuals, Partnerships, Limited Companies &
Corporations other tian limited companies

l. Contracts plth ladlvlduals: Individuals tender either in their
own name or in the name and style of their business. If the

tender is signed by any person other than the concemed

individual, the authority of tJle person signing the tender on

behalf of another must be verified and a proper power of
attorney authorizing such person should be insisted on. In
case, a tender is submitted in a business name and if it is a
concern of arr individual, the constitution of the business and

t1le capacity of the individual must appear on the face of tJ e

contract and tJ e tender signed by the individual himself as

proprietor or by his duly authorized attorney.

Contracts wlth Partnerships: A partnership is an association

of two or more individuals formed for the purpose of doing

business jointly under 16 a business name. It is also called a

firm. It should be noted that a partnership is not a legal entity
by itself, apart from tle individuals constituting it. A partner is
the implied authority to bind the lirm in a contract coming in
the purview of the usua-1 business of the firm. The implied

authority of a partner, however, does not extend to enter into

arbitration agreement on behalf of the firm. While entering into

a contract with partnership Iirm care should be taken to veriry

the existence of consent of all the partners to the arbitration

agreement.

Contracts wttb Limited Compaales: Companies are

associations of individuals registered under Companies Act in
which the liability of the members comprising the association is

limited to the extent of the shares held by them in such

companies. The company, after its incorporation or

registration, is an artificial legal person which has an existence

quite distinct and separate from the members of shareholders

comprising the same. A company is not empowered to enter

111.
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into a contract for purposes not covered by its memorandum of

association; any such agreement in excess of power entered

into the compurny is void and cannot be enforced. Therefore, in

cases of doubt, the company must be asked to produce its

memoraldum for verification or the position may be verifred by

an inspection of the memorandum from the office of the

Registrar of Companies before entering into a contract.

Normally, a,ny one of the Directors of the company is

empowered to present the compaly. Where tenders are signed

by persons other than Directors or authorized Managing

Agents, it may be necessary to examine if the person sigrring

the tender is authorized by the company to enter into contracts

on its behail

iv. Corporation other than Limited Companies: Associations of

individuals incorporated under statutes such as Trade Union

Act, Cooperative Societies Act and Societies Registration Act are

also artihcial persons in the eye of law ald are entitled to enter

into such contracts as are authorized by their memorandum of

association. If any contract has to be entered into with any one

or such corporations or associations, the capacity of such

associations to enter into contract should be verified and also

the authority of the person coming forward to represent the

said Association.

f. Consent of both Padies - Two or more persons are said to consent

when they agree upon the same thing in the same sense. When two

pcrsons dcaling with each other have their minds directed to

diffcrcnt objects or attach different meanings to the language which

thcy use, there is no agreement. The misunderstanding which is

rncompatible with agreement, may occur in the following cases: -

i. When the misur-rderstanding relates to the identity of the other

party to the agreement;

ii. When it relates to the nature or terms of the transactions;

iii. When it related to the subject matter of the agreement.

g. Free consent of both Parties - The conscnt is said to be free when

it is not cetused by coercion, undue influence, fraud, mis-
!
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representation or mistake. Consent is said to be so caused when it
would not have been given but for the existence of coercion, undue
influence, fraud, mis-representation or mistake. When consent to an
agreement is caused by coercion, undue influence, fraud or
misrepresentation, the agreement is a contract voidable at the option
of the party whose consent was caused. A party to a contract, whose

consent was caused by fraud or misrepresentation, may, if he thinks
fit, insist that the contract shall be performed, arrd that he shall be

put in the position in which he would have been if the

representations made had been true. In case consent to an

agreement has been given under a mistake, the position is slightly
different. When both the parties to arr agreement are under a

rr.ristake as to a matter essential to the agreement, the agreement is
not voidable but void. When the mistake is unilateral on the part of
one party only, the agreement is not void. Distinction has also to be

drawn between a mistake of fact and a mistal<e of law. A contract is
not void because it was caused by a mistake as to any law in force in
India but a mistake as to law not in force in India has the same

effect as a mistal<e of fact.

Consideration - Consideration is something which is advantageous

to the promisor or which is onerous or disadvantageous to the
promisee. Inadequacy of consideration is, however, not a ground

avoiding the contract. But an act, forbearance or promise which is
contemplation of law has no value is no consideration ald likewise

an act or a promise which is il1ega1 or impossible has no value.

Lawfulness of object - The consideration or object of an agreement

is lawful, unless it is forbidden by 1aw or is of such a nature that if
permitted, it would defeat the provisions of any law, or is fraudulent
or involves or implies injury to the fraudulent property of another or
the court regards it as immoral or opposed to public policy. In each

of these cases the consideration or object of an agreement is said to
be unlawful.

Communication of an OIfer or Proposal - The communication of a
proposal is complete when it comes to the knowledge of the person

to whom it is made. A time is generally provided in the tender forms

j.
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for submission of the tender. Purchaser is not bound to consider a

tender, which is received beyond that time.

k. Communication of Acceptance - A date is invariably fixed in tender

forms upto which tenders are open for acceptance. A proposal or

offer stands revoked by the lapse of time prescribed in such offer for

its acceptance. If, therefore, in case it is not possible to decide a

tender within the period of validity of the offer as originally made,

the consent of the tenderer lirm should be obtained to keep the offer

open for further period or periods. The communication of an

acceptance is complete as against the proposer or offerer, where it is

put in the course of tralsmission to him, so as to be out of the

power of the acceptor, ald it is complete as against the acceptor

when it comes to the knowledge of the proposer or offerer. The

medium of communication in government contracts is generally by

post and the acceptance is, therefore, complete as soon as it is

posted. So that there might be no possibility of a dispute regarding

the date of communication of acceptance, it should be sent to the

correct address by some authentic foolproof mode like registered

post acknowledgement due, etc.

l. Acceptance to be identical with Proposal - If the terms of the

tender or tJ-e tender, as revised, and modified, are not accepted or if
the terms of the offer and the acceptance are not the same, tlte

acceptance rernains a mere counter offer and there is no concluded

contract. It should, therefore, be ensured that the terms

incorporated in the acceptance are not at variance with the offer or

the tender and that none of the terms of the tender are left out. In

case, uncertain terms are used by t}le tenderers, clarifrcations

should be obtained before such tenders are considered for

acceptance. If it is considered that a counter offer should be made,

such counter offer should be carefully drafted, as a contract is to

take effect on acceptance thereof. If the subject matter of the

contract is impossible of fulhllment or is in itself in violation of lar'r''

such contract is void.

m, Withdrawal of an Olfer or Proposal - A tenderer hrm, who is the

p,'oposer may withdraw its offer at any time before its acceptance,

even though the frrm might have offered to keep the offer open foI a
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speciJied period. It is equa-lly open to the tenderer to revise or modi$
his olfer before its acceptance. Such withdrawal, revision or
modifrcation must reach the accepting authority before the d"ate qnd

time of opening of tender. No legal obligations arise out of such

withdrawa-l or revision or modilication of the offer as a simple offer is
rvithout a consideration. Where, however, a tenderer agrees to keep

his offer open for a specified period for a consideration, such offers

cannot be withdraum before the expiry of the specifred date. This

would be so where e.unest money is deposited by the tenderer in
consideration ,of his being supplied the subsidiary contract and

withdrawal of offer by the tenderer before the specilied period would
entitle the purchaser to forfeit the earnest money.

Wlthdrawal of Acceptance - An acceptance can be rvithdraqrn

before such acceptance comes to the knowledge of ttre tenderer. A
telegraphic revocation of acceptance, which reaches tlle tenderer

before the letter of acceptance, will be a valid revocalion.

Changes ln terms of a concluded Contract - No variation in the

terms of a concluded contract can be made without the consent of

the parties. While granting extensions or mal<ing any other variation,

the consent of the contractor must be taken. While extensions are to

be granted on an application of the contractor, the letter and spirit of
the application should be kept in view in fixing a time for delivery.

Dlscharge of Contracts - A contract is discharged or the parties are

normally freed from the obiigation of a contract by due performance

of the terms of the contract. A contract may also be discharged: -

1. By mutual agreement: If neither party has performed tJle

contract, no consideration is required for the release. If a party has

performed a part of tie contract and has undergone expenses in
arranging to fulfill the conttact it is necessary for the parties to
agree to a reasonable value of the work done as consideration for

the value.

2. By bteach: In case a party to a con tract breaks some

stipulation in the contract which goes to the root of t.ansaction, or

destroys the foundation of the contract or prevents substantial
performance of the contract, it discharges the innocent party to
proceed further with the performance and entitles him to a right of
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q.

r.

action for damages and to enforce the remedies for such breach as

provided in the contract itself. A breach of contract may, however.

be waived.

3. By refusal of a party to perform: On a promisor's refusal to
perform the contract or repudiation thereof even before tl-re arrival
of the time for performance, the promisee nay at his option treat

the repudiation as an immediate breach putting an end to the

contract for the future. In such a case the promisee has a right of
immediate action for damages.

In a contract where there are reclprocal promises: If one party to
the contract prevents the other party from performing the cor.rtract,

the contract may be put to an end at the instance of the party so

prevented and the contract is thereby discharged.

Stamping of Contracts - Under entry 5 of Schedule I of the Indian

Stamp Act, alr agreement or memorandum of agreement for or

relating to the sale of goods or merchandise exclusively is exempt

from payment of stamp duty. (A NOTE OR MEMORANDUM sent by a

Broker or Agent to his principal intimating the purchase or sa-le on

account of such principal is not so exempt from stamp duty.) The

Stamp Act provides that no Stamp Duty shall be chargeable in
respect of any instrument executed by or on beha,lf of or in favour of
the Government in cases where but for such exemption Government

would be liable to pay the duty chargeable in respect of such

instnlment. (Cases in which Government would be liable are set out
in Section 29 of the Act).

Authority for Execution of Contracts - As per Clause 1 of Article

299 of the Constitution, the contracts and assurances of property

made in the exercise of the executive power of the Union shall be

executed on beha-lf of the President. The words "for and on behalf of

the President of lndia" should therefore follow the designation

appended below the signature of the officer authorized in this behalf.

The various classes of contracts and assurances of property, which

may be executed by different authorities, are specified in the

Notifications issued by the Ministry of Law from time to time.

s.
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3. Project Management -
al IFAs cart often be involved in procurement activities of a large project,

particularly in IT, Capita-l cases, etc. That witl essentially mean they getting

involved in planning of the whole project per se. The fust step of any plan, like the

first step of any problem, will be the gathering of facts, which means doing some

research. Purchasing planning and research can be aided by the use of the

Critical Path Method (CPM) or by the Programme Eva.luation and Review

Technique (PERT). Both these systems are based on the same concepts, although

differing in details, and can be designed to make planning more effective.

Advantages of these techniques are that they :

l) Provide means for careful planning of all activities and all variables

involved.

2) Provide an overview of the entire procedure, with a cleaner

understanding of the interrelationships of the activities.

3) Provide for constant feedback to assure that all activities a,re on

schedule.

4) Identify potential problems early so that resources cal be diverted to

avoid cumulative delays.

5) Make it possible to accurately predict completion time for the project.

b) The PERT / CPM schedule permits purchasing to know what raw materials

and component parts are needed when for the various activities. This permits the

buyer to make the most economical purchasing and transportation decisions. The

buyer, with the knowledge of the latitude of delivery time, can select low-cost

suppliers who offer longer lead times. This is one way that purchasing cal reduce

the total cost of materiais. With the PERT/CPM network system, the purchaser

has contact with the entire project and is in excellent position to ensure the

availability of the right quantity and quality at the right time. These systems can

quickly indicate when a crucial delivery is approaching or passed and alert the

purchasing dept to follow-up and/or expedite the delivery of the needed material.

A prior knowledge of potential rise and fall in demand of materials can help IFA is

giving useful advice to paln the quantity of procurement at a particular stage.

4. Repair and Maintenance Philosophy of Defence - IFAs need to be aware of

the Repair and Maintenance Philosophy of Defence in order to appreciate not only

Post-Contract Management issues but also to use these inputs while discussing

issues like Warranty, AMC during PNCs. The various levels of repairs are

explained in succeeding paras.
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al Urlt Repalrs - These are repairs carried out within the unit holding thrs

equipment with tools generally held within the unit or supplied by the

manufacturer rvith each equipment or as per scaling of 1: lO or any other scaling

recommended by the manufacturer as per population held in the unit. These

pertain to cleaning, lubrications, minor repairs and replacement of components

and minor assemblies tJlat can be carried out in freld without any sophisticated

toolsortestequipment'Forcarryingoutsuchrepairs,followingthingsareasked

from the manufacturer :-

l..I.ableofToolsandEquipment(ToTE)witheachequipmentincluding
operators manual.

ti. Scaling of special tools ald spares as explained at para 2 above

including

lll, Maintenance manual.

bl Field Repairs - These are repairs carried out in the field by technicians

specially trairied for this purpose and where the required special tools and spares

have to be provided. These repairs comprise replacement of major assembiies and

other components beyond the scope of unit level repairs. Normally a field work

shop that carries out such repairs looks after three to four units holding the said ;.

equipment. For carrying out such repairs, following things are asked from the

manufacturer:

(i) Quantity and specifrcation of spares that need to be stocked.

(ii) Special Maintenance Tools and Test Equipment that need to be

provided to each such freld work shop.

(ii1) Al1 necessar5z technical literature.

(iv) Miscellaneous aspects, if any (viz. All necessary technical literature.).

bl Intermedlate Repairs - These are extensive or special repairs carried out

for a few equipment in ttre freld to reduce the down time.

c) Base Repalrs - In order to avoid dependence on the manufacturer in terms

of factory repair, all repairs including repairs to components, subassemblies and

overhaul of the complete equipment are carried out by this facility. For carrying t
out such repairs, following things are asked from the manufacturere

I. All Special Maintenance Tools, jigs, fixtures and test equipment for

carrying out repairs up to component level.

ii. Quantity ald specilication of spares, sub assemblies as per population

expected to be maintained.

III. Oiis and lubricants necessary for overhaul.
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IV. All necessary technical literature.

V. Calibration facilities for test equipment.

dl Manufacturers Reconmended Ltst of Spares (URL9f - This is required to

sustain the equipment for a specifed period. They are divided as under -

Low Cost. I,e ss than 2 o/o of the unit cost of the equipment/ sub system.

Medium Cost. 2 to l0% of the unit cost of the equipment/sub system.

e) High Cost. Greater than lO % of the unit cost of equipment/subsystem.

fl Spectal Mabtenarce Tools and Test Equlpmetrt - Ttrese are equipment-

specilic specialized tools.

gf Matntataabtltty Bualuatton Trials lMEtl - This is carried with a view to

facilitate provisioning of effective engineering support during life cycle of the

equipment. This would involve stripping of the equipment and carrying out

recommended tests and adjustments and establishing adequacy of

maintenalce tools, test equipment ald technical literature.
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1.

t

3.

4.

5.

I)O's and IlOl{'Ts

Files to be marked to IFA after due process through stalf channel and

recommendation of the Head of Branch concerned and will be based on

regular notings on lile.

SOC to be prepared giving full details of existing holdings, deficiency,

reasons justi$ing procurement of extra quantity, up gradation/

replacement duly supported with technical data and reasonable frnancial

implication and distribution of proposed quantity.

All the proposals to be submitted duly citing specific para and appx. of

schedule etc. or the Gcvernment order/regulations along with head of

expenditure under which purchase/procurement is to be made.

The SOC should indicate all the information relevant to the case like

urgency factor, alternatives, feedback from field, observance of economy,

operational aspects etc.

The SOC, minute sheet, draft tender enquiry, draft supply order, TPC/PNC

proceedings etc. may be submitted in duplicate to facilitate maintenance of

shadow files for future reference by the IFA.

Method of procurement viz. open tender enquiry, limited tender enquiry or

single tender to be specified with reasons.

In respect of proposals containing AMC, necessit5r and reasonableness to be

given.

Abbreviations to be used after explaining the full form of the same in the

beginning of the SOC.

Availability of funds to be certified.

Copy of approved vendor list should be enclosed with the proposal/SOC.

The vendors should tre classified for different types of items for which their

shops/firms are registered to do the business. As far as possible, the

general suppliers and those suppliers whose shops are registered for resale

ofvarious storbs etc. should be avoided.

Appropriate unit cost including accessories etc. is to be supported by last

purchase rate ald market survey etc. The rates obtained thorough market

survey should be in consonance with the prevailing market rates of the

intended items. For the purpose of comparison, the previous purchase rate

of the items should be placed on {ile duly indicating the date of such last

purchase.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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12. If items are available against DGS & D rate contract, the procurement

should be resorted through such firm with whom the DGS & D rate

contract is concluded. Such proposals should be accompanied vrith the

complete set of valid DGS & D rate contract and such contract should not
have time expired.

13. Draft Tender Enquiry shouid be prepared as per the prescribed format.

14. One copy of each sanction/ supply order in respect of all the proposals ;
concurred by the IFA duly incorporating the note number and date of
concurrence to be forwarded to IFA for reference and record. :.

f 5. The purchases will not be split up simply to bring the value thereof within
the financial powers of the CFA in lower formation.

76. The security deposit clause, wherever applicable, should be incorporated in
the supply order. The security deposits wherever included in the supply

order will be strictly enforced.

17. The validif of commercial quote of the vendor should be got extended

wherever necessary.

18. The L1 vendor should be instructed to acknowledge receipt of supply order

placed immediately, as it has a bearing on the matter for granting

extension of delivery period.

i9. Extension of delivery period to firms without liquidated damages is to be ..
discouraged except in genuine circumstances beyond the control ofvendor.

20. It will be ensured that all stipulations contained in various GOI MOD

letters, GFR-20O5, DPM-2006 & CVC Guidelines are strictly adhered to.

21. Computers, peripherals, ancillary etc. procurable under IT Head w.ill not be

procured under I & M grant.
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GENERAT POIT{TS

1. VENDORS IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION:

The objective behind identification of proper source of supply, registration

of vendors and their periodic evaluation is to obviate the necessit5r of denovo

search of a supplier for each demand. An exhaustive directory of reliable vendors

dealing with different categories of stores is essential prerequisite for prompt

initiation of purchase action and to ensure fair and healthy competition and to

include genuine, reliable and authorized original equipment manufacturers,

stockists, authorized and registered dealers and distributors of OEM products

relevant to the requirements of the units and formations. It is essential that

directory of vendors is periodically updated by exploring new vendors and by

sharing such information within and amongst each Command HQrs with

emphasis on indigenous and accurate source of supply. Specifrc care is to be

taken to eliminate general dealers/general suppliers and those suppliers whose

shops are registered for resale of certain items. During the market survey it has

to be ensured that the vendor identified for supply of a particular item of store

factually deals with such item of store and his shop is registered for it. The

credentials of the firms identified during the market survey will be verified with

regard to the antecedents of the firm, shop registration, financial standing,

capacity, reliability, bonafides (ST/VAT/CST numbers, service tax registration no.,

IT returns etc) and the past performance etc.

2. GUIDELINES

As a norma-l procedure, the open tender system should be followed as

provided in financial regulations. In genuine cases, limited tender action could be

resorted to with the approval of CFA citing specific reason thereof. Some of the

important points to be seen while selecting vendors for any article of purchase

are:-

(a) Original equipment/item manufacturers (OEM) or their authorized

representative be included in the list, example Asian Paints, Nerolac,

Berger etc, should be included for paints and thinner.

(b) Maximum number of authorized representatives of OEM in different

stations should be included to generate competition.
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(c) unauthorized representatives of oEM if known should not be

selected/included in the vendor list.

(d) LOOo/o vendors from same market/station should be avoided as far as
possible.

(e) To veri$r the genuineness, registration of the firm be checked to see if
it is registered for product it is claiming to supply.

(0 Vendors registered for one product should not be selected for different
product for which his shop is not registered.

(g) If SOC has different categories of products then in such a case list of
vendors could be separate for each category and Ll bidder could be

identified for each category of product and supply order should be
placed on each Ll bidder.
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oFFICE NOTE/TOP LIST FOR AON CONCITRRTNCE CASES

No.IFA/
Dt.//

Subject:

l. Case hle bearing No.
2. Received from
3. Name of item
4. Qty
5. Rs.
6. PPP Sl No.
7. Necessity ofthe item has been justifred in SOC at Para

I Authorization of the item WET/ PET

II Existing Holdings and defrcienry

III Distribution of ttre proposed item

IV Disposal of the existing item, in case of old vintage.

V Existing System

VI Proposed system

VII Benefrts likely to accrue

8. Schedule under which covered and CFA

9. Whether item available on DGS&D Rate Contract

10. Mode oftendering OTE/LTEISTE/PAC/DGS&D R/C etc.

11. List ofvendors (Nos). Approved/Not Approved/DGS&D approved

12. Market survey carried out

13. Recommendations by penultimate CFA

74. QRs/ Specifications

15. Fund availability

16. Draft Tender Enquiry prepared as per DPM-2006

17. QR/Specifications attached with TE.

SAO
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CIIE|CK LIST FOR OPENING OF TECH BIDS/TEC

1. Whettrer TE issued as per the vendor list.

2. No. ofvendors offered their quotes.

3. No. of vendors submitted their EMDs

4. Date of opening of Technical bids by a separate board

5. Date ofTEC held. (Same/ Separate Board)

6. Whether constitution of TEC as prescribed

7. CST of Technical quotes prepared

8. No. of vendors meeting QR/Tech specifications

9. Recommended for consideration in TPC

10. No. ofvendors rejected in TEC

11. Reasons for rejection

12. Whether TDC report accepted by the CFA

SAO

AIFA/DIFA

f,

t

a

I
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OPENING OF COMUERCIAL BIDS/PRPPARATION OF

csT/TPC

l. No. ofvendors recommended by the
TEC for consideration in TPC

- 2. Whether opening of commercial Bids by a
eparate board.

3. Whether Comparative Statement'' Of Tenders prepared as per quotes

4. Declaration ofLl vendor on the basis
of lowest quote. With or without customs/excise duty
exemption / CST/ Freight/ other charges applicable

5. Date of TPC/PNC held (Station)

6. IFA Rep attended the TPC

7. Cost of the Project before negotiation

8. Cost ofthe Project after negotiation

t g. Savings achieved (if any)

10. TPC negotiated on the following terms
' A Duty Exemption Certifrcate / F orrn I C lD

B Taxes/Freight Charges
C Warranty
D AMC Charges/ Spares
E Training
F Any ottrer terms & conditions.

1i. Draft Supply order prepared as per the Yes/No
Terrns and conditions of DPM-20O6
& terms agreed in the TPC/PNC

SAO

AIFA/DIFA
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CIIDCK LIST rlOR ETTENSIOII OF DEIJI'ERY PERIOD CASIES

1" Draft supply order vetted on

2. Supply order No. dt.

3. Cost of the Project

4. Actual date of Delivery

5. Date up to which extension applied for
with/without levy of liquidated damages

6. No. & date of letter under which Firm
has applied for extension

7. Reasons for seeking extension of D,P.

8. Rate of Liquidated Damages

9. Recommendation with LD/without LD

SAO

AIFA/DIFA

1n

)
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CHECKLIST FOR SCHEDULE I.A & B

CHDCK LIST AND SOPs TO BE FOLLOWED AT I'NIT/CoMMAND IlQs LE\IEL

(i)

(ii)

(iiil

(iv)

The employment of temporary personnel on IAFA-497 is designed to

meet unforeseen and emergent commitments ald is to be sanctioned by

competent financial authority under the powers vested in them.

These financial powers are to be exercised subject to availability of

funds under sub head C (d) casual employees in formation other than

Air Headquarters.

Employment of temporary personnel on IAFA-497 is not permitted for

task for which necessar;r provision has already been made in the

authorized establishment.

Proposal for employment of additional tempora-ry personnel should be

submitted to the Competent Financial authority on IAFA-497 in

triplicate well in time to enable him to examine the proposal carefully

Besides showing the number of personnel by classes, rates of pay and

allowances, period of employment. Total expenditure involved and

jusl ificat ion.

The temporary employment can be sanctioned only in such classes of

personnel as are included in the regular establishment of a unit.

Such employees are to be paid only at the minimum of the scale of pay

prescribed for corresponding posts on regular establishment plus DA.

CCA and HRA at normal rates.

Temporary employment for clerks cannot be sanctioned by an officer

possessing hnancial powers for his own office for which sanction of the

next higher CFA is required.

In case of Command Headquarters, sanctions will be accorded by Air

Headquarters.

The employment of personnel on IAFA 497 should be sanctioned for

short duration only to meet additional emergent commitments, which

could not be Ioreseen. If and when sanction of the higher authority is

applied for continued employment of individuals beyond ihe initial

sanction, the reasons as to why the continuation of employment beyond

the date or initial sanction could not be foreseen at the time of initial

sanction itself be indicated.

(u)

("i)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)
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(x) The employment must not be split up and sanctioned piecemeal to
avoid reference to the higher authority.

(xi) If ttre expenditure is within the laid down financial rimits the case wilr
be put up to IFA for the necessar5z concurrence wherever applicable.

(xri) on receipt of t].e case from IFA's concurrence, wherever applicable or
otherwise, the case w l be put up for cFA for necessar5r sa'ction.

(xiii) contingent bitl dury supported by pre-receipted bill from the suppliers i
to be preferred by the Station Adjutant to the senior Accountant ollicer
after registering the same under OCG Code Head.

SOPs to be followed at Command

Similar SOPs as enumerated in Rule Sg C {i} will be followed.
CHECKLIST

(i) whether demanded item is an authorized item as per Financial Reguration
Part-1/other Govt Orders.

(ii) Whether Local purchase procedures as prescribed in FR, GFR, DFPR, MOD
and CVC guideiines as to tendering, TpC/pNC where applicabie and
contracting have been strictly followed.

(iii) The items purchased are not available through service sources
(i") The expenditure incurred is in the interest of service.
(v) The items purchased are not for more than three months, requirement.
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scr{EDULET(Cl&(Dl

AON

The following points may be seen :

1. Whether full justihcation is subrnitted through a SOC which should include
the following :

' i) Drawbacks in the existing system and proper justification for carrJdng out

J .*perimental trials, modifrcation/malufacture of tools.
ii) A copy of t1:e report based on which modification is proposed.
iii) Details of edsling facility ava able, when it was procured and its cost.
iv) The equipment to be modifred - aircraft, its systems or ground-based

systems.

v) Technical feasibility of the project indicating _

a) comprexity of the item from manufacturing angle a'd availability of
technologz for manufacture.

b) Availability of materiar incruding equivalent substitute materiar.
c) Availability oftest facilities for airworthiness certification.

- 2. whether the cFA has been correctly proposed i-e. vcAS for operationar
requirement, DCAS for projects and AOI\4 for technical requirements.

' 3. whether Aoc-in-c MC a''d Aoc/oc of Self-accountin! Repair Depots are
proposed as CFAs for only technical requirements including that fcrr speci:rlist
vehicles and associated equipment and not for operational needs.

4. whether for modification of specralist vehicles an<l associated equipment lor
operational needs, cFA proposed is Aoc-in-c of commands other than MC.

5. Whether only a minimum inescapable quantity is being modified initially to sere

whether it is successful.

6. Whether number of equipments authorized, held and No. proposed for
modification have been given.

7. Whether clearance of HeMC has been obtained for modification.
" 3. whether cost and reasonability of price is established based on br-rcrgetary

quotes.

\- 9. whether tangible / intangible benefits likely to accrue have becn broughl o.r
clearly.

10. whether financiar outlay and av^ilabirity of funds has bccn indicatecr.
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-ll.Whethertimeframewithinwhichmodificationistobecarriedouthasbeen
indicated.

12.Whetherarrassuranceoffuturebudgetarysupporthasbeengiven.

13. Whether tools available in inventory and those to be bought have been

indicated.

14. Whether the code head to which expenditure is debitable is indicated'

15. Whether the following documents are enclosed with the SOC :

i) Draft sanction letter indicating total financial implications along with t

details of items and quantity, etc for which sanction is required'

ii) Vendor list/PAC certificate signed by authorized officer'

iii) Type of tendering to be followed - OTE/LTE'

iv) Fund availability certificate.

16. Whether other General Points have been verified'

Vetting oi RFP, Points to be seen

i) Whether all the General Points have been seen'

ii) Whether vendor list has been maintainecl for different specializations'

a.Whethervendorlistisreviewed'arrdupdatedinconsultationwith
various specialist agencies like NAL/IGCAR/HAL/ ADA/CEMILAC I :

RCMA/ DRDO/DGAQA' etc'

iil) whether in case of non PAC Single Tender Enquiry cases, proper a

justification has been given for selecting the vendor'

iv)Whetherthepre-qualificationcriteriafixedforparticipationinTEisclearly
spelt out.

v) Whether the proposal has the recommendation of penultimate CFA'

vi) Whether tender is signed only by an officer authorized by the CFA to do so'

vii) Whether all standard terms and condilions such as quantity, name of

consignee, DP, mode of payment, option clause' SD' LD clause' warranty'

etc are included in TE'

viii) Whether the vendor is expected to do the entire project or only a part of it'

(Responsibility of IAF and vendor be clearly indicated in TE)' t

r-x)whetherthedrawing/specification/testschedulesaleavailableorexpected
to be develoPed bY the vendors

x) Whether materials will be supplied by IAF or the vendor is expected to use

his materials.
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xi) Whether the testing charges are to be borne by IAF or the vendor is
expected to pay the same. (Test charges on rejection of sample should be

borne by the firm).

xii) Whether the shell/ connectors / any part will be supplied by IAF.

xiii) Whether there is a provision for obtaining collateral security for

material/vehicle chassrs given on loan by IAF.

xiv) Whether condition of airworthiness approval is included in RFP for
:- modifications and experimental trials involving flight safety.

xv) Whether approval from appropriate authority has been brought out for the
' in-lieu materia.ls selected, for the drawings / design and for test schedules.

xvi) Whether it is indicated in RFP that on completion of work, firm will have to

mal<e a-ll improvements / rectifications at no additional cost.

xvii) Whether condition of continued product support in case the product

coming out of the project is introduced in the service is included in RFP.

xviii) Whether cost of product support has been asked in RFP in clearly delined

terms.

xix) Whether there is a clause in the RFP assuring t}le vendors of

confidentiality of their process, design ald all other information provided in

the technica-l offers.

xx) Whether IPR to IAF will be ensured on payment of development cost, all

. designs / drawings.

xxi) Whether break-rlp of cost separately indicating development cost, post

developmental cost and trial testing charges is ca-lled for separately.

xxil) Whether types of testing and trials required before acceptance are included

in RFP.

xxiii) Whether agencies involved in clearance and approval of the item after trials

are indicated.

xxiv) Whether criterion of determining L l, with regard to prototype cost, Unit

cost or both is clearly expldined in draJt RFP.

xxv) Whether a two part bid is mandatorily called.

" xxvi) Whether there is a provision of any pre-bid conference in case of a
developmental order.

-. xx-vii) Whether there is a provision of a presentation in case of consultalcy
projects.
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-Expendlture Angle Sanctlon

The following points be seen:

i) It may be verified that apart from all the documents provided at the time of
necessity angle approval, the following documents are submitted:

I. Copy of RFP

II. Original quotations

]II. PAC

IV. The vetted CST

V. Minutes of TPC/PNC

VI. Draftdevelopment/supplyorder

VII. RecommendaLion of the penultimate CFA

ii) In case the project cost after opening of tenders exceeds the estimated cost,

the complete case file with recommendations and view of local IFA will be

forwarded to the appropriate CFA without conducting the pNC.

iit The SO should include all the conditions given in the RFp as also those

discussed subsequently.

itr) Whether TEC report has been approved by CFA or an officer nominated by
him-

v) Whether TEC report clearly brings out adherence / non adherence to eRs i
giving reasons.

vi) Whether TEC has been duly constituted as per SOP.

vii) Whether revised commercial bids, if aly, were taken only where eRs have

undergone a change. {Commercial bids {original} should not have been

opened at all in luch cases).

viii) Whether RFP is scrapped due to one of the following reasons by CFA in
. consultation with the IFA

a. When the requirement has changed due to up gradation of systems and
obsolescence or change in Lrasic specifications.

b. When major technological advalcements have taken place in the fie1d.

c. When prices are considered very high, on the recommendation of TpC.

d. If a downward trend in prices is noticed in the market. r

ix) Whether sanction from the CFA from necessit5r angle is enclosed.

x) Whether the TPC / PNC was constituted as per the stipulated guidelines.

xi) Whether commercial bids of only technically qualifred offers were opened.

xii) Whether commercial bids were opened in the presence of the bidders or
their authorized representative.
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xiii) Whether cornmercial bids have been compared ald evaluated in' an

integrated manner i.e. the development cost, the bulk supply cost of the

requirement if applicable and also product support, if required. All levies,

taxes, ED, etc and escalation factors, if arty, are taken into account.

xiv) Whether the CST has been vetted with regard to original

quotations/ tenders and other supporting documents.

xv) Whether for determining the CFA, only development cost, cost of prototype

and the services with taxes, levies, etc have been considered.

xvi) Whether last contracted price for the same or similar item, if available, is

there.

xvii) ln case development order to be placed on proprietary basis, it needs to be

checked whether anyone of the following conditions is met:

a. Where no vendor came forward to take up the development and no

details are available even for costing or giving aly proposal, a capable

vendor may be asked to take up developmental activity on cost plus and

accepted fixed profit after clearance by the appropriate CFA in
consultation with 1FA.

b. Items are being developed from PSUs /DRDO labs/any other

Government agencies and a certificate rendered by HQMC that

identifying more vendors and inviting wider competition is not likely to

result in any major saving or improvement in quality.

c. If non availability of the item is causing PHU and the executive

authorities give certihcate that identifoing more vendors and inviting

wider competition is not likely to result in any major saving or

improvement in quality.

Post Contrd.ct Mandgement

1. General Points relating to the post contract management may be seen.

2. LD is to be waived in only those cases where delay in delivery was due to

reasons beyond the contractor's control or when the contractor cannot be held

responsible for delay in deiivery. It may be seen that adequate reasons are

recorded to justify waiver of LD.

3. While vetting a proposal for grant of extension of delivery period, a

confirmation will be taken by thc cxecutive authorities that there is no

downwarcl trend in the market.
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-4' while dealing with the cases of risk purchase, it may be ensured t.l.at there is
no change in the specifications of the items which are being purchased at the
R&E of the failed supplier.

5. Full justifrcation along with the financial effect should be watched in the cases
involving amendment to development/ supply orders. If the value of Do/So
exceeds the powers of the existing cFA aJter amendment, it will be ensured
that the case is sent to the higher CFA.

6. Advances up to 15% of the order va.lue onry should be concurred in F

exceptional cases providing full justification. A BG from a scheduled ba'k
should be insisted upon for the amount of advance. Bank Guarantee should
be valid till successful trial and final acceptance of the material.

7. In cases involving part payment on failure of items, whiie giving concurrence
the following aspects be seen:

1) A Soc bringing out clearly the reasons for the failure if it is attributable
to the vendor.

ii) In case, failure is not attributable to the vendor, quantum of payment to
be decided should be commensurate with the efforts put in by the
vendor and should never exceed 5O7o of the order value.

iii) A certiflcate by the executive authorities that all the engineering details, ;
drawings and samples, etc developed up to that stage have been tal<en

from the vendor and will be proprietary to the IAF.

The executive authorities may be advised to get the amount regularized as cash
loss in terms of Schedule VI after making payment
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GbccLlist for Schedule I lE)

AON

The following points are to be seen:

1. Whether SOC includes the following:

i. Full justification of items proposed to be indigenised indicating details

of annual consumption, cost of imported equipment, frnancial,

' technical and operational advaltage to be accrued as a result of

indigenisation.
' ii. Sources of indigenisation i.e. vendors involved;, finalcial implications,

draft sanction letter indicating item and total cost (with break up), list

of vendors to be involved, cost estimation and basis of cost estimation.

iii. Recommendation of AOC BRD/AOC-in-C (MC) is enclosed.

2. Whether there is full justification for placing development orders on

proprietary basis.

3. It may be seen whether proposal is financiaily viable in terms of quantities

required vis-2r-vis development expenditure involved'

4. Whether requirement is recurring or non-recurring (indigenisation of only

r r€curring requirement is justifred).

5- Whether the indigenisation will be more cost effective than the imports in. the

' long run.

6. Whether the equipmentl atrctaft, etc in respect of which indigenisation of

spares is being proposed is not being phased out in near future.

7. Whether the pricing includes development cost as well, the pricing can be

based on assessed cost worked out by Depot independently or through

interaction with a potential source of supply.

8. Whether the stock position has been veri{ied for assessing the quantities

required.

9. Whether the suppiy scenario from the OEM in the long run has been taken

into account.

, 10. Whether the effect of non-availability of spares on fleet

availability/ serviceability has been clearly brought out.

. 1 1 . Whether MOQ is in excess of MPE requirement. If so, complete justification

for the same be looked for.

12. Whether it is seen that the sheif life of indigenised items is long enough for

consumPtion of MOQ, if anY.
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13. whether a certilicate is rendered by Aoc/co of BRD or an authorized oflicer
at HQ MC/Air Hqrs level thar (i) BRD is the provisioning agency of a[ spares
for which indigenisation is proposed,. (ii) indigenisation is proposed of spares
required for 3'a and 4trr line servicing by the BRD.

14. Whether indigenisation of spares is tasked to BRD by HeMC/Air Hers,
15. whether only maintenance requirement items are taken in for indigenisation

and not capital goods.

16. whether the following documents have been submitted along with tre soc :

a. Relevant extract of Q-542/SORs/SRs
b. Copy of indigenisation proforma

c. Vendor list or pAC

d. \rpe pf tendering proposed with code head
e. Adequacy of earmarked funds/ action taken to project the

requirements.

f. Draft RFP.

Vetting of RFP

1. It may be seen whether separate vendor lists have been prepared for different
ranges of spares like mechanical, electro mechanical, electronics, etc and for ';

consultancy and embedded software development.
2. whether vendor list is updated from time to time by interaction with cII, I{AL, ;

CEMILAC, DGAQA, etc.

3. whether any efforts are being made for development of altemative indigenous
sources by placing order for 2oolo requirement on the new sources.

4. Whether two part bid is called.

5. whether specifications have been clearly brought out to enabre the vendors to
understand them in the same manner.

6' where reverse engineering is envisaged, provision for ma-king available to the
bidders the sample of the item to be indigenised has been made.

7. whether the vendo' is expected to deverop the entire product or only the
tooling.

8. whether in .the drawings it has been indicated that specifications / test
schedulesareavailableorexpectedtobedevelopedbythever.dors

9. whether the materials win be supplied by IAF or the vendor is expected to use
his own materials.
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10. Whether the testing charges are to be borne by the IAF or the vendor is
expected to pay the same.

11. Whether the shell/connectors/any part will be supplied by IAF.

12. Whether it is clearly indicated irr RFP that the product supplied will be

accepted only after airworthiness approval from t1'e appropriate authorities.
13. Whether it is indicated in t]le RFP that approval from appropriate authorit5r

will also be required for the in lieu materials selected, for the
drawings / design for the test schedules.

74. Whether it is indicated in the RFP that the firms will have to make all
improvements/rectifications to the product at no additional cost to the
Government

15. Whether long-term commitment of continued supply on payment of
development costs by IAF is sought in the RFP from the bidders.

16. Whether there is a clause in the RFP assuring the vendors of confidentiality
of thek process, design ald all other information provided in the technical
offers.

77. Whether it is indicated in the RFP that after payment of-development cost,

all the designs/drawings and intellectual property will rest with IAF.

18. Whether performance waranty clause, LD clause , etc for high value items
are included in RFP

19. Whether total quantity required as prototypes for development and the
quantity required over next 5 years (which should be procured in small
batches) has been indicated.

20. Whether breakdown cost for development is sought.

27. Whether the basis of determining Ll, .with regard to prototype cost/ total
indigenization cost is clearly indicated.

22. Whether RFP has been got vetted by the specialists from tJ.e Section

requiring the spares, Quality Assurance Olficers and the RCMA Uf
applicable) for technical aspects.

Expenditure Angle Sanction :Points to be seen

\ 1. Whether the EAS proposal includes .he following:

a. Copy of RFP.

b. Original quotations.

c. PAC.

d. Registered SSI Certificate (where applicable).
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C. CST.

f. TPC / PNC minutes (if applicable).

g. Draft development / supply order.

h. Formal sanction proforma recomrnended by the penultimate CFA.

2. Whether TEC report clearly brings out adherence/non-adherence to eRs.
3. Whether TEC report is approved by the CFA or an ollicer nominated by him.
4. In case only a single vendor responds to the TE or is the only technically

acceptable o{fer, it has to be treated as a single tender and dealt with
accordingly.

5. Whether where QRs are changed during technical vetting, revised commercial

bids have been called for ald original commercial bids are not opened.

6. Whether tJle commercial bids have been evaluated in the manner prescribed in
RFP.

7. Whether all taxes, levies, ED, etc as also the escalation factors if applicable,

have been taken into account.

8. Whether TPC/PNC has negotiated the price with L1 only.

9. In cases where the project cost is found to have exceeded tJle financial powers

of the CFA after opening of tenders, it may be seen whether tJ e complete case

frle with recommendations of the CFA has been forwarded to the next higher

CFA along with the reasons for t1lre project cost exceeding the plalned cost and :
the views of loca-l IFA.

10.All other standard points as applicable may be seen.

Post contract :Points to be seen

1. A11 General Points may be seen.

2. In cases of failure, payment up to 5O ok of ll,e order value may be concurred in
if failure is certified as not attributable to t]le vendor.

3. It may be ensured that a1l reverse engineering details, drawings ald samples,

etc developed up to that stage will be taken by IAF from the vendor and will be

the property of IAF.

4. The executive may be advised to obtain ex post facto sanction of the CFA for

regularization of payment as a cash loss not due to TFN.
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Schedule I (Gl & llHl

Flnallzatlon of aanual contracts for alrllft of stores aad dlspatches through
Courlen / Speed Po3t otr otre way or both walrc are requlred basls wlthln the
Cou'rtry.

' Ch..k Ltst for Acceptaace of Necessity.

,- 1. Veri& whether the stores to be dispatched are bonafrde IAF stores,

2. Whether unit has justifred the urgency of dispatch.

3. Whether it is mentioned that due to operational necessit5r the material is to

be dispatched by Courier / Speed Post.

4. Whether approximate quantity to be dispatched with weight and other

details are given.

5. Whether there is a relationship between last turnover i.e. actual dispatched

and present approximate projection

6. Whether the destinations selected are justified and are bonaftde IAF

stations.

' 7. While projecting approimate quantity for dispatch rough indication of

approximate expenditure based on Market survey, last 3 years expenditure

' should be given.

8. While assessing such expenditure basis of computation of expenditure

should be given.

9. Whether the case brings out advantages for use of Civil Courier over other

modes of dispatch.

10. If contract for to and fro dispatch is proposed whether advantage of such

dispatch is mentioned.

1 l Whether draJt tender document is enclosed.

12. Whether in draft tender document ail the conditions are clearly mentioned

especially material to be dispatched in Kgs or Volume.
n 13. Names of Vendors are mentioned and whether it is certifred that these

vendors are registered.
* 14. Confrrmation regarding budgetary support is rendered.

D<penditure angle concurrence.

1. Whether the original quotes are enclosed.

2. Whether Comparative statement of qugtes is prepared and signed by

concerned officers.
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3. compare the csQ with originat quotations and ensure that all entries in

CSQ are correct and all conditions mentioned by eac! tenderer are
mentioned in remark column of CSe.

4. whether the determination of Ll is correctly done taking into consideration
all the conditions in the quote.

5. Budgetary allotment is confrrmed. 
-6. In case two ways contract is to be concluded ensure that botl: units are

empowered to operate the contract and from whom funds are to be utilized
is clearly menl ioned.

7. In case of speed post contracts, please ensure that :-

i) The Contract is fina_lized under the Book Now pay Later Scheme

(BNPL)

ii) Department of Post is to provide free pick up and delivery at A.F.
Stations.

iii) The dimension of item and weight should not exceed the limits laid
down. However, postal department should be prevailed upon to
accept higher weight and bigger dimensions.

iu) Rates are charged according to weight and the distalce covered in t

slabs. Fixed discount also should be indicated in the contract.
v) Compensation is paid by DOP(Department of post)/Couriers for any i

delays beyond 24 hrs of the lard down timings.
vi) Suitable escalation clause is to be incorporated where the increase /

decrease in rates should be related to revision of postal charges.
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CHECK LIST FOR SCHEDULE -II

The following points are to be seen at the time of concurring the cases for
sanctioning expenditure not precisely covered by rules:

(i) The expenditure should be of a non-recurring nature not faliing within the

categories enumerated in Rule 58.

(ii) The expenditure should not be provided for at all by existing regulations or

not precisely or adequately covered by existing regulations.

(iii) The expenditure must be reasonably charged against Defence Service

Funds which in the opinion of the CFA is likely to receive the sanction of
the Government, if referred to them.

(iv) The expenditure should be a legitimate charge against the Public Funds.

(v) The canons of financia-l propriety have been observed.

. ("i) The CFA should be satisfled that the sanctioning of expenditure is not

contrary to any known policy of the Government

.!

(vi) Whether ttre demanded item is an authorized item as per FR Part-I.

(vii) Whether local purchase procedure has been strictly followed.

(viii) The items purchased should not be available through service sources.

(i") The expenditure incurred is in t}le interest of service.

(x) The items purchased should not be for more than three months

requirement.

(xr) The nature of stores and services required should be examined.

(xi1) Exceptional reasons/ circumstances justifying the expenditure should be

examined.

(xiLi) Basis of quantities and estimated cost needs to be seen.
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CHE'CK LIST FOR SCHEDULE.IN

The following points are to be seen at tl.e time of concurring the cases for
regularizing issue of stores in exceptional cases:

These powers are to be exercised to authorize issue of stores to external agencies
on a perrn.rnent basis, when the issue is not authorized.

Polnts to be seen:

The range covers all Air Force stores except EW, Armament and secret
equipment.

It should be ascertained that the action proposed/taken is inescapable and
is not iikely to recur in future.

The proposal shouid contain a self-explanatory note indicating :

o Nature of stores

o Justification of necessit5r ofissue or regularization of issue of stores
r Value of stores

r Quantity of stores to be issued/regularized
o Financialimplications

In case arr issue is to be made to al external agency which is not
authorized the case should clearly bring out the reasons and necessit5r of
making the issue.

In cases where the issue has already been effected and sanction is being
sought on an ex post-facto basis, tJ:e reasons for not taking prior sanction
should be clearly spelt out. The cost of the items a'd the basis of the cost
should also be brought out.

Whether there is any possibility of recovering the cost fully or partia_lly of
the items being issued.

The cost of the item issued is not to be treated as .r loss ald no separate
regularization of the loss is required.

These powers can also be exercised on an ex post-facto basis in exceptional
circumstances-

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)
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CHE1CK LIST FOR SCHEDI'LF. IV

The following points are to be seen at the time of concurring the cases fior

sanctioning writing off of losses of stores not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect:

(i) The loss is not due to any individual's carelessness

(ii) The loss is beyond the control of storing authority
(iii) No carelessness is involved in safeguarding the equipment

(iv) Necessar5r enquiry has been ordered and reports rendered before the loss

statement is sent for salction.
(v) Remedial action taken and instructions issued to avoid recurrence in

future.

(vr) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility.

(vij) Whether audit report has been obtained from the CDA/LAO concerned.

(viii) Provisions contained in FR Pt.I will also be kept in view, while processing

the loss of Stores/public money.

(ix) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same

incidence/cause should be written of on one loss statement.

(x) Pricing of loss occurred as shown in Form (Q) 406 is to be done in
accordance with pare 9 to 10 of Chapter 22 of IAP 1501.

(xi) Price is to be checked by LAO(AF) concerned.

(*ii) The frnancial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delegated to any

subordinate officer, except under certain defrnite conditions as detailed in
Financial Regulations.
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CHEICK LIST FOR SCHEDI'LEV

The foilowing points are to be seen at the time of concurring the cases for
sanctioning writing off of losses of stores due to theft, fraud or gross neglect:

(t) The reasons forwarded for the loss are genuine

(ii) The loss is beyond the capacity of the individual held responsible for the

loss

(ii4 What action has been tal<en to avoid such t5rpe of losses in the future
(iv) In case of loss due to faulty packing/ storage, what action has been taken to

improve such requirements

(v) If the loss is due to the Rlys/transporter, what action has been taken to
recover the cost from t.le Rlys/ tralsporter

(vi) What remedial measures have been taken and instructions issued to avoid

such recurrences in future
(vit) Necessar5r enqutry has been ordered and reports rendered before the loss

statement is sent for sanction.

{viii) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility. j

(ix) Whether audit report has been obtained from the CDA/LAO concerned.

(x) Provisions contained in FR Pt.I w'ill also be kept in view, while processing '
the loss of Stores/public money.

(xi) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same

incidence/cause should be wr-itten off on one loss statement.
(xii) Pricing of loss occurred as shown in Form (Q) 406 is to be done in

accordance with para 9 to 1O Chapter 22 and pata 3 to 14 Chapter 23 of
IAP 1501.

(xiii) Price is to be checked by LAO(AF) concerned.

(xiv) The financial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delegated to aly
subordinate officer, except under certain definite conditions as detailed rn

Financia-l Regulations.
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-CHEICK LIST NOR SCHEDI'LF-VI

The following points are to be seen at the time of concurring the cases for
sanctioning writing off of losses of public money not due to theft, fraud or gross

neglect:

1. The defrnition of the term ?ublic rnoney'is as follows:-

(i) Irrecoverable personal advances made to individuats no longer in
Govemment service;

(ii) OverpaSrments of pay and allowances made to individuals no longer in
Government Service;

(iii) All other irrecoverable cash claims including the value of issues on

payment to units or individuals the recovery of which would entail
considerable hardship or present special diffrculty;

(iv) Value of stores issued to contractors which, for any cause, there has been

a failure to recover ald the recovery of which would present special

diffrculty;

(v) Losses due to expenditure on freight in respect of stores dispatched in
erTor;

(vi) Losses resulting from the dispatch of stores by other than the authorized
procedure;

(vii) Irrecoverable debts of units disbanded in accordance witl- demobilization

orders;

(viii) Irrecoverable losses due to thefts and fraudulent use of railway warrants,
credit notes or railway concession vouchers;

(ix) Demurrage charges incurred due to negligence on the part of
consignor/consignee.

Following facts to be seen by IFA
- (r) The loss is not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect

(ii) The loss is beyond the controi of the authority

' (iiil No carelessness is involved

(i") Necessar5r COI if any, has been ordered ald reports rendered before the

loss statement is sent for sanction.
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-(v) Remedial action taken and instructions issued to avoid recurrence in
future.

(vr) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility.

(vtr) Whether audit report has been obtained from the CDA/LAO concerned.

(viii) Provisions contained in FR ft.I will also be kept in view, while processing

the loss of public money.

(ix) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same i
incidence/cause should be written olf on one loss statement.

(x) Pricing of loss occurred as shown in Form (Q) 406 is to be done in

accordance with para 9 Chapter 22 and para 3 to 14 Chapter 23 of LAP

1501.

(xi) Price is to be checked by LAO(AF) concemed.

(xi1) The frnancial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delegated to any

subordinate officer, except under certain definite conditions as detailed in

Financial Regulations.
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CIIFCK LIST FOR SCHEDT'LF.VII

The following points are to be seen at the time of concurring tl.e cases for
sanctioning writing off of losses of public money due to theft, fraud or gross
neglect:

1. The definition of the term 'Public money, is as follows:-
(i) Irrecoverable persona.l adva'ces made to individuals no ronger in

Government service;

(ii) Overpayments of pay and allowances made to individuals no longer in
Government Service;

(iii) A11 other irrecoverable cash claims including the value of issues on
payment to units or individuals the recovery of which would entail
considerable hardship or present special difficulty;

(iv) Value of stores issued to contractors which, for anv cause, there has been a
failure to recover and the recovery of which would present special dif{iculty;

(v) Losses due to expenditure on freight in respect of stores dispatched in
error;

(vi) Losses resulting from the dispatch of stores bv other than the authorized
procedure;

(vii) Irrecoverable debts of units disbanded in accordance with demobilization
orders;

(viii) Irrccoverable losses due to thefts and fraudulent use of railway wa_r-rants,

crcdit notes or railway concession vouchers;

{Lr} Demurragc charges incurred due to negligence on the part of
consignor/ consignee.

Following facts to be seen by IFA

(i) The loss is not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect
(ii) The loss is beyond the control ofthe authority
(iii) No carelessness is involved

(iv) Necessary COI if any, has been ordered and reports rendered before the
loss statement is sent for sanction.

(v) Remedial action taken and instructions issued to avoid recurrence in
[uture.

("i) No individual has been shielded to avord fixing the responsibility.
(vii) Whether audit report has been obtained from the CDA/LAO concerned.
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(vin) Provisions contained in FR Pt.I will also be kept in view, while processing

the loss of public money.

(ix) Losses of various classes of stores due to one and the same

incidence/cause should be written on one loss statement.

A Pricing of loss occurred as shown in Form (Q) 406 is to be done in

accordance with para 9 Chapter 22 and' para 3 to 14 Chapter 23 of IAP

1501.

(xi) Price is to be checked by LAO(AF) concemed.

(rar) The frnancial powers detailed are personal and cannot be delegated to any

subordinate o{ficer, except under certain defrnite conditions as detailed in

Financial Re gulations.

'

P

n
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-Additlonal Polttts to be seen for SCEEDIILF-IV, V, VI, & VII
GENERAL

The following points may be seen by the IFA:

1. Whether the statement of case is prepared in accordance with -the

provisions contemplated it AFO 22 l2OO0 as well as proforma contemplated

therein.

Ref - AFO Part - iV (Para 91 to 1O2).

2. Whether the remedial measures and the disciplinary action taken to avoid

recurrence of such lapses are enclosed along with SOC.

3. Whether the Delay report showing the progressive stages of loss statement

from the date of occurence / detection of loss / damage / accident to the

date of submission to IFA office is enclosed duly signed by AOC / CO.

4. In case of resubmission, whether Delay Report has been updated till the

date of resubmission duly signed by AOC / CO.

5. Whether the Court of Inquiry, proceedingis have been enclosed in original /
maruscripts. (The reasons for not holding / delay in holding the COI is

< required to be elucidated in terms of Rule 156 of FR Pt.I Vol-l and AFO

14l2OOs.

t 6. The COI can be dispensed with with IFA concurrence duly indicating the

circumstances under which the COI was not convened. It may be seen that

circumstances under which COI was not held have been enclosed along

with Statement of Case and Loss statement. The dispensation of the

requirement of convening the COI rests with the CFA in consultation with

IFA within whose financial powers the loss falls in terms of Rule 156 of FR

Pt.I Voi-i. (In this context refer AFO 14/2OO5\.

7. In cases where a part of the loss is recoverable, whether the CFA is worked

out on gross loss in terms of Rule 160 of FR Pt.I Vol-I.

8. Whether the L.S. and SOC are routed through staff channel, and remarks /
. recommendation of all intermediarv Commanders are enclosed along with

the documents.

9. Whether the loss is priced in terms of Rule 163 of FR Pt.I Vol-I and Para 17

of Chapter 2 of IAP 15O I .
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10. Whether the L.S. and SOC are routed through LAO(AF) / ALAO (AF) for
rendition of Audit Report and price verification in terms of AFo 22l2ooo &
14/2OO5.

11. whether L.S. indicates whether tl' e loss is due to TFN and not due to TFN.
12. whether the documents are prepared in six copies / folders marked

'Original', 'Duplicate', etc. (All original documents are to be placed in the
original folder and attested copies thereof to be placed in other folders). ,

13. whether attested copies of correspondence mad.e relating to the loss
between consignor / consignee / railway enclosed to have proper
appreciation of the case.

14. whether Discrepa'cy Report is submitted which is mandatory for transit
loss.

M.T. ACCIDTNT

Additional points to be seen in case of MT Accidents are as under:

1. Whether Technical Inspection Report, Accident report and the Statement
showing the cost of damage and assessed cost of repairs duly signed by
Competent Technical Authorities have been enclosed in original.

2. whether a copy of PoR / Part II o.o. publishing the disciplinarjz action is
enclosed.

3. whether any damage to civil property or loss of civilian life has occurred
due to the accident.

4. whether the MACT case has been filed to recover the cost of damage from
the owner of the civil truck in terms of L.S.C. contract. If so, present
position.

5. Whether the T.R. number and month under which the T.R. was adjusted
has been mentioned in case the loss has been partially recovered.

6. Whether Confirmation / Certificate that there was no damage to the fuel
tank in the accident is there. The cost of fuel lost is to be incorporated in
the L.S.

7. whether the original book value of the vehicle has been inclicated in the
L.S.

U. Whether a Copy of Log Book entry is enclosed.

9. Whether redesignated class of vehicle after repair has been indicated.
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-10. Whether reason for not friing the case before MACT / Arbitrator / Court
has been given.

TRAIVS.rT.LOSSES

Additional points to be seen in case of Tralsit Losses are as under: -

1. Whether a Railway claim or claim on transporter was prepared. If so,

confirmation whether the Railway clairn / recovery from transporter had

been adjusted and details thereof.

2. Whether there is a delay in preferring the claim against

Railways / transporter.

3. Whether the packages were received in:

a) Sound condition.

b) In case the packages were received in damaged condition an element of

negligence on the part of consignor cannot be ruled out for not

complying with the instructions. Hence, whether the_ remarks of

consignor to this effect are obtained and enclosed to the L.S. in terms of

Para 2(d) of Chapter X of IAP- 15O 1 .

4. Whether there is a delay in raising the D.R.

5. Original B.O.O. convened for taking the delivery of stores is required to be

enclosed in terms of Para 1I2 of Chapter 4 of IAP- 150 1 .

NATURAL CALAMITIF,S

Additiona-l points to be seen in case of Natural Ca-lamities are as under: -

1. Whether a-11 the buildings in a station affected by a natural calamity are

consolidated for preparation of L.S. Whether a cerlilicate from G.E. is enclosed

along with L.S. and SOC that all the buildings have been surveyed and loss if
any has been included.

2. Whether Report from Meteorological Centre indicating weather details has been

enclosed in original.

3. Whether the statement showing the cost of damages and assessed cost of

" 
repair and also the assessed cost of retrieved materials has been enclosed duly

signed by G.E. and verified by AAO GE.
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4. whether the cost of retrieved material has been deducted from the gross ioss to
arrive at net amount of loss requiring regularization. (As per para 597 of RMES

the L.S. is required to be priced accordingly).

5. In case no material could be retrieved, whether a certificate to this effect has
been obtained from the G.E. and enclosed with L.S.

.LOSS OTPUBI.IC MONEY

Additional points to be seen in case of Loss of Fublic Money are as under: -

1. Whether the case under consideration is covered by definition of public

Money as given below:

The delinition of the term 'Public Money' is as follows: ,

(t Irrecoverable personal advalces made to individuals no longer in
Government service;

(ii) Overpayments of pay and allowances made to individuals no longer in
Govemment Service;

(iii) All other irrecoverable cash claims including the value of issues on

payment to units or individuals the recovery of which would entail
considerable hardship or present special difficulty;

(iv) Value of stores issued to contractors which, for any cause, there has ;
been failure to recover and the recovery of which would present special

diffrculty;

(") Losses due to expenditure on freight in respect of stores dispatched in
error;

("i) Losses resulting from the dispatch of stores by other thal the

aulhorized procedurc;

(vii) Irrecoverable debts of units disbanded rn accordance \,,.ith

demobilization orders;

(viii) Irrecoverable losses due to thefts ald fraudulent use of railway

warrants, credit notes or railway concession vouchers;

(ix) Demurrage charges incurred due to negligence on the part of

consignor / consignee.

2. Salctioning authority is to ascertain the following facts before according sanctioni -,

(i) The loss is not due to theft, fraud or gross neglect

(it The ioss is beyond the control ofthe authoritv
(iiil No carelessness is involved
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(A)

(iv) Necessar5r COI if any, has been ordered and reports rendered before

the loss statement as sent for salction

(") NecessarSr instruction has been issued to avoid recurrence ofsuch loss.

("i) Remedia.l Measures taken.

(vii) No individual has been shielded to avoid fixing the responsibility.

Foreign Discrepalcy Report: - It is to be seen that in case of Foreign

Discrepancy Report, rejection communications as arrd when D'R. is received,

losses arising out of non-tnking of Invoices and Audit objection in foreign

consignment are treated as 'Cash -Loss'and will be regularized under Sch VI

or VII.

Whether the transit loss occurring between Emb Hqrs / MCU anci Consignee

Unit wit}lin Indian territory is treated as Store loss for which neither the

supplier nor Shipping Agent or intermediate consignee (31 MCU/Emb Hqrs)

are held responsible.

The items quoted in Rule 164 of FR Part.I Vol-I will be treated as Cash ioss

including payment of demurrage charges.

FLYING I,OSSES

Whether the write off / strike off of losses on account of Flying accident has been

done by Air Hqrs only after obtaining Flying Accident Report from CDA (AF), New

Delhi-

Reference

{B}

1.

t

4.

5.

Sch IV to VII

IAP- 150lchapter 2,

AFO 22/2OOO

AFO 110/98

AFO 14lO5

10, 22,23,24 & 25
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CHECKLIST FOR SCHEDULE VIII (A, B,C D & E}

CHECK LIST .FOR Cfi{ AND IFA

It is entirely the responsibility of locai purchase officer to submit the following
information a.long with necessary documents for consideration of IFA and CFA

(a) The items are authorized for Air Force Equipments.

(b) Items a-re urgently required. Status of pending PRs & Central purchase -
supply orders may be verified.

i(c) Items are not available in unit/ED
(d) Items cannot be obtained expeditiously from normal sources of supply.
(e) It may be seen as to how many times local purchase has been resorted to

for the items in question during last 12 months.

(0 LP is resorted to in exceptional cases and not as a mater ofroutine.
(S) Purchase proposal is within the delegated financial powers of IFA and CFA.

(h) Whether standard format of TE has been used.

(1) Whether CST has been signed by authorized gazetted offrcer and ranking
statement has been vetted by IFA/rep of IFA.

U) Whether selection of frrms is proper and all past ald registered suppliers i
are given TE. If not reasonsrfor the same are indicated.

(k) Tender-opening has been conducted properly by board of offrcers including i
rep of IFA in presence of authorized representatives of hrms.

(1) Where the financial powers are with concurrence, it is to be ensured that
the concurrence of the iFA has been obtained right from the acceptance of
necessity, determining the mode of tendering, selection of vendors, vetting

of draft tender & CST, TPC/PNC (in case of purchases exceeding Rs. 1 1al<h

etc).

(-) Competitive tenders/ quotations have been invited as per rules.
(n) If the iterns are required for stock, then they are not to exceed more tharr

three months requirement.

(o) Items are not of short shelf life and not likely to be unfit in store.

(p) Scales laid down are not exceeded.'

(q) Local purchase order has not been split up to avoid necessity of obtaining

sanction from higher authority.

(r) Where higher rates are accepted, reasons in detail are to be given by TPC

before accepting the tender other than Ll.
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(s) Sanction from higher authorit5r is obtained where such sanction is required

to be obtained whenever it exceeds the delegated frnancial power of local
IFA and CFA.

(t) The powers delegated are for each transaction and not for each item.
(u) whether in case of loca-l purchase of ASC stores, cFA has been determined

with reference to total estimated annual requirement.
t (v) The powers are to be exercised only for purchase of indigenous stores ard

not for stores from abroad.

' (w) Plant arrd machinery are not to be purchased under Lp.

where fina.cia.l powers of cFA are with concurrence of IFA/CDA, IFA/GDA are to
be associated in all stages of procurement activity.

i) Acceptance of necessity.

ii) Selection of mode of tendering i.e. OTE/LTE/STE at the time of TE stage.

iii) Approval of sources in case of LTE and STE/Selection of vendors.

i,r) Vettrng of draft tender enquiry.

v) Participation in Tender opening and vetting ofCST.

vi) Participation of TPC/PNC at units.

- vii) Vetting of draft supply orders ald recording of FC NO & Date.

viii) Concurrence of DP Extension, waiver of LD and securitlz deposit.

, i*) Concurrence of Amendments to contracts.
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SCHEDULE - IX
Check llst for according concurrence for cases for waiving compensation of
loss due to the failure of a Contractor
These powers under Sch IX can be exercised on limited occasions. In order to-
veriff the circumstarrces and other details check the S.O.C. on following lines.

1) Whether the case relates to one of the following categories:

a) Stores handed over to contractor on loan contract or embodiment are

not returned / are returned in deteriorated condiLion,

b) Advances paid to a contractor, which cannot be recovered through bank
gua-rantee or security deposit,

c) There is a consequential loss due to contractor's action / failure,

2l Whether the loss is due to exceptional circumstances, for which neither the

contractor nor the IAF agency is at fault,

3) Whether it is not possible to make recovery from the contractor and all
avenues are exhausted,

4J Whether, IAF Units issuing items on loan have ensured safery* of the item by

taking indemnity bond, Barrk guarantee, Security deposit, etc considerirrg i
inflationary tendencies prevarling in the market,

5) Whether, SOC was fonvarded to Command Hqrs/Air HQ as the case may be a

and their comments obtained,

6) Whether, SOC has brief history of case chronologically,

7) Whether contract agreement copy or authority under which issue was made

is enclosed,

8) Whether issue of item was authorized by the authority competent to make

such issue,

9) Whether totai loss involved and basis of calculation of cost is mentioned and
pricing is certified by LAO of Unit,

1O) Whether reasons for non-recovery are mentioned clearly,

11) Whether, there is loss statement enclosed with SOC duly priced by LAO,

I2l Whether convincing remedial measures are mentioned in SOC,

13) Whether Audit report is enclosed with SOC.

14) Whether draft letter of authority waiving off the compensation is enclosed.
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cHBCrcrsT FoR SCHEDITLE X lAl
(Local Contracts)

CHECK I,,IST I.IOR CFA AND IFA

A1l contracts will be entered into and accepted by the authorities concerned for
ald on behalf of the President.

(a) The nature of the services/items contracted for are auttrorized for the Air
Force.

(b) The contracts will operate for an annual/ biannual period and may be

renewed under instructions from Command HQrs/Air HQrs.
(c) The work/services required to be performed under local contracts should be

clearly identified. The requirement, objectives and the scope of the
works/services should be spelt out.

(d) The reasonable expenditure should be estimated based on t1e prevalent

market conditions and consulting other organizations engaged in similar
activtties.

(e) The identification of likely sources for these contracts should be carried out
and approved contractors/vendors short listed.

(f) The Terms of Reference (TOR) should include precise statement of objectives,
' outline of the tasks to be carried out & schedule for completion of tasks.

(g) Purchase proposal is within the delegated frnancial powers of IFA arrd CFA.

' (h) The mode of tendering i.e. LTEIOTEISTE is to be decided on t}re value of the
contract and list of approved contractors/vendors.

(t Whether CST has been signed by authorized gazetted officer and ranking
statement has been vetted by IFA/ rep of IFA.

0) Tender-opeiring has been conducted properly by board of officers including
rep of IFA in presence of authorized representatives of firms.

(k) Competitive tenders/ quotations have been invited as per rules.
(1) If the items are required for stock, then they are not to exceed more than

three months requirement.
(m) Items are not of short shelf life and not likely to be unfit in store.
(n) Scales laid down are not exceeded.

' (o) Local contracts have not been split up to avoid necessity of obtaining
sanction from higher authority.

t (p) Where htgher rates are accepted, reasons in detarl are to be given by TPC

before accepting the tender other than L1.

(q) Sanction from higher authoritv is obtained u,here such sanction is required
to be obtained u'hencvcr it cxceecls tl-re delegated financial porver of local IFA

arr d CFA
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CEE'CKLISI nOR SCHEDITLE X lB A Cl

Speclfic Polnts to be looked lnto
(a) Proper selection of civil transport hiring agencies by unit board of oflicers

including IFA/Rep. of IFA need to be done in accordance with prescribed
procedures.

(b) while tendering whether all known requirements for all units in the ?.

station/area on a particular day or No. of specifred days taken into account
and pooled together. Concurrence of IFA is to be obtained in respect of r
financia_l powers with concurrence.

(c) Sanction is not split up to bring it within the powers of lower CFAs
(d) Crossed DD/Cash Deposit receipt as per stipulated amount in TE as

earnest money payable will accompany each tender.
(e) Tra'sportation conditions have to be brought out in specific terms in TE

.and the contract/ supply order.
(f) All standard terms and conditions including Security Deposit & mode of

payment are to be incorporated in TE as well as in contract/supply order in
prior consultation with lFA. S.D. can be waived by CFA wrrh prior
concurrence of TFA I

(g) Specifications of vehicles required to be clearly mentioned in TE as well as
in contracts/ supply order.

th) Laid down instructions for loading vehicies wilr have to be compried with.
(il The existing instructions in protection during transit have been followed.

The following points are to be seen while concurring with the proposal for hiring of
civil transpo rt:

1. Necessary iustification for the purpose of hiring including a certificate that
no other hired vehicle cal be availed of and service transport is not
available for this purpose are given/attached.

2. The purpose for which hiring of civil transport is proposed, is bona fide and
authorized in Government orders.

3 Details of load/passengers to be conveyed are authorized and it is ]
obligatory on Government to provide transport for them.

4. Distance involved is mentioned. i
5. Type of transport/vehicle to be hired with number of vehicles and duration

of hrring on the basis of load in terms of number of personnel to be
conveyed is clearly shown in the proposal.

6. The value involved ald how it has been arrived at is mentioned.
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7.

8.

Availability of funds under the relevant head accounts is shown.

E{Iorts should have been made to obtain the hiring rates from local civil

authorities for each type of vehicle/hansport.

In case of return journey/back load, reasonable discount has been offered

by the firm.

Whether credibility and past performance of the tralsport contractors are

satisfactory?

Pattern of hiring in regard to the quantum, expenditure in the preceding

year and justification for abnormal variations if any is grven.

Transport hired for officers on temporary duty etc. is as per prescribed

scale.

In case of hiring of other vehicles wherever regular hired transport is
existrng or operating in station, the reasons for resorting to hiring needs to

be specifred.

If hiring in the circumstances mentioned above is due to non availability of

a particular type of transport in the contract, reasons as to why that
particular transport was not catered for in the contract should be given. If
this was not provided for because the requirement for the same was not felt

at the time of concluding the contract, the specific reasons as to hou, the

requirement has come up now and why this could not be visualized eerrlier

are to be given. If this requirement is going to be substantial or continue

over a period of time, feasibility of including this requirement in the

contract already existing was considered or could be considered.

lf the hiring proposed is due to failure of contractor the same should be at

the risk and cost of the regular contractor. Arbitration clause is also

incorporated in the agreement/ supply order.

How for the quoted rates compare with the rate obtained from RTO/civil

transport authority in case the same has been obtained.

Is the hiring proposed inescapable and the requirement cannot be met by

any other alternative method.

Details of expenditure incurr-ed in l.riring of tr.lnsport up to thc last

occasion are given.

Sanction is not spht up to bring the cxpcncliturc with in financial ttrc powcr

of lower CFA.

If hiring is resorted to very frequently, rvill it not be more economical to go

in for regular contract for a spccified period s:ry 3 months,6 months or 1

year etc.

9.

10.

11_

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

20.

18.
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21. Is the mode of tendering adopted is appropriate? The TE is required to be
vetted by the iFA before issue.

22. All standard terms and conditions including tra-nsportation condition,
specification of vehicles required, SD, mode of payments are to be clearly
mentioned in TE as well as in contract supply order also.

23. Is adequate competition being ensured?

24. The existing instructions in protection of A.F stores during transit have .,

been followed.

25. The contract should contain in addition to standard terms and condition i
certain special tefms arld conditions viz. loading or collection/delivery
clause, estimated transportation Lime from consignor to destination,
liability of contractor for safety of consignment, penalty clause etc. In case

of insurance the responsibility to pay the premium for the same is fixed as

per Govemment orders and clearly mentioned in tJ:e contract agreement.

26. Standard terms and conditions of payment are incorporated in the supply
order.

27 . Price negotiation if any with the L 1 firm if the cost offered is higher and
unreasonable to be carried out with associating the lFA. These

negotiations are to be recorded in writing.
28. Dralt supply order is required to be vetted by the IFA before issue.

29. ln case of 6 monthly or yearly rate contracts the CFA will be determined
with reference to estimated annual turn over.

30. Rate contracts are concluded for destination as well as on per km/ per ton
basis and operated as per conditions which are beneficial to the state.

31. Proper justification for difference between market rate, LPR and current L1

rate may be recorded in TPC/PNC minutes.
32. The factors take into account for assessing reasonability of rates are

recorded in the minutes. Some of the factors which influence hiring rates

are rates of fuel, season, road conditions, location of units etc.

33. Hiring of road transport is to be done on per ton per km basis as a rule
unless:

{i) The volume of consignment is large and is not commensurate with ;
the weight. In such cases, hiring is to be done on per km basis.

(ii) If full truck load can not be utilized and due to ..

operational/ technical /security reasons, the balance truck load

necessarily has to be left unutilized, hiring can be done on per km
basis with a clear indication of tonnage underutilized.
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-SCHEDULE xI A, B, &C

General

These po"r"ers are to be utilised for all maintenance requirements related to
aircraft and weapon system, associated support equipment, MT, Clothing, barrack
equipment and all types of authorised stores.

On receipt of the proposal in IFA Cell, the following points may be seen :

1. It may be seen as to under which of the following categories the proposal

4.

falls:

a. Periodical review: lt is carried out at the specified intervals i.e. half
yearly for class A & B items and yearly for class C items.

b. Special rewiew: It is an intermediate review and can be accepted in any
one of the following circumstances:

i. When stock position has fallen below review action frgure (RAF)

ii. When change in policy has affected consumption of spares

iii. When item is found to be fast moving

iv. AOG (Aircraft on ground), PHU (Production hold up), URR (Urgent

repair iequirement), IOR (lmmediate operational requirement),MCM
(Most critical material) requirement

c. Life of Type Rewiew :lt is the hnal review undertaken for provision of
a1l ranges of an aircraft or equipment when intimation is received from
the manufacturers that further production of requisite spares will be

discontinued after a specilic date.

It may be seen whether the range is centralized or decentralized.

In case of first time requirement Statement of case with detailed
justrfication has been submitted.

In case the proposal pertains to bulk procurement of the items on which
trials/ experiments and modification or indigenisation have been

successfully carried out under Schedule I C,D and E, whether trial report
and the approval of the product by all requisite agencies such as RCMA,

CEMILAC, and DGAQA etc is there.

Life of Type Review

AON angle sanction

The follorving points need to be seen:

1. Whether all the general points under the heading 'Acceptance of Necessity'

2.

3.
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-have been seen.

2. Whether Overhaul/repair plarr for the '1ife of type period' has been

formulated by the concerned Directorate.

3. Whether the overhaul/repair plan is for the residual life of the equipment

based on TTL(Total Technical Life)recommended by the OEM and duly

approved by the Govemment

4, Whether DMA (Director Maintenance Administration) has been requested to

issue life of type forecast factor based on approved utilisation plan

5. Whether Life of type' review has been undertaken by Air HQ/OSD (Overall

support depot)/ED, as the case may be for all affected spares and

equipment on the basis of life of type forecast factor and approved overhaul

plan/repair plan to ascertain the requirement.

6. Whether while working out requirement, already approved major

inspection/overhaul programme of aircraft ald aero engine or major

equipment has been considered as dues-in.

7. Whether while working out the requirements, repair programme for rotables J

and spares for the repair task for the residual life of the equipments has

been taken into account. ;

8. Whether 'Life of type" utilisation plan in respect of particular air craft/major

equipment duly approved by Government is placed in the flle.

9. When was the aircraft inducted and the period for u'hich utilisation has

been approved by Government-

i0. Whether for ca-lculating future requirement last five years average

consumption is taken as CAR (Cllrrent Annual Rate) of consumption.

I 1. Whether the estimated cost is rvithin the delegated powers.

12. Whether the reasonabiiity of the price has been established with reference to

provisions under the section "Priclng of Indent".
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PR/SR

Acceptance of necessity angle sanction.

While carrying out scrutiny of file it is to be ensured that there is proper

justification of qt1' and price/amount as wel1. The process of according necessity

and expenditure angle approvals would be combined in cases where FPQ/Price

List/ Pricing norms are available/ have been hnalised. The following points

should be kept in vierv at the time of scrutiny of proposals from necessity angle :

. 1. Whether all the general points under the heading Acceptance of Necessrty'

have been seen.

2. Whether the note gives brief description of each item, qty, amount,

availability of funds and revenue code head to which expenditure is to be

booked.

3. Whether the Proposal has the recommendation of penultimate CFA.

(Wherever penultimate CFA is posted)

4. Whether the authority/ schedules under which the proposal is required to

be covered is indicated.

5. Whether the amount of expenditure proposed is not beyond the delegated

pou'ers of CFA.

6. Whether the provisioning review/ special review sheets, Census sheet (for

scaled equipment),draft SORs (separately for each source of supply i.e.

imports, defence PSU, indigenous indent, DPO and manufacturing task),

rvorking sheet (except in case of mandatory items where an updated copy

of the Mandatory Lists will be submitted), and all other relevant documents

are enclosed

7. Whether draft indent/RFP/RMSO is enclosed.

8. Whether the requirements have been technicaiiy vetted by an authorised

ofhcer

9. Whether the reqlrirements projected are against scaled deficiency and

under revenue heads only.

10. Whether necessary LLB check has been carried out and details enclosed for

scrlltiny.
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-11. Whether allocation of stock from other depots has been done. If not reasons

for the same have been given.

12. Whether the dues-in details given are correct. For this purpose, if required,

previous PR cycle papers from shadow hle and supply orders placed for the

items could be linked.

13. Whether yields from repair are taken as dues-in in case of rotables,

aggregates and major assemblies. ,
74. Whether Pencil entries made in the PR(Provisioning review of last cycle

concurred by IFA but yet to be converted into firm indent)are taken as

dues-in.

15. Whether the MPE period taken for trade, DGOEF, import, shelf life items is

correct and as per authorisation. Whether the quantities proposed for

provisioning are within the MPE period.

16. Whether CAR reflects only recurring consumption and not the programme

requirement (i.e one time requirement).

17. Whether the scales, task ald Forecast Factor adopted are approved by Air

Hqrs.

18. In cases where Air Craft/ equipments are being phased out, whether

revised scales and revised forecast factor approved by Air Hqrs have been ;

issued to avoid over provisioning.

19. Whether the formulae adopted and arithmetical calculations are correct

with regard to net requirement-

20. Whether justification and adequate reasons are given where material in

excess of the requirement worked out by the standard formulae is

recommended.

21. Whether in case of Nii / Low consumption during the last two years,

requirement projected has been justifred.

22. Whether budgetary support certificate exists.

23. Whether for imported stores each review is accompanied by import

clearance certihcate.

24. In cases where review is generated by Air HQ, whether the SOR is vetted by

HQ (MC) for import clearance.

25. Whether a certificate that the item is not indigenised has been furnished by

the concerned engineering officer in case of imported stores.
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26. Whether AHSP/Inspection Agency is notified in all indents.

27 - whether advance payment is recommended at AoN stage only in cases

where the same CFA has the powers to sanction expenditure a1so.

28. In case of proposals for procurement on pAc basis, the points listed in the
Section on PAC are to be also seen.

.. 29. In case of non PAC single tender cases, whether proper
justification/certihcate exists to that effect.

When the requirement is census based the following checks need to beJU.

exercised:

. What is the authorised scale

. What are the holdings

. Whether deficiency exists or not(Authorisation(,) Holding)

. Whether quantity projected is with reference to deficiency

e Whether deficiency is due to CAT'E'or fresh requirements for rotables &
repairables.

r 31. If item is not authorised and is yet to be scaled the proposal needs to be

approved by AOM/VCAS as per schedule XII (J1-A)

Clothing items:

AON: Points to be seen

1. Whe ther all the general points under the heading 'Acceptance of Necessity'

havc been secrr.

2. In casc Clothing items are proposed to be procured from trade, whether
written conhrmation obtained from DGOEF regarding their inability to
supply the item is cncloscd.

3. Whether posted strength instead of authorized strength is taken into
t uccount for arriving at nct requirement

4. Thc clistribution sheet be verified to see that there is no surplus quantity
held in different sizes. If surplus quantity is found, it may be ensured that
the same is adjusted against other sizes to the extent possible.

5. In case of stitchcd uniforms net requirement is restricted to 807o as separate

proposals are initiatcd for 2O,'1, abnormal sizes
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-6. As per latest Govt order, in case of summer uniforms 75Zo requirement
indent is to be placed on DGOEF and only balance 2SVo on trade (auth Air
HQ / 61607 / 7 I 1/ST- 1/Pc-[ to MF / 26s6 /US-I/D(Air-rV dt 24.r2.2oo41
This has to be complied with.

7 . Whether the entitlement as well as life of items are as per authorization.
8. Whether family issue items like Net Mosquitoes, Blanket blue are as per

authorization.

9. Whether additional issues of uniform to IAF (p), MTD (Mechanical

Tralsport Division) personnel projected are as per authorization (auth for
IAF (P) is AirHQ/2368s/5/PMl7O5/ US/D(AiI-IV dt t 1.4.96 & MTD is Air
HQ / 997 1 1 / 69lorg(cer) / M F/ 543 / US/ D (Air-IV) dt 12.4.99}

Prieing of lndents/Estimated cost
The following points need to be seen by IFA :

1) The basis adopted for pricing of indent is as per the following viz.

i. Last purchase price

ii. Budgetary quote alongwith OEM's priced catalogue and current
discount rates

iii. Cost assessed by specialist offrcer in case offirst time procurement :

2J Copy of last supply order/LPO/DPO has been attached in case indent is

priced with regard to last purchase price.

3) For HAL supplies pricing is done as per MOD guidelines

4) In case of HAL own manufactured items, the pricing is done as per Fpe
(Flxed price quote).

5) In case of BOI (Bought out items) under RMSO, details of source, nature of
item, imported or indigenous, handling charges, departmental charges, etc

are to be called for from HAL.

6) Where pricelists are not available, wherever feasible, the cost break up of
the items quoted with regard to marerial, labour, overheads, profit,
insurance, freight handling charges, taxes, duties are to be callecl for
assessing the rear;onability ofrates :

7l If estimated cost is based on LPP, whether element of excise duty and ST 
;

has been worked out separately or is included in the estimated cost. If
included in the cost, the same needs to be mentioned separately( for
indigenous purchases only).
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8)

e)

It is to be ensured that esca-lation of L.p.p @so/o pet annum is not taken for
assessment of estimated rate as a matter of routine(As per cVC guidelines
there should be no extrapolation of estimated cost).

Whettrer the price of an item (Break down spare) has been compared to the
price of its present aggregate, to ensure tJrat purchase cost of the spare is
not exorbitant vis-A-vis the cost of the aggregate.

10) whether repair price of an aggregate has been compared to the cost of the
new aggregate. It may be ensured that repair cost generally should not
exceed one-third of the original cost of the equipment. only in exceptional
cases such as non-availability from the original source of supply, equipment
being of o1d vintage and thus not on the active assembly line of the OEM,
etc, may the cost of repairs be higher but maximum to the extent of 50% of
original cost of equipment. A detailed justification giving reasons for higher
cost of repairs is looked for.

Points to be seen wrt proprietary artlcle certificate
Il PAC cerLificate has been attached in case of procurement on pAC basis

signed by an authorized officer
2) PAC has not been accorded for bought out items unless they form part of

main system/subsystem.

3) Efforts made to locate alternative source have been indicated in the pAC

Points to be seen in draft indents
l. The draft indent has been prepared in the prescribed format and iull

particulars including GIG no, part no, description of the item, quantity,
detatls of major assembly of which the items are components or
accessories and also the name of the manufacturer, wherever known, are
indicated.

2. The indent has been priced based on the standard norms for pricing
mentioned above.

3. The specihc authority or Government letter under which powers are
delegated for raising indent is clearly mentioned in the indents.
Sources of supply have been indicated in the indent.
The head of account indicated is correct.

Availability of funds to meet the proposed expenditure is certifiecl and
commitment noted.

4.

5.

6.
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7 . The paying authority and paying ollicer are correctly indicated in the

indent.

8. Mode of tendering viz OTE, LTE, STE or PAC is indicated in the indent.
9. In case indent is raised on Air Hqrs for import action, it should be ensured

that

i. Indigenously available items are not proposed for procurement from
abroad.

ii. Import cleara.nce certifrcate is enclosed.

iii. Non availability certificate from indigenous sources is enclosed. 
a

10. The consigrree, inspecting authority & inspecting officer are indicated in the

indent correctly.

1 1. A specific delivery date is indicated in indent. Ambiguous terms like
"urgently required" "as soon as possible" should not be accepted. In case of
perishable items with limited shelf life, delivery period should be suitably
phased with due regard to the shelf life and anticipated rate of
consumption.

72. it may be seen whether the indent is being forwarded to the appropriate

CFA..

i3.FinanciaIconcurrencenoanddatewi1lbeallottedandenteredinFC
register.
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1,

11.

SCHEDULE XII A, B, C

AOG/PHU/MCM ltems

Apart from other points mentionbd above, the foilowing points may also be taken

into account :

Whether non-availability of stock has been certified by the concemed depot.

Whether reasons have been elaborated as to how items have become

AOG/PHU/MCM.

iii. Whether powers of the CFA are restricted to 5O% of what has been delegated

under t].e Schedule for other items.

iv. Whether the qualtity requirement has been worked out as follows :

a) Quantity on AOG/PHU/MCM plus sufficient stock to meet reqirirements

of three aircrafts / equipment (in case reserve quantity required).

b) Actual quantity required to meet PHU/MCM.
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SCIIEDI'LE XII A, B,C

Deputatloa of Speclallst from abroad and wlthtn the country
Acceptance of necesslty: Polats to be reen
I ' whether a soc giving detailed justification for hiring the specialists is

enclosed. Whether it is clearly brought out as to why the task cannot be
handled in-house with IAF resources.

2. Whether the no. of specialists and duration proposed is justified. :

3. whether the specialists are being requisitioned from oEM and if not whether
sufficient valid reasons have been given for requisition from other agencies.

4. whether there is an existing contract with the oEM under which it is obliged
to provide the services of the Specialists and whether arry conditions have been

laid down therein for providing these services.

5. whether proposal is comprehensively costed including reimbursement rates to
the specialist and other facilities to be provided such as

i. Travel from abroad to India and back (in case of specialists from abroad)

ii. Travel by road, rail or air within India.

iii. Transportation at work site.

iv. Lodging and messing (if covered under the contract). :
v. Facilities for families and recreation (normally in case of long stays

subject to provision in the contract). -
vi. Medical facilities

6. whether in respect of specialist from the Government organization, cleara'ce
from his orgalization and certifrcate that no TA/DA is being paid has been

obtained (in case TA/DA is to be reimbursed by the IAF).

7. Whether draft RFP is enclosed

8. Whether budgetary support confirmation is given

9. Whether PAC in case of single vendor situation has been signed by Director at
AirHqrs or Dy.SMSO at HQMC.

lO. Whether costing has been done correctly and appears to be reasonable.

1l- Whether any Government approved rates for hiring of specialists are :
available

I 2. Whether specialists are proposed to be hired from orgalizations/ hrms ;

/vendors/ OEM only. (Freelance specialists cant be hired)

13. Whether the CFA has been determined based on total cost i.e cost of
reimbursement to the specialists as well as the cost of facilittes being provided

to the specialists.
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Vettiag of RFp

l whether all relevant terms and con.itions such as performance gua_rantee,
duration of the contract, payment terms, etc as elaborated in General points
have been included irr tht,RFp.

2. whether RFp incruclcs no. of specialists required, facilities to be provided to
specialists. joh cOl)tenl, ct(..

I S. Whether payment is linkecl with performance/output.

I
Expenditure Angle Sanction: points to be seen
1. whether all check points as indicated under General points have been seen.
2. Whether CFA approval for AON is there.
3. Whether quotes have been submitted along with the CST.
4. Whether draft of SO/Contract is submitted.
5' whether intetigence crearance has been obtained in case of specialists from

abroad.

rl

t
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SCI{EDULE XII A,B, C

Procurement of Maintenance Documents
Acceptance of Necessity

1. Whether the General Points as applicable have been seen.

2. Whether procurement of maintenalce documents/publications is justified

through SOC.

3. Whether the maintenance documents provided with the equipment by the ':
OEM do not serve the purpose.

4. Whether the publications are to be procured from the original publisher

5. Whether in case of publications, a long-term subscription is required and if so,

reasons for the same.

6. Whether any discount will be available on long-term subscription.

Note : For other stages such as vetting of RFP, Expenditure Angle
sanction and postContract management, the standard checks as given
under General Points may be carried out as applicable.

(
(
(

n
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SCHEDULE XII (HI

FORMULATION OF MAINTENANCE SCALES, ARS, ROTABLES /
AGGREGATES, TOOLS TEST AND GROUND QUIPMENT

The provision under Schedule XII sub-schedule (J) is to be exercised Ior

formula.tion of maintenalce scales for ARS, Rotables/ Aggregates, Too1s, Test and

Ground Equipment. The ARS bookiet rs to be reviewed once every two year.

Rotables sca-le once elen'three vears & TTGE scale once every hve years. However

amendment to scales can be taken up on as required basis.

(a) Checklist for ARS Scale

IFA till ensure rhe follo*'ing r.vhen draft ARS scale is put up to him for

scrutinv.

(i) Whether a certificate has been given by the Tech Specialist of the

Iv{aintenance Cell that all mandatory spares required to carry out

scheduled sen'icing/ maintenance activities at first & second line /
Operationa.l & lntenral (O & I) level have been accounted for.

{ii) Whether items are included based on tie past recurring consumption trend

of class B & C items as per norms prescribed for depots, ASPs and

operating units. The basic norm is that item should have shown a

consumption trend every 04 months (to be translated to 1O00/ 1500/2000

hrs as applicable). Detarls of consumption to support the Qty included in

the scale should be provided.

(iii)ln case items, which do not fall in to the category at sub Para (i) & (ii) above

are proposed to be included in tl're scale rvhether detailed justification for

each item has been provrcled.

(iv)Whether the scales for ner,ly inducted systems are to be proposed based on

the OEM's recommendations for 'l' and 'O' level spares.

(v) Whether additional quantity required 30 davs pack & detachment

operations is clearly indicatcd.

(b) Checklist for Rotables/T'TGE Scales

The following points may be seen:

(i) Whether the TTGE sc:rle is formulated as per guidelines given by AOMs S &

P canon 7 l2OOl.
(ii) Whether the rotablcs scale is [ormulatcd:rs

The rotables scalc shoulcl be macie in two

rotables proposecl to bc sc:rled. Part ll is

per grridclines in AFO 22/9O.

parts. Pzrrt I is to include all

to includc all rotables (LRUs
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/Aggregates /LSRUs/ Repairables) not proposed to be sca_led.'Part I & II
combined together would thus form the complete list of rotables for the

fleet/system.

(iii) Whether the quantity required for 3O days pack arrd Dett operations is

clearly specified in the draft TTGE rotable scale.

(iv) Whether supporting data to justify the quantity proposed to be scaled has

been provided with the case.

(v) Whether the proposal is routed through the AHSP / Indigenisation agency

(which could be DGAQA/HQrs Office MC/ Maint ce11).

(vi) Whether the scaling will lead to overprovisioning / overstocking.

a
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SCIIEDI'LE )rII J2

Replacement agalnst existlng ltem wlth an improved verslon

AOITI angle Concurrence

SOC is to be submitted to IFA for justifoing the procurement under this schedule.

_ In SOC following points should be seen.
t 1. Whether existing item is out of production.

2. Whether existing scaled item is redundant.

3. Whether new version under procurement is cost effective.

4. Photocopy of Scale should be enclosed rvith SOC.

5. Whether Book Value is mentioned in SOC.

6. Whether year of purchase is mentioned.

7. Whether number of hours used is mentioned.

8. Whether expenditure incurred on repairs / OH / renewals / indicating any

special infrastructure created has been mentioned.

9. Whether depreciation, obsolescence of technologr is mentioned and
justified.

i tO. Whether economic viability exists. For this proper statistics are to be

submitted.

r 1 1. Two bid system of tendering should be followed.

12. Vendor list shouid be verifred for registration etc.

13. Fund availabilitv is certified.
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SCHEDULEXII K
Powers for topplag up the lndigenous stores to SSF level

SSF: A pre-determined stock ievel on reaching which dues-in are hastened and

further issues from stock holding depot are controlled by provisioning autiority,
except against AOG/IOR and a-11 priority demands for indigenous items.

Issues below SSF level are also authorized against demands of ASP (Air Stores

Park) but restricted to 50% of the available depot stock.

Acceptance of necessity: Polnts to be seen

1 . Whether a statement of case has Lreen submitted explaining the

circumstances under which the situation of stock below SSF level has arisen-

2. Whether the following aspects are covered by SOC:

i. Details of Assets

ii. Consumption pattern for last three years (including recurring/non-

recurring)

iii. RAF and SSF hgure, action taken at RAF level, date on which SSF was '
h-xed or AOG/PHU/MCM details where SSF is not fixed.

iv. Date on which stock held has fallen below SSF level.

v. Whether topping up is not proposed for scaled TTGE, scaled rotables

and repairables.

vi. Reasons for long outstanding dues-in (this could be one major reason

for stock falling below SSF level)

vii. trfforts made to realizc the outstanding dues-in

3. It may be seen that in cases where trade supply orders are pending, whether

it h:rs been clearly spelt out as to how the present requirement will be

procurecl.

4. 'lhc powers delegated to command CFA i.e AOC-in-C pertain to all depots

zrncl not for cach depot. In other words purchases should not exceed the

delegated powers
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Erpendlture Aagle Saactlon: Polnts to bc aeen

l. Whether the checks prescribed under General Points have been exercised

as applicable.

2. Procurement action will be initiated by depot based on the sanction

accorded by command for all cases exceeding Rs 5 lakhs associating the

local IFA.

3. Sanction letter should indicate the amount on not exceeding basis, Cases

beyond the salctioned amount would be referred back to Command for

sanction.

4. Norma-l procurement procedure associating IFA at all stages has to be

followed.
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scrrEDnLE Xrr lLll

This schedule deals with powers to approve proprietary purchase from necessity

and expenditure angle in respect of import, indigenous procurement (PSUs) and

indigenous procurement (other than PSUs)

Acceptance of t{ecessity & hpeadlture Angle Sanction :Points to be seea

1. Whether only one frrm is registered for the particula-r ralge of equipment by

Air Hq(Maintenance cell) for import or by AHSP for indigenous supply items' 
'

2. How many times the item has been purchased on PAC basis

3. Whether the proposal is for procurement of an equipment or spares fot an

item procured on PAC basis earlier.

4. Whether efforts have been made to identify firms which manufacture similar

ralge or which have the capability to produce the item.

5. Whether any indigenisation /development proposal is outstarding. If so

details of the same should be furnished.

6. Whether Proprietary Article certifrcate (PAC) is submitted in the prescribed

format as envisaged in Defence Procurement Manual

7 . Whether the PAC is signed by an officer not below t].e level of a Director at

AirHQs/CLMO at HQMC/C Lgs O at depots.

g. whether the procedure as laid down in DPM and Govt letters issued from

time to time is strictly adhered to.

9. PAC should not be issued for purchase of any one particular brand.

1O. In case of import, PAC is to be issued by the OEM arrd not their Indiai

Agent. It is to be seen whether after sales services will be provided by foreign

OEM or by their authorized Indial agent.

I I . Whether the product support during the life of the equipment is being

ensured.

12. In PAC cases retendering should never Lre resorted to, as it u.ill not serve any

purpose

13. Cost break-up details may be obtained to assess the reasonability of rates
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SCHEDITLEXtr ll2l

This schedule deals with powers to approve non-proprietar5r gingle tender
purchases from necessity and expenditure angle in respect of import, indigenous

procurement (PSUs) indigenous procurement (other tlan PSUs)

Acceptance of l{ecesslty: Points to be seen

1. A statement of case has been initiated, highlighting the need or justificattcn

for resorting to purchase from single knou'n source which should be resorted

to only in inescapable circumstances.

2. Efforts made to identifo new sources.

3. How many times the item was procured on STE basis during last three years.

4. Whether any development order is pending. If so details of the same to be

called for to see whether purchase on single tender could be avoided.

5. Floating LTE to many distributors of the same brand should be treated as

single tender and should not be accepted.

RFP

i. The standard clauses of RFP as applicable and listed under General Points

are incorporated.

. 2. If Plant & Machinery or special equipment is purchased on STE basis product
' support till its lifetime is to be ensured.

E:rpenditure Angle Sanction: Points to be seen
- 1. Whether General Points as applicable have been verified.

2. If it is a resultant single tender case verify the following

a. Whether sufhcient time was given to the firms to respond.

b. Whether tender opening date was postponed and whether intimation in

that regard was given to all the tenderers.

3. Specific approval ofCFA is to be obtained before opening single quote.

4. CFA is to satisfy himself about the method of dispatching of TE and consider

the possibility of TE either not reaching the vendor or not reaching in time to

enable them to quote before approving to open single quote.

5. In case of resultant single tender due to technical acceptance of Single offer,

' retendering is to be resorted to with broad-based technical specifications as

per DPM.

' 6. Retendering should not be resorted if tenders were floated to one firm only

iniiially.

7. Cost break-up details to be obtained to assess the reasonability of rates.
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SCHEDI'LE - XII 'M'
FOWER TO DE'CENTRALIZE INDIGENOUS PT'RCHASE ilORMAI,LY

ITI{DERTAI(EN CENTRALLY BY AIR HQTS/IIQMC

l. These powers are to be utilized in case the provisioning and procurement

responsibility of the weapon system has not been de-central2ed to

HQMC/Depots/Units. Procurement in such cases can be decentralized to

HQMC normally under following circumstances.

(a) If HQrs MC or the Depot is the AHSP.

(b) On grounds of administrative necessity.

Note: - Purchase includes procurement, repair, calibration and all other

maintenance seryices.

2. HQMC or the Depot/Unit while forwarding its proposal is to give reasons in

SOC why the procurement should be de-centralized. The Maintenance Cell at

Air HQrs is to obtain necessity angle approval as per normal procedure as

given in Sch XII A, B & C based on which it is to issue a letter of authority

decentralizing the purchase. HQMC/Depot/Unit is to undertake the

procurement as per normal procedure through TPC as given in Sch XII E& F.

Decentralization of Provisionlng Responsibility to HQMC.

1. Occasions: - These powers are to be utilized for decentralization of provisioning

and indigenous procurement responsibility from Air Hqrs to HQMC.

2. Range: - The complete range of iAF equipment is to be covered in a phased

manner,

Procedure to be adopted:

l. The decision to de-centralize provisioning and indigenous procurement for any

range of equipment to HQMC or Depot shall be taken twice a year i.e. on l"t

April and 1$ Oct ofeach year till the process is completed.

2. The decision to decentralize any range of equipment will be taken by a

Committee consisting ot
(a) AOC in-C HQMC

(b) AoM

(c) IFA - Air HQrs

(d) IFA, HQMC

(e) DMA - Air HQrs - Secy and Convener

Note: - AOC-in C HQMC and AOM may co-opt additional members on case-to-

cdse basis.
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3. ACAS (at Air HQrs) and SMSO, HQMC and AOLM HeMC are to forward their
proposals for decentralization by 15tt' Feb & 15th Aug of each year to the
Secretary and Convener of the meeting.

The proposal should include:

(a) Rarge of equipment to be decentralized.

(b) Reasons for selection of the range of equipment.

(c) Broad road map of the transfer including management during overlap
period.

(d) Infrastructure and manpower/establishment to be transferred.
(e) S.o.C.

4. IFA may verifu whether the following points are included in the SOC:

i) Whether the proposal is stated in clear terms.

ii) Whether the necessitlz is established supported with the advaltages of
decentralization.

iii) Whether the reievant users requirement/procurement policy has been

taken into account.

iv) Whether there is arry triai report. If so, whether details thereof are

grven.

v) Whether the equipments/items to be decentralized are standardized.

vi) Whether decentralization is of an imported item recently indigenised.

In such cases, what will be the quajrtum of savings due to import
substitution.

vii) What will be the overall frnancial effect and savings if any due to
decentralization.

viii) What is the existing manpower holding and additional manpower

required.

ix) What is the existing infrastructure ald additional infrastructure
required and likely expenditure thereon.

. 5. Based on the inputs a.d proposals, DMA is to work out an agenda for the
committee meeting. The agenda should be finalized after approval of the AoM.

r DMA is to forward the agenda along with the relevant proposals to all the
committee members.

6. Based on the decision taken during the meeting, DMA is to issue a letter of
authorit5r decentralizing the provisioning and procurement responsibility. This
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letter is to be issued in consultation with IFA. Copy of decision may also be

enclosed to CGDA and PIFA.

7. DMA is to take up the issue through Soc as prescribed in 4 (e) with D.P.P. for

transfer of establi.shment from Air HQrs to HQMC within 15 days of the

decision of the committee meeting.

8. The committee is to also review the implementation of the decision taken on

decentralization in the previous meeting of the committee'

9. DCAS & AoC.in-C HQMC, IAF are to take up infrastructure and manporver

requirement with CGDA for IFA at Air HQrs and HQMC'

10. HQMC is to re-structure their functioning to the Maintenance cell concept on

similar lines at Air HQrs. This is a mandatory pro-requisite for further and

fu ture decentralization.

11. The time schedule for implementation on the decentralization of each system

should be finalized by the Committee in each of their meetings'

12. Tlte Committee decision should be unanimous and differences if any are to be

resolved mutually through consultations'

.;
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CHECK LIST SCHEDULE XII 'O'

Powers to place AOG/PHU/MCM requisition on Defence pSUs for indigenous
items.

Area /Ranges covered.

Rotables / Repairable / LRUs / Maintenance and component level spares

pertaining to Weapon system procured/ supplied/ repaired and

overhauied/fabricated by M/S HAL and M/S Bharat Electronics and other

Defence PSUs.

Occasion s when these powers are to be €xercised.

Depot Commanders conferred with the subject powers ar.e to ma-l<e use of tJle

delegated hnancial powers to expeditiously procure spares required on AOG /
PHU / MCM from Defence PSUs mainly M/S HAL and M/S BEL subsequent to

reaTizing that spares or their in lieus are not immediately available to meet AOG /
PHU / MCM demand.

- Points to be seen.

1) Whether Non availability of stock as against AOG/PHU/MCM has been

. ""rtified by ttre concerned Depot, and requisition has been raised on

concerned Defence PSU within 2 working days of receipt ofdemand.

2) Whether reasons have been elaborated as to how item has become

AOG/PHU/MCM.

3) Whether quantity to be requisitioned from the PSUs has been worked out as

follows

a) Qualtity on AOG/PHU/MCM + sufficient stock to meet requirements of
three Aircraft / Equipment (this is only applicable in case of recurringly
required spares and not non-recurring spares and repairahle) or

b) Actual Quantity required to meet PHU/MCM.

. 4) Whether details of the requisition raised have been submitted.

5) Whether the estimated cost is worked out with reference to LPP i Budgetary

. Qtote / Price list.

6) Whether the price quoted is within the delegated financial powers of the

AOC/CO of BRD/ED/AFLE. If not, the case is to be referred to Air Hqrs

(Maintenance Cell) along with all details and views of the local IFA.
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-7) Whether prices quoted are reasonable among other thing with reference to

LPP / Price list / Budgetary quote. Whether other terms & conditions are such

as to ensure a reasonable time frarne of supply for clearance of the

AOG/PHU/MCM.

8) Whether cost break-up has been given where the price is not available in

FPQ/ Price list.

9) Whether efforts have been made to explore availability from other service

sources.

10) Whether reasons why additional quantity is being procured or MOQ / EOQ

requirements (if applicable) is given. However efforts should be made to

procure as per actual requirement only.

11) Whether details of dues in have been given.

12) Whether availability of funds in relevarrt code head is given.

13) In cases where PSU quotes unreasonable high rates for high value BOI item,

it is expedient to negotiate such rate with PSU and OEM / its representatives

for BOI items in PNC. A list of BOI items and a list of malufactured items be

got submitted by the PSU separately.

14) In case of high va-lue BOI items, detailed information such as Source of

supply, Handling / Departmental charges of PSU, price of the bought out

items with regards to invoice be called from PSU.

15)IFA win vet covering draft RMSO / S. O. with regard to PNC minutes, if any,

rates, terms ald conditions of supply order such as delivery schedule, L.D.

clause, warranty / guaraltee, payment terms etc.
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CHECK LIST FOR STTTCHTNG OF UNIFORM UNDER SCHEDITLE XJI (p)

General:

Stitching of uniforms involves buying the fabric and then entering into contract for
stitching

Acceptance of Necessity

The following points may be kept in view while examining the proposal from

necessity angle:

(1) The Provisioning review sheet, Schedule of requirement, Assets status, Dues,

in details, Distribution sheet, working sheet etc is subrnitted for scrutiny.
(2) The posted strength is taken into consideration for working out the net

requirement instead of authorized strength.

(3) The authority under which the uniforms are authorised is indicated in the

provisioning review sheet.

(4) The entitlement ofeach personnel taken in the PR is as per authorisation.
t (5) The MPE period, Life of thc itern are as per authorisation.

(6) It is 1rl be ensured that stock position, Dues-in details furnished are correct.
. Link thc same with previous PR filcs

17) The distnbution sheet is verified to see that there is no surplus quantity held

in clifferent sizes. If surplus quantity is found, it may be ensured that the

same is adjustcd against other sizes to the extent possible

(8) The population of c:rch size projected is realistic, otherwise it may lead to

excess hokling in one size and clehcicncy in other size

(9) In case of revisir.rn of specification its impact on the life of the item is to be

irsccrtained, :is life of thc item is important factor in working out the net

rcrluiremcnt.

( 10) In r::rse of stitched uniforms nct rcquirement is restricted to 807o of the total

' rcquireme nt as scparate proposals are initiatcd for 2oa/o abnormal sizes

( 1 1) As pcr latcst (iovt or<lcr, in casc of summer uniforms 757u requirement indent

' is to ltc placcd on DGC)EF and only balance 25a/o on trade (auth Air
ttQ/6t607 17 lllST-1/PC-ll to MF/26561US-llD (Air-IV dt 24.12.2OO4) Thris

hirs to bc compliecl with.
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-
(12) In case the uniforms are proposed to be procured from trade, whether written

confirmation obtained from DGOEF regarding their inability to supply the

item is enclosed.

(13) In case of purchase of fabric for stitching the quantum of cloth for each

uniform taken for calculation is as per authorisation.

Drpenditure Angle sanctlon
Important points to be ensured at the time of vetting of TE of stitching of
uniform where IAF will prowide fabric for stitching
(1) Quantum of cloth that will issued for each Trouser and Shirt to be clearly

specified.

(2) Place and mode oI collection of fabric

(3) Collateral security deposit for fabric that will be issued for stitching

(4) It shouid be ensured that the quantum of cloth issued is equivalent to the

collatera.l security deposit held, fresh lot of cloth for stitching is to be issued

only after receipt of stitched uniform in acceptable condition against previous

issue of cloth.

(5) Security deposit is to be taken in addition to collateral security deposit for
perforrnalce of the contract.

(6) Since the delivery period is linked with tJle issue of fabric it is to be fixed in a
realistic way for each installment/ lot.

(71 Insurance of fabric against theft, fire or loss to be done by the stitchrng firm.

(8) No Flag allowance that the manufacturer gives to the purchaser at the time of
purchase of fabric in bulk will be passed on to the stitching hrm.

(9) Mode of dispatch of stitched uniform to the respective consignees

( 10) In case of purchase of stitched uniform the criteria that will followed lor
determining the Ll is to be clearly spelt out.

(l 1) The specihcation of fabric that is to be used for stitching is to be clearly given

to ensure level playing field for all.

(12) The hrms may be advised to furnish the cost break up details of fabric,

tailoring charges, quantum of fabric that is being uscd to determine the L1.

(13) Cost benefit analysis may be carried out before placing the orcler as to
whether buying the stitched uniform is beneficial to the state or buying the

fabric separately and stitching it is beneficial to the state.
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A)

CHDCK LIST FOR SCHEDITLE _ xlr (R)

The powers delegated under tl.is sub-section are quite different from t].e
delegation of frnanciar powers under sub-section A' to e, of this schedule. The
difference is on account of the fact that purchases can be made direcfly of those
items which are normally procured through centra-l purchase organizations on
the grounds of adrninistrative necessity. In the proposals of this nature, t,.e
demarrding unit/lower formation sha' receive a' order/sanction signed by the
CFA to ca-rry out the purchases directly on his behalf.

These powers are exercisabre by the cFAs onry in consuitation with IFA. The
proposal should contain the following documents:

Demand as raised by the unit/lower formation stating the urgent necessilr
of the direct purchase and not purchase through normal chalnel of
purchase.

PR Sheets, if applicable.

Details such as rate and the basis for the same along with budgetary
quote, if obtained, sources of supply, stock position, quantity required and
budgetary support.

Draft order on the unit/lower formation to undertake purchase to be
signed by the CFA. Name ofthe firm where from stores are to be procured
shall not be given in the DpO.

Technical vetting of the requirement of stores to be purchased through
DPO.

- IFA before according the concurrence shall satisfu himself that above
points have been complied with.

- Care has to be taken while examining the administrative
necessity/urgency as stated by the user units.

- IFA shall ensure thar the financial effect of the purchase is rvithin the
delegated financial powers of the CFA.

- while giving his concurrence IFA shall advise that purchases should be
made in accordance ,,vith the laid down purchase proce dure.

- The local IFA should be associated at all stages ol. procurement i.e.
from tendering to hnalization of the contract/S.O

t
'B)

c)

D)

E)
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SCHEDI'LE - XIII

Powers for regularization of audit obJections arlslng out of breaches of Rules

and Regulations when the moaetary rralue of the loss could be assessed.

The irregularity will be regularized in consultation with CDA/IFA under the

procedure prescribed in Chapter VII ofFR Pt.l Vol-I. ;

Finalcia,l power of officers competent to reguiarize such objections and ttre
illustrative list of type of objections, which may be regularized under tl:is
procedure, are laid down in Appendix II of PR Pt.I Vol-IL

I) Irregularities connected with Railway Warrants and M.C. Notes e.g.

irregular issue of Warrant / Military credit note.

II) Non-production of receipted copies of issue vouchers of store, failure to
trace in the ledger credit in respect of receipt voucher.

III) Erroneous expenditure in respect of deployment of malpower.

IV) Loss of auditable documents like car diaries, ration strength return where

ceiling of the value of tralsaction involved can be assessed with reference

to total value of POL issued or rations drawn during the period to which ;

documenls pe rl ain s.

V) Irregularities connected with the use of MC Note. (These powers will be

exercised after the necessity for and practicability of recovery has been

considered by the CFA.)

Checks to be exercised by IFA Cell

1. Whether SOC is submitted with the follorving particulars:-

i) Whether SOC indicatrng full particulars is submitted in slr copies.

ii) Whether nature of irregularity is clearly brought out and financial

effect also correctly computed.

iii) Whether remedial action taken to avoid recurrence of the cases is

indicated.

ir,) Whether responsibility for breach of rules, has been hxed and

recovery action/drsciplinary action initiated in case aly individual is

found responsible.

v) Whether SOC is accompanied rvith the rnitial audit report by the

LAO{AF). o

l)
a1
O

I
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I

D-

oz
aooo

I

vi) Whether SOC is vetted by the respective Specialist cell and

processed for frnal audit rePort.

2. On receipt of the SOC, concerned section in Command / Air HQ will

register the details of the case in the registe; maintained for the purpose.

t 3. If all the conditions are being fulfrlled the case will be put up to IFA for

necessary concurrence, wherever applicable.
a

4. On receipt of case for IFA concurrence, the case will be put up for CFA lor

necessar5r action.

5
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CHBCKLTST FOR SCHEDULE Xrv (A & B)

AON Sanction

i. The user Directorate/Unit will submit the requirement through a statement
of case indicating justilication, Qty and financial implications.

ii. The SOC should have recommendation/ approval of appropriate authority at
the Directorate/ Unit level.

iii. On receipt of SOC, respective Dte authorized to incur expenditure will submit r
the proposal through a note in the file for concurrence of IFA for acceptance
ofthe approval from necessiff angle. .t

iv. The note-seeking acceptance of necessity angle sanction should be coined in
a thoughtful marner so that it is capable of being understood even by a
layman.

v. Part I of note should indicate the details of case in brief, item for which SOC

has been submitted. It may be ensured that no other requirement of similar
type of item exists. If it exists it should be clubbed to avoid piece-mea1

sanction.

vi. All stationery items will be procured through competitive tendering. Tenders
will be invited from Kendriya Bhandar, Super Bazar, NCCFI along with
reputcd private firms/authorized dealers. V

vii. [f itcm is to be procured through trade NA CERTIF]CATE from Government
agcncy should be obtained. Mode of tendering is to be specified viz. .
C)'IE/ LTElSTE/PAC.

viii. It may bc clarificd as to whether item has been procured in the past or not. If
procured, at what cost and if not procured, what is the basis of cost.
Ru<lgctary cluotc should be placed in file.

ix. Whethcr procurement will be made on the basis of competitive tendering or
on Propricty Article Certihcate Basis from OEM/Authorized dealer.

x. Avail:rbility of Funds should be indicated in thc prescribed proforma. Code

Hcad to which cxpcnditure will be booked may be mcntioned.
xi. A SOR should be placed in file indicating description of item, Qty, rate, total

llnzincial impliczrtion :rnd source of supply.

xii. Rccommcncl:rtion of penultimate CFA should be obtained before submitting j
the filc for cor.rcurrencc of lFA.

Xiii.Tl.rcspccilicauthtlrity/Schedulcc'idelegatedpowerunderwhichCFAcan
accord sanction be indicated.

xiv. IFA will cx:tmine the case based on justification, Qty, estimated cost and

concur for obtaining CFA sanction from acceptance of necessity angle

sanction.
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II

xv.

xvl.

It may be seen as to how the net requirement has been worked out. It must
be worked out based on last 3 years' expenditure, present and forth coming
requirements, averag€ consumption data etc.

In case LP of brass seals is proposed, it may be seen that brass seals of
round shape are not indented as they are reserved for use by Indian
Embassies ald other high dignitaries.

Expenditure angle sanction
a) After oLrtaining approval of the proposal from necessity angle, sanction of the

concerned Dte which is authorized to incur expenditure a-nd at whose

disposal funds are placed will process the case for procurement through
Govemment Agency for Trade sources IFA should be associated for selection

of vendors for procurement through trade.

b) Sealed Quotation/ Tenders will be invited in a sealed cover on the basis of
SOR/mode of dispatch of quotation to vendors. Tech and price bid to be

obtained separately. Price bids of oniy those firms should be opened who are

declared tech acceptable by TEC. (Remarks of TEC should be obtained in
file). The date and time of opening of quotations will be specified in the letter
for invitation of tenders.

c) Signature of vendors present at the time of opening of tenders should be

obtained.

Representation of IFA should be associated at the time of opening of Bids. In
case no vendor is present at the time of opening of Bids, a BOO should open

the price Bids.

Signature of at least two officers should be obtained on a1t the Price Bids.
A comparative statement of Price bid should be prepared in presence of
vendors and lowest vendor should be ascertained CSQ should also be

signed by two executive officers. CSQ will be vetted by IFA/rep of IFA before

it is put up to TPC for sanction.
Based on price quoted by lowest vendor, the proposal should be submitted
for expenditure angle sanction or holding price negotiation if rates are not
considered reasonable. IFA should be associated during PNC.

A draft sanction letter be enclosed.

Ii ma1' be certified by the executive authorities tlrat in no case more than
three sanctions in respect of any unit has been accorded in a quarter.
Liker",ise not more than one sanction in a month should be accorded in case

of anv unit

d)
f

e)

0

c)

h)

i)
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SCHEDULEXIV(CI

1. Duplication/Printing of maintenalce documents through JD Publication

should be resorted to only in the following cases:-

(a) The publication does not fall under the purview of copy rights Act.

(b) The publication is not classified.

(c) The total number of pages of the publication to be duplicated is more

than 1O pages and is to be distributed to more than 25 addressees.

2. Sponsoring Directorate is to forward the request for duplication to JD 
_,

Publication Air HQ (RKP) along with the following documents/information:-

(a) "Camera-ready" copy of the manuscript duly authenticated (Hard

print and Floppy/ CD wherever feasible). Quality of paper, ink,

binding etc should be clearly brought out.

(b) Date by which tJre job needs to be completed,

(c) Requisition slip along with Certificate duly signed by the Director.

(d) Broad justihcation for the duplication / printing and the

utilization of the total copies proposed to be printed.

(e) Details of consumables required to be procured.

JD Publication/CsDo would. then cost the proposal and forward the case with all 
r

the details to IFA (if powers are to be exercised in consultation) and CFA for 
A

approval a-fter which the printirg/duplication job is to be undertaken. For in-

house duplication tie proposal could be combined from necessity and

expenditure angle.
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ScHEDULExv (Bl

Ceremonial Parade

Conditions

(1) Powers should be exercised through the Dte ofAccts/C Accts O/S Acct O
who rs to ensure that adequate funds have been allotted and are available

in the budget of the financial year.

(ii) Powers in respect of purchase of stores relate only to purchase of
| .,indigenous stores arrd not in respect of stores from abroad.

(iiil. All financial powers authorized to the Competent Financial Authorities in
this Schedule are with respect to each transaction.

Checklist

( 1) A11 the expenditure, other than transportation charges, incurred in
connection with Ceremonial Parades, including parades on the following

occasi.ons be governed under these rules:-

(a) Republic Day

(b) Independence Day

(c) Air Force Day

(d) Visits of high offrcials to military stations.

, (2) All the expenditure under this head will be debited to "Unit allowances and

other Miscellaneous Expenses".

: (3) Expenditure incurred on transportation charges i.e., cost of government

transport, hired transport or transport by rail and cost of petrol, oil and
lubricalts consumed shall be met from the respective accounts head

concerned.

(4) The justification ald fulhllment of conditions governing the requirement

must be clearly brought out in the SOC.

(5) The LP procedure as enumerated in Schedule VIII would be followed for
purchase/hiring of crockery, cutlery, shamiana(s), refreshments etc.

(6) The expenditure is to be within the laid down financial limits.
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SCHEDULE )(V (E)

Power to sanction expenditure on sports and adventure activities / equipment
including import of sports equipment/sports Arms and Armament

Conditions

(r) Powers should be exercised through the Dte of Accts/C Accts O/S Acct O
who is to ensure that adequate funds have been allotted and are avarlable

in the budget of the financial year.

(ir) Powers in respect of purchase of sports equipment relate to purchase of

indigenous stores as well as import of sports equipment from abroad.

(iii). All financial powers authorized to the Competent Financia-l Authorities in

this Schedule are with respect to each transaction.

Checklist
(1) The justihcation ald fulfilment of conditions goveming the requirement

must be clearly brought out in the SOC.

(2) The LP procedure as enumerated in Schedule VIII would be followed for

purchase/hiring of sports equipment etc.

(3) The conduct of various adventure activities is to be got done through the

approved agencies only

(41 Onlv those adventure activities are to be conducted which are authorized in

the annual Government sanction. '
(5) The expenditure is to be within the laid down hnancial limits.
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SCIIEDI'LE:N'I |AI

Paymert of Demunage / Storage and wharfage charges

Immediate action is required to collect the goods from carriers to avoid demurrage

or other charges, When due to various reasons the goods could not be collected and

demurrage charges are imposed, it is the responsibility of the Offrcer to take

immediate action to release the goods to avoid further imposition of charges. After

payment of demurrage charges, the case should be submitted for obtaining ex-post

facto sanction for regularization of loss.

Polnts to be seea

The following checks are necessary :

1 . Whether the proposal for obtaining CFA sanction has been submitted in frle

along with a statement of case giving full facts of the case, reasons for delay in

collection of goods and responsibility for failure in ensuring the release of goods

in time.

2. Whether RR No / AWE} No and date against which charges have been paid are

' indicated in SOC.

3. Whether the following documents have been enclosed with SOC:

- (a) "Regular check" certificate from MCO / designated Officer of the Unit.

(b) Court of Inquiry / BOO proceedings, if any,

(c) Copy of Waiver certificate, (if loss is not due to TFN or when loss due to

TFN is upto Rs. 10,0OO/-).

(d) Photocopy of receipt of demurrage charges paid to carriers for which

proposals have been submitted.

4. Whether remedial action is suggested / proposed to avoid recurrence.

5. Whether the copies of correspondence, related to delay have been enclosed.

IFA has to advise action for regularization of loss under CFA's power in case the

. 
.""ou.O is not effected.

Documents requlred to be examined by IFA in cases of loss regularisation.

- I. Copy of SOC as per AFO 22/2OOO.

II. Copy of LS duly price checked by PCDA (AF) / JCDA (AF)/ l-AO (AF) as the case

may be (in terms of Rule 163 of FR Pt I Vol I).
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-III. Waiver sanction for COI by CFA under Rule 156 and 157 of FR Pt I Vol I.

Othenrise COI documents and recommendation of COI and duly approved by
penultimate CFA (AFO l4/O51.

IV. Remedial.action report.

V. Remarks of Specialist officer.

M. Chronological delay report.

VII. Chronological Action Report for the recovery from the concerned officials.

VIII. LAO (AF) Audit Report duly working out ultimate CFA.

IX. In case any individual is found blameworthy, then recovery action as per Rule ;
160 of FR Pt I Vol I. Otherwise, a copy of Administrative action report is to be

enclosed.

X. Remarks of penultimate CFA on IAPP (28) before submission to CFA and IFA.

XI. Copy of I'I' Series Voupher or MRO (if applicable) for the verification on account of
recovery of Demurrage charges.
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SCHEDITLE 
'rlrl 

lBl

Translt insurance (Per transaetloal

Transit insurance is to be undertaken in exceptional cases only'

CFA sanction is to be obtained from necessity and expenditure angle separately.

Checks for necessity algle sanctlon'

1. Whether proposal is submitted giving full facts of case and justifrcation through

' ISOC as to why insuralce is considered necessar5r'

2. Whetber the SOC gives full description / justifrcation viz'

i) The item is fragile.

ii)AircarrierislikelytopassthroughStormorthroughaispaceofthecountry
where war / unrest is anticiPated'

iii)CivilRoadTransportislikelytopassthroughstrifetomtown/floodhit
area, Naxalite area, hostilitie s area f hostilities / insurgency'

iv) OPerationalrequirement'

v) Carrier transporting inflammable goods'

3. Whether past refei:ence , if arry, where insurance cover is provided in similar

cases has been given.

t 4- Whether the risks proposed to be covered are likely to be encountered'

5.WhetherlhenatureofstoresissuchSoaStowarranttransitinsurancei.e.

- highly fragile or highly sophisticated'

6. What is the vaiue of stores being tralsported and what is the amount of

insurance premium being paid The vintage of stores be also seen'

7. Whether draft insurance policy is also enclosed indicating risks to be covered'

Insurance policy should clearly state who would operate'

S.Whethertheavailabilityoffundshasbeenconfrrmedaldcodeheadtowhich
expenditure is to be booked is indicated'

9. Whether the paying agency has been indicated'

lO. Whether in case of valuable items sent by speed post also, possibility of taking

transit insurance cover from Postal authorities is considered'

, ll.ln cases involving transit insurance of the stores that are freshly supplied /

yct to be supplied by the vendor' it may be seen as to whether in terms of the

r supply order, transit insurance is the responsibility of the vendor or the

purchaser.

l2.Whether a multi-contingency cover is required or only a single contingency

cover will sufltce.
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13.If insurance cover is being taken regularly / frequently, it may be seen as to in
how many cases the damage was actually caused,

Vettlng of RFP

PointS to be seen:

l) Whether all standard conditions, as applicable, are included in the TE.

2) It may be seen that the TE is proposed to be sent only to the nationalized -
insurance companies.

3) The clauses of the RFP be checked minutely to ensure that the Government :
interest is adequately safeguarded.

4) Whether there is a provision for a pre-bid conference with insurance companies

to apprise them of the requirement of the IAF and clarifuing doubts in cases

where a customized insurance policy is envisaged.

5) In cases where secrecy of equipment to be transported is to be maintained,

whether a clause to that effect has been included in the RFP.

6) In case where some claim is pending with insurance company, reasons for the

same be called for. If pendency is due to some deficiency in the earlier contract/
procedural problems, it may be ensured that the current RFP is free from any

such defrciency.

Expendlttttc Angle Sanctlon

Points to be seen:

1) Whether all the general requirements for taking expenditure angle sanction are

fulhlled.

2) Whether quotations of all bidders are submitted.

3) Whether premium rate has been negotiated to achieve tJ:e best rates.

4) Whether a draft insurance policy has been submitted.

5) It may be seen ttrat the conditions for compensation of loss in the draft
insurance policy shauld not be such which make it almost impossible to claim

the damages.

6) Whether the system of payment and insurance operating officer have been

indicated in the draft policy.
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crIE'cK LIST FIOR SCIIEDITLE - )M (Cl

Financial powers delegated under this schedule deal with issue and regularization

of ROH task on BRDs/HAL Dns and other PSUs relating to Aircra-ft, aero-engines

and rotables.

Points to be seen for task to be issued to BRD

- Whether ROH task to be issued on BRD is formulated and technically

vetted as per provisions of the SOP and based on the supporting

documents mentioned in IAP-1541, l,eaJlet No. 3O.

- Whether comments/amendments of BRD have been obtained on draft task

in case of decentralized r.rnges. In case of centralized ranges

recommendations of HQMC (SMSO level) are to be watched.

- In case task of repair agency is being reduced due to constraints, whether

constraints have been highlighted and details of items/aircraft/system not

included in the task due to constraints have been submitted along with
action suggested.

- Whether recommendations of penultimate CFA are there.

- in case of delay in issue of task whether delay report signed by ACAS (in

case of centra-lized ranges) or SMSO (in case of decentralized ranges) giving

reasons for delay is attached.

Points to be seen for task to be issued to HAL Divisions

- Whether draft repair task has been finalized with the concurrence of HAL

Divisions and the CO of the AFLE concerned.

- Whether pricing of the task has been done as per AOM's S&P Cannon

| /2OO2. Details of the costing and the basis of costing may be watched.

- Whether task quantities are finalized at Air HQrs (for centralized ranges)

and at HQMC (for decentralized ranges).

- Whether recommendation of penultimate CFA is there.

- Whether the budgetary support confirmation has been given.

- Whether advalce paJment, if any, recommended to HAL is in consonance

with the prescribed ceiling.
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-Poitrts to be seen. for task to be lssued orl PSIUs (where prlctng rorm3 ere
finallzed by MOD)

- Whether draft repair task has been finatized with the concurrence of the
PSU and the AFLE concerned.

- Whether govt orders under which payment of the draft repair task will be

regulated have been indicated.

- Whether task quantities are frnalized at Air He (for centralized

ranges)/HQMC (for decentralized ranges).

- Whether recommendation of the penultimate CFA is there.

- Whether budgetary support confirmation is given.

Note: In case where repairs are to be undertaken through PSUs witl whom no
pricing agreement exists, repair/overhaul should be undertaken as per the

normal procedure for repair ofAF equipment under Schedule XII.

Ad hoc task: Points to be seen

It may be seen that additional tasks such as modification, embodiment, painting,
wing repairs, up-gradations etc., are formulated based on actual requirements.

Amendment to tasks durlng tasL years: Poitrts to be seen

- It may be ensured that no reduction in task is to be sought unless the
repair arisings (demand) are expected. to reduce as compared to what was :'

anticipated when the initial task was proposed.

- The constraints which are beyond the control of HeMC/ BRDs have been

brought out in case of decrease in task as also the alternative action
suggestecl for making the shortfall.

- Increase in task is supported with requisite data.

Regularisation of Task: BRDs, HAL, PSUs

To regularize the ROH task, a detailed final review is carried out on production
status of each individual item/equipment of the task assigned at the end of the

task year at SMSO, HQi'lC level with recommendations, suggesting corrective

measures in the event r-rf shortfall before the case is received in Air He (for

centralized ranges). For decentralized ranges also, review will be carried out by

HQMC.

It may be seen that the case for regularization of the task contains the following:

- Thc rcpair task issued is properly linked and summarized.
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- Task achieved based on inputs of repair agency/HQMC has been given

along with reason for over/under achievement.

- Task is related to serviceability for fleet/weapon system as a whole during

the repair period.

- Remedial measures to be taken or taken and also the action to be taken to

avoid recurrence of inaccurate tasking, case of repairs of items where task

is under achieved.

- Effect of under achievement on the fleet/system as a whole has been

brought out.

- Confirm whether budgetary adjustments have been made for over/under

achievements.

- In case of delay in seeking regularization, the delay report signed by ACAS

(for centralized ranges) or SMSO (for decentratized ranges) is on the file.

- The case is put up to CFA a-fter concurrence by IFA.

- On approval by the CFA, formal amendment to the task is issued on

regularization.
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SCHEDULE XVr lFl

Declaration of surplus tuith no alternatiue utilization

VCAS / AOM Air Hqrs has been delegated full powers for declaring an item surplus
in respect of centralized ranges and AOC-in-C, HQMC in respect of deceirtralized

ranges.

Surplus stores can arise oa the followlng occasions

i. Whenever a major assembly is declared obsolete

ii. Whenever Modification (MOD) is introduced which renders a previous MOD or a

part of equipment non-usable.

iii. Whenever an up gradation is introduced.

iv. Whenever a PR/SR is raised.

The followlng polnts are to be seen

l) That active stocks are declared surplus by the Mother / Repair depots and not

at Unit level.

2) That in case of active stocks Current annual requirement (CAR) has been taken .

into account while initiating action for declaring class B' & 'C' stores as

surplus. CAR during the last 5 years should be studied and there should be no :

recurring consumption and the surplus is to be worked out as per the relevalt
SOPs.

3) That in case of items capable of being repaired, items falling in the category of
rotables and class A' stores which are held beyond known IAF requirements,

have been considered for declaring surplus.

4) That obsolete items have been declared surplus under the authority of Air HQ

Routine Order Part IV.

5) That whenever there is modification / up gradation, the items to be discarded

have been considered for declaration as surplus. It may be ensured that this
includes not only pre-upgrade or premod items removed from Air craft, but a-lso \

stock of such items held in store at Units / BRDs / EDs etc.

6) That surplus report cum Disposal Review Statement has been raised by the

Unit in the format prescribed in the SOP for active, obsolete and obsolescent

stores-

7) The surplus lists have been technically vetted by HQMC in case of decentra-lized

ranges and by Air Hqrs in case of centralized ranges.
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8) The following documents may be verified:

i) Review documents i.e. basis of arriving at the surplus quanttty.
ii) Authority for declaring the items as obsolete/obsolescent.

iii) Authority for carrying out mods / upgradation.

irr) Technical vetting by the committee under sMSo Branch. certifrcate that
_ no other alternative utilization is possible.
| .rr) Allocation of item identifred as usable for alternate use within the same

services / otJrer services.
L vi) Certificate that "Dues in" have been cancelled.

vii) Draft letter of authority is placed in the file.
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SCHEDULEXVT {c) & (H}

Disposal of Salvage and Surplus

The following points are to be seen

(a)Whet}rerasurplusreporta1ongwiththeSanctionofCompetentauthorityfor

declaring the item as surplus is placed in the frle. However, for disposal of
salvage, no surplus report is required.

(b) Whether complete stock is transferred to a single location e.g. Army salvage

depot to retrieve substantial va.lue on disposal.

(c) when transportation cost to one location exceeds the expected retrievable
scrap value or if the value of scrap is negligible, disposal in-situ may be

considered.

(d) One of the following procedures is to be followed as under.

I. Disposal through loca.l auction. (if the total value of stores is Rs.50,O00/-
or less in a single category I report).

II. Disposal through MSTC. 
'

III. Disposal through approved Government auctioneers. (in case no contract
exists with MSTC). -i"

(e) Whether MRP is fixed by B.O.O. (Auction at the rates below / above MRp is
regulated as per the guidelines mentioned in the SOp).

(0 Whether procedure laid down in AFO 19/2000 is followed.

(g) Whether the procedure prescribed in Rule 196 to 2OO of GFR in addition to
the SOP is followed.
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SCHEDULEX\n (Jl & tKl

Fixation of MRP and Relaxation of MRp
The following points may be seen :

l whether the MRP is fixed by the local (condemnation) Boo at the Units
which consists of the following ofhcers.

(a) clo / SLo

(b) Representative ofCE Officers

(c) Representative of IFA

{d) Represenlative of SAO (Unit)

2. whether the local Boo has assessed the physical condition of the stores and
recommended the MRP as per AFo 19l2ooo taking ttre following factors into
account:

(a) Condition of stores / year of manufacture.

{b) Prevalent market rates as contained in the National dailies such as

Economic Times / Financial Express.

{c) Book value ofstores where applicable.

(d) Utility of stores as such or in the modified state.

(e) Last auction rate, ifany.

{0 Price vocab lists ofvehicles.

(g) Markct intelligence provided by MSTC in relation to the items covered
by the agreement.

3. whcthcr sanction of the appropriate cFA is there for the declaration of
surplus.

4. whether a certillcate to the effect that the MRp was kept in a sealed
condition with AOC I OC of the Units and handed over to the Sale

Supervising officer I Unit Representative at the time of auction/ tender is
cncloscd.

5 wherevcr rela-xation of MRP is sought in consultation with the IFA, reasons
for rccommcndation of brd lower than the MRp have been spelt out.

6. whethcr thc stores for which relaxation is sought in MRp were put to bid
earlicr also or bids have been cilled for the first time.

7. whether re bidding will be more benehcial to the state or acceptance of bids
bclorv MRP. Factors such as deterioration of stores with the passage of time,
occupation of space, environmental hazard, if any and cost of calling for bids
again be taken into account.
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scHEDrrLE]rr'I lLl

Issue of Items on Loan

The following points be seen:

1. Whether item has been issued on loan contract. If so, no sanction /
concurrence within the validity period of the contract is required, if the

terms of issue on loarr are as per the contract.

2. Whether in case of issue of loans of EW, Armament and secret equipment, -t
approval of Air Hqrs has been obtained.

3. Whether a SOC is initiated bringing out the necessity of issue of item on

loan. In case extension of loan period is sought, reasons for extension are

brought out clearly.

4. Whether loan period does not exceed 2 years. For a.11 cases exceeding 2

years, salction of MOD is required.

5. .Whet1:er a collateral security has been obtained from the contractor for the

loaned item.

6. Whettrer an undertaking is obtained from the contractor that the item will ''r

be returned in time and in the condition it is supposed to be returned.

7. The provisions as contained in AFO 19/2OOO may be kept in view .
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scrrEDnLExvn (A & Bl

FOLLOWING DOCI'MENTS ARI REQT'IRTD TO PROCESS

THE rFA (WORI(S) CASES

l. Board Proceedings.

,- 2. Statement of Case.

3. Accommodation Statement Part I and II.

- 4. Engineering Appreciation.

5. Approximate Estimates Part I and II.

6. Quarterly retum for Market Variation and Difference in cost of store.

7. Market analysis in respect of items based on assessed rates/market

rate.

8. Poliry letter if any involved in proposal.

9. Administrative Approval in respect of rates talen from previous

released works.

10 Land availability certificate.

. I 1. Area furniture rate list.
l.

12. Water and Electricity availability certificate.

13 Plinth area rates for married and OTM accommodation.:
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CHTCK LIST FOR TIIE SCRUTINY OF AE's /RAE6 IN REISPFCT OF

CIVIL WORXS OF AIR FORCE

BOARD PROCEEDINGS

1) In the first instance it should be checked that the Board Proceedings outlining

the detailed justification in terms of necessity/requirement of the proposed '
works i.e. building works (OTM/Married) and external services etc. are placed

on the file. '
2) That the Board Proceedings have considered the following points/aspects:

(a) Justification for external services like extemal electrification, external

water supply, roads & paths, sewage disposa-l and compound

wall/security wall and lurniture etc. with reference to (i) existing scales

and specifications, and (ii) existing availability of these seryices at the

station.

(b) Justification for special items, if any.

(c) Particulars of buildings etc. to be demolished, if arry, with detailed

reasons. )

(d) Accommodation statement Part-I & Part II accompanytng the Boatd

Proceedings. )

AEs BUILDINGS

1 . The detailed break-up of tJle total requirement has been given item-wise

separately for Married /OTM/ExternaJ Services Works.

2. That the married accommodation for all categories (including civilials) has

been plalned on station basis.

3. That the necessity of the proposed work is accepted in principle at

appropriate level. Aiso that the civil works proposals of Air Force, Nary and

DGOF Organization have been cleared by the Integrated Finance at

appropriate ievel from the necessity angle.

4. That the iand required for the purpose is available. If not, what is the

status of land acquisition?

5. That the satisfaction 1evel has been kept in mind while initiating the

proposal of married accommodation.

6. That the work stands included in the MWP for the year concerned.
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-7. (a) That special items, if any, have been cleared by the Users Directorate
arrd the Associated Finance at appropriate level from the necessigr angle.
(b) Details of special items and basis of their cost estimate have been given
adequately.

8. That the specifications have been correctly applied. Wherever superior
specifrcations have been proposed in the work, necessary iustification with
authority has been given. Where a project is to be taken up in phases, the
total cost of tJ:e entire project (based on AE,s/ rough estimates) is the
criteria for determining the CFA for sanctioning the work/project.

9. That the expected credits on account of retrieved material from demolition
of buildings etc., if any, are properly accounted for in the AEs.

10. That the estimates have been scrutinized by the E-in-C's Branch and
updated to the last quarter.

1 1. If accommodation for MES Key personnel is included in the works
estimates then station-wise deficiency position should be indicated.

DKTERI{AL SERVICES

1. That the existing assets at the station have been taken into account while
' planning external services like roads, external electricity, external water

supply, sewage disposal, area drainage etc.
- 2. That the requirement of electricity and water has been worked out on the

basis of strength of the Military station and the net deficiency has been

worked out after taking into account the existing availability.

FT'RNITI'RE

1. That the furniture provided is as per the latest scales and buildings is
given.

2. That the break-up of furniture based on different categories of buildings is
given.

3. That while assessing the requirement of furniture, surplus furniture
available at the Station, if any, has been duly taken into account.

, REVISEDAPPROXIMATEESTIMATES

i. In addition to the above check points the RAEs which are prepared in
accordance with the provisions of Para-22 (6) read with para,9 (d) DWp
1986 are further checked to see that:
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The iauses of the excess have been set out clearly and concisely in the

remarks column of RAE Part- I 1.

PHASING AND FUND AVNLABILITY

1 Is this civil work proposal a part of the approved major works, prograrnme

of the year concerned? If so, state specifrcally.

2. What is the proposed completion date of the work?

3. What is the proposed phasing of expenditure?

4. What is the fund requirement in the current frnancial year?

DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED WITH FC CASES

1. Complete tender documents including notice of tender.

2. Comparative Statement of tenders.

3. Financial Statement to show the amount available, details of DCS and

details of items to be issued free for fixing.

4. Statement showing hnancial position of the whole project alongwith

liabilities incurred against each item and amount required for the balance

work yet to be contracted.

5. Statement of case for inclusion, of any item/items not covered in )

Administrative Approval. i
6. Details of work duly signed by Accepting Officer.

7. Market Analysis.

8. Delay Report.

9. In case of married accommodation comparison of Plinth Area rates as given

in the Administrative Approval and as included in the tender.

10. In case of OTM Accommodation, comparison of floor area and plinth area

provided in the Administrative Approval and that included in the tender

indicating in the remarks whether proportionate decrease in amount

calculated or not.

I l. In case of furniture contracts, comparison oI rales in Administrative

Approval, tender and latest area rate list. t'

12. In case of water supply and external electrification, comparison of

Administrative Approval rates with ED rates. :
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GENERAL DRAWBACKS OBSERVED IN

AE's/RAEs

1. Wrong adoption of Plinth Area authorized as per Scale of Accommodation for
Defence Services, 1983.

2. Variation in Accommodation Statement vetted by user's directorate and

accommodation catered in AE Part II.

3. Wrong adoption of rates as per SSR/ED Rates etc and non quoting of correct

items of SSR/ED Rates in AE Part II.

4. Rates Analysis for assessed rates being adopted are not placed on lile for

verifrcation.

5. Copy of Jobs from where rates being adopted are not placed on file for
verification.

6. Price lists/ Quotations etc for Market rates not being placed on file for
verification of rates ofvaluable items exceeding Rs.5O,000/- & above.

7 . Certain items of works which are not authorized being provided in AE's such

as Geysers, Air Conditioning etc.

8. Wrong adoption of scales of furniture held on charge not deducted from

authorized furniture.
9. Non updation of AE's on current MV/DCS percentages ahd non placement of

copies of MV/ DCS percentage Return.

10. Non updation of rates of furniture on latest Area Furniture Rate list and non
placement of copies on file for verification of rates.

i1. PA. for garages of vehicle are not taken in accordance with standard size of
garages issued by E-in-C's Branch.

12. Fire fighting provisions catered in the AE's are not approved by Fire Advisor,

Min. of Defence.

13. Separate provision is made for soil investigations whereas the same should

be met out of contingency separately.

14. Special items of works are required to be approved by Associate Finance of
user's Directorate.

15. MV/DCS applied on assessed/ market/ contract rates/furniture rates are not
admissible.

16. Provision for temporary MES storage and office accommodation is being

made in the AE's which is chargeable to Contingencies of projects.
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-SCHEDULE:nrltr (Sl No. I & 2)

Purchase of Computer Systems, Provlsion of Network, etc.

Points to be seen-

i) Whether AITBP is approved by Air Hqrs.

ii) Whether items included in the present proposal form a part of

prioritization plan.

iii) Whettrer the SOC justiffing the need for procurernent, networking, etc ;
has been submitted including the following aspects :

(a) Present system -
(b) Existing resources and their usage.

(c) Proposed system including upgradation, if any with broad system

architecture.

(d) Benefits likely to accrue.

(e) Outputs desired from the system.

(f) In case of networking project, proposed network architecture with

inter-se distance of nodes.

(g) Software required to be developed / procured / upgraded.

(h) Feasibility of buyback provisions. 
,

(i) The requirement of system study and anaiysis through vendor for

complex projects, if necessary. i
(l) Requirement of training for users.

iu) Whether the QRs have been approved by Air Hqrs to ensure

standardization of the equipment across Air Force.

v) Whether a consolidated proposa1 has been initiated by Command Hqrs

taking into account IT projects relating to subordinate formations /
units.

vi) Whether in case of replacement purchase, life of the old equipment has

expired.

vii) Whether the recommendations of the BOO have been submitted

condemning the existing equipment.

viii) Whether in case of premature condemnation of existing equipment,

reasons for the same have been given ald case initiated for !
regularizaiion of loss pertaining to residual life of the equipment.

ix) Where tJle system to be procured is to be integrated with the existing

system, compatibility aspect has been seen.
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x) Whether in case of networking projects, proposed networking

architecture including inter section distance nodes are furnished.

xi) Whether in case of operating system softwares, details of PCs upgraded

with computer processors to suit the new operating systems to be

installed arld the operating systems held in the PCs requiring
replacement are furnished.

xii) Whether procurement is proposed on DGS&D RC wherever in operation.

,.iii) Whether draft tender enqulry and vendor list are enclosed with the
proposal.

xiv) Whether vendor lists are classified separately for different services

offered such as turnkey solutions, software development, consultancy,

networking, system integration, etc.

xv) Whether vendor lists are updated and enlarged periodically by

interaction with Ministry of IT, Industry Organizations such as CIL,

MAIT, NASSCOM, etc.

xvi) Whether in case of proprietary items, PAC is enclosed signed by the

authorized ofhcer.

RFP

Points to be seen-

i) Whether the bids are being asked in two parts i.e. techno-commercial

and price bids.

ri) Whether the payment terms are well spread over the complete

implementation cycle of the project/ procurement such as delivery of
hardware and its acceptance, setting up of network, complete

integration, etc (Stages / quantum of payment given in TE should be in
accordance with SOP on the subject).

ril) Whether all other standard terms and conditions are included in TE

particularly AMC clause, uptime, upgradation of hardware / software,

assurance of spares for the life of the equipment, training, installation
and commissioning, etc.

ir,) Whether in case of development of software, the inteliectual property

rights will pass on to IAF after payment.

v) Whether ir-r the projects of complex nature / software development,

there is a provision for presentation / briefing of the vendors in the TE

so that the scope of the project is clear to them.
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-vi) Whether specifications given in the SOR are in agreement with the
' specifications approved by Air Hqrs.

b<penditure angle sanctlotr

Points to be seen-

i) Whether all the standard points have been seen and verified.

ii) Whether TEC recommendation is approved by the CFA.

iii) Whether after technical evaluation of bids by TEC, a SOR for each of the

bidders has been prepared to bring them at par.

iv) Whether TEC has prepared the report in the staldard format arrd all the

columns of the report have been fiiled in.

v) Whether in case of a single technically acceptable offer, retendering has

been recommended by making QRs more broad-based.

vi) Whether the LPP and last supplier have been mentioned in the CST.

vii) Whether all taxes, discounts, etc have been taken into account for

determining Ll.
viii) Whether there is a provision for change in technical specifications in the

draft supply order. The change could be due to upgradation of technical

specifications by the OEM from the equipment ordered, change in ]

technical specifications of items in general as per industry standards or

discontinuance of the model ordered by the OEM. ;'
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SCIIEDITLE XTIIU llten l{o.3 & 4l

Purchase of Systems/Applicatlon Software, Software Developrnent and
Technical Coasultaacy for IT ProJects & IT Tlaiatng

AON

Points to be seen-

i) Whether SOC has been prepared explaining in detail necessit5r for such
procurement.

ii) Whether in case of IT training, it has been clearly brought out in the
SOC that training cannot be arranged in-house due to lack of expertise.

iii) Whether the competence and credibility of outside agencies has been

verified by arr independent agency and their past experience in
imparting training verified.

it ) Whether training proposed is such as could not be imparted by the

supplier while supplying new hardware / software systems.

v) Whether while considering outsourcing of training, all options such as

arranging training at the vendor's location on vendor,s equipment,
arranging training at the user's location but on the vendor's equipment
and arranging training at the user's location on the user's equipment
liave been considered.

vi) Whether ttre consultancy project is such as ca_nnot be executed in-
house by IAF.

vii) Whether it has been confirmed in the SOC that all avenues have been

exhausted by IAF including development of similar software by any
other Commands either in,house or through an outside agency.

viii) Whether the proposal has been vetted and recommended by technical
specialist.

RFP

Points to be seen :

i) Whether in case of software development, stage payments are provided

for at stages such as acceptance of SRS, System Design Documents
(SDD), testing, etc.

Whether the vendor has been made responsible for rectifying the

dehciencies in software as per users' requirement.

iil
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iii) Whether the responsibitty of the vendor has been clearly specified in
case of software development during trial run and parallel run stages.

iv) Whether all the proprietary rights (including source code) will pass on to
the IAF on payment and further modilication of software, if any, could
be done by IAF on its own.

v) Whether there is a provision for Performance bank guarantee for
successful implementation of software projects.

vi) Whetler suflicient number of back up copies will be provided by the
bidder as per TE.

vii) Whether a clause regarding upgradation of software in future by the
vendor who develops the software is included in TE.
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SCHEDITLE XTIIII lltern No.Sf

Computer Peripherals & Anctttades

AON

Points to be seen-
'r i) whether Soc contains fun justification for procurement of computer

peripherals and ancillaries.
- ii) whether need for purchase has arisen due to existing computer

peripherals and ancillaries having become Cat .E' or due to non_
availability of spares / consumables. If so the date of purchase of these
items and expenditure incurred on repairs be verified.

iii) whether Boo proceedings are there condemning existing computer
peripherals and ancillaries in case of replacement items.

i'u) Whether the proposal for purchase is for additiona-l requirement to meet
assigned tasks.

v) whether th.' quantum / volume projected for procurement has been

r justihed adequately by the users and technically qualified functionaries
who are in charge of such assessment.

. vi) whether the items are under AMC and oEM has given a certificate of
u n serviceability / obsolescence.

vii) whcthcr the items proposed for purchase are authorized for use as per
r hc Srt p.
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SCHEDITLE X\IIII lltem No.6f

Cornputer Statlonery & Consumables

AON

Points to be seen-

i) Whether SOC justiffing requirement has been submitted.

ii) Whether requirement of Computer stationery has been worked out with I'

respect to actua-l average alnual consumption of last 3 years based on

computers held on charge. In case of increased demand, justifrcation

thereof should be there.

iii) Whether details of computers likely to be added or likely to become

obsolete have been given while justifying the quantity of consumables to

be purchased.

i") Whethdr tJre requirement of computer stationery and consumables for

various units / formations has been consolidated at the respective CFA

level and by Directorate of IT at Air Hqrs for Air Hqrs and Units directly

under Air Hqrs at New Delhi.

v) Whether the stock levels of computer stationery and consumables do \

not exceed four months' requirement and do not fall below three

months' requirement. )'

vi) Whether these items are being purchased from IT Code head only

except in case of computer systems procured as embedded systems.

vii) Whether items are available on DGS&D RC. If so, direct orders could be

placed.
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SCHEDITLEXVm lB1 to B3f

Repalr and lllo:ln.ten,dnce of Corryruter S3sterns

AOn

Points to be seen-

I. Whether requirement for upgrade, repair and maintenance of computers

and peripherals for various units has been consolidated at the CFA level.

II. Whether computer spares stocking level is not more than 4 months'

requirement and not less than 3 months' requirement. A certificate to this

effect will be obtained from tl e authorized ollicer.

III. Whether tJ e maintenance expenditure on computer systems procured as

embedded systems is being met from the code head under which their

vocab section falls and not under the IT head.

IV. Whether there is a possibility of bringing the items of similar nature

under al ongoing AMC on pro rata basis and whether it will be more

cost effective.

V. Whether AMC is being proposed only for ser'viceable equipment having

sufficient residual life.
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SCHEDITLE XIX (Item ilo. 1 & 2l

Speclal Flnanclal Powers under the Head ,Telephones'

AON Angle

The following points be seen-

i) Whether specifications of the equipment have been approved by Air

Hqrs with a view to ensuring standardization across the Air Force.

iil Whether the SOC brings out full justification for purchase / repatr,

etc including the following:

(a) Existingarrargement.

(b) Existing resources and their usage.

(c) Proposed system including upgradation if any required,

with broad system architecture and justifrcation.

(d) Outputs desired from the system.

(e) Benefits likely to accrue.

(0 Requirement of training users, if any, should be clearly specified.

19 Comparative statement of rates of similar items at

station/ nearby stations/ BSNL/ MTNL.

(h) Financial effect.

{i) Code head and availability of funds.

'a;

)\

tr

iii) Whether draft TE giving all QRs and / or Operational

requirements and draft contract agreement is submitted with the

SOC.

iv) Whether in case of purchase of a new exchange / replacement of

cxisting exchange, authorized capacity of exchange is as per

Policy Page of the Unrt / Establishment. (A photocopy of Policl'

page be got submitted along with the SOC).

r') Whethcr the proposal is for wiring the exchange for l5O % of \ -
czrpacity authorized catering for future expansion and resen'e in

accordance with the SOP on the subject. r _

vi) Whether in case of replacement, date of installation of exrsting

EPABX and present serviceability state is mentioned. E:!
vii) Whcther in cases when the existing system is recommended for ?-

rcplacement prior to completing 8 years of life (trvo 1'ears A

e
I
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warranty + si-x years comprehensive AMC), detailed justifrcation

has been given.

viii) Whether the unserviceability of the existing EpABX has been

certified by the OEM.

ix) Whether BOO proceedings have been submitted for condemnation

/ BER of the existing exchange.

x) Whether recommendation has treen made for utilization / disposal

of old exchange.

xi) Whether the number of Push Button Telephones / Plan Telephone

instruments required have been worked out taking into account

the available serviceable instruments.

-\x) Whether tl'e number of Digital telephone instruments proposed

rvithin 5% of the auttrorized exchange capacity with a minimum
five.

xur) Whettrer utilization of digital telephone instruments has been

clearly brought out.

xrv) Whether the requirement of CVT, FCBC and Batteries has been

worked out taking into account the serviceability of existing items.

(The date on which these items were last purchased may be

insisted upon).

xv) Whether the number of Operator consoles projected is as per

scale i.e. One console per 5O lines with minim.um of two consoles.

xvi) Whether the number of authorized civil junctions indicating
requirement of DID / DOD facilities is indicated.

xviil Whether the proposed system is compatible with the system with
which integration, if any, is envisaged.

xviii) Whether in case of SOC for repair of exchange, it has been verified

that the exchange is not wlthin t1-re warrant5r period / AMC and in
case of unsatisfactory services by the service provider, their
performance bank guarantee has been encashed.

xtx) Whether in SOC for repairs, the vintage of the exchange has been

checked arrd the report of BOO regarding serviceability of the

exchange has been seen.

Whether in case of repiacement of UG Cables, it has been seen

that it has outlived its life (25 years) and has been adjudged as

unserviceable by a BOO.

1S

of

t3l!toz
aooo

I

:cr)
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xxi)

&\ii)

RFP vetting

vi)

vii)

viii)

ix)

Whether it is ensured that the CFA is determined taking into
account the cost of UG Cable as well as exchange where nerv

exchanges are to be installed.

Whether cases ilvolving AON for procurement of accessories such
as telephones, batteries, cards, etc give fuil justihcation for the
procurement. In case cards are to be used for upgradation of the
system, terms and conditions of AMC be cross-checked to ensure
that their provision is not covered under the AMC.

ii)

Whether all staldard terms and conditions especially conditions
relating to AMC, Option clause, assurance of spares for the life of
the equipment, upgradation, uptime, training, installation and
commissioning, etc have been included in the TE.

Whether the vendor list consists of PSUs / SGUs ald selected

private vendors of repute, who are able to offer equipment /
systems approved by the Telecommunication Engineering Centre
(TEC) of the DOT as far as possible.

Whether DGS&D RC exists for the item. If so, procurement could
be made on DGS&D RC.

In case DGS&D RC has recently expired but is likely to be

renewed, a Fali Clause be got included in the TE stating that in
case the Contract is concluded with DGS&D at a lou'er rate than
the one quoted in the TE, t1.e supplier will refund t1.e difference to
the purchaser.

Whether payments are rvell spread over the compiete

implementation cycle of the projeci / procurement such as delivery

of hardware ald its acceptance, setting up of network, complete

integration, training, etc. The payment terms should be in
accordalce with the terms given in the SOP.

Whether technical specifications are broad-bdsed so as to generate

healthy competition.

Whether while calling for bids, no specific brand is mentioned in the TE.

Whether two part bid system is being followed.

Whether for replacement of al existing exchange, buy back cost

has been called foi from the prospective bidders.

iii)

iro)

v)
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Errpenditure angle sanction

Points to be seen -
i) Whether the rates quoted are comparable with the rates of similar

/ same items purchased recently at nearby stations.
ii) Whether after technical evaluation but before opening of

commercial bids BOM(8i11 of Materiat) has been worked out
separately in case of each of the bidders to ensure level playing
field.

iii) Whether the bidders whose commercial bids were opened. comply
with major commercial conditions such as provision of AMC at the
prescribed rate of 57o, warrarty for two years, assurance of spares
for the life of the equipment, software / hardware upgrades,
uptime, training, etc.

iv) In case t1.e proposed amount exceeds AON amount substantially,
reasons for the same may be called for.

v) Whether all clauses of the TE have been included in the Draft
Supply Order.

oz
?o

I
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SCHEDULE XD( (Item No. 3)

Up gradation / modification of Telecommunication eqpt / Software +

Training of personnel on associated equipment.

i) Whether the clauses regarding upgradation / modification ald
training were a part of the original contract concluded with the :
supplier.

ii) Whether ariy justihcation for upgradation / modification has been )
given in the SOC.

iii) Whether the date of purchase of the equipment to be modihed and

its remaining life has been indicated.

iv) Whether a cost benefit alalysis has been made taking irrto account

the cost of new upgraded equipment vis-d-vis the cost of

upgradation of the old equipment.

v) Whether after modification / upgradation, the equipment /
software will be compatible with other equipments / software.

vi) Whether modification / upgradation is proposed from the OEM /
his authorised dealer.

vii) Whether modillcation / upgradation would entail training to the

staff handling the equipment / software. If so, whether provision of I
training preferably in situ has been made.
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SCHEDULE xIX (Item No' 4|

LP of Spares

Points to be seen :

i) Whether there is an AMC in operation for the exchange for which

spares are proposed to be purchased. If so, whether the provisions

of AMC have been verified to ensure that supply of spares is not

covered under the AMC.

ii) Whether the Non Availability Certificate for spares from the

stockholding unit has been received.

iii) Whether the spares proposed to be purchased are minimum

inescapable requirement and are to be immediately used.

i r) Whether the contractual obligation of equipment supplier and

period of such obligations has been seen.

v) Whether repairs will be carried out in-house arid there is sufficient

expertise to do tJ e same or they will be outsourced.

vi) Whether proper procedure for local purchase has been followed.

vii) Whether there is a need to modifu the clauses of AMC so as to
. include supply of spares also if not already provided for.

viii) Whether the purchase is made from the authorized dealers of OEM.
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SCIIEDTTLE XD( {Item No. 5)

.Annual mainteaance corrtract

Points to be seen :

i) Whether at the time of entering into contract for supply of

equipment, AMC clause was included in that.

ii) Whether the AMC does not exceed 5 % of the equipment cost for

entire life of the equipment.

iii) Whether during the warranty period / extended warranty, no

AMC is operational.

irr) Whether the AMC is comprehensive enough to include cost of

replacement of any part and move of engineers / technicians of

the supplier.

v) Whether in the AMC, maximum downLime of equipment has been

specified and maximum response time in case of call for repair of

equipment has been spelt out and adequate penalty / liquidated

damages for failure to adhere to the timeframe have been

prescribed.

vi) Whether AMC provides for stocking of adequate quantity of

spares by the supplier during the entire AMC period.

vii) Whether the cost of removal of the equipment to the supplier's

premises in case of major repairs will be to the supplier's

account.

viii) Whether there is a provision for preventive maintenance in AMC

specifying periodical checking / servicing of the equipment.

ix) Whether no advance payment provision is there in the contract.

In case advance payment is unavoidable, an amount equal to a

maximum of six months' charges is to be paid in advalce against

a Bank guarantee / Security deposit.

x) Whether Performance bank guarantee of at least 5 7o has been

obtained from the supplier on a scheduled bank for ensuring

satisfactory services during the AMC period (PBG should be valid

for a period of 14 months for a 12 month AMC period).

xi) Whether the AMC is being concluded as far as possible with the

OEM / his authorized dealer.

\

I
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xv)

xit Whether tJle AMC is proposed to be executed prior to completion
of warrant5r period, as per terms and conditions already
negotiated at the time of original TpC / pNC so that it comes into
force immediately after the warrant5r period is over.

xiii) Whether AMC is being entered into only for serviceable

equipment having sufficient residual life during tlle period of the
contract.

xiv) Whether in case additional items are proposed to be covered

under the AMC, charges paid have been worked out on pro rata
basis.

Whether AMC is concluded for only one year at a time and
renewed on annual basis before the expiry of warrant5z period /
an on-going AMC as the case may be.

xvi) Whether in case of a crash of the system, AMC holder has been

entrusted with the responsibility of reloading the application
software and recreating the operating environment including the
databases.
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scHEDrlLE)lIX (rTEM NO 6l

Renting of Circuits

1. They can be hired from BSNL/MTNL/Private service providers

depending on technical feasibility.

2. A SOC giving detailed justilication is to be looked for for AON

concurTence.

3. In case of hiring of circuits for exercise, operation, disaster

management, etc. unit/Command can hire from BSNL/MTNL after

sanction by CFA in consultation with IFA. This will be for one year

on1y. For requirement exceeding one year, fresh sanction will be

required.

4. A11 standard points relating to AON/EAS will be seen.

F

,a

)
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3.

SCHEDITLEF[ (A to c)

Polats to be seen

1. These powers of Lp in respect of medical stores are to be exercised for
expendable/ non-expendable pVMS and NIV medical stores.

2. In case of expendable medical stores, for emergency purchases, it may
be seen that PVMS items in an emergency and non pVSM items
considered absolutely essentia_l for the treatment of patients only are
purchased.

A BOO has to estimate requirements of expendable medical stores for
t}re full hnancial year.

Mode of tendering and availability of funds must be reflected in SOC.
For emergency purchases, alnual rate contract will be concluded
taking into account the maximum discount given on MRp bv various
suppliers.

6. In case of annual rate contracts, CFA is to be determined based on the
-estimated annual requirements for the year.

7. For bulk purchase, standard Lp procedure will be followed after taking
NAC from AFMSD.

8. Performalce parameters and qualiSing criteria such as annual turn
over for 3 years, market standing certificate, sales ta,\ clearance
certificate etc. have to be seen.

9. For procurement of non expendable medical stores, the following
requirements may be seen:_

i. SOC with eRs
ii. indent marked NA by AFMSD
iii. A certifrcate by Commandant/OC Hospital/SMO/Specialist that

the stores are urgently required for the smooth functioning of
unit/hospital.

iv. Draft Tender Enqu iry

v. List of vendors

vi. PAC if applicable duly countersigned by SMO/OC
vii. Budgetavailabilitvcertificate

Note: For dealing with the cases under Schedule XXII{D to F} please
refer to the checklist for Schedule IV & V.

4.

5.
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